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( i) 

~ 

The dissertation has three major objecti ves. The first is to examine the 

relation be~n the nature and trajectory of urban and regional planning 

in South Africa, and developrents wi thin the, South African political 

econany of which it is an integral part. The second is to contribute to 

the sparse literature on the history of urban and regional planning in 

South Africa. The third is to consider the historical record on and the 

prospects for facilitating progressive social change through planning in 

South Africa. An empirical analysis of the history of urban and regional 

planning for the period 1900 to 1988 provides the basis for the 

achievement of all three objectives. In attempting to fulfil the first 

objective Sate emphasis is placed on examining the relationship be~n 

territorial apartheid and planning. The experiential basis of the 

distinction often made be~ planning and apartheid by South African 

planners is explored. The conclusion reached is that whilst a 

distinction be~n the trajectory of professional town planning and 

territorial apartheid is sustainable, there has also been a very 

substantial measure of articulation. Special emphasis is also given to 

examining the relationship be~ planning and the specific nature and 

history of the accumulation process in South Africa. ~n this regard it 

is concluded that the accumulation process has rome roth an indirect and 

direct relation to planning at different junctures. At tirres the 

trajectory of accumulation has simply provided a context which has 

affected the definition of social priorities and placed limits on what 

could be pursued through planning. At other tirres the m:.mentum of 

accumulation has quite direct l y affected planning, providing 

opportunities for or requiring responses fran planners. 
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As far as the record on the scx:::ial role played by planners is concerned, 

it is concluded that planning has not cut a particularly progressive 

profile. The arergence of a progressive planning ITOvarent in South 

Africa is however noted. Possibilities for pursuing progressive 

practices are identified against the background of a detailed analysis of 

the contanporary period. 
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PREFACE AM) ~ 

The origins of this thesis date back to the early 1980's when I first 

becarrE aware that very Ii t:tle w::>rk had been done on the political econany 

of urban and regional planning in South Africa. My interest in the 

political econany of planning had been stinrulated firstly by 

post-graduate study in the U.S.A. and secondly by a search for theory to 

guide my practices as a planner in a conflict-ridden society. When 

political tumult escalated in South Africa in the first half of the 

1980' s, my initial interest in conflict on the urban terrain was 

academic. I was particularly fascinated by the arergence of urban social 

ITOVE!l'ents. As a consequence I began to w::>rk with these novarents. 

Slowly my academic interest began to translate into a real political 

ccmnitrrent. For TIUlch of the foui':'year period between 1982 and 1986 I was 

intimately involved in the practices of the primary urban social novarent 

in the Durban rretropolitan area. So intoxicating was this involVE!l'ent, 

and so needed ~re my urban planning inputs, that I thoroughly i.nnersed 

myself in the roles of political activist and planning advocate. My 

academic w::>rk suffered but I learned a great deal about progressive human 

practices. When the repression of 1986 took the steam out of political 

revolt, I found that I had rrore ti.rre to reflect on my experience. Once 

again I was struck by the paucity of theoretical and enpirical w::>rk on 

the political econcmy of urban and regional planning against which I 

could place my deliberations. lobre convinced than ever of the need for a 

study which contextualized urban and regional planning in South Africa 

and which gave a sense of its m:::m:mtum through tirre, I set about writing 

this dissertation with re~ vigour. 
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Many people have contributed to whatever insights the dissertation may 

contain. Primary arrong these people is my close friend and colleague, 

Jeff M::Carthy. Jeff has been a sympathetic, helpful and incisive 

supervisor. Moreover in a decade of collaboration on a variety of 

projects Jeff has contributed substantially to my intellectual growth, 

elaIEnts of which are reflected in the dissertation. Special thanks are 

also due to another close friend, supervisor and colleague - Mike Kahn. 

Mike and I have, over the years, spent many hours talking about planning 

in South Africa. These fonnal and infonnal discussions have contributed 

substantially to the content of the dissertation. 

~ other friends have also been particularly influential. Alison Tcxies, 

with her critical and often original approach to issues has, perhaps rrore 

than anyone else, shifted often entrenched views that I have held. So 

too has my advocacy planning colleague, eli ve Foster. 

Apart fran those who have influenced my thoughts about planning, there 

have been many people who have developed my ability as a politician, 

political economist and activist. 

My mentor in this regard has, without question, been Pravin Gordhan. In 

many respects this giant of a man has stood at the centre of progressive 

political rrobilisation in Natal. It has been a privilege to ~rk with 

and learn fran him. Pravin has also been a very supportive friend. Also 

very ilrpJrtant to my political growth, are Vish and Vidhu with whan I 

have spent many hours in urban social m:JVE!1'ent. ~rk. Ironically when I 

first began to ~rk with urban social novarents I believed that I was 

contributing to their intellectual growth by introducing than to authors 
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such as Manuel Castells. Instead it was I who received a thorough 

education even if it is only recently that this has begun to dawn on me. 

A particular v.urd of thanks is due to my wife Jenni who has assisted in 

nan.y ways. Jenni proof-read the manuscript and. has facilitated the 

production of the document - a nost tedious task. Jenni· has also taken 

nore than a fair share of c::icrTestic resp::>nsibilities in order to allow me 

to complete this v.urk. 

Finally thanks must c:p to Eileen Oelofse who typed the document under 

duress, and. to Gerry and Michael Oelofse who assisted in production. 

While many people in a . variety . of ways have contributed to the 

conceptualisation and. production of this dissertation, resp::>nsibility for 

the arguments made is entirely mine. Moreover the dissertation is my own 

original v.urk and. has not been sul:mitted in whole or in part, to any 

other university. 
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The ~lve years since the ~to uprlsillg of 1976 have been anong the 

nost turbulent in the count.1:y's history. Virtually every aspect of 

everyday life in South Africa has became politicized. For Black people 

it has been a period of nobilization, of optimism aOOut change, of 

heroism and of struggle. It has also been a period of violence, of 

fear, of strikes and of massive disruption. For Whites, whose everyday 

lives have been less directly disrupted, it has been a decade of 

uncertainty, insecurity, fear and, of change. It is easy to 

sensationalize' crisis and conflict, but few ~uld regard. the carmmts 

made above as overly nelodramatic. It is not surprising that in this 

context of upheaval, urban planning related issues such as the 

.i.rrprovarent of living conditions in South Africa's townships and 

shacklands, have been brought sharply into focus. In fact, urban and 

regional planning has been thrust on the centre stage of crisis 

resolution. Given this increasing centrality, and given the increasing 

polarization of South African society, urban and regional planning has 

itself becate nUlch nore politicized . . What had previously been a rather 

sedate, unexceptional, technicist and consensual profession, has suddenly 

became high profile and conflict-ridden. Such conflict is, of course, 

inevitable when plarmers begin to ask questions, sarewhat belatedly, 

al:::x::>ut the social role that they are actually playing. Indeed planning 

has begun to exhibit what Muller (1982) has called its "Janus face". 

Janus was a Raran deity with ~ faces, one looking "inward on the 

sanctuary of the hare and another outwar:d to the unpredictable ~rld 

beyond" (Muller, 1982, p 4). After a long period of focusing on its 

inner sanctuary, planning in South Africa is beginning to consider its 

relationship to society at large. In doing so, ~, planners have 

found the literary cupboard on planning in South Africa quite bare. 

Very little has been written al:::x::>ut interrelations be~n urban and 
", 

regional planning and "the ensemble of socia-political and econanic 

relations constituting the society in which it is theorized and 

practiced" (Meulanan, 1987). The present dissertation is primarily 

concerned with making a contribution tcWcmis the filling of this gap. 

MJre specifically, the major objective of the thesis is to examine the 

relation be~ urban and regional planning in South Africa and the 

political ecOIlClT!Y within which it is anbedded. Of course, the 
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respective trajectories of politics and econanics in South Africa are not 

independent processes and are related in canplex ways. As will be 

elaborated shortly, due cognisance will be taken of these interrel ations, 

but it is also recognized that the realms of politics and econanics 

develop relatively autonarously. Crude econanic detenninism (or political 

detenninism for that matter) is avoided wherever possible. 

It should be noted at the outset that greater emphasis will be pl aced on 

exploring the political econany of urban planning as opposed to regional 

planning for ~ reasons. The first is that whilst very little has been 

written on urban planning in South Africa, gocx:i historical analyses of 

the political econany of regional policy in South Africa have been 

produced by, arrongst others, Bell (1973, 1987); Glaser (1987); Tanlinson 

and Addelson ( 1984); and Dewar et al ( 1984 ) . Of the urban terrain, 

~, Haines and Buijs (1985, P vii) have recently been prarpted to 

comment as follows : 

"With the partial exception 'of McCarthy and Snit's work and Ron 
Davies' writings on the colonial and post-colonial city, there 
has been no serious attempt to develop or generate a broad 
conceptual understanding of urbanization and urbanism in South 
Africa. " 

The work of Western (1981), and Bloch and Wilkinson (1982) and Padayachee 

and Haines ( 1985) IlUlSt be added to the list. It should be noted, 

~, that JOC)st of these works have addressed urbanism in South Africa 

at a general level, without focusing specifically on urban planning. 

M::Carthy and Smit (1981 and 1984) do explicitly address the political 

econany of planning, but they do so with the intention of illustrating 

the application of general theoretical m::>dels in the South African 

context. They do not address the political econany of urban planning in 

South Africa in any empirical detail. Patricios (1975) and Muller 

( 1982) have, in the process of addressing other topics, made sene 

reference to the political econany of urban planning, but their analyses 

and. empirical accounts are cursory. 

The second reason for lending relatively greater emphasis to urban as 

opposed to regional and rural planning, is that this is the terrain with 

which the author is JOC)re familiar and upon which he has practiced (as an 
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urban planner, political activist, and. political econanist). While 

greater emphasis will be given to urban planning, regional planning will 

also be addressed, largely because no single text exists in which the bM) 

processes are considered together. Separate treatIrent of the urban and 

regional cClT1fOnents of planning runs the danger of losing a sense of the 

dialectic be~ the bM) processes. M:>reover, it is hoped that one of 

the contributions of this dissertation is that it will provide initiates 

into the field with an overview and. sense of rrmentum of the entire field 

of urban and regional planning in South Africa. Carprehensi ve texts of 

this kind are available to planning students and scholars in other 

countries, but not in South Africa. Finally, since the literature on 

regional planning in South Africa is quite well developed, there will be 

a greater tendency to engage in debate with authors who have contributed, 

than is true for the coverage of urban planning. 

A second major objective of this dissertation is to make a contribution 

to the literature on the histOI:Y of urban and regional planning in South 

Africa. The author had hoped, in anbarJdng on this project, that a 

descriptive history of the evolution of planning would be already 

available. The specific contribution of the dissertation would then be 

to make the connections be~ an already available planning history, 

and historical developments in the South African political economy. On 

investigation, the author discovered that the historical literature on 

urban planning in South Africa was vety sparse. Floyd ( 1960) has 

written a lxx:>k called Town Planning in South Africa. Apart fran one or 

bM) papers, also by Floyd (1959), this lxx:>k ranains the only substantial 

piece on tCMJ1 planning in South Africa. Price ( 1982 ) and has also 

conducted Sate preliminary investigations into the history of tCMn 

planning in South Africa. All of these works are, ~r, rather 

cursory, and as a consequence the historical material on tCMJ1 planning 

contained in this thesis is relatively original , especially for the 

earlier periods. 

This is not to suggest that the historical work presented in this thesis 

is the product of a major exercise in primary research. Certainly, sate 

primary research was undertaken in the fonn of archival research and 

lengthy interviews with pioneers in the planning field such as T.B. Floyd 

and Nola Green. Much of the historical material was, ~r, drawn 
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fran the ~rk of praninent political and econanic historians who have 

produced a rich tapestry of case studies of South Africa's towns and 

cities. Of course, rrost of these authors were not concerned with town 

planning directly, but their ~rk includes many allusions to such 

planning. M:::>st urban and regional planners in South Africa are not 

aware of this literature and one purpose of this dissertation is to bring 

aspects of it to their attention. It should be noted that while the 

historical ~rk in this dissertation is considered a contribution, the 

dissertation certainly does not pretend to be a canprehensive history of 

urban and regional planning. It is rather concerned with the historical 

articulation of urban and regional planning with developrents in the 

political econany. 

inward-looking face, 

It pays very little attention to Janus's 

i . e. to the theoretical and rrethodological 

developrents internal to the profession such as Mallows's pi oneering 

rrethodological ~rk and Muller's advances in procedural theory (Muller, 

1987). FurtheIllOre, there has been substantial regional variation in 

the evolution of, particularly urban planning. Ibing justice to this 

variation is, h~, beyond the scope of this dissertation. 

The third. major objective of the thesis is to consider the historical 

record on, and the prospects for, the praoc>tion of progressive social 

change through planning. The conflagration in South Africa in the 

post-Saweto period has brought the dilemna of planning practice in South 

Africa sharply into focus. On the one hand, the crisis has drawn 

attention to the desperate need for interventions airred at ~roving the 

material conditions of the urban and rural masses. Housing shortages 

have reached crisis proportions, overcrowding is everywhere apparent, and 

literally millions have no access to basic physical and social services. 

In such circumstances it seems aninently reasonable that socially 

concerned individuals ~uld enter a profession such as urban and regional 

planning with a view to addressing these problans. In fact, many of the 

students the author has encountered in eight years of teaching in the 

Depart:nent of TcMn and Regional planning at the University of Natal, have 

had precisely such intentions in mind. 

On the other hand, ~rking as an urban and regional planner in South 

Africa rreans ~rking either within apartheid state apparatuses or, at the 

very least, ~rking within an apartheid frane.-.urk. MJreover, many 
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progressive planners have been influenced by the structuralist 

neo~marxist work of authors such as Castells (1977, 1978), Harvey (1978) 

and Mingione (1981). These authors have argued that, under capitalism, 

urban and regional planning is si.Irply an extension of the capitalist 

state whose structurally detennined role is to ensure the grONth and 

reproduction of the system of acCUIlUllation. Thus, for authors such as 

Castells (1977), urban planning is not a rreans of social change but only 

part of a process of damnation, integration and the control of 

contradictions. The position that will be taken in this dissertation is 

that extrare structuralism of this kind takes insufficient account of 

human agency in detennining the role that planning plays in society. 

Thus, whilst emphasis will fallon the influence of social structure on 

urban planning, a conscious attempt will also be made to investigate the 

extent to which human agency either has made a difference or could have 

made a difference. 

The relevance of such· an anal~is to those wishing to pursue social 

i.IrpI'OVE!l'ent through urban planning is obvious. Moreover, in tracing the 

historical relations between planning and the trajectory of broader 

social context within which it is embedded, emphasis will be placed on 

deriving lessons that can infonn the debate on progressive planning 

practice in South Africa. Furthenrore, the prospects for, and 

constraints on, progressive planning practices, will be evaluated with 

specific reference to a detailed analysis of the structural circumstances 

of the contenporary period, and the attempts at instituting rrore 

progressive practices in the past decade. Throughout the dissertation, 

the author's awn predilection for making urban and regional planning rrore 

relevant to social change is evident and produces, perhaps, an elarent of 

bias into the selection of the historical evidence chosen for analysis. 

The dissertation is therefore a politically committed piece of work, and 

hopes to infonn progressive praxis. 

In sum then, the major objectives of the dissertation are threefold 

1. 'Ib examine the relation between the nature and trajectory of urban 

and regional planning in South Africa and developreilts within the 

political econany within which it is embedded; 
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2. 'Ib contribute to the literature on the histo:ry of urban and regional 

. planning in South Africa; and 

3. 'Ib consider the historical record on, and the future prospects for, 

the prarotion of progressive social change through planning in South 

Africa. 

These objectives will be pursued primarily through an historical analysis 

of the evolution of urban planning practices in this count:ry. The 

dissertation itself is organized as follows. The Chapter which follows 

this introduction provides a brief outline of the conceptual framework in 

tenns of which the analysis is pursued. It will be noted that whilst 

there is a maasure of theoretical eclecticism, the analysis is strongly 

influenced by the growth in recent years of new approaches towards 

analyzing urban and regional issues, which derive their inspiration fran 

the p:>litical econanic v.Drk of Max Weber anQ nore particularly Karl Marx. 

This Chapter also addresses methodological issues, and particularly the 

question of distinguishing urban and regional planning interventions fran 

other kinds of state intervention on the one hand, and specifying an 

appropriate periodization for analysis on the other. Chapter Three 

focusses on the period prior to the adoption of the first fonnal town 

planning ordinances. It is argued that while the origins of town 

planning in South Africa bear a relation to the emargence of crises in 

the sphere of reproduction (e.g health crises and sltnn developrent), they 

are nore directly traceable to problems of social co-ordination of land 

use in order to prarote efficient production, circulation and exchange of 

connxxiities. Early town planning is also seen as having idealist 

origins and being strongly influenced by individual agency. 

Chapter Four examines developrents in urban and regional planning for the 

period 1930 to 1950. The tendency for town planning to hecate a rather 

pragmatic, administratively-oriented and technocratic activity is noted 

and explained. More specifically, it is argued that this minimalist 

arises out of the contradiction beb\een the need for urban planning on 

the one hand, and the sinrultaneous rejection of it on the other. The 

minimalist of urban planning in the "White" tCMI1S is contrasted with the 

dramatic interventions which characterize early rural developrent 

planning in the reserves. The rapid growth of ·South African cities, and 
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the crises this spawned, are also examined and, related to the grcwth of 

manufacturing industry and the increasing decline of the reserve 

econanies. The op:pJrtuni ties for grandiose town planning and urban 

design occasioned by rapid and state assisted acclIDlUlation, are also 

discussed. 

Chapter Five focuses on the draconian period of apartheid spatial 

engineering which spans the period 1950 to 1975. Both the 

reconstruction of the South African city to provide coherent "Group 

Areas", and the way in which the pursuit of "grand apartheid" provided 

the impetus for large-scale regional planning, are discussed. .The 

articulation of territorial apartheid with other more conventional forms 

of planning is also examined. Sare arphasis is placed on explaining the 

apparent contradiction between the tightening of influx controls in this 

period and the simultaneous initiation of the largest mass housing 

prograntre in the country' s his~ry. Moreover the close relation between 

the actual spatial design of the. mass housing estates and the imperatives 

of the :pJlitical econaT'!Y is explored. The arergence in this period of 

finance capital as a distinct social phencmanon is noted. The effects 

of the growth of finance capital and the corres:pJnding increase in the 

concentration and centralization of capital, on 'the reconstruction of the 

built envirornrent are outlined. Likewise the increasing incidence and 

centralization of planning intervention and its widening spatial scope 

(rretro:pJlitan planning, national planning) is investigated. 

The period 1975 to 1988 is dealt with in sate detail in Chapters Six 

through to Eleven. There are three reasons for the special arphasis 

given to the analysis of the contarporary period. The first is that it 

is a period in which a great deal of change has taken place, both in the 

:pJlitical econaT'!Y and in planning. The second is that a careful 

analysis of the contarporary period is particularly useful for assessing 

prospects for progressive practices in both the short and medium tenm. 

The third is that it is in this period that the most significant 

progressive planning praxis has occurred. The major reason for the last 

rrentioned developtents was the onset of a deep :pJlitico- econanic crisis 

beginning in the early 1970's. Given the significance of this crisis in 

both explaining changes in planning and in assessing prospects for 

progressive practice, the economic and :pJlitical dimensions of the crisis 
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are explored separately and in same detail. It is recognized that such 

a separation is artificial (given a theoretical assumption of dialectical 

unity between politics and econanics) but it is considered necessaxy for 

purposes of exposition. Thus Chapter Six outlines the basic dimensions 

of the econanic crisis, the responses of capital and the state to the 

crisis i and the implications of such responses for urban and regional 

planning. More specifically, the implications of macro-econanic growth 

strategies in response to crisis (such as export- industrialization and 

inward-industrialization) for aspects of regional and urban policy are 

investigated. Also examinect are the effects of deregulation and 

privatization on urban and regional planning theory and practice. 

Chapter Seven develops an analysis of the political crisis in South 

Africa which serves as a preface for the chapters which follow. Whereas 

Chapter Six considered the relationship be~ econanic crisis and 

positive urbanization and changes in regional policy, Chapter Eight 

examines the relationship of changing urbanization and regional policy to . 

political crisis. Chapter Nine focuses on the politics of housing 

policy changes. Special emphasis is given to the introduction of a 

large-scale prograrrma of urban renewal or upgrading in Black townships. 

Chapter Ten examines the relationship between aspects of state reform 

strategy and the practice of planning. More specifically, the chapter 

focuses on the restructuring of state apparatuses and its effects on 

planning outcares, the jurisdictions over which planners preside and the 

spaces for progressive practices. Also considered in this chapter is 

the relationship of political crisis to the developrent of new town 

planning devices such as structure plans and developrent plans. The 

possible use of town planning sch€!CES to effect racial zoning is 

discussed. Chapter Eleven focuses on the em:rrgence of a progressive 

planning mJV€!CEnt for the first ti.nE in South Africa. The importation 

and local production of progressive planning theory are also discussed. 

Finally, Chapter Twelve summarises the arguments, draws out major 

conclusions and considers the prospects for planners assisting in 

progressive social change. 
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There are, of course, a variety of theoretical fram:;w:>rks in teIIIlS of 

which an analysis of the political econany of urban and regional planning 

in South Africa could be undertaken. A discussion of the range of 

options and their applicability in South Africa was the subject of a book 

co-authored by the writer in 1984 (M:Carthy and Smit, 1984). A prolonged 

discourse on the merits or otherwise of these various theoretical 

perspectives is therefore considered unnecessary here. Suffice it to 

say that in our book (McCarthy and Smit, 1984), ~ concluded that the 

relatively new approach to urban and regional studies generally referred 

to at that time as the "new urban sociology" or "urban political 

econany", was the fram:;w:>rk which seared to have the greatest explanatory 

potential. This tradition, which is perhaps no longer new or even so 

fashionable, draws its inspiration from the classical sociological 

writings of Max Weber and nore significantly, from Karl Marx. While a 

degree of theoretical eclectici~ will be evident in this dissertation, 

the work must nonetheless be located within a neo-Marxist fr~rk. In 

methodological te:rms this iIrplies that urban and regional planning is 

investigated within a largely historical~terialist fr~rk, but one 

in which the political and ideological levels of the social fonration 

are accorded SaTe autonany from the econanic level. 

In examining the evolution of . urban and regional planning in South 

Africa, the author has been influenced, at a conceptual level, by the 

works of several theoreticians and researchers. With regard to the 

conceptualization of the process of urban and regional developrent in 

capitalist societies, the works of Harvey (1973, 1978a, 1981), Castells 

(1977, 1978, 1983) and Mingione (1981), have been particularly 

influential. As far as the conceptualization of urban and regional 

planning in relation to capital aCCUllUllation, class struggle and the 

state is concerned, the author is particularly indebted to the work of 

Shoukry RcMeis and roost notably his earlier (1981) theorization of urban 

planning in early and late capitalist societies. The last-mentioned 

work shaped the dissertation's 

planning process in South Africa. 

"pre-conceptualization" of the urban 

This is not to say, however, that the 

present dissertation is an application of RcMeisian theory in South 

Africa of the hypothesis testing sort. One of the tenets of historical 
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materialist analysis is that the evolution of a set of social relations 

such as urban and regional planning should be theorized in relation to 

the concrete practices and thought that develop within a specific set of 

( historically and geographically contingent) social circmnstances. An 

attarpt is certainly made to honour this tradition in theorizing urban 

and regional planning in South Africa. But in scanning the historical 

evidence, and in selecting fran and interpreting it, there can be no 

question of the a priori theoretical influence of Roweis' (1981) work. 

While Roweis' later (1983) theorization of urban planning has had less 

impact on the conceptual franework carried to the analysis, it has been 

particularly useful at a nethodological level. 

Given the centrality of Roweis' (1981) theory to the entire project, this 

chapter begins with an outline and critical evaluation of his work. The 

thrust of Roweis' (1981) theory is that planning is largely a state 

response to the crisis and contradictions of capitalist accumulation and 

class struggle. However, he does not specify the particular types of 

crises and contradictions which give rise to specifically urban and 

regional planning interventions. Thus, a surrmary of the variety of 

different types of crisis and contradiction which have featured in the 

writings of significant urban theorists such as Castells ( 1977) and 

Harvey (1978b) is provided in section two. These latter theorists, it 

will be recalled, have influenced the author's conception of the 

processes that underlie transformations in patterns of urban and regional 

developrent. 

In the third section the work of Borja (1977) on the arergence of urban 

and regional planning in Spain, is reviewed and its possible application 

in South Africa is assessed. Borja's (1977) work is considered 

important since it provides a nodel of the ' unfolding of crisis and 

contradiction through tine in a semi-peripheral capitalist social 

fonnation (Le. a social fonnation similar to that in South Africa). 

Moreover, in a rather superficial prior analysis of the evol ution of 

state interventions on the urban terrain, M:Carthy and Smit ( 1984) 

attempted to apply the Borja model to South Africa. The periodization 

developed in their analysis provides the basis for the periodization of 

planning activity in this dissertation. Thus the third section reviews 

the M:Carthy and Smit (1984) application of Borja (1977), and modifies 
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the periodization. The fourth section focuses on the specificity of 

urban and regional planning, as a fonn of state intervention distinct 

fran other fonus of state intervention. Roweis' (1983) theory of 

planning as the mediation of territorial politics has proved particularly 

useful in deciding whether to treat territorial apartheid as distinct 

fran urban and regional planning or as an integral part of it. The 

final sections of the chapter focus on theories of progressive planning. 

As far as the international literature is concerned, special attention 

is paid to the works of Fainstein and Fainstein (1982), Cooke (1983) and 

Kraushaar (1988). IDeally, contributions by ~ and Smit (1984) and 

Coleman (1986) are reviewed. 

Shoukry T Roweis : Urban Planning in Early and Late Capitalist Societies. 

Roweis (1981) beginshisanal~is of planning by rejecting even the 

possibility of a viable theory of planning produced in isolation of the 

social context within which it occurs. Moreover, he argues that 

planning is essentially a social activity and therefore an attempt must 

be made to understand~e social relations it changes, creates or 

perpetuates. He asSUIIES also that urban planning relates to sore fonn 

of collective action and to a constant struggle to institutionalize such 
~ 

collective action. Thus, urban planning is seen as a subset of state -intervention and he argues that a plausible theory of planning must focus 

on the interface be~n "civil society" and the state. This 

relationship, it is argued, evolves and changes through tine. 

"We can no longer proceed along general, abstract and 
fonnalistic lines to discuss urban planning as if it existed in 
a stable, imnutable or universal context" (Roweis, 1981, pp 
161-162) . 

Thus, he distinguishes be~n planning in early and late capitalist 

societies. He describes early capitalism (mid-seventeenth to late 

nineteenth century) as characterized by the basic socio-econanic 

institutions of ~aissez-faire capitalism; private ownership of capital, 

land and labour; canpetitive factor and goods markets; and incares being 

derived primarily fram the sale of individually awned factors of 
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prcx:iuction. State intervention in this period was limited, and confined 

to enforcing the rules of the garre (e.g. protecting the institution of 

private property), ensuring social stability, the provision of a minimum 

level of public goods, and national defence. This is not to suggest that 

the state acted as neutral arbitrator. It fully reflected differential 

political power. 

As laissez-faire capitalism transformed into monopoly capitalism, state 

intervention expanded and intensified. Such extended intervention was 

necessary, according to Roweis (1982) to 

1. Redress inequalities and grievances which arise as a matter of 

course as laissez-faire capitalism plays itself out. These 

interventions are necessary to prevent explosive social 

confrontation. 

2. Contain crises deriving fram the irrationalities contained in the 

logic of capitalist accumulation such as over accumulation 

resulting fram prcx:iuction for exchange rather than social needs ; 

uneven econcmic growth characterized by bcx::rn and bust; unanployrrent 

and the extennination of small businesses arising fran the tendency 

towards concentration and centralization of capital. 

3. Provide public goods such as collective consumption, and 

infrastructure for accumulation which, given the logic of commodity 

prcx:iuction for exchange, WJuld otherwise not be provided, but which 

are essential to ensure continued accumulation. 

Whilst state interventions have expanded, Roweis points out that there 

are in capitalist societies, forces which sirm.lltaneously resist such 

expansion. These include : 

1. The institution of private property. 

2. The freedan or autonany accorded to prcx:iucers under capitalism in 

investm::mt decisions, the setting of prcxfuction priorities and so 

on. 
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3. The unwillingness of all social classes to grant power to ambiguous 

and relatively impenetrable and technocratic bureaucracies. 

Roweis goes on to argue that in late capitalism the distinction between 

civil society and the state becares blurred. Civil society itself 

becares much rrore politicized (what Castells ( 1977) ~uld call the 

politicization of "everyday l i fe "). Thus, private property is now 

subjected to a mnnber of politi cally decided constraints (e.g. zoning 

regulations in the case of land); lab::mr markets are nedi~ted through 

political struggles between trade unions ;:mri managarent; the market in 
,-, - ? -~ 

goods and services is increasingly regulated through a political process; ..... 
and incares are no longer derived primarily fran .the sale of owned 

/ 

factors of production, but rather through a political process (the award 

of contracts , ~lfare progrannes, regional ~lization policies etc). 
~ . 

This increasing politicization notwithstanding, Roweis (1981, p 167) 

points out that 

"In the final analysis, the dictates of capitalist carm:xiity 
production and exchange are still at the core of the civil 
society and, as such, continue to be the ultimate regulators of 
state activities and decision processes." 

H~er, given the increasing politicization of civil society, the state 

has care to rely increasingly on what Roweis (1981, p 168) calls the 

"pre-politics processing of political infonnation". This refers to ~rk 

undertaken by state apparatuses to produce infonnation ailrEd primarily at 

pre-ernpting political confrontation or disputes. This includes 

infonnation such as : the rel;;ant classes or fractions of classes who 

might be affected by an emarging issue; the respective power of each; the 

potential alliances which may emarge; the degree of disruption that may 

occur if a particular fraction is ignored; the variety of ways in which 

contenders can be neutralized or bought off, and so on. The effect of 

this increasing reliance on the pre-poli tical processing of infonnation 

has, according to Roweis, enabled the state to act as a buffer between 

contending parties. The "direct politics" of early capitalism has been 

replaced by the nediation of a fairly technocratic state. This, in 

turn, has mitigated the bias of state interventions in favour ·of the 

ruling classes. Instead, the role of the state has becare that of 

systen stabilization. Thus, rather than being an inst.nnrent of the 
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ruling classes in a very direct sense, the state in late capitalism will 

respond to politics in such a way that : 

"The greatest share of political attention, Le. the highest 
priorities of political/administrative intervention, will be 
given to those classes, factions, groups, or organizations who 
are most able to contribute effectively towards easing 
fundarrental crises 'or reducing the risks of aggravating such 
crises" (Roweis, 1981, p 168). 

He goes on to qualify, havever, as follows 

"Since 'overdoses' of state intervention generally tend to give 
rise to problans in other areas, a mininrum of regulation 
necessary for stability will tend not to be exceeded" (Roweis, 
1981, p 168). 

In turning specifically to the question of urban planning in 

capitalist societies, he begins by arguing that urban planning grapples 

with the problen of making collective actions affecting the social 

utilization of land possible in a society whose basic social institutions 

resist such actions. 

"The history and developrent of urban plaruiing under capitalism 
can thus be seen as the history and developrent of nodes of 
operation allowing for sate neasure of collective action (that 
affects decisions concerning the social utilization of urban 
land); m::xies of operation which must be .feasible in a society 
whose basic social and property relations (or institutions) 
resist such action" (Roweis, 1981, pp 170-171). 

Given the weakness of the state under early capitalism, urban planning 

did not emerge as a particularly distinctive social relation. However, 

the crises and contradictions of capitalist accumulation necessitated 

intervention, particularly in the provision of essential public gocx::ls. 

The continued developrent of these crises led, under late capitalism, to 

an increasing incidence of planning. However, under the increasingly 

politicized conditions of late capitalism, urban planning has never been 

fully integrated into .its institutions. Instead planning is an activity 

which gains or loses praninence depending on the role it can play in 

resolving crises : 
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"Urban planning ranains an instruIrentali ty picked up or 
neglected depending on whether, under the circmnstances, ~t c~ 
be effectively used to stabilize the econcmy and/or to malJltalJl 
a reasonable threshold of required mass loyalty" (~is, 
1981, p 172). 

The ~s~ty for and the simultaneous rejection of planning under 

capitalism, ~is argues, finds expression in the contradiction between 

theory and practice experienced by planners. On the one hand, planners 

constantly attempt to show how in theory, the marriage of planning and ')\) 

capitalism is possible and highly desirable. In practice, however, they 

are forced to "recognize the near llrpossibilityof such a reconciliation" 

(~is, 1981, p 172). Thus, they are forced to beccma skilled at the 

"art of the possible" but in doing so, ~is suggests, their theory 

diverges fran their practice. 

As the gap widens so . they are forced to either reject planning outright 

(or advocate "ideal" fonns of planning in a rrore rational future society) 

and give up hope of making any practical impact, or they have to opt for 

a rrore pragmatic, less theoretically integral approach and, in so doing, 

forego any possibility of bringing about structural change. 

~is (1981) goes on to argue that the gap between theory and practice 

and the evolution of l:x:>th, is funclarrentally affected by the tendency 

towards crisis in capitalist societi~s. In tines of crisis it is 

possible that planners are able to close the gap between theory and 

practice, and in the prcx::ess, learn fran praxis. The extent to whic!! 

this is ssible depends on the extent to which planning is relevant in 

resolving crisis and restoring stability. ~r, in line with this 

general theory of state intervention, ~is points out that only the 

minimal level intervention necessary to restore stability, will be 

tolerated. Thus, planners are not able to follow through and · test the 

pranise of their theory in practice. In tines of stability, or in 

periods in which planning appears to have little relevance to crisis 

resolution, planning is relegated into the background. During such 

periods, theory once again diverges fran practice. Theorists may, in 

such periods, indulge in fanciful and idealistic theorization, whilst 
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practitioners get on with "gnIDby" and relatively insignificant 

administrative practices. 

" ... it can IlCM be seen that it is not what happens in the minds 
of urban planners (Le. ideas, advocacies, self-images, 
professional ethos, theories, etc) that primarily shapes the 
nature and developrent of urban planning practice (although it 
may have a negative influence), but rather the exact opposite. 
It is the strains put on urban planning in practice (i.e. the 
concrete manifestations of the irreconcilability of capitalism 
and collective action) that constantly shape and reshape the 
theoretical superstructure of the field ... " (~is, 1981, p 
172) . 

In SlllTI then, for ~is ( 1981), urban planning has to do with the 

pre-political processing of information relevant to decisions concerning 

social stability. Moreover, its prcrninence, scope and nature depends 

critically on the extent to which it is relevant to the resolution of 

crisis. By irrplication its theoretical and practical progress is also 

dependent on crisis, . since it ~s in. crisis periods that opportunities 

exist for closing the gap between theory and practice. 

Whilst irrpressed and influenced by ~is' theoretical ~rk, the author 

should, h~ver, also point to a mnnber of ~esses, sate of which will 

be elaborated in the course of the dissertation itself. 'lb begin with, 

the overly structuralist enphasis of his theory is probleratic. The 

extent of this structuralism is revealed in the following quote : 

"Hence, a critical analysis of urban planning nrust reject the 
inane notion that the successes or failures of urban planning 
pract'ice are due to 'good' or 'bad' urban. planning theory. It 
should rather seek to understand these successes and failures 
by analyzing the concrete socio-econanic political conditions 
under which urban planning is practiced and by looking 
specifically, in every case, for the objective circumstances 
allowing (or dananding) the undertaking of nore (or less) 
collective action in the danain of urban developrent" (~is, 
1981, P 173). 

While not disagreeing with ~is that structure affects the 

possibilities for practices of various kinds and also the outcateS of 

such practices, it is hypothesised here that ~is's conception 

underenphasizes the irrportance of agency and of ideas. Thus, this 

dissertation attenpts to show how at particular conjunctures, ideas on 
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the one hand and the agency of planners on the other, have been quite 

decisive in affecting the trajectory of planning. In fact, it is 

suggested that in South Africa, the erergence of town planning 

legislation in the 1930s was as much a function of the ilrportation of 

ideas fran abroad as it was a response to local structural circumstances. 

~is ' structuralism also leads to a theorization of planning as an 

essentially reactive (as opposed to proactive) activity. Whilst the 

evidence that will be produced in this dissertation largely supports this 

view, it will be shown that in sore respects planning has been a very 

stable activity, and at times manifestly proactive. Another problem with 

~is' fr~rk is his rather fuzzy and, ultimately, structuralist 

theory of the state and by ilq?lication, of urban and regional plarining. 

Whilst in early capitalism he sees the capitalist state in largely 

inst:run'entalist tenns, he then argues that the state's increasing role in 

pre-political processing of information affecting collective action 

buffers it fran the influence of particular classes. Instead, its role 

becores that of systans stabilization, acting against the interests of 

sore factions of the daninant classes if necessary. l'breover ~is 

(1981) is clearly influenced. by the structuralist ~rk of Poulantzas 

(1973) in which the role of the state is seen as structurally detennined. 

and thus independent of the will of individual capitalists (or w:>rkers 

for that matter). This structurally or objectively detennined role is to 

maintain social cohesion so as to prarote the reproduction of the process 

of capital accmnulation. 

Saunders (1981) has criticized structuralist conceptions of the state as 

tautological : 

" ... as long as capitalism continues, the theory contains no 
counterfactual at all; the only thing that the state could do 
that ~uld be against the long tenn interests of IIOnopol y 
capital is to abolish IIOnopoly capitalism! " 

l'breover, he criticizes the tendency of structuralist theorists to 

anthaparorphize the state 

"Where apart fran htnnan agency, is the cause of ... aims and 
intentions ... without htnnan subjects the state cannot have 
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aims, and without aims there is no nechanism to explain its 
necessary function " (Saunders, 1981, p 207). 

Cooke, (1983, p 264) also criticizes the assumption that the role of the 

state is system stabilization, and therefore axianatically in the long 

run interest of capital, and makes the following observations 

"The implication here is not that the state or, nore 
pertinently, the state planning apparatus is ' functional' for 
capital ... but that the planning system is itself fraught with 
the contradictory lines of force found in civil and political 
society. This rreans that planning does not simply serve 
capital, it helps to provide conditions for accurrrulation or 
valorization to continue. This is carried out in a context 
set by resistance to those activities from labour and a variety 
of ethnic, regional, local, gender, religious and other 
interest groups. The outcanes of this process are uncertain" 
(emphasis added). 

As Cooke (1983) points out, ~is' (1981) structural-functionalism 

leads him to conceptualize the state and urban planning as an 

ever-growing and necessary response to the escalating cri ses and 

contradictions of capitalism. It is this conceptualization which allows 

him to distinguish be~n planning under early and late capitalism. 

However, the functionalism and detenninism of his perspective does not 

allow him to sufficiently recognize that urban planning is not a 

necessary response to crisis and contradiction but a contingent response. 

Thus, while Scott and Roweis (1977, pIll) predict that : 

" . .. urban planning is likely to grow into an ever nore 
insistent elerrent of the capitalist urbanization process" 

the evidence for the late 1970' s and 1980' s in the USA and Europe is to 

the contrary. Thatcherism and Reaganism have been accarpanied by a 

systanatic dismantling of the state apparatuses including those dealing 

with environrrEntal control. As Cooke (1983, P 264) caments : 

"These events seen to indicate not that planning is an 
essential part of advanced capitalism, but rather, that it is 
one kind of solution to class struggles, and that ~ts fonn may 
change, or disappear, to be replaced by new kinds of solutions 
structured by new legal arrangements" 
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These criticisms of Roweis' (1981) ~rk notwithstanding, a mnnber of 

aspects of his theoIy have proved particularly useful in guiding the 

historical and theoretical ~rk conducted in the thesis. These are as 

follows : 

1. The enphasis on the relation betwaen the nature and evolution of 

urban planning and social structure . Thus, in many respects this 

is a structuralist dissertation, but an effort is made to pay due 

attention to idealism and agency. 

2. The enphasis on crisis and contradiction as the basis for emergence 

of urban planning practices and their transfonnation. 

3. The observation that there is an ongoing tension in capitalist 

societies between the need for institutionalized urban planning on 

the one hand, and its simultaneous rejection on the other. 

4. The argurrent that this tension is often experienced as a tension 

between theoIy and practice. 

5. The ProfOsition that planning is an instrurrentality which may 

achieve praninence or be discarded depending on the extent to which 

it can contribute to crisis resolution. 

6. The argurrent that in tines of crisis, opportunities exist for the 

advancing of planning theoIy and practice, but that the fOtential of 

such advances is usually stunted by the tendency for only minimalist 

intervention to be allowed, since rrore thorough interventions might 

create problems elsewhere in the social structure. 

Crisis, Contradiction and Urban and Regional Planning 

While Roweis' (1981) ~rk is veIy useful in providing a broad conceptual 

overview of planning in capitalist societies, he does not specify, at a 

conceptual level, the kinds of crises and contradictions that give rise 

to the need for urban planning. Of course, the precise nature of these 

contradictions and crises will vaIy with time and place. The author has 

been influenced in his identification and theorization of these crises 
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in South Africa by a wide range of theoreticians, the full richness of 

which cannot be repeated here. A range of contradictions which various 

authors have related to crisis and conflict and the emergence of urban 

and regional planning, h<JV.Bver, may be briefly listed here 

1. Crises and conflicts arising fram the appropriation of a portion of 

the social product in the living place through rents. For workers, 

rent is paid out of wages and reduces living standards. This, in 

turn, leads to demands for high wages in the workplace. Thus, the 

possibility of tri-partite conflicts be~ capital, land and 

labour may emerge. This conflict will give rise to the call for 

urban planning (public housing, slum clearances, etc) (Harvey, 

1978a; Roweis and Scott, 1981). 

2. Many of the goods and services necessary for the reproduction of 

labour (health care, schooling, housing and so on) will not be 

produced in the ccmrodity .fonn because of high risk, law profits, 

and slCM rotation t.ine of capital. In the housing sphere, for 

example, this may lead to the emergence of squatting, of slums and 

of danand.s for public housing. It may also lead to the emergence 

of what Castells (1977) calls urban social movements and struggles 

over the social wage. Urban planning may be called up:m to 

intervene in, or rrediate struggle in scree way (Castells, 1977; 

Harvey, 1978b). 

3. In capitalist societies, the logic of camoclity production and the 

reproduction of labour power requires functionally efficient 

patterns of land use. Private land use decision-making in pursuit 

of profit leads to a tendency away fran such efficiency. This, in 

turn, may lead to calls for the social co-ordination of land use 

decision-making at both the urban and regional scale (Rov.eis and 

Scott, 1981). 

4. 'Ib the extent that urban land is produced in the camoclity fonn, so 

it has a use-value and an exchange-value. Conflicts may develop 

be~n o.vners of land who wish to convert the use of land to 

realize exchange value ( absentee landlords, speculators, property 

capital) while others (tenants, working-class resident o.vners) fight 
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to preserve the existing use values (Harvey, 1978a) . Planners may 

be called upon to mediate. 

5. The uneven nature of capitalist develogtEnt may create opp::>rtunities 

for, or place constraints on bringing about changes in planning 

practice. The tendency towards over-accumulation in the primary 

circuit of capital, may lead to bursts of built environrrent 

production, as capital is channeled into the secondary circuit 

(Harvey, 1981). Planners may I::Je asked to preside over this rapid 

flaw of capital into the built environrrent, either facilitating the 

process or responding to its effects (freeway construction, bulk 

controls, etc). Realization crises on the other hand, may lead to 

pressures on planners to prarote particular foDllS or styles of 

cons~tion (e.g. suburbanization and private ownership of housing, 

rather than collective foDllS (Walker, 1981). IDng term crises or 

"organic" crises ananating fran arrongst other things the tendency of 

rate of profit to fall, may also bring major changes in planning. 

To the extent that nonetarist responses are adopted, deregulation 

and privatization may not only affect planning practices, but even 

constitute a challenge to planning itself (Rees and Lambert, 1985). 

6. The tendency in capitalist societies towards the concentration and 

centralization of capital has reduced the reliance of large firms on 

agglareration econanies and thereby reduced the extent to which they 

are locality-bound. This, in turn, has facilitated capital flight 

fran cities and regions where class struggles are VoBII developed, to 

regions or countries where labour is less organized (Massey, 1984; 

Rees and Lambert, 1985). This has led sare authors to suggest the 

regional planning policies such as deconcentration and 

decentralization are functional to monopoly capital (Rees and 

Lambert, 1985). Moreover, urban plarmers are often called upon to 

help resolve the crises precipitated by capital flight. 

7. The tendency towards the concentration and centralization of capital 

and the emergence of finance capital as a distinct social relation, 

has increased the capacity of firms to undertake massive 

built-environrrent related projects (skyscrapers, regional shopping 

centres , private new towns). In sare instances, this may lead to 
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conflicts over the conversion of the built environment or t o major 

. design opportunities for planners (Walker, 1981). 

8. The tendency under capitalism tCWcrrds increases in the organic 

composition of capital has as its corollaxy, increasing 

unanploynent. Planners may be called upon to help address such 

problens through a variety of m=chanisms (basic needs progrannes; 

public works progrannes; spatial design to promote small business; 

public/private co-operative schares, etc) (Cooke, 1983). 

Of course, the general types of contradiction, crisis and conflict 

referred to above, will develop quite differently in different contexts. 

As I have already pointed out, they are part of the conceptual amory 

that I have brought to bear in my analysis of the specificity of urban 

and regional planning in South Africa. It should be noted, however, 

that the mere · identification of planning-related crises and 

contradictions gives no sense of the way in which these cr ises or 

contradictions unfold and the kinds of state interventions they give rise 

to. The work of Borja (1977) on urban planning practices in Spain has 

proved very useful in providing such a sense of rrarentum. Given that 

Spain, like South Africa, is a semi-peripheral capitalist society, 

Borja's (1977) propositions seem particularly appropriate. Thus, in the 

took produced by :r.t::carthy and Smit, (1984), an historically-oriented 

m::x:iel of state interventions on the urban terrain in response to the 

unfolding of a variety of crises and contradictions was developed which 

was based on Borja's (1977) work. Since this m:xiel has provided the 

conceptual basis for the periodization of the analysis in this 

dissertation, a brief sunmary of the basic m:xiel is warranted. 

The Borja Model 

Borja (1977), in fact does not explicitly identify an historical m:xiel of 

planning intervention, but the first feN pages of his analysis of Spanish 

urban issues implicitly suggest such a m::x:iel. In terms of J.t::Carthy and 

Smit's ( 1984) version of the Borja Model, the role of the state in 

responding to the crises of accumulation process under capitali sm can be 

related to the urbanization process in three overlapping historical 
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These are described by M.:::Carthy and Smit (1984, P 87) as 

"t1 - an urbanization of raw accmnulation where the state 
relies upon ext.rEme coercion of labour and concentrates its 
urban land use activity upon facil itating the appropriation of 
surplus in the spheres of production and circulation by 
supplying infrastructure to those spheres. 

t2 - a subsequent urbanization of social control where the 
state's interest is forced to switch to problems of 
reproduction in a 'saturated and under-equipped , reproductive 
sphere that is seen 'nerely as an object of public order'; and 

t3 - an urbanization of ideological and physical intervention 
where the sphere of reproduction is once again paranount to the 
priorities of the state, but where that sphere increasingly 
becaoos 'an object of plunder and of ideology'." 

.. 
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T ime _ 

Levels of state concern with different aspects of 

urbanization (After McCarthy and Smit, 1984) 

According to Borja (1977) the urbanization that is generated by the first 

phase of capitalist accllltUllation (t1) is one characterized by 

appropriation of labour p:JWer fran the pre-capitalist hinterland and the 

overall neglect of the sphere of reproduction. State intervention -
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focuses on the provision of infrastructure (bridges, roads, railways) to 

prarote rapid accumulation, and on repression. Contradictions of types 

1 and 2 (Described in the preceding section) canbined with the overall 

neglect of the sphere of reproduction give rise to crisis and political 

activism (e.g. urban social noverrents). Contradictions of type 3 may 

also begin to affect the viability of accumulation, and give rise to 

demands for collective intervention. The state resp:>nse in this period 

to political revolt and crisis in the sphere of reproduction is to quell 

it with brute force. It is also fairly camon in this period for the 

state to adopt an "anti -urban" posture and attarq;>t to control influx to 

the cities (Borja, 1977). 

In the t2 period the state is forced to switch attention to the sphere of 

reproduction (usually a consequence of sare fairly major revolt ). The 

character of intervention l1ov.Bver, shifts fran "neglect by oversight to 

that of neglect through regulation and control" (M::Carthy and Smit, 1984, 

P 91). Land use planrtingoften arises in this period, usually to deal 

with the efficiency problems that "arerge out of an urbanism that on the 

one hand. requires interdependence in production and consurrption, but 

which on the other hand is based upon the relations of anarchical 

'private' decision-making" (M:::Carthy and Smit, 1984, P 91). 

Attacks might also be made on slum conditions through the introduction of 

controlling regulation ( slum acts and the like), slum clearance and 

perhaps the limited provision of public housing (responses to 

contradictions of type 1 and 2). In making these interventiOns, 

l1ov.Bver, the city is seen "merely as an object of public order" (Borja, 

1977) . The limited nature of the interventions, and the growing 

.inp::>rtance of the appropriation of surplus in the living place (type 1), 

leads to a resurgence of activism at both the p:>int of production and in 

the carmunity. This provides the conditions . for the shift to the t3 

phase. 

The t3 phase is perhaps the least satisfactorily theorized by Borja 

( 1977) or by M:::Carthy and Smit (1984). The period is characterized as 

o~ in which substantial and direct physical and ideological intervention 

in the sphere of reproduction occurs in resp:>nse to the failure of the 

interventions in the t2 phase. Mass housing estates are often built or 
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new subsidized housing prograIl1TeS introduced. The focus on 

built-envirorment production may also be underpinned by a crisis of 

accumulation in the primary circuit which leads to a diversion of capital 

into the secondary circuit (type 5). It may also be underpinned by the 

concentration of capital and the arergence of finance and property 

capital as distinct social relations (type 6). During the t3 phase 

attempts to re-introduce the popular masses to the principles of 

possessive individualism are carm:m (through the prarotion of 

h.are-ownership or self-help strategies). Strategies for dealing with 

the perennial contradictions ( 1 and 2) in the reproductive sphere vary 

depending on the m::mentum of the accumulation process. 

In their application of the model to the history of urbanization-related 

state intervention in South Africa, McCarthy ~ Smit (1984) specify the 

I period up to 1925 as the t1 phase. The t2 phase spans the period 1925 

to 1950. The t3 phase refers to the period after 1950. It should be 

noted that the tine periods referred to above are generally 

approximations of tines in which particular policy directions ~re 

daninant. Overlap fran one period into the other also occurred. The , 
empirical evidence upon which the periodization is based was by the own 

admission of the .authors, thin. This consideration notwithstanding, the 

periodization does, however, provide a useful basis around which to 

structure future research. H~er, whereas the M::Carthy and Smit 

(1984) periodization is useful, the actual periodization chosen for the 

present study was also based on other considerations. Thus, the first 

period examined - 1900 to 1930 - roughly corresponds with the t1 phase 

identified earlier by M::=Carthy and Smit (1984), but is also the period 

just prior to adoption of formal town planning legislation in the early 

1930s. M::>reover, while the 1930 to 1950 period corresponds with the t2 

phase, it is also the period in which the first town planning schares 

~re implarented, the first major new towns designed, and the period in 

which regional planning gained m::mentum. The specification by M::Carthy 

and Smit (1984) of the entire period since 1950 as one period (t3) is 

perhaps insufficiently fine-grained. After all., the period 1950 to 1974 

is very distinctive as the period of "apartheid" planning. Moreover, 

the post-1974 period is equally distinctive as the period of "organic 

crisis " which has had major impacts on urban and regional planning. 
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Before proceeding it should be noted that while the Borja (1977) m:x:lel 

and. . the M:Carthy and Smit ( 1984) application has been useful in 

conceptualizing and. organizing the study at hand, the author is fully 

aware of the difficulties associated with the alnost Rostavian 

evolutionism implicit in the nodel. The detenninistic and. agency-less 

conception of histo:ry implicit in the nodel is a source of concern, and. 

in the analysis that follows, the opportunity is taken to reflect 

critically on it. 

On the Specificity of Urban and Regional Planning 

One of the nethcx:iological/theoretical difficulties that is encountered in 

embarking on a political-econanic analysis of planning in South Africa, 

is the question of whether or not "territorial" apartheid should be 

considered part and. parcel of urban and regional planning or simply an 

influence at a distance upon it. On the other hand, there is a strong 

feeling within the planning pro~ession in South. Africa that politics and. 

urban and regional planning are quite separate. In a survey of urban 

and regional planners conducted by the author in 1985, 95% of 

Afrikaans-speaking planners felt that planning was either entirely 

"science" or IIDstly "science", influenced occasionally by politics. 

Only 5% felt that it had mainly to do with politics. For 

English-speaking respondents, the response was a little different. 

Sixty percent felt that planning was largely science whilst a IIDre 

sizeable 38% felt it was mainly "politics". In any event many urban and 

regional planners argue that apartheid sets a franer.«>rk within which 

they, and. other professionals, are forced to work. ~,in pursuing 

their planning activities they say they proceed strictly in tenns of the 

science of the public intere~t. The opposing view is that to argue that 

territorial apartheid falls outside of urban and. ~ional planning, is to 

argue that the state in~tions which have IIDJt fundanentally shaped 

the settlement patterns and. territorial social relations of South 
'"'- -' 

Africa's cities and. regio!}E have not.h.W-g to do with ~ and. regional 

planning. In attanpting to resolve this question the author found an 

articl~ on the specificity of urban ~ regional planning by ~is 
(1983) to be especially useful. 
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Roweis (1983) begins by attenpting to situate urban and regional pI arming 

practice in a broader conceptual fraInEMJrk. He does this by first 

discussing the relationship bebNeen politics and society and then by 

examining the role of what he calls "public policy professionals" in the 

political realm. He then attempts to delineate the specific terrain of 

urban and regional plarming. Turning firstly to his conception of 

politics, Roweis (1983, P 149) argues that politics can be defined in the 

following way : 

" . .. events, encounters, issues, and processes are political if 
they involve attenpts to mxlify, amend, or change sene social 
institution and/or to make public decisions which cannot be 
routinely or legitimately made on the b6sis of existing social 
institutions alone." 

The essence of the a.rgunent is that in any society) nurrerous social 

interactions occur on a decentralized basis and are mediated through a 

set of institutions which allow the routinization of such interactions. 

By the tenn institution Roweis {1983) neans "social nonns" as opposed to 

organizational units. When these social nonns or institutions no longer 

adequately regulate everyday life, or if they are no longer socially 

accepted by sene individuals or groups, and if attenpts are made to 

mxlify or change existing institutions or introduce new ones, politics 

occurs. Moreover, he argues that sene social relations cannot be 

routinized, and as a consequence require ongoing political 

dec is ion-making . Roweis ( 1983, P 150) then goes on to develop the 

notion of "public policy professionals" who are defined as follows : 

"I define public policy professionals as those whose 
substantive fields of canpetence qualify than to, and whose 
particular ~rk situations requires than to, participate in 
politics in the capacity of practical advisors." 

By acting as practical advisors, Roweis ( 1983) neans that they provide 

credible and systanatic interpretations of political issues which ease 

the task of political actors in accommodating or resolving differences. 

In this sense public policy professionals act as mediators. 

Roweis (1983) then moves fram the general specification of politics and 

public policy professionals to define the specificity of urban and 
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regional planning. He argues that planners are involved in politics and 

that they are public policy professionals, but with respect to a 

particular danain of social life - the danain of territorial social 

relations. Territorial relations are defined as : 

"Those human interactions which involve actual or potential 
.i..rrpacts (positive or negative) on the access pattern of an 
occupant or group of occupants by the plans, decisions, and/or 
actions of other occupants or groups of occupants in the 
relevant territory" (Roweis, 19B3, p 153). 

More specifically,an action may have an impact on territorial relations 

if it changes : 

" ( a) The physical characteristics 
configuration of channels of 
elE!tents thereof; 

and/or the territorial 
access or Sate relevant 

(b) The type and/or intensity of the use of the netv.urk of 
channels of access or of Sate relevant elE!tents thereof; . . 

or, 

(c) The types of inhabitants or users, activities, or objects 
available (or absent) in various nodes of assanbly within 
the relevant territory" (Roweis, 19B3, pp 153-154). 

Of course, a mnnber of territorial social relations are governed by 

routinized and standardized behaviour patterns (e. g. land markets). 

However, Roweis ( 1983) argues that because of interdependencies and 

externalities associated with territorial relations, there are enonrous 

difficulties in standardizing such relations. As a consequence 

territorial politics is a very important part of politics in general. 

Urban planners, Roweis (19B3) argues, are the public policy professionals 

of the politics of territorial social relations. More specifically, and 

with particular reference to the USA, the role of urban and regional 

planning 

"is to na::liate ongoing territorial politics, mainly, but not 
exclusively, by providing professional interpretations of 
relevant territorial realities" (Roweis, 19B3, P 539). 

Vieva:i in the light of Roweis' definition, there can be no doubt that 

territorial apartheid interventions would constitute urban and regional 
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planning interventions. Such interventions have been critical in the 

danain of territorial social relations in South Africa. Territorial 

apartheid has, for example, certainly affected the types of users, the 

activities and the access of people to nodes of assanbl y ( e. g . influx 

controls) and to what ~is ( 1983) calls material public goods. 

Whether or not planners in South Africa have act:-ed as "ne::liators" in this 

process is another matter altogether . Certainly urban and regional 

planners in South Africa are, for the most part, public policy 

professionals as posited by ~is, and it seems reasonable to argue that 

they are involved in the provision of practical advice to decision~rs 

by interpreting territorial realities. ~r, it is quite obvious 

that in the case of South Africa many territorial interventions are 

clearly partisan in the sense that they have been quite specifically 

designed to serve the interests of power bloc groupings. Thus, this 

dissertation will not proceed on the basis of any 'abstract' assumption 

regarding the actual social role played by planners, but will attenpt to 

establish this role · through ~irical analysis. At a definitional 

level, h~er, urban and regional planning will be regarded as the 

professional interpretation of territorial realities, with a view to 

influencing collective interventions in territorial social relations. 

It should be noted, however, that in many instances what is observable 

enpirically are actual territorial interventions, rather than the 

"pre-politics" processing of infonnation relevant to the interventions. 

As a consequence, the historical account that follows focuses mainly on 

concrete territorial interventions, and only where feasible are attenpts 

made to address the planning "advice" given. 

While territorial apartheid is included in the analysis (by definition), 

it should be noted that it has been analysed in sare depth by 

non-planners (e.g. Vblpe, 1972; IEgassick and Vblpe, 1976; Western, 

1981; Hindson, 1987). As a consequence, territorial apartheid will not 

be the central focus of the study, but an important one nonetheless. A 

particular attenpt will be made to explore the way in which apartheid has 

historically articulated with other apparently more technicist foImS of 

urban and regional planning. An attenpt will also be made to explore 

the distinction (SO often made by South African planners) between 

"apartheid politics" and "technicist public interest planning", with a 

view to detennining whether such a distinction is sustainable. 
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Moreover, the material circumstances of planning practice in South Africa 

which have given this distinction resonance in the eyes of South African 

planners, will be explored. 

Finally, it should be noted that while the definition of urban and 

regional planning adopted here is useful in focusing the analysis, no 

attE!11pt is made to stick to i t rigidly. At tines, issues will be 

discussed which, strictly speaking, contravene definitional boundaries, 

but which nonetheless would be regarded by planners as part and parcel of 

their professional concerns . For ex.aItq?le changes in housing p:llicy, 

with marginal territorial content, are discussed in the dissertation 

largely because housing and housing p:llicy have traditionally been 

accepted as an integral caIp)nent of planning activity. Moreover, at 

certain conjunctures, professional planners have strayed outside the 

boundaries of territorial social relations and have becate involved in 

other social relations (e. g. local econanic developrent planning) . 

Thus, in this dissertation, what is considered the content of urban and 

regional planning is inforned by inter alia : abstract definition; an 

examination of the concrete practices of professional urban and regional 

planners; and by an intuitive grasp (hopefully shared with other 

planners) of the scope and dinensions of the field. 

As specified in the previous chapter, one of the goals of this 

dissertation is to examine the record on and prospects for a progressive 

social role for urban and regional planning in South Africa. It was 

also noted that very little has been written locally on either of these 

issues. This section briefly reviews the international literature on 

progressive planning as well as providing an overview of recent local 

contributions to the debate. 

One of the unintended consequences of the rise of the "new urban 

sociology" in the late 1970s was the challenge it p:lsed to planning 

theory and practice. It was not that radical theorists fran within 

planning's own bastions had not already deal t harshly with planning. 

Kravitz (1970), for ex.aItq?le, had styled planners as the "handmaidens of 
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conservative p:::>litics", while Goodman (1971) ~nt even further, 

suggesting that they ~re nothing but society's "soft cops". It was 

rather that the rise of the "new' urban sociology" to an alnost hegEm:mic 

p:::>sition within the reabn of urban and regional theory, meant that the 

critique of planning that it implied, could no longer be ignored. 

Certainly, m:my of the "new' urban sociology's" rrost praninent theorists 

~re highly critical of planning and the social role they considered it 

to play. Castells (1977, P 44), for exaq>le, argued that "town planning 

carmot be a IlEans of social change but only of danination, integration 

and control of contradictions". In the satre vein, David Harvey (1978b, 

P 213) argued that the role of planning could be described as the 

" ma.intenance and ma.nagarent of the built enviromrent .... 
in order to stabilize, to create the conditions for "balanced 
growth", to contain civil strife and factional struggles by 
repression, co-option or integration." 

Mingione ( 1981) focused his critique on the inability of planning to 

ma.nage the territorial contradictions of capitalist developrent and on 

its autocratic and controlling nature : 

"In fact by definition, planning has in any case been an 
authoritarian undemx:ratic ne:::hanism which has tried to limit 
the anarchist multi-clirectional tendencies of econanic and 
social movements into a single direction guided by a p:::>litical 
elite" (Mingione, 1981, p 171) . 

As Kraushaar (1988, p 93) puts it, in the context of these critiques 

"progressive planning is truly an oxynoron". While in sate quarters the 

critique elicited a hostile and reactionary resp:::>nse, rrore serious-minded 

and progressive planners began to enbrace the challenges the critique 

p:::>sed, and began to resp:::>nd. 

It soon becatre apparent that critiques of planning of the sort presented 
. . 

by Harvey (1978b) and castells (1977), ~ based up:::>n overly abstract, 

a historical and excessively structuralist or instn.mentalist views of 

the state under capitalism. Earlier in this Chapter the problens 

associated with overly structuralist theories of the state were outlined 

with reference to the work of ~is (1981). The Satre criticisms apply 

equally to castells (1977) and Harvey (1978b). In the critique of Roweis 
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(1981) referred to above, the detenninism and functionalism of 

structuralist thought was noted and criticized. 

conceptual approach is proposed by Cooke (1983) J 

An alternative 

" it is of key importance that urban and regional 
developYEnt planning under capitalism is conceptualized as a 
sarewhat limited and indetenninate part of an equally 
indetenninate fr~rk of uneven social relations" (Cooke, 
1983, p 264). 

Viewed fran this perspective, the state and, rrore importantly urban 

planning, cannot silrply be assum:rl, in the abstract, to be functional to 

capital in either the short or long run. Whether or not it serves the 

interests of the daninant classes is contingent and uncertain. 

Essential in such an approach is a nove away fran the abstractionism so 

typical of Harvey (1978b) and Castells (1977), to a focus on historical 

specificity and the contingency of social actions and their outcares, not 

only on conjunctural circumstances (structure), but also on subjective 

factors (hmnan agency). The elarents of such an approach are evident in 

Fainstein and Fainstein' s ( 1982) assessnent of the possibilities for 

progressive practice in the USA in the 1980s. while their analysis is 

not based on a particularly careful analysis of the conjuncture, they do 

at least recognize that in the USA there is neither a ~ll- developed 

proletarian party nor a distinct working-class consciousness. Thus, 

they asStIITe that the chances for revolutionary transfonnation are rE!TOte 

and given this assessnent, they offer the following propositions to guide 

progressive planning practice 

1. Planners should attempt to ilrprove the material conditions of the 

working classes. 

2. Because the working c lasses are more vulnerable under 

"laissez-faire" conditions, the rrore planning the better. 

3. The expansion of planning and the ~lfare state should be 

encouraged. 

In addition to their assessnent of the broad social context, Fainstein 

and Fainstein (1982) reach these conclusions on the basis of an analysis 
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of the options open to progressive- minded planners in the USA. They 

identify three such options : "W)rking within the state to make its 

character rrore humane, W)rking outside the state to a ffect governmantal 

policy, and developing/" autonomous centres of production and 

distribution" (Fainstein and Fainstein, 1982, P 'j 155) . It is clear that 

they do not believe that the latter strategies have nnlch potential in the 

USA given the fragnented and often marginal nature of urban noverents. 

This is not to say that gains cannot be W)ri by planners W)rking outside 

the state structures, but rather to assert the primacy of the fornal 

structures, as the terrain upon which progressive plarmers are rrost 

likely to be effective. Their faith in the fornal planning structures 

lies in the belief that the state is not rronolithic and can at least 

potentially respond to what they call "non-elite" interests. M:>reover, 

they argue that planners can exploit the relative autonany that derives 

fran their mastery over technical issues and their role in the rmnagem::mt 

and camrunication of infornation. The Fainsteins' ( 1982 ) avoidance of 

structural detenninism is evident in their recognition that agency can 

make a difference, arguing that : 

"The character of the goverrurental response depends on the 
factual analysis and value orientation of those within it. 
The ideology of planners within governmant can be a crucial 
detenninant of policy at critical rrarents " (Fainstein and 
Fainstein, 1982, p 153). 

Moreover, their less functionalist approach is evident in their 

observation that ilrproving the material conditions of the W)rking classes 

"is at least as likely to result in further contradictions of capitalism 

as to eliminate a revolutionary potential" (Fainstein and Fainstein, 

1982, p 155). 

While Fainstein and Fainstein' s (1982) paper is a useful response to the 

dilemmas raised by Marxist theories of planning, it is also deficient in 

a nmnber of respects. As has already been suggested, Fainstein and 

Fainstein (1982) do not pay sufficient attention to the economic crisis 

of advanced capitalism of the late 1970's and 1980's and its implications 

for ~lfarism and statism. Thus, like Roweis (1981) they tend to asSUITE 

that the continuance and growth of urban planning is not only possible, 

but desirable. Furthenrore, the superficial nat,ure of their conjunctural 
'-
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analysis does not allow them to concretely identify major opportunities 

for, or constraints on, progressive practice, either inside or outside 

the bureaucracies. Thus, their assesSIrent that fonnal planning offers 

the best opportunities for progressive planners is not satisfactorily 

substantiated. Finally, Coleman (1986) argues that the Fainstein's 

(1982) proposals hardly go beyond the prescriptions of liberal 

redistributionists and are refonnist in the extrare. While Coleman 

(1986) fails to grasp the strategic and contingent nature of Fainstein 

and Fainstein's (1982) guidelines for progressive practice, there can be 

little doubt that they do not deal with the refonnist implications of 

their propositions adequately. 

Many of the shortcanings specified above are largely avoided. in the VAJrk 

of Robert Kraushaar (see Kraushaar 1979, 1982, 1984, 1988; Kraushaar and 

Gardels, 1982; Kraushaar and Forester, 1987). 'Ib begin with rrost of his 

VAJrk is infonrned by a careful analysis of politico-economic crisis in the 

1980s and its implications for planning. Thus, in his paper with 

Gardels (1982) he attanpts to understand the crisis and then goes on to 

address the possibilities of planning in an era of limits. In his rrost 

recent paper (Kraushaar, 1988), he argues that many of the strategies 

that have served progressive planners in the past are no longer relevant 

and calls for strategies rrore in tune with the economic realities of the 

1980's. 

\J "Strategies such as carmunity action (Alinsky, 1971), advocacy 
planning (Davidoff, 1964) and administrative insurgency 
(Needleman and Needleman, 1974) have lost significance in the 
1980s. As Harvey (1978, P 219) notes, the real task has 
becate the evolution of actions and ideologies that fit t.."1e 
econanic realities in the 1980s 'rather than the social unrest 
and civil strife of the 1960s'" (Kraushaar, 1988, P 92). 

Moreover, Kraushaar (1988) is much rrore aware of the problens associated 

with refonnism. Thus, he distinguishes between what he calls "social 

refonn" on the one hand and "radical refonn" on the other. He defines 

social refonn as attempts to rectify inequities and inequalities "within 

the existing sets of institutional and econcmic nechanisms" (Kraushaar, 

1988, P 91). He defines radical refonn as an activity that attempts to 

transfonn society, insofar that it brings about changes that add 

substantially to the rights, dem:x:racy and ~ of average citizens. 
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~, radical refmm implies the intrcxiuction of such changes without 

calamity or revolution : 

"Radical refonn takes as its objectives :eundarrental political 
and economic changes, which it seeks to attain without crises 
or revolution. But radical refonn sees the existing economic 
and institutional nechanisms of society as a primary cause of 
inequity and inequality. Therefore, I use the tenn "radical 
refonn" deliberately, to reflect the contradictions inherent in 
its objectives and activities " (Kraushaar, 1988, p 91). 

Thus like Fainstein and Fainstein (1982), Kraushaar (1988) iIrplicitly 

recognizes that socialist transfonnation is a long way off in Britain and 

the USA, but is unwilling to accept the "social Wlelfarist" m::xiel that the 

Fainsteins ( 1982 ) propose. F'urthel::m:>re, he argues that given changed 

econanic circumstances, progressive planners carmot and should not direct 

their attentions at resolving the symptoms arising fram contradictions, 

but should attack the contradictions directly 

"Instead of developing programs that integrate and socialize 
urban camrunities into the existing econanic system, they 
( progressive planners) need to develop planning strategies 
through which they can examine the political and econanic 
structure of those SanE urban areas and. can dem::>nstrate how 
private capital operates against the interests of ordinary 
people (e.g. that a camrunity and. its residents do not control 
basic decisions about jobs and investnent)" (Kraushaar, 1988, p 
95) • 

Kraushaar (1988) then goes on to identify four directions for progressive 

practice, namely: a focus on the ravages of unfettered capital nobility 

in the context of crisis; the avoidance of artificial divisions in 

addressing urban issues; the building of coalitions; and the sustenance 

of routine. 

As far as a focus on unconstrained capital nobility is concerned, 

Kraushaar ( 1988) points out that while econanic growth is without 

question an iltq;x)rtant part of public consciousness, few refonnists have 

managed. to translate this consciousness into a progressive political 

ITOVE!IEIlt. ~,he notes with approval the way in which several 

progreSSive cities in both the USA and. the UK have played an active role 

in either protecting neighbourhoods or camrunities fram the effects of 
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large-scale private investment or preventing the flight of capital fram 

the . local environmant. He refers, for example, to instances in which 

there has been direct governmant invol VE1Tent in the local econany . 

Reference is made to the E!I1phasis on the co-ownership of c i ty real 

estate in Hartford and also to the way in which sene local governmants in 

England have becene involved "in the ownership or directorship of private 

finns" (Kraushaar, 1988, p 96). Such ventures .have been ainEd primarily 

at introducing sene public control over investment decisions. }breover, 

Kraushaar ( 1988) also cites examples of the production of progressive 

econanic developnent plans at the local level. }bre specifically, he 

IIEntions the Chicago Developnent Plan in which all city investments are 

evaluated in tenns of the nmnber of jobs they can potentially create. 

Given a context of crisis it is through the expansion of interventions 

which focus on econanic issues, that Kraushaar ( 1988) sees important 

spaces for building a progressive consciousness. 

In addition to a focus on . the econany, Kraushaar (1988, P 97) suggests 

that progressive planners also have a role to play in pr<m:>ting an 

alternative consciousness of everyday life, one which fosters, "rather 

than divides, the various aspects of everyday life, and defines 

carmunity, not as a camodity, but as a place to experience life" . He 

argues that in its pure fo:rm, capitalism tends to break down existing 

social relations 9f carmunity and to replace them with financia l links. 

Like castells (1983), he sees many aspects of urban politics as struggles 

by carmunities of ~rkers, w:llEn, ethnic groups, environmantalist s and so 

on, over the "neaning of urban living" . By pr<m:>ting a holistic urban 

perspective around the notion of carmunity, Kraushaar (1988, p 97) posits 

that planners can "nurture the ethos and institutions that will serve as 

alternatives to those of corporate capitalism". 

In a similar vein, Kraushaar (1988) argues that planners can also 

contribute to the restructuring of urban consciousness by linking often 

disparate and fragm=nted urban social novarents. }bre specifically, he 

argues that planners are often in a position to act as "linkage points " 

between groupings such as the aged, environmantalists, ~, housing 

associations and many others: . 

I 
, } 
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"Because of the fragrrentation of urban life, those individuals ) 
and organizations seldom interact, and frequently they do not 
trust one another ... As a result, even when they do recognize 
the need to unite over a common issue, they hesitate - or fail 
- to act" (Kraushaar, 1988, p 98). 

Finally, Kraushaar (1988) suggests that the sustenance of certain kinds 

of routine can be turned to progressive ends by planners. He points out 

that the weight of institutional tradition (which is what he refers to 

when he uses the tenn "routine"), has often been regarded by radicals as 

:fund.amentally conservative and that change necessitated its elimination. 

~er, he makes the point that such tradition can be turned to 

progressive ends, insofar as it is often particularism of the sort 

associated with inter alia kinship, religion, ethnicity, Black 

nationalism, that is nost resistant to the hcm::>genization and 

m:x:iernization that capital forces on society. f 1 C . . 

While Kraushaar's ( 1988 ) perspective represents an advance over the 

Fainstein and Fainstein (1982) formulations, it nonetheless suffers from 

a ntm1ber of shortcanings. 'Ib begin with, Kraushaar (1988) gives us no 

~ sense of just how feasible his proposals are. There is no indication of 

why it is that we should expect that the strategies he proposes can be 

successfully pursued (or pursued at all). This omission stems from his 

highly generalized treat:rrent of the m:::m:mtum and direction of change 

within the political economies to which he refers. In fact, so 

generalized is his treatment that it is not at all clear precisely which 

political econanies he is actually referring to. Certainly, as has 

already been mentioned, Kraushaar (1988) pays nore attention to 

conjunctural circtm1stances and particularly the context of econanic 

decline than do the Fainsteins (1982). Not surprisingly, the econanic 

focus he proposed for plarmers has a rationale. However, sare of his 
/ the o r proposals appear to have been plucked fran the air. In fact, nost 

of his proposals appear to have idealist rather than materialist 

origins. Furthenrore, Kraushaar (1988) gives us no idea of why it is 

that planners are particularly well-located to pursue sare of the 

strategies he suggests. Apart fram his brief reference to the fact that 

planners often find thanselves in "linkage" poSitions, he provides no 

assesSITent of whether such a "linkage" role is likely to becare nore or 

') less inp:>rtant in the future. Moreover, since he lends so little 
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content to the concept "linkage roints ", it is difficult to assess just 

how effectively planners could use the space that he asserts these roints 

provide. Finally, it should be noted that while Kraushaar (1988) 

recognizes the limits of VwBlfarism, he is apparently not averse to a 

statist mxiel of planning per se. For example, he sees no problen with 

an expanded role for planners in local investment decision-making through 

local state apparatuses. 

lie at the centre of same authors' The critique of statism does, hCM3Ver, 

theories of progressive planning. 

regard is the work of Philip Cooke 

Particularly influential in this 

( 1980, 1982, 1983). Cooke's (1983 ) 

prescriptions for progressive planning arerge fran an exhaustive overview 

of theories relevant to planning in Britain. He is far nore explicit in 

his recognition of the contextual specificity of his work than is 

Kraushaar (1988) 

" it is inp:>rtant that another, nore substantial roint is 
understood alx>ut the status of the fr~rk to be discussed. 
This is that it does not seek to represent any general theory 
of planning ... What has been discussed is an attanpt at 
explanation of certain important characteristics of the 
planning process under conditions of advanced capitalism 
(largely, though not exclusively, in the UK)" (Cooke, 1983, P 
250) . 

Cooke (1983) argues that in the late 1970s in Britain, there was a shift 

fran reproduction expenditure, to an erphasis on assisting capital 

through interventions in the sphere of circulation. This shift, Cooke 

( 1983) argues, has been accanpanied by the granting of considerable 

anounts of discretion to the local state. This discretion is a l lavai to 

enable the local state to spend resources on finns which have a chance of 

achieving above-average profit rates. ~ver, Cooke ( 1983, P 272) 

suggests that this "local discretion" can also be used to "establish 

islands of socially-useful production in local space". It is in 

assisting workers in the production of worker. plans for such socially 

useful production that Cooke (1983) sees a role for planners. Lying 

behind Cooke's (1983) prorosals is a central concern with statism. He 

argues that progressive planners cannot hope to address the primary 

contradiction of advanced capitalism, Le. the contradiction be~ 

capital and labour, because to attanpt to do so through planning 
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represents what in his view is an absurdity. 

explains as follows 

Cooke ( 1983, P 256) 

" while ~ have argued that developrent planning has its 
uses for capital and lalx>ur, it cannot be pretended that its 
institutions preside over carrranding p::JWer vis-a-vis either the 
institutions of capital or those of lalx>ur, in the final 
analysis. " 

Instead he suggests that progressive planners should focus on what he 

calls the "people" versus "officialdan" contradiction. This 

contradiction, he argues, arises fran the fact that even in instances 

where progressive forces win gains through the state, these gains are 

often delivered in a fonn which "apes the unclemx::ratic cannand structures 

of the capitplist business enterprise" (Cooke, 1983, P 254). This is 

what Cooke ( 1983, P 254) refers to as the problan of statism and he 

elalx>rates as follows 

" however good the intentions of political parties, pressure 
groups and the like, in seeking to establish state apparatuses 
aimed at correc.ting distributional imbalances, their 
legalistic, and hence , coercive , basis turns than into 
inst.rurrents which appear to further oppress rather than assist 
the proposed beneficiaries. " 

Cooke (1983) goes on to point out, that despite all of its flaws, advocacy 

planning did attanpt to overcare standard bureaucratic planning by 

rooting progressive planning activity in popular organization in the 

sphere of reproduction. He then notes, with approval, the erergence in 

the UK of popular planning not in the camnmity, but in the sphere of 

production. By way of exarrq;>le he draws attention to the Lucas Aerospace 

Canbine Crornittee's Corporate Plan and a similar plan produced by the 

\'.Urkers at Vickers. While the content of these plans cannot be 

elalx>rated here, suffice it to say that they focussed on utilizing 

industrial plant and technology for " socially useful" production whenever 

the "nonnal" use of this fixed. capital was in danger as a consequence of 

downturns in the econc:my. While such plans relied on assistance fran 

local state, they took planning outside of its usual statist fonn. 

While Cooke's ( 1983) direction is 'interesting and perhaps of sare 

relevance in South Africa, it is difficult to understand why urban and 
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regional plarmers should becare involved in assisting in the production 

of the ~rker' s plans he refers to. Short of seeing planning in generic 

tenns or in the procedural theoretical tenns associated with authors such 

as Faludi (1973), it is doubtful that urban and regional plarmers have 

\ anything to offer ~rkers in an exercise such as this. It is quite 

apparent therefore that in developing his theory of progressive planning, 

Cooke (1983) fails to take sufficient account of the specificity of urban 

and regional planning as a distinct danain of state intervention. 

Earlier in this chapter we drew on RcM9is' ( 1983) work to suggest that 

this danain is the politics of territorial social relations . Cooke 

( 1983), however, ignores the expertise and traditions of many years of 

urban and regional planning practice. This is not to suggest that the 

specificity of planning is immutable. Nor is it to make a fetish out of 

territorial social relations . It is s~ly to suggest that Cooke's 

( 1983) proposals are not likely to have llUlch resonance for practicing 

plarmers. This problem is further carpounded by his apparent discarding 

of fonnal state structures as t~rrains for serious progressive planning 

progrannes. In doing so he offers no guidance to the vast majority of 

practicing planners who have little alternative" but to ~rk within state 

structures. Certainly, Cooke's (1983) proposals would be less 

problematic if they were posed as a relatively minor part of a fuller 

range of strategies which took the location, traditions and expertise of 

plarmers into account. l-breover, Cooke's (1983) rooting of progressive 

planning within the sphere of production may reveal a narrcM ~rkerism, 

and one that is problematic in the light of changing processes of class 

structuration. This llUlch is evident fran the conclusions reached by 

Rees and Lambert (1985) based on an extrarely detailed analysis of 

post-war planning in Britain. They note that as far as the inner city 

areas are concerned, the regional restructuring of accunru.lation and the 

flight of manufacturing capital have weakened the rrore traditional fonns 

of larour organization and particularly of the unions. Thus, they argue 

that the creation of new "left" alliances will have to be forged on new 

terrains : 

"What this ~lies, then, is that if the em=rgent new al~ian:es 
are to grc:M stronger, then al ternati ve focuses of org~zat1.on 
to the historically rooted trade union ones (over:whelmingly, of 
course, wages and ~rking conditions) need to be devel,?ped. 
We wish to suggest that the local state may have an espec1.ally 
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important role to play in this context" (Rees and Lambert, 
1985, P 173). 

What is interesting al:x:>ut Rees and Lambert' s (1985) propositions, is that 

they point to the possibility that in particular conjunctional 

circumstances, the state may not only be the appropriate terrain for 

anbarking on progressive prograrmes, but may in fact be the only terrain. 

This is not to suggest that the problans of statism that Cooke (1983) 

refers to are not real enough. It is simply to suggest that Cooke's 

( 1983) response to the problans of statism are too one-d.inEnsional. 

Rees and Lambert (1985), on the other hand, propose a ITlllch nore layered 

and balanced range of strategies for progressive planners w:>rking within 

the inner cities. These include proposals for overeaning statism (such 

as the deconcentration of housing services and participation in w:>rker 

plan-making), as well as a series of tactical proposals for those w:>rking 

within local state structures. As far as the latter is concerned, 

emphasis falls on the role of the local state in controlling 

disinvest:ment, and of the role of planners · in ensuring that such 

opposition is rooted in strong locality-level alliances (community 

groups, ethnic groups, tenants associat ions, unions, etc). The details 

of these proposals need not be elaborated here, but it is w:>rth noting 

that in many respects Rees and Lambert' s . ( 1985) book provides a 

mathodological nodel for this dissertation. Like this dissertation, 

Rees and Lambert' s ( 1985) book has the twin aims of understanding the 

political econany of urban and regional planning (with special reference 

to the imler cities) on the one hand, and developing theory to guide 

progressive interventions on the other. The book traces the historical 

evolution of planning and provides a very detailed analysis of the 

rrarentum and trajectory of change in the contemporary period. It is 

this detailed analysis of the conjuncture which together with lessons 

learned fran the past, provides the basis for developing maaningful and 

balanced progressive strategy. It is precisely such an approach that 

has been adopted in this dissertation. The smmdness of such an 

approach is quite evident when the weaknesses of previous attempts 

(mainly the author's) to theorize progressive planning in South Africa 

are explored. 
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Progressive Planning Theory In South Africa 

Serious attempts at theorizing progressive planning in South Africa have 

been confined mainly to MCCarthy and Smit (1984), Smit (1984, 1986) and 

Colanan (1986). McCarthy and Smit's (1984) ~rk is heavily influenced 

by Castell's (1977) classic v.urk The Urban Q.lestion. This is not 

entirely surprising since it was in the late 1970'5 and early 1980'5 that 

urban social rrovarents blossareci in South Africa in response to political 

and econanic crisis. FollCMing Castells ( 1977) , MCCarthy and Smit 

(1984) argued that the transfonnation of the built envirol1IteIlt was far 

nore likely to be achieved through the agency of urban social ~ts 

than through the state. Thus, they argued that a '!If!M progressive 

planning praxis v.uuld be largely forged outside of fonnal structures and 

in relation to the emerging urban social m:JVE!1Ents. Furthemore, they 

argued that while the possibilities for achieving progressive gains 
v 

through state structures are extremely circumscribed in South Africa, 

they concede that pI:Ogressi ve planners roth can land should pursue 

progressive practices within these structures. They reach this 

conclusion on the basis of a review of theories · of the state in which 

they criticize overly structuralist or instrun'entalist views of state. 

They then draw on the theoretical v.urk of v«:>lpe (1980) who argues that 

the state has to be understood as an arena of class struggle. 'Ib take 

any other position, v«:>lpe (1980, p 416) suggests, is to "set up the 

entire state as an instrun'ent of the daninant classes, wielded on their 

behalf, by their party political representatiVes". Before proceeding, 

to an analysis of the spaces that may exist for progressive practices 

within fonna! structures, H:Carthy and Smit ( 1984) specify three 

criteria for assessing the progressive content of any policy or practice, 

nanely 

1. I:oes the policy advance the material well-being of the v.urking 

classes? 

2. I:oes the policy enhance the state of "class awareness" anong the 

v.urking classes? 

3. I:oes the policy contribute to the rrobilization of the v.urking 

classes? 
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According to MCcarthy and Smit (1984), the satisfaction of any of these 

criteria would constitute a progressive gain, but the first criterion 

cannot be pursued at the expense of the second and third criteria. They 

then go on to argue that there are four directions in which planners 

working within fonnal structures could advance progressive causes. The 

first concerns the utilization of the ~ that derives fran control 

over technical expertise for progressive ends . . They make the point that 

"public interest" ideology and technocracy is not the sole preserve of 

the ruling bloc . Secondly, they suggest that if change is rrost likely 

to care fran urban social rrovements, then progressives should pursue 

strategies and policies which could potentially prarote the growth of 

these rrovarents (by, for example, supporting notions of citizen 

participation in planning). The third direction refers again to the 

relation bet\oa:m planning and urban social rrovarents. 'Ib the extent 

that the growth of urban social novemants depends on the politicization 

of contradictions and . to the extent that the state is itself a prine 

polit~cizer by its interventions in everyday life, MCcarthy and Smit 

(1984) argue that planners should actively attempt to prarote statist as / 

opposed to privatized responses to contradictions. Finally, MCCarthy 

and Smit ( 1984) point to the role that plarmers can play at an 

ideological level in revealing the contradictions be~n the technical 

possibilities of rational planning and the frustration of any chance of 

achieving such possibilities by existing social relations. 

Smit (1984) builds on MCcarthy and Smit's (1984) analysis, but shifts 

away fran a narr<:M emphasis on urban social rrovarents. &nit ( 1984) 

continues to argue that the major engine of social change lies outside of 

fonnal planning, but nr:::M extends his conception of the major agents of 

change in territorial social relations to trade unions and the major 

popular political organizations. Whilst acknowledging the limits of 

progressive planning fran within state structures, Smit (1984) nr:::M argues 

that progressives should contest the terrain of "policy" (usually 

anathana for progressives). Failure to do so, it is argued, will result 

in missed opportunities and existential problans for urban and regional 

pl,anners. Drawing on ~is (1981), Smit (1984) stresses the ~rtance 

of the spaces that saret.il"les emerge for progressive practices in t.il"les of 

crisis. Smit ( 1984) also draws attention to the ~rtance of 
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contradictions within the fX)Wer bloc and the way in which, in particular 

circumstances, allies for progressive policy can be found within the 

fX)Wer bloc. Serre ertq?hasis is given to the notion that in order to 

achieve progressive gains fran within or outside of state structures, 

planners need to build alliances within a range of groupings (Sate within 

the fX)Wer bloc and Sate outside) who may, for a variety of conjunctural 

reasons, have interests in supporting progressive policy.Smit (1984) 

then attertq?ts to illustrate the .i.rrpJrtance of exploiting "crisis 

opportunities" and of building alliances with reference to concrete 

examples in the IArrban context (the details of which need not be repeated 

here) • 

Coleman (1986) takes an entirely different direction. He criticizes 

M::Carthy and Smit (1984) and Smit (1984) for trying "to make planning 

poli tical by addressing political issues through the planning 

problematic" (Coleman, 1986, p 59). Moreover, he argues that while 

~ and Smit (1984) are . aware that the space for progressive 

planning intervention depends critically on the balance of class forces, 

they do not show how planners may assist in tipping this balance one way 

or another. The thrust of his argurrent is that planners need to see 

thenselves as part of social struggle, not as presiding over it. 

Coleman (1986) also introduces a concern with the reconstitution of the 

social relations that canprise the labour process of planning practice 

itself. More specifically, he argues that progressive planners should 

attertq?t to transfonn the hierarchical and autocratic social relations 

that characterize the way in which their awn activities are organized. 

As far as tipping the balance of class forces in the direction of labour 

is concerned, C;oleman ( 1986) argues that planners need to align 

thanselves with the arerging trade union noverents in South Africa. 

More concretely, he suggests that planners should develop relations with 

~rker's unions in the nrunicipalities. Coleman (1986, p 178) specifies 

the advantages of such a strategy as follows : 

"The establislment of these relations ~uld give planners the 
opportunity to in Sate way articulate their practice with the 
struggles of ~rkers within the nrunicipality - against a camon 
ertq?loyer - so as to collectively establish the ru~ts of an 
alternative state fran within the local state l.tself. It 
~uld also have the potential to link the activities of 
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planners to a far broader spectrum of dem::x:ratically elected 
~rkers in the major trade union federations. " 

Thus, Coleman (1986) shifts the anphasis of progressive planning praxis 

within fonnal structures away fran attanpting to win gains for v.Drking 

class and popular constituencies through allocative and policy devices, 

to an anphasis on transfonning the social structure of the state itself. 

While there can be little doubt that the South African Literature 

referred. to above has advanced the debate on 'progressive planning in 

South Africa, the greatest ~ess of this v.Drk is, ~r, its high 

level of abstraction. In Sate respects the theory may as well have been 

hatched in Europe or in the USA. . In part this reflects the fact that 

the authors were drawing on the insights of the international camumity 

of planners. But insufficient attention is given to the specifics of 

the planning terrain and its context in South Africa. Nor is the 

literature sufficiently sensitive to the m:nentum of change and the 

trajectory of social forces in" South Africa. Certainly McCarthy and 

Smit (1984) place a lot of faith in urban social rrovarents because urban 

social rrovarents had becate a highly visible canponent of the political 

terrain in South Africa in the late 1970's and early 1980's. But they 

show no awareness of the possibility that urban social rrovarents may 

themselves be ephateral social phenarena as the state attanpts to extract 

itself fran the sphere of collective consUl1l>tion. Like-wise, while 

Coleman's (1986) ~rk is prefaced by a rather shallow historical analysis 

of planning, he too rather uncritically anbraces the trade union mJVarent 

without considering the specificity of its trajectory. Thus, it is 

quite possible, for example, that in the context of economic crisis in 

South Africa, the trade unions could becate part of a reactionary la1:x:>ur 

aristocracy pitted against the growing anny of the UIlE!Tployed and those 

v.Drking in the infonnal sector . Hopefully, the historical and 

conjunctural analysis conducted in this dissertation will provide a more 

substantial base for the building of praxis-relevant planning theory. 

This chapter has attanpted to provide a review of the major theoretical 

~rks which have forrred an important part of the conceptual fra:rrework for 
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the dissertation. This fr~rk is one which is rooted finnly in the 

schciol of thought which has becare known as the "new urban sociology" . 

As a consequence the interpretation of planning history in South Africa 

that follows tends to stress the significance of social structure. MOre 

specifically, planning is viewed as a collective response to 

contradictions which are ultimately traceable to the social organization 

of production. However, recognition is given to the need to avoid overly 

structuralist, functionalist and deterministic understandings of the 

planning process. I As a consequence a special effort will be made to 

consider the role of agency and idealism in affecting the trajectory of 

planning. 

Moreover, a similar effort will be made to acknowledge the 

non-detenninacy of social struggles and social activity. Thus, outcares 

are treated as contingent and uncertain and not as the inevitable product 

of social structure. It should be noted that in addressing a topic as 

broad as the politicaleconany of South Africa, "reference will constantly 

be made to theoretical concepts which have not been elaborated in this 

overview. The assumption in such instances is that these concepts have 

becare part and parcel of the everyday conceptual vocabulary of planning 

theorists and practitioners alike. As far as the building of theory to 

guide progressive planning practice is concerned, a great deal of 

emphasis has been placed on the need for historical analysis, in order 

to understand the m::menttnn of change and the need for detailed 

conjunctural analysis. Thus, the very detailed analysis of the 

contemporary period in this dissertation is justified insofar as it, 

together with lessons learnt fran history, provides the basis for 

building a praxis-relevant theory of planning. 

In the Chapters which follow the focus shifts fran pure theory to the 

historical unfolding of urban and regional planning in South Africa. As 

noted earlier in this chapter, the historical analysis is undertaken 

within the fr~rk of a m:xlified version of the nodel produced by 

~ and Smit (1984). 
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CHAPIm rmREE : 'llIE FARLY YEARS OF URBANIZATI~ .Ati) 'llIE 
1Un'S OF KlERN PLANNItC 

The period approximating the t1 phase of the M:Carthy and &nit (1984, P 

87) rrodel had been shown, in preliminary research, to be characterised 

by 

1. High levels of state expenditure on productive infrastructure, and 

a parallel neglect of reproductive infrastructure, in the cities. 

2. Ruling class ideology that emphasized the cities as centres of 

production, but which neglected the sphere of reproduction. 

3. Rising labour militancy which reached a crescenck> towards the end of 

the period, and parallel popular militancy over urban living 

conditions reaching a similarl y-timad crescendo. 

It was hypothesised that the period was one in which urbanization 

"operated principally in tenus of the rapid . appropriation of labour 

power fran the precapitalist rural hinterland in order to install the 

roads, railways, factories and other physical requi.rem:mts of production 

and circulation" (M:Carthy and &nit, 1984, P 88). Because of the 

neglect of conditions of labour reproduction, the cities ~ turned into 

" . . . chaotic encamprents, saturated and underequipped ••• " in the 

phrasing of Borja (1977). A political crisis, brought about by popular 

resistance to poor conditions of reproduction, heralded the fonmation of 

a new power bloc: which forged new urbanization strategies and urban 

{X)licies in the t2 period, to follow. 

This Chapter elaborates Sate of the key features of the t1 period in 

nore detail as they emarged at the national scale. In particular, the 

main urbanization and planning issues of the period are examined through 

interviews, archival sources and secondary references. What arerges is 

a scenario not markedly different fran that originally {X)stulated in the 

MbCarthy and &nit (1984) t1/t2/t3 periodization rrodel, but one that is 

nevertheless nore developed in empirical detail. Furthernore, by 
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c~ison with M::Carthy and Srnit's preliminary impressions of the t1 

period, it becares evident that the period was not one in which problens 

of productive infrastructure daninated state strategy, to the exclusion 

of all other issues. There are clear precedents, for example, with 

'planning issues' that incorporated the concerns of restrictive controls 

on labour reproduction and segregation that were to daninate subsequent 

periods. The discussion that follows seeks to bring these precedents to 

the fore, so as to qualify the nore crudely econanistic and alnost 

Rostovian perspective offered in M::Carthy and Smit' s (1984) initial 

theoretical framework. 

The discove:ry of gold and the construction of the railway lines rapidly 

transforrred. the Witwatersrand's peripheral status and m:JVed it to the 

centre stage of the South African political econany. Because the 

Witwatersrand was the accumulation heartland, urban growth was nost 

rapid here and it is not surprising that the early calls for town 

planning were nost clearly articulated in this area. It is for this 

reason that the account that follows focuses primarily on developrents 

in the Witwatersrand. It should be noted that given the export-oriented 

nature of the gold mining indust:ry, areas like Durban and Cape 'J.'a.m grew 

rapidly into ve:ry busy ports and many of the problens of urban 

developrent described for the Witwatersrand can be generalized to these 

areas as well. However, urban planning issues developed unevenly in 

response to regional specificities and it is not possible to do justice 

to such variation in this Chapter. The focus, therefore, i s on the 

IlEtropolitan centre. It should be noted too that the particular nature 

of the gold mining indust:ry had important implications for the arergence 

of crisis in the reproductive sphere in the early years. 'lb begin with, 

gold was sold alnost entirely on foreign markets. This IlEant that 

mining capital was not concerned with the establislment of a local market 

for its products. Furthenrore, since the mining indust:ry was unable to 

control the price of gold, it was a ve:ry cost-sensitive indust:ry 

(Yudelman, 1984; Lipton, 1986). The net result was the establislment of 

a law-wage econany which was to have implications for the arergence of 

urban crises. 
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Urban Growth, Crisis in the Sphere of Reproduction, and the Errergence of 

Restrictive Controls 

By 1896, when the first census was held, Johannesburg had a population 

of 102 000 (Morris, 1981). Half of this population was Black, and Lewis 

( 1966) reports that the ratio of males to females was 12: 1. The bulk of 

the mainly Black, male population was housed in catp)unds, in order to 

facilitate labour control (cf. Mabin, 1985). After the Anglo-Boer War 

(1899 to 1902), the rate of migration to urban centres increased as a 

consequence of the devastation of the countryside and the expulsion of 

White labour tenants fran fanns (Lipton, 1986). The decade after the 

Anglo-Boer War was, rroreover, one of rapid econanic grc:Mth centred upon 

the mines, and this fuelled pull-factor-led migration to the cities. 

The new Black arrivals in the cities were acccmroclated either in the 

canp:::>unds or infonnal settl€!IEnts, and the new White arrivals usually 

sought out cheap, rented accamodation wherever it was available 

(Bozzoli, 1979). 

In Johannesburg itself, the increased danand for residential space gave 

rise to a spate of speculative activity in urban land (Floyd, 1960). 

Sprawling developtEnt occurred as developers "leapfrogged" over rrore 

expensive land. adjacent to the city and established suburban extensions 

on cheaper land further out (Floyd, 1986). 

The layout and arrangarent of these new townships/suburbs was not 

co-ordinated in any way and no provision was made for their interlinking 

or the provision of through routes. This lack of co-ordination and 

foresight subsequently caused the city of Johannesburg problans for rrany 

years. In 1930, for exanq;>le, the City Engineer of Johannesburg described 

the problans caused by unco-ordinated township developtEnt of the past as 

follows : 

"The planning of Killarney and Houghton in relation to Parktawn 
reveals such a grave disability. Between IDuis Botha and 
Riviera Road there is a distance of not less than 2,000 yards 
without public cross access of any kind east-west so that 
anyone living in the centre of Eastern Parktawn wishing to 
visit a . friend. in lower Houghton has to travel back southwards, 
probably ~o '!Wist Street Tenninus, in order to go east, and 
then has to travel north before he reaches his goal - an 

,) 
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increase of travel of at least one mile, besides the 
urmecessary congesting of a trunk highway ... with what is 
purely local traffic ... " (Waugh, 1930, P 36). 

Unco-ordinated growth of this kind led to the first attenpt in South 

Africa to regulate the laying out of future townships (Porter, 1922). 

Ordinance No 57 was passed in the Transvaal in 1903 and gave the Lt. 

Governor power to regulate the establisl1ment of 'fleN townships. This 

~ was not used and it was only with the prarulgation of the 

. Townships Ordinance No 19 of 1905 that nore effective control was made 

p:::>ssible in the Transvaal. This ordinance created the first Townships 

Board which established criteria for approving new developrents. In 

tenus of the ordinance, developers ~re required to provide particulars 

on the size and extent of prop:::>sed townships, the water supply, the 

layout of plots and the spaces to be set aside for public use (Portel\, 

1922). The principle of the Townships Board was extended to other 

provinces through the parliarrentary Townships Act No 33 of 1907. The 

Act specified that ultimate authority for approval of townships resided 

with the Minister who was anpawered to establish townships boards to 

advise him. Thus, sare fonn of control over township developrent at a 

metrop:::>litan and regional scale was achieved at a relatively early stage 

of the urbanization process. This control was ~ver, not executed in 

relation to regional plans which would follCM only much later. 

There ~re also early attenpts to control the . use of land within urban 

settleoonts. These attenpts represented a tentative resp:::>nse to 

conflicts and crises in the reproductive sphere which, in turn, ~ 

rooted in the contradictions of the predaninantly "laissez-faire" social 

relations governing urban land use at the time. Primary am:mg these was 

the contradiction be~n the need for patterns of land use which 

facilitated the reproduction of a very px>rly paid workforce, and the 

tendency away fran such patterns resulting fran anarchic-land-use

decision-making in the pursuit of private profit. More specifically, 

there was a tendency towards the "~ting" of land by absentee 

landlords. Porter (1931) rep:::>rts that in Johannesburg there ~ many 

instances in which as many as five shacks or cottages ~re built on 

sites of 450 square meters. General sanitation provisio~ ~ such 

c~ conditions ~ Cieal ~ith the 
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overc:rc:Jll.tiing. This, in turn, led to the outbreak of various epidemics. ----'ill 1904, plague broke out in e " so~alled- "Coolie Town" located close 

to the Johannesburg central business district (Morris, 1981). The area 

had been described by a local governrrent ccmnission as having "twisted 

and narrow streets, with water being drawn fran a polluted well and with 

holes in the ground as lavatories" (Morris, 1981, p 9). The residents 

were raroved, and the settlem:mt was razed to the ground. A year later 

the first municipally established ta,.mship, Klipspruit, was founded at 

scm3 distance fran Johannesburg. Kagan (1978) reports that Blacks 

living within the city were required to nove there. ~, because of 

the long distances and poor public transport, many simply stayed or 

returned later (Maud, 1938). Interestingly, the Klipspruit solution to 

the "health problem" prefigured the national solution that was to be 

adopted with the pranulgation of t;he ~tive Urban ~t o~ 

M:>reover, the contradictory and costly nature of this solution was 

.i.Imediatel y evident in the transport problens which foll~. This 

contradiction between the need to banish very law inccm3 ~rkers to the 

periphery and the need to reprcx:iuce their labour at very law " cost, has 

ranained a central contradiction of the spatial fonn of South African 

cities. 

It should be noted that fear of the plague led the Cape Town 

municipality to rarove a~y 7,000 Blacks fran slum conditions 
-

to a far-flung peripheral site which was later to becate Ndabeni 

(M:>rris, 1981). Likewise, fear of the plague ~ led the Port 

Elizabeth city " council to establish New' Brighton and Korsten in 1902. 

These efforts notwithstanding, large numbers of Blacks ranained in the 

cities. In Johannesburg areas such as Vrededorp, Burghersdorp, 

Brickfields, Ferreirastown, Marshalltown, Fordsburg, Jeppestown and 

cphirton, White landlords continued to rent out squalid and crovrled 

accommodation to Blacks. These areas also accommodated the poorer 

sections of the White ~rking class who, in many instances, augmented 

their own wages by "shack fanning " their backyards. This situation led, 

in 1912, to the insertion of a ansvaal Local Governrrent 

Ordinance which att~ted to te ~lling dens' ¥- (Pearse, 1) . 

There were practical difficulties with such a clause, however, arising 

mainly fran the difficulty of dealing with varying house sizes on 

standard lots (it was, for example, possible in theory to cover an entire 
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lot with a single very large house and it was thus possible to turn these 

houses into rental tenerents). Drawing fran the British experience, 

coverage regulations ~re intrcx:iuced in Johannesburg (Pearse, 1931). 

For any dwelling, hospital or school, a coverage of 60% was accepted. 

In cases where buildings of these types had frontages on tw::) or nore 

streets the anount of required open space around the building was reduced 

to 25% (Pearse, 1931). Moreover, in the case of te:narents, which had to 

be sewered, coverage was fixed ' at 80% with further allowances in the case 

of double frontages or comer-stands. Clearly, these regulations with 

their very generous coverage allowances) did not really curtail the 

grcMth of high density sh.nn tenerents. In part the generous allowances 

IlUlSt be seen as a function of the interests of White landlords who ~ 

fairly influential in local politics (van Onselen, 1982b). However, the 

regulations foresha~ the intrcx:iuction of nore canprehensi ve tcMn 

planning regulations in the late 1920's and early 1930's. 

Segregation, Sanitation, Social Refonn and Planning 

It should be noted that fran the very beginning a relatively high level 

of racial segregation existed in South African cities. By 1910 nost 

Blacks lived in underprovided locations at the urban periphery. In nost 

towns, Blacks ~re prohibited fran awning property by way of restrictive 

conditions written into title deeds. Moreover, a great diversity of 

local authority rceasures had already been taken by this tima to keep 

Blacks out of the towns and to establish Black "locations" (Morris, 

1981) 1. As has alrea~been rrentioned, many Blacks no~theless ~und 
~ 

their ~to the cities and towns as tenants in slum areas usually __ _ ~ r---

owned~tes. In nost of the locations, however, land was controlled 

by the nrunicipality and tenure was on the basis of a nonthly rental. In 

sate areas such as Sophi~CMI1, Mart~le and the Fingo Village in 

Grahams.S.CMI1, land was made available to Blacks on a freeho..ML.Qasis. 

While conditions of tenure varied fran one "location" to another, 

appalling conditions and massive underprovision of services was ccmron to 

nost. Indeed, these peripheral "locati9ns", which had originally been 

conceived of as part of the solution to the health ~t posed by the 

1 "IDeations" refers to the tenn colloquially used in South 
Africa to describe Black tCMIlShips. 
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influx of Blacks into the White towns, soon becarre regarded as problans 

in their ~ right. Throughout South Africa tuberculosis flourished in 

the locations, and this gave rise to the Tuberculosis~ssion Report 

of 1914. This report highlighted the abject living conditions in -to.vnships throughout the country. 

In 1918, an influenza epidemic struck South Africa killing same 500 000 

Blacks (M:>rris, 1981)! This, together with the deteriorating 

tuberculosis problen, led to the pranulgation of the Public 18alt.h..J\Ct 

of )-919. This Act provided the nachinery for bringing "conditions" in 

the locations under ceQ.tral governrrent control. M:>re specifically, it 

enabled the Minister to "make regulations, confer powers and impose 

duties on local authorities as to the subdivision and general lay-out of 

land intended to be used as building sites, the width and mnnber of 

streets, the limitation of the mnnber of dwellings or other buildings to 

be erected. on such land, the proportion of any site which nay be built 

upon and the establishmant of ,zones , within which offensive trades or 

occupations are prohibited" (Porter, 1931, p 14). ~er, the Act gave 

no powers for the altering of layouts of existing to.vns. Porter, 

writing in 1931, considered this legislation to be the definitive town 

planning charter of the tine . What is significant about these 

regulations is the fact that South Africa's first relati vel y 

carprehensive town planning regulations grew out of the health crises 

precipitated. by unco-ordinated. and rapid urban developrent, in the 

context of a very low wage econany, and at a tine when the state paid 

little attention to the sphere of reproduction. In this respect the 

origins of town planning regulations in South Africa bear same 

resanblance to the origins of similar regulations elsewhere ( e. g. 

Britain). M:>reover, it is clear that for same enthusiasts, town 

planning offered substantial possibilities with regard to social refonm. 

The cape Tines carried an article on town planning in '1927 in which the 

potential social impacts of town planning are eulogized as follows : 

" . . . think of the lessened cost s of our hospitals and 
charitable institutions, our goals and rrental asy hIDlS ! Think 
a<!a~ of the prospect of ermobled, contented. and loyal 
cltlzens, proud in the possession of their suburban hares and 
gardens: think still again of the effect this \\Quld have upon 
the current unrest. 
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Where is the cormection? Well just picture yourself after a 
hard day's WJrk caning to your "hare" in District Six where 
your chil~n must perforce play upon the street : ~e "pocket 
handkerchief" backyard being insufficient for even the family 
washing. Care with Ire to sare of the hovels of Cape Town and 
elsewhere, and express no sur:prise again at discontent and 
disloyalty under such conditions " (Enthusiast, Cape Tines, 
1927) . 

While extrare physical detenninist views of this kind ~re rel atively 

rare, there can be no question that the relation be~n planning and 

social refonn was evident to the major ~r bloc actors of the tine. 

Th.us Stallard, in the report of the lix::al Goverrnrent Carmission in 1922, 

pointed out that "hoUSing problens and overc~g with their 

concorni tant evils ( are) intirnatel y connected wi th neglected 

town-planning" (Stallard, 1922, para 224). In part this concern was 

foll~ through into the Native Urban Areas Act of 1923. While the 

Native Urban Areas Act is usually associated with the exclusion of 

Blacks fran the White towns and with the introduction of the notion of 

Blacks as tenporary sojourners, .Davenport (1971) points out that nruch of 

the Act, in intention at least, had nore to do with limited ~lfare 

provision rather than racial ideology. Municipalities, for example, 

~ required to keep separate "native revenue accounts " for the 

locations and to plough any profits back into the townshiPs (sare 

municipalities had in fact been making profits out of the administration 

of the townships and had been transferring incare away fran Black areas 

to White areas). 

While sare municipalities used the ~rs provided by the Act 

.irmediately, others opted to use than only nruch later. Port Elizabeth, 

for example, used the ~rs for the first tine as late as 1935 (MorriS, 

1981). In effect, it was the Native Urban Areas Act which nore than any 

other piece of legislation nost effectively 'resolved' the health 

problem as it was then perceived by the authorities -- i.e. a problem of 

'contagion' to be contained. through segregation. The fact that the 

problem was addressed through the Native Urban Areas Act and only 

~tly through the town planning legislation which was to follow a 

fEM years later, is instructive. Patricios (1975), for example, argues 

that : 
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" it is a pity that the Transvaal Town Planning Calmission 
of 1929 did not grasp the wider concept of town-planning given 
in the report of the IDeal GovernIl'Ent Ccmnission (Stallard, 
1922) eight years earlier, ... the separation then of the 
concerns of the social reforrrers fran those of the civil 
engineers, land surveyors and architects involved in embryonic 
town planning was an unfortunate repetition of what happened in 
Britain and the USA ... " 

The effect of this separation of the social refonnists fran the !TOre 

technicist administrators of land was to have fairly major implications 

for the way in which town planning evolved and developed in the five 

decades that follCMed. The major impact of the separation was that fran 

the very beginning town planning took the physicalist and technicist 

philosophical orientation of the "city practical" novemant which was also 

gaining ground in Britain. This technicist orientation is evident in 

the discussion and debates about tONIl planning just prior to the 

passing of the first Provincial Town Planning Ordinances. Thus, the 

Transvaal Town-planning Ccmnission considered tONIl planning to be 

involved primarily with the laying out of private tONIlShips. Moreover, 

the lectures presented by various rrenber s of the Transvaal Town Planning 

Association just prior to the passing of the' first specifically t.cMn 

planning legislation in the Transvaal in 1931 (Transvaal Ordinance No 11 

of 1931) confirms this technicist orientation. The Association had been 

founded in 1918 and acted as a significant lobby for the introduction of 

t.cMn planning legislation. In 1930 A.S. Furner presented a lecture on 

the need for t.cMn planning under the auspices of the Association in which 

he described the functions of tONIl planning as follows : 

"'l'c:Mn plans would provide for new streets and the 
improvarent of existing ones; prescription of new building 
lines; open spaces; the siting of civic centres where such do 
not already exist; restrictions as to heights of the space 
about buildings; zoning and other matters which may be 
necessary to bring any particular part or parts of the tONIlS 
into proper relationship and general convenience, or into 
architectural setting and hanrony, and for the imp:rovarent of 
tONIlS generally. I rrrust again enphasize the fact that a city 
~lan is not a grandiose scheme for immediate and costly civic 
~rovarents ... . Town-planning rreans a saving of !TOney. It 
lS far cheaper to build a road or a square in the right place 
than to reconstruct it when land has hecate valuable and 
expensive buildings have been destroyed" (Furner, 1930, P 28). 
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In illustrating the need for town planning in South Africa, Furner 

(1930) presented an account of the major town planning proble:ns of 

Johannesburg (as he saw then). He beroaned the awkward fX:,)sitioning of 

the railway and. the railway station, the difficulties of achieving 

lateral camrunication between the various suburbs (or townships), the 

congestion at the centre, the tendency of the industrial activity to 

encroach on residential areas and so reduce property values, the poor 

circulation and so on. No ITEntion is made of social refonn in any fonn. 

Likewise E. H. Waugh ( 1930) stresses the expensive expropriation and 

building costs that are often incurred because of a lack of foresight 

"Louis Eotha Avenue presents, fran Fife Avenue to 'fudhope 
Avenue, a saIEWhat similar piece of ~rk where a high wall is 
nt::M being built at a total cost of 10,000 fOunds, to carry the 
main trunk road to Pretoria. Of course, this road should have 
been planned before Yeoville, Berea and Hillbrov.r ~re laid out 
so that a route shorter and rrore diagonal to the present line 
should have been taken. In fact the main trunk routes should 
have been laid out fran the centre city, preplanned before 
townships entangled the layout" (Waugh, 1930, P 35). 

Thus rrost of the instances cited as evidence of the need for town 

planning, can be theorized as efficiency proble:ns resulting fran a lack 

of social co-ordination and vision (planning) in the physical 

developrent process. These concerns with efficiency ~re to daninate 

the city planning practice in South Africa for many years to care. 

It could be argued, however, that all this concern with physical layout 

and efficiency ~uld have been consistent with the strong ruling class 

emphasis, at the tiITE, on cities as centres of efficient production, as 

elal:x:>rated in previous Chapters. Moreover, while Patricios (1975) fails 

to make the fOint, his canparison of town planning concerns with those of 

the Natives Urban Areas Act (inadvertently) raises a crucial fOint of 

tangency between the basic principles of Native Administration and town 

planning during the period: naITEly, the need for the physical separation 

of ' social incanpatibles'. It is this principle, after all, that 

underlies the ideas of roth · enforced racial segregation and land use 

zoning, and what is cClTlTOn to roth is the idea of constraining urban 

proble:ns (disease, fOllution, fOverty, etc by raroving than fran the 

sight of elite groups). 
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The Segregated and Planned Urban EnviroI'1Il'ent and Housing Sector as an 

Object for the Formation of Class Alliances. 

Prior to the Anglo-Boer War, 

Transvaal, was largely under 

bourgeoisie (van Onselen, 1982b). 

South Africa, and particularly the 

the political control of a rural 

The war itself had a great deal to do 

with the deposing of this bourgeoisie by an aggressive urban bourgeoisie 

which in turn was daninated by mining capitalists (both local and 

foreign) . Backed by the military IIUlScle of the forerost imperialist 

~ of the of the tine, the urban bourgeoisie seized control and noved 

quickly to establish the conditions necessary to prarote the growth of 

the mining industry. One of the imrecliate concerns of the new rulers 

was to consolidate the new order by incorporating elements which 

potentially posed a threat. One such e l ement was the militant inmigrant 

miners who brought with than the experi ence of the labour noverents in 

Europe. Another was ' the swelling group of Afrikaaners in the towns, 

many of whan were unanployed. Interestingly, the earliest efforts at 

incorporation included a strong anphasis on social refonnist urban 

planning on the Witwatersrand, and van Onselens's (1982a) account of 

these efforts is ~rth recording here : 

"Under the new dispensation the British governrrent, in alliance 
with the Rand mining capitalists, cane to exercise authority 
over the city and its inhabitants, and nowhere was the impact 
of the emerging industrial state rrore cl~ly visible than in 
the fields of urban planning and public transport" (van 
Onselen, 1982a, p 180). 

Joharmesburg's Acting Town Clerk in the period imrecliatel y after the 

war, Curtis, was very sensitive to what van Onselen (1982a, p 180) calls 

the "geography of class". In the 1890 's, he had served on a number of 

carmittees in lDndon which had investigated ~rking-class housing 

problems and social control through intervention in the sphere of 

reproduction. The new regine was very anxious to douse incipient and 

already manifest class conflict. M;:)reover, there "was a clearly 

expressed need to avoid the emergence of a sharply cianarcated central 

~rking-class area with its associated problems of markedly different 

rating values, high rentals and the development of an aggressive class 
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consciousness" (van Onselen, 1982a, p 181). Thus Curtis believed that 

the White ~rking-class on the Witwatersrand should be suburbanized and 

stabilized as soon as possible. 'Ib deal with the transport problan that 

might arise fram such suburbanization, Curtis proposed the establishment 

of a public tram way systan. 

"The town council will thus accept the duty of providing for 
the ~lfare of ~rkers with m:xierate incares, to whan a cheap, 
efficient and ~ll-regulated tramway-system is particularly a 
necessity, tending as it does to reduce the disadvantages of 
residing at a distance fram their ~rk." (Mayor of Johannesburg 
1901, cited in van Onselen, 1982a, p 163). 

In order to prarote suburbanization and ensure equitable distribution of 

the rate burden, the city of Johannesburg's boundary was increased fram 9 

square miles in 1901 to fully 82 square miles in 1903, and the f~t 

electric tram was seen on the streets by 1906. Shortly thereafter, the 

service was extended to several new suburbs. Curtis' programre was 

relatively successful so that by 1912, 42% of the Witwatersrand's White 

miners ~re married and had their wives and families living with than by 

canparison with 12% in 1897 and 20% in 1902 (van Onselen, 1982a). 

~r, sharply danarcated ~rking class areas developed nonetheless, so 

that in 1911 w.e Scully (cited in van Onselen, 1982a) carm::mted that he 

was struck by the "sudden transition fram splendour to squalor" of the 

~stern side of the city. He also rrentioned several "shnn warrens " 

which v.ere inhabited by "Europeans of various nationalities, Indians, 

Chinese, Arabs, Japanese, Kaffirs, and miscellaneous coloured people of 

every hue " (Quoted in van Onselen, 1982b, p 39). 

While Curtis' suburbanization programre was relatively successful, it 

should be noted that it was not supplem::mted with a vigorous public 

housing programre for Whites. Apart fram a few m:x:lest attenpts at the 

provision of carpany housing (van Onselen, 1982b) the supply of White 

housing was left to the market. This did not, ~, lead to a 

massive housing shortage, largely because Whites ~ able to enter 

these markets fairly successfully as a consequence of preferential 

treat::mant in the ~rkplace. The "job colour bar" was introduced onto 

the mines as early as 1893 in response to pressure fran the errerging 

White unions and was a major bone of contention be~n mining capital 
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and White workers for thirty years hereafter (Lipton, 1986). The effect 

of the bar, ~r, was to ensure that rrost White workers were able to 

acquire reasonable accamodation. However, there were many UIlE!T1ployed 

Whites in the cities and by the early 1920s White housing had becore a 

political issue. 
\ 

Parnell ( 1986, P 3) reports that in Johannesburg, the 1919 municipal 

election "focused unambiguously on the pressing accamociation 

requ.irarents of White lal:x:>ur ... ". This focus led to the 1920 Housing 

l!ct (which gave Johannesburg and other councils the authority to act on 

their housing problems) and the establishrrent of a Central Housing 

Board. The council response was slow, ~, and it was not until 

1923 that it made an application for a loan fran the Central Housing 

Board for a White housing schare (Parnell, 1986). The timing of the 

application is not entirely insignificant. In 1921 a sharp fall in the 

gold price precipitated a crisis (Lipton,1986). Given the 

cost-sensitivity of the gold mining industry, the drop in price rreant 

that costs had to be cut sarehow and the Chamber of Mines, against 

&mIt's advice, announced that it would infringe the ,Status Quo Agrearent 

of 1918 and increase the ratio of Africans to Whites in the mines. This 

in turn led to the fanous general strike by White workers, and the 

rebellion of 1922. The rebellion was militarily suppressed with 250 

people killed and many others wounded or imprisoned (Lipton, 1986). 

Thus, the city of Johannesburg's 1923 White housing schare proposals were 

made at a tine when political tension was running high and should be 

seen, at least in part, as a response to political crisis. This 

proposition gains weight when it i s recognized that the schare never 

materialized, because the Central Housing Board dananded that the extent 

of the housing crisis be quantified before funds could be made available 

(Parnell, 1986). The emmeration of the White housing crisis was 

undertaken by the city'S Medical officer of Health, who reported a year 

. later that there was in fact a sufficient supply of housing for Whites 

and in sore instances there were housing units standing ~ty (Parnell, 

1986) . 

Instead, he argued that the White housing problan was largely one of 

Black infiltration into White areas and the concanitant l~ring of 

living standards that this involved. He suggested (in line with the 
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thinking of Stallard and others) that the living conditions of Whites 

could be greatly improved by the rerroval of Blacks to townships at. the 

periphe:ry of the city. Thus, in discussing the Joharmesburg City 

Council's response to the housing question by the end of the 1920' s, 

Parnell (1986, p 6) summarizes as follows : 

"By 1927 roth public and C1.V1.C opill1.on was such that despite 
the fact that rrore than a quarter of all Whites in Joharmesburg 
lived with rrore than t:wJ people to a roan, the Council did not 
consider it necessa:ry to apply for a housing loan for Whites. 
Instead the energy and finances of the local authority ~re 
centred on ridding the slums of all Blacks, and attention 
focused on the re-housing schemas of Western Native township, 
various hostel facilities, and Orlando. Even if Whites ~re 
present in the slum areas, the city's housing problan was 
understcx:x:l to be aOOut re-housing 'natives'." 

It is worth noting that the overriding concern with getting Blacks out 

of the White cities found its way into the propaganda being used to 

prrnote town and regional pl~g at the tine. In his lecture on the 

historic and public health aspects of town planning, Charles Porter, 

Johannesburg's. Medical Officer of Health at the tine, (1922, p 17) made 

the following suggestions as to the application of town planning 

principles to Johannesburg : 

" 1. That in order that the Malay location and the minor slums 
may be vigorously tackled, the Council continue its 
genuine efforts to provide accommodation for natives 
l1erd.ing there ....... . 

2. That slums generally should not be dealt with by 
bettenment schemes at great cost to ratepayer's generally, 
but by closure and daTolition orders against the o.vners 
who have profited from than ....... . 

4. That efforts be made to obtain legal ~rs :-

( a) To secure sate rreasure of effective control of the 
influx of natives other than those caning to mining 
or other definite enploymants or to approved 
enploymant agencies ........ " 

It should be quite clear then that ethnic engineering was considered a 

legitimate part of town planning from its earliest beginnings. TIle 

important point in this context, however, is the fact that the "slum 

problan" was not understocx:l. as requiring any social or physical refm:m, 
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but rather the ITEre rem:>val of Blacks and the control of their 'influx'. 

There was little concern, as in Britain, for the creation of 

reformist-oriented environments for the working class generally. 

Rather, planners, "Native" Administrators, and other state officials 

conceptualized urban problems as something to be socially and spatially 

redistributed and segregated. The reason for this particular trajectory 

of events appears to be that the urban environment had, by the 1920' s, 

became part of the material basis for the formation of class alliances -

in particular, alliances between White labour and particular fractions of 

capital. 

These alliances becane hegem:mic at the level of the national state 

after the elections of 1924, which heralded what many regard as a 

turning point in South African political history (Davies et aI, 1976; 

Lipton, 1986). 

The Incorporation of White Lal:x>ur and its Effects on the Direction of 

Early Town Planning 

The 1924 election saw mining capital, with its foreign or imperialist 

connections, ousted fran its hegerronic position within the ~r bloc, 

and replaced by an alliance of agricultural and industrial capital and 

the White working classes (the so-call ed Pact Alliance). Whilst the 

formation of this alliance may have been assisted by the segregationist 

ingenuities of state officials in respect of questions of labour 

reproduction, it would be an oversimplification to reduce it to this 

status. It should be recalled, for example, that the political crisis 

that hastened its ascendancy to ~r originated at the point of 

production - in particular, conflicts between mining capital and White 

labour, over wages. 

It is important to understand, therefore, that while the Pact Alliance 

emphasized a segregationist 'solution' to problems of labour 

reproduction as a tactic of its alliance building, the Alliance was 

forged primarily around issues in the sphere of production. What the 

White working class got out of Pact Alliance, for example, was the 

partial restoration of the job colour bar in certain positions through 

the 1925 Mines and WOrks Act (Davies et aI, 1976). While the wages of 
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White mine WJrkers did not rise during the Pact period, the "civilized 

labour" policy of the Pact government did a great deal to solve the 

White unanployrrent problen (Davies et aI, 1976). The awards of 

government contracts were, for example, made contingent upon cont ractors 

anploying a "fair" proportion of White WJrkers. Other rreasures included 

the imposition of statutory minimum wages and anployrrent of poor Whites 

in the state sector. As a consequence of these rreasures the proportion 

of Whites anployed in the industrial and camercial labour force 

increased fram 30,7% in 1923/4 to 45,2% in 1932/3 (Davies et aI, 1976). 

MOreover, it is estimated that by 1931 same 24,989 poor Whites had been 

absorbed into the state sector since the election of 1924 (Davies et aI, 

1976). One effect of this soaking-up of the White unemployed was to 

improve the living conditions for Whites, thereby reducing the need for 

direct physical intervention in the sphere of reproduction. 

The ability of the White WJrking class to protect its interest through 

the state was, in facti conting~nt upqn another contradiction within the 

~ bloc - the contradiction between mining capital on the one hand and 

agricultural and manufacturing capital on the other. As has already 

been noted, mining was a very cost-sensitive industry and this was 

particularly the case in the period following the First ~rld War. 

Since prices were fixed on international markets, mining capital was 

concerned to keep the prices of labour and capital inputs into the 

industry as low as possible. Agricultural and manufacturing industries 

on the other hand, were not very cost-efficient at this tine and their 

products were nore expensive than those of foreign producers (Davies et 

al, 1976). As a consequence, their interests lay with the restriction 

of foreign competition and the establishment of local markets for their 

products. Protectionism, however rreant higher input costs for mining 

and an intense struggle developed over this issue. 

Agricultural and manufacturing capital were not strong enough in their 

own right to depose mining capital politically. ~r, they found 

supporters in the White WJrking class and this led to the contradiction 

and tension-filled alliance that materialized in the Pact government of 

1924. Apart fram the protection of White WJrkers and the absorption of 

the White unanployed that the Pact gaverI1I'!ent brought, the victory of 

agricultural and manufacturing capital had other major implications for 
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town planning. Particularly important was the growth of manufacturing 

industry based on import-substitution that followed. Tariff protection 

was introduced and the state further p~ted the growth of 

manufacturing by establishing the state run Iron and Steel Corporation 

(ISCOR) . The latter was a massive venture and only becarre profitable by 

the late 1930's. Nonetheless, manufacturing was given a significant 

l::x::lOst and was later to becare the nost significant growth sector of the 

South African econany. The link be~n the growth of manufacturing and 

the need for town planning controls over land use was not lost on T. B. 

Floyd (Price, 1982) in his explanation of the acergence of zoning in 

South Africa. In an interview with Price (1982), the town planner 

Floyd, explicitly discusses the importance of the Pact Alliance in 

providing the impetus for manufacturing growth and the subsequent need 

for land use controls. 

"Industry did not care to South Africa without opposition. 
Import rrerchants were against the idea because it rreant 
canpetitioh for their trade, and the mines were against it 
because they thought local products ~uld cost nore than 
imported ones ... After the war the Nationalist Party and the 
Lal:x::>ur party lx>th supported the creation of an industrial 
sector, ... , so as to create jobs on the one hand for 
Afrikaans-speakers who were leaving the platteland and ... for 
English speaking townspeople who were also facing UI'lal'ployrrent. 
These ~ parties fomed an alliance and carre to ~r in 1924 " 
(Floyd, recorded in Price, 1982.) 

In any event it should be clear that the specific struggles of the 

pericx:i, narrely those be~n capital and White labour on the one hand 

and between mining capital and agricultural/manufacturing capital on the 

other, had a major influence lx>th on the need for town planning and the 

-9irection it took. Black lalx>ur had not as yet flexed its muscle or 

becare a p::>litical threat to the reproduction of the system except 

insofar as the slum conditions within which Blacks lived p::>sed a health 

hazard. The greater militancy of the White ~rking class can be 

ascribed in part to the importation of ~rking class culture fran Europe 

and to the colonial social relations out of which the social fonnation 

had been forged. 
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S"rnlCIURE, AGEK:Y, IDFALISM, ~SM AND URBAN PIANNDt; 

The aIErgence of town planning in South Africa has, up to this point, 

been presented as a response to urban contradictions, which are 

ultimately traceable to the structural relatioDS of racial capitalism. 

Such a view of planning accords insufficient inIf:ortance to the role of 

human agency and "will" in the making of history. Instead planning is 

seen as being "detennined" by these structural contradictions . 

However, it is by no neans clear that urban planning was a necesscgy 

response to the structural contradictions of the early 1900's. It is 

probable that none of the urban crises of the ti.Ire were so deep as to 

necessitate a specifically urban planning response. Furthenmore, 

manufacturing industry was very nnIch in its infancy and the planning 

response could be argued to be "anticipatory" rather than reactive in 

South Africa. Floyd (in Price, 1982) argues that zoning was included in 

the Public Health act of 1919 ~t because of existing industrial blight, 

but because of the fear that blight \".Uuld, in fact, accarpany the growth 

of industry. 

Many of the early proponents of town planning in South Africa cane fran 

Europe, and were as a consequence very sensitive to the environrrental 

squalor that could potentially accatq?any industrial grcMth. M:>reover , 

town planning was highly fashionable in Europe and the USA at this ti.Ire, 

and there can be little doubt that the arergence of planning legislation 

in South Africa is partly explained by the inIf:ortation of ideas fran the 

.i.1rp=rial core to the colonial periphery, in nnIch the sane way that 

Victorian architecture was introduced into South Africa. Thus, Floyd 

( in Price, 1982) argues that South African planning legislation was 

influenced primarily by British town planning thought but also by French, 

Gennan and ArIerican thinking. He also stressed the i.rrp:>rtance of 

individuals in influencing the direction of planning thought. He 

refers, for example, to the possibility that the link between planning 

thinking in the USA and South Africa ma.y have been provided by 

Johannesburg's City Engineer (M. Waugh), whose son was an architect in 

the USA at the ti.Ire when zoning ordinances were becaning fashionable. 

The arphasis on the inIf:ortance of "agency" is a feature of Floyd's (1960) 

historical account of town planning in South Africa. The Transvaal 
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Planning Association is also for example considered by Floyd (1960) as 

being an irrportant agent in selling town planning propaganda, and as an 

irrportant irrporter of European planning ideology. With regard to the 

latter, a quantitative analysis of five articles by Transvaal Planning 

Association rranbers (Pearse, 1931; Porter, 1922; Furner, 1930; waugh, 

1930, and Porter, 1931) reveals that nearly 40% of the text in these 

articles refer directly to the European and Arrerican planning experience. 

Moreover, the .imperial irrposition of town planning on colonial South 

Africa is evident in the following ccmrent by ~e (1931, p 2) : 

"With the exception of South Africa, the British dcminions 
have forged ahead in Town Planning and the British Colonial 
office is now insisting on the appoint:rrent of town planning 
experts in all the Crown Colonies to control the developrent of 
existing towns and to advise on the layout of new towns. " 

It is also significant that the 1931 Transvaal Town Planning Ordinance, 

which served as a npdel for the Cape, Natal and Orange Free State 

Ordinances, was in its turn closely rrodelled on the British Town 

Planning Act of 1925. There can be little doubt, then, that town 

planning in South Africa was not borne solely out of purely local contra

dictions and struggles, but also has a partially "idealist" origin 

arising fran the irrportation of European "ideas" . But, substantial 

evidence has been presented in this Chapter to shcM that local urban 

contradictions/crises ~re real enough. Johannesburg's early and 

unsuccessful attempts to deal with overcrowding and slurrming, for 

example, led to the M:rlical Officer of Health (Dr Porter) being sent to 

the Stmller School of Town Planning, at University College, wndon. Here 

he learned about the principle of "coverage" control, and returned a town 

planning enthusiast . Shortly hereafter coverage regulations ~re 

included. in South Africa's Public health Act. Thus, while the coverage 

concept was derived fran abroad it was the very pressing -nature of local 

problans that led to its "discovery" and application in South Africa. 

Similarly, the interaction be~n the manifestations of real structural 

problans, agency and idealism is quite evident in the introduction of 
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the "Garden City Move!Tent" 1 into South Africa. The agency was provided 

by an individual called Richard Stuttaford, a rrenber of the Union 

Cabinet. The ideas were those of Ebenezer Howard whose works Stuttaford 

had read (Myers, 1953). On visiting Britain in 1917, he took the 

of Howard's projects, Letchworth, and net opportunity of seeing 

Howard in person. He 

Garden City Movarent. 

one 

returned to South Africa detennined to launch a 

He was disturbed by the housing shortage and 

"rack-renting" that was all too evident in South Africa. Likewise he was 

clearly aware of the social and efficiency problems associated with the 

"laissez-faire" provision of housing. In rrotivating garden city 

principles Stuttaford (quoted in Myers, 1953, pp 25-26) argued as follows 

"My fX)licy differs fundarrentally fran the ordinaI:y fX)licy 
pursued in the developrent of land for building purp:::>ses. The 
old nethod is that the land is cut up and developed with the 
single aim of bringing the rrost return to the original owner 
within the shortest tine; the results, as seen all over the 
world, are crov.d.ed ~llings, the narrow streets allowed by the 
IDeal Authority, want of air space and recreation space, and 
saretines no provision even is made for the proper making of 
roads. I maintain that fran the public fX)int of view that is 
econanicall y unsound. In the future it costs vast stmlS in 
widening streets and in sanitary and other control, but, what 
is rrore inp:>rtant, it all tends to fill our hospitals with 
sickly children and physically unfit adults, and creates 
breeding spaces for infectious diseases ... " 

While Stuttaford provided the agency, it was the influenza epidemic of 

1918 that gave his pro-Garden City propaganda resonance in South Africa. 

It also provided the impetus for the introduction of the first Garden 

City schere in South Africa (Myers, 1953). stuttaford made 

representation to the Prine Minister F. S . Malan and in 1919, 400 rrorgen 

of the Uitflught Forest Reserve near Cape Town was donated to the Garden 

City Trust (Myers, 1953). It was on this land that Pinelands, South 

Africa's first garden city suburb was establi~hed. In sum, it appears 

that town planning was ushered onto the centre stage in South Africa by a 

degree of structural necessity on the one hand, and by individual agency 

and a fairly high level of fashionable, colonial idealism on the other. 

1 The Garden City idea is associated with the work ~ practi~es 
of Ebenezer Howard and rests on the notion of the llltegratlon 
of country and city in the environrcents of the working-classes. 
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The detenninants of the fom, nature and direction of early town planning 

are, h~ver, manifold. 

To the extent that urban planning is defined at the highest level of 

abstraction, as collective intervention in the social processes of land 

occupancy and territorial organization in urban areas, then a mnnber of 

urban planning interventions occurred. in the period 1900 to 1930 in 

South Africa. The nost dramatic interventions of the period ~re those 

that attempted to deal with slum conditions. Here, intervention took 

tv.u forms, nartely intervention in the sphere of circulation by the 

inpJsition o~ayout regulations, and secondly by 

the Parolis . lums_1. the banishing flaG. t.cL.tl:le-perWj)ery, and 

the building of a very limited anount of public housing for rental. It 

should be noted that ~lfare econanists would see the em=rgence of 

planning in such circumstances i=IS a response to the "externalities" of 

the land market. While this is true at the epiphenaninal level, ~lfare 

econanics is unable to explain why it is that such externalities are so 

severe in sene parts of the land market and not in others. The ~ 

to this question has to be sought at a deeper structural level. 

The urban planning interventions to deal with slum problans are 

ultimately traceable to the · primary contradiction of the racial 

capitalist social formation, i.e. the contradiction between capital and 

labour within a specific regine of accumulation. Of~l 

importanc~Africa in the earl s was the contradiction 

bet\Yeen _ the_ logic of accUllU.llation based on mining and the l ogic of 

~ roducing a labour force. QQM. minin was a cost sensitive e rt 

~, and this produced a law-wage darestic eco which in turn 

inhibited ~ in other sectors of the eco~. Given law wages and 

high un loynent, and given the social relations ~g the land and~ 

-housing-markets, slums were. an unsurprising result. The specific forms 

that the interventions took have to be explained with reference to the 

particular fom that class struggles took in this period. Of particular 

significance here, is the articulation of racist social relations (forged 

in the colonial era) with capitalist social relations of production. 

Thus, the harsh treat:nent rreted out to Blacks in slum clearance was, in 
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part, dependent on the colonial view held by both White capitalists and 

White ~rkers, that Blacks ~re inferior. Moreover, the state's concern 

in rreeting the demands of the White ~rking class also reflects the 

ba.lance of class forces at the tine. White labour was far rrore militant 

and organized than Black labour. 

The non-social refonnist direction taken by planning at the end of this 

period is explicable only with reference to the specific articulation of 

u..u primary contradictions of the period, i.e. the contradiction be~n 

capital and White labour, and the contradiction within the ~r bloc 

be~n mining capital and agricultural/manufacturing capital. These 

contradictions gave rise to an alliance be~ White labour and 

agricultural/manufacturing capital, which in tum reduced the need for 

direct physical intervention in the sphere of reproduction, in order to 

incorporate Whites. Instead, relatively full levels of White employment 

ensured that reproductive needs ~re met. Thus, by the end of the 

period, the call for town pl~g was being made on largely efficiency 

grounds. It was the contradiction be~n the need for functionally 

efficient patterns of land use to facilitate accunru.lation on the one 

hand, and the tendency away fran such efficiency resulting fran myopiC 

private land-use decision making, that led to this call. 

While class alliances in this period ~re forged mainly around 

non-territorial issues relating to the sphere of production, and while 

the resultant alliances reduced the perceived need for social reformist 

interventions in the sphere of reproduction, reference has also been 

made to the way in which certain issues, in the sphere of reproduction, 

tl1anse1 ves became a focus around which class alliances ~re built. 

Particularly inp)rtant in this regard ~re the alliances struck around 

the expulsion of Blacks fran the central city. Reference was also made 

to conscious attempts by the agents of imperial capital to co-opt the 

White ~rking classes through an ambitious suburbanization progra.nne 

linked to the provision of public transport. In later chapters, the 

importance of alliance-building around issues in the sphere of 

reproduction, to the e:rergence of coalitions at a national level will be 

stressed. It is ~rth noting, hov.BVer, that the inp)rtance of alliances 

in both the spheres of production and reproduction should not be 

overanphasized in understanding state policy at least prior to the Pact 
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election of 1924. In the period after the Anglo-Boer War there can be 

little doubt that the South African state was essentially capitalist in 

an alrrost inst.n.mentalist sense (Yudelman, 1984). After the Pact, 

~ver, the nature of the state changed to nore closely reflect the 

interests of the White working classes. 

Finally, a th.ate that has been developed in this Chapter concerns the 

inp::>rtance of understanding the erergence of urban planning not only 

with reference to structural contradictions, but also with due regard to 

individual agency and idealism. There~, for example, a mrrnber of 

proponents of town planning who ~ enthused by the possibility of 

turning South African cities into grandiose nonurrents to aesthetics, 

catprrable with those in Europe. Their su~rt for planning grew out of 

the contradiction between their conception of what was possible in tenns 

of beautifying South Africa's cities in purely technical/ artistic 

tenus, and the pre-emption of such possibilities by myopic 

individual-Iand-use-decision-making. As a consequence, their supp::>rt 

and lobbying (which had much to do with planning actually 

ma.terializing), had its origins in the mismatch between their idealist 

conceptions of the beautiful city and the inp::>ssibility of achieving 

such conceptions given the existing social relations governing land use. 

Others ~ nore concerned with the possibility that urban planning 

ideas inp::>rted fran abroad could address the serious health crises and 

blight in the sphere of reproduction. In any event, a ma.jor conclusion 

of this Chapter is that planning activity and outccmas have to be 

understood in tenns of the interaction between structure, agency and 

ideas. This interaction is further explored in the Chapter that 

follows, particularly in the section dealing with attanpts to inplemmt 

the first town planning schares. 
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CHAPIER FaJR : 'l.ftlrATIVE REGlLATIQi OF 'DIE SPHERE OF REPIOXCI'IQi, 'DIE 
c.aJmI CF ~ ~ AM) 'DIE ~ IDFXXCGY 
OF 'DIE PIAtRm CITY. URBAN AM) mx;ICH\L ~ IN 'DIE 
1930's AM) 1940's 

M::Cart.hy and Srnit' s (1984) initial conceptual fr~rk and preliminary 

research on urbanization and planning in South Africa indicated that the 

period approximating 1925-1945 could be described as one of "an 

urbanization of social control " (M::Carthy and Srnit, 1984, P 87). In 

particular, they noted the aoorgence, during this period, of the first 

tcMn planning ordinances, shuns legislation and. associated restrictive 

neasures and. concluded that : 

" The concern for regulation and. control over the sphere of 
urban reproduction is a partial response to camJUIl.ity 
agitation and. militancy during the tl phase. It is also 
asstnnad. to be a response to the state's difficulties in rreeting 
rapidly rising danands for" housing and. urban services during 
periods of increased rural-urban migration ... and. the concern 
for restrictive legislation is ... ( also) ... heightened by : 

( i) the grCMing irrp:>rtance of petty landlordism in the sphere 
of reproduction and. a concomitant rise in the costs of the 
reproduction of lalx>ur ~; and. 

(ii) the co-ordination or efficiency problans in the 
realization of surplus value that aoorge out of an 
urbanism that on the one hand requires interdependence in 
production and. consumption, but which on the other hand is 
based upon the relation of anarchical private 
decision-making. Consequently, attacks are made on 'slum' 
conditions (and therefore, indirectly, the petty landlord 
classes): urban planning aoorges to rationalize, as far as 
possible, the internal contradictions of capitalist land 
use patterns through limiting legislation (building codes, 
zoning, etc) ; and. land-use and urban developrent in 
general becCllE a highly policed enterprise" (~y and 
Srnit, 1984, P 91). 

They poipted to enpirical evidence of rising house rentals during the 

1920's and. 1930's to corroborate their hypothesiS on the penetration of 

the sphere of reproduction by petty landlords; and. they noted that 

"approximately eighty per cent of all articles 'on the urban reproductive 

sphere published / in
l 

the Johannesburg Star during the 1930' s ~re 
concerned with SCH::alled unplanned settlemant issues" . (M::Carthy and 
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Smit, 1984 P 91). They also referred to a scholarly literature on 

, squatting problans' around Joharmesburg during . the 1930' s and 1940' s , 

and generally concluded that the period was, indeed, one of state and 

ruling class attanpts to restrict, control and administer, what was 

seen as ' alanning' spontaneous developrent. 

In short, as in the previous Chapter, the purpose of the present Chapter 

is both to elaborate the canplexity of a period of urbanization 

identified in earlier m:x:lels, and to show how this canplexity reveals the 

preconditions for the erergence of the period that follows. The Chapter 

begins with an account of the _ implerentation of the first town planning 

scl1a!es in South Africa. The resonance of RcMeis's (1981) proposition 

that planning interventions in the land market .are simul taneousl y needed 

and rejected, is noted. This contradiction, it is argued, accounts for 

the rather minimalist nature of urban planning interventions in the early 

years. The second section provides a discussion of developrents in the 

political econany which all~ planners to partially transcend the 

bounds of the minimalism referred to a1:xJve and becare involved in "grand 

design". This is follCMed by an account of limited but direct state 

interventions in the sphere of reproduction. MJre specifically the 

building of public housing for Whites and state interventions to deal 

with unplanned or infonnal settlerents are discussed. ( The rapid 

urbanization which gave rise to the mushroaning infonnal settlerent in 

the cities, also provided the impetus for the erergence of a concern with 

conditions in the rural areas.] Thus, rural bettenrent planning and 

tentative attanpts to prarote nore spatially-even growth, are discussed 

in a fourth section . Finally, an anerging philosophy of the need for 

fully planned cities is discussed. The growing popularity of this 

notion with particular fractions within the ~ bloc, it is argued, 

provided the basis for the dramatic ethnic spatial engineering that 

followed in the 1950's. 

As noted in the previous chapter, provision was made for the preparation 

of town planning schares for the first tinE with the pranulgation of 

Transvaal Ordinance No 11 of 1931. The Cape Province had made similar 

provisions in 1927. But, the Ordinance was poorly drafted and a revised 
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version, which was m:xielled on the Transvaal Ordinance, was introduced in 

1934. Natal also pratUllgated a similar ordinance in 1932 (arrended in 

1949) and the Orange Free State follov.Bd suit in 1947. In general tenns 

all of the ordinances prescribed procedures for the establishrrent of 

townships on the one hand, and town planning sch.arEs on the other . With 

regard to the forner, the arbitration pJWers of township boards was 

confirrred. Approval of a new township was made contingent on the 

establishrrent of "need and desirability" by the township developer and 

this situation pertains today. TcMn planning schares on the other hand 

were generally left to the initiative of local authorities, but it was 

possible for provincial administrators to carpel local authorities to 

produce such sch.arEs. The tools which the ordinances made available to 

planners for implem:mting sch.arEs were, for the IIOSt part , restrictive 

nea.sures. These nea.sures included use zoning, land reservat,.ion rights, 

density zoni.rtg with respect to population mnnbers, and density; zoning 

with respect to building size and bulk (bulk, coverage and height --- - / 
restrictions). Provision was also made for carpensation and betterment. 

It must also be pointed out here that provision for ethnic engineering 

was explicitly built into the early, restrictive town planning 

ordinances. As Floyd (1960, P 134), for exarrple, notes, the tool of 

land reservation is usually used in town planning for "recreation 

grounds, parks, playgrounds, open squares, proposed road routes, parking 

places, aerocirares, non-White group-areas, .... " (enphasis added). The 

fact of the matter is that town planning and ethnic spatial engineering 

have been very closely related fran the very beginning, i.rrespecti ve of 

whether one chooses to ~rk with a narrow or broad definition of 

planning. 

It was during the 1930's that the tools provided for in the ordinance, 

were used to produce the first town planning sch.arEs. Sch.arEs were 

prepared for a number of rapidly growing towns on the Witwatersr and such 

as Johannesburg, Pretoria, Randfontein, Krugersdorp, Roodepoort, 

Gerrniston, Boksburg, Benoni, and Brakpan. In the other provinces, the 

preparation of schemes took a little longer to get off the ground (with 

the exception of Cape TcMn). The scha'res prepared for the Witwatersrand 

were very pragmatiC and minimalist interventions, in the sense that they 

proposed no grand reconstruction of the built envirornents to which they 
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were applied. Instead, they tended to build on and simply reinforce 

existing patterns of growth. 

Floyd (1986), who was personally involved in the preparation of many of 

the schaTes, admits that in sare cases, the best schaTes fran a town 

planning p:>int of view, i. e. fran the p:>int of view of sate over-arching 

social rationality, were subverted by vested interests. The 

implarentation of the schaTes was not a srrooth and unproblematic process, 

and there was sare resistance : 

"Generally there was an at:nosphere of suspicion" (Floyd, 1960, 
P 48). 

The actual implarentation of schales neant that planners cane face to 

face with social institutions which on the one hand ~ resp:>nsible for 

the need for planning intervention in the first place, but which on the 

other hand, resisted such intervention. What is being referred to, of 

course, are daninant social institutions which governed the use of land 

at the tine, private property and the utilization of land in the pursuit 

of private profits. Floyd (1960) pays a great deal of hanage to the 

wisdan and diplanacy of a Col. Bowling who co-ordinated many of the early 

schaTes. Floyd (1960) claims that it was largely through Bowling'S 

sagacity that planning was accepted at a l l 

"If wrongly handled town planning v.uuld have raised such 
opposition that it v.uuld have been set back for a generation" 
(Floyd, 1960, P 48). 

M:>re specifically, Floyd ( 1960), P 50) argues that the acceptance of 

planning depended critically on the "soundness and regard for other 

person's property displayed in town planning schaTes ... " It should be 

clear then, that the rather pragmatic direction taken by city planning 

was not just a functibn of Col. Bowling's planning philosophy or the 

specific struggles and contradictions that led to its arergence in the 

first place. It was also a function of the resistance that planning 

intervention received fran vested interests. While in a technical sense 

rational c~rehensive planning was p:>ssible, the only kind of planning 

that was canpatible with existing social relations of land occupance and 

use, was incrarental control of what had already developed. Thus, after 
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the first thirty years of town plarming practice (Le. by 1960), Floyd 
argues: 

"There is no place in town plarming for the naively imaginative 
or unrealistic person" (Floyd, 1960, P 63). 

"There is nothing magic in town plarming, it is but an 
instrurrent of administrative control and its value depends on 
the quality of the instrunent" (Floyd, 1960, p 62). 

It is significant that at a "Congress on Tawn Plarming" held under the 

auspices of the Architectural Students Society in Johannesburg in 1938, 

the possibility of town plarming under capitalist social relations 

em:rged as the central issue. In a remarkably perceptive paper for the 

tine, Farrel (1938) makes the following caments : 

"Towns grcM up where they do because, very crudely put it pays 
the owners of capital to invest their capital there. The town 
we are in at the m::m:mt is a very obvious exarrple of that 
process ... Since; for exarrple, it pays the ground landlords to 
extract as high a ground rent as they can, they tend to chop it 
up into such lots as they think will achieve this object, 
largely irrespective of other considerations. ... In short, 
... , the forces that determine the social and economic 
distribution of population and institutions are of the sane 
sort as those detennining the developrent of the town itself. 
They are the nonnal consequences of a . capitalist society 
predaninantly canpetitive in character ... If this is so, it 
follows that the location and ecology of new towns can hardly 
be controlled within the fr~rk of this sort of society. 
Tawn plarming appears to be inccmpatible with it. And. should 
the town planners start an agitation under Professor Pearse's 
aegis, they are quite likely to find thenselves opposed by that 
powerful section in the camrunity that awns the capital goods. 
The rrenbers of this section are likely to see in the town 
plarming novem:mts a threat to their own individual freedan of 
action and a nenace to their future expectations of gain, which 
freedans and which expectations they identify with the 
ultimate welfare of society as a whole" (Farrel, 1938 I P 278). 

In elaborating on the incompatibility of planning and capitalist social 

relations, Farrel ( 1938, P 279) stresses the iIrportance of the fact 

that capitalism leaves investm:mt decisions and the organization of 

production in private hands. 

"For one thing, the location of future industry and factories 
is still left to the decisions of private individuals. The 
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freedom is sufficient to thwart the best laid of schemes. For 
it ITEanS, arrong other things, that the future diminution of 
growth of population is largely unpredictable and 
uncontrollable. Clearly, it is hardly worthwhile to plan 
elaborately if in a few years tine a large percentage of the 
FOpulation has migrated elsewhere ... " 

The constraints inp:>sed on planning by private property was a theme 

taken up by other authors at the sane congress. Thus Mauthner (1938) 

eulogized the frontiers which socialism opened for planners in the USSR 

as follows : 

"The systan of town planning in the USSR is a direct result of 
the social and. econanic order. The main obstacle preventing 
systanatic town planning in other countries is the private 
CMnerShip of ground. In the USSR this has been abolished. 
Therefore, there can be no speculation, estate agents, etc -
planning on broad lines becares FOssible" (p 249). 

"Fran all I have said in the course of this lecture it can be 
concluded without exaggeration that no earlier period, when new 
towns or parts of " them \tA9re founded, or when towns or parts of 
them \tA9re rebuilt, gave such enonrous FOssibilities to town 
planners, architects and. their collaborators as they do ncM for 
these neIl in the USSR. I think their oolciest dreams are now 
being realized in Russia, dreams which fonrer generations would 
have waved aside as Utopian, and. which may still seen so, if \tA9 
think of the legal, technical and. econanic limitations within 
which the town planner has to grope his way in other countries" 
(p 264). 

In a paper on the business centre of Cape ~, Hanson (1938, p 357) 

baroaned the tendency to abandon planning in the central areas of South 

Africa's cities because it "is too often said, even of the relatively 

minor problans \tA9 are faced with in South Africa, that nothing really 

effective can be done - the best that is FOssible is to create a further 

problem elsewhere". ~reover , in discussing the much-vaunted ( at the 

tirre) plans for a piece of reclained land. on the foreshore in Cape Town, 

Hanson (1938, p 372) drew attention to the unusual planning opportunities 

such reclamation offered : 

"The town planner ... looks primarily on reclaimed land. as a 
liberated space ... " 
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While there can be little doubt that a major emphasis in the debates of 

the congress revolved. around the constraints imposed on planning by 

capitalist social relations, there was also a sensitivity to the 

simultaneous need for such planning. The following comment by 

Thornton-White (1938, P 380) daronstrates this awareness well 

"Just as, in the 19th century, legislation to protect the 
health and safety of ~rknen was necessary in the interests of 
industry, in the interests of capitalism, but no individual 
capitalist could be found to support it, so today town 
planning is necessary in the interests of the capital ist 
community. It is very difficult to find capitali sts 
thanselves who are prepared to support it - to provide funds 
for it; to push it through parlianent. One has to force it 
up:m the capitalist for his own good. " 

rbt all the speakers at the conference argued that planning was 

impossible under capitalism. Many expressed the opposite vi ewp:>int. 

What is Significant, ~, is that it was this topic that daninated 

the proceedings, as is made clear by Thomton-White's (1938) surrmary of 

the proceedings. Such debates, it might be argued, followed l ogically 

fran the first attempts to actually iITple:nent planning in South Africa -

a process that i.IrlrEdiatel y threw up a number of contradictions, not least 

the ~r of private property in relation to other ~rs or objectives. 

It is, perhaps, these ~rs then, that restricted planning to 

rrUnimalist controls only in the late 1920's and 1930's. 

On the other hand, as will becare apparent in a later section of this 

Chapter, not all private property rights were treated with equal respect 

or awe by planners during this period. The property rights of a Black 

hcmaowner, for example, were viewed as less 'problanatic obstacles to 

'planning' than those, say, of an industrialist. This, in turn, 

reflected the relative balance of political ~ that, of necessity 

guarantee rights to private property. Moreover, it is fX)ssible that the 

debates on property rights at the ti.rre reflected the ideological tensions 

iITplicit within the then daninant ~ bloc alliance. Sarewhat 

socialist White goveITlllEnt officials, oriented towards the Labour Party, 

were rubbing shoulders with the nore free enterprise oriented exponents 

of the interests of capital. In this context, the discourse on the 

constraints of planning in a capitalist environment, the eulogization of 
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the USSR, etc, becare understandable as an ideological reflection of 

material differences within the power bloc alliance. Such tensions were 

also evident in the first major attenpts at proactive interventions into 

the built environrrent during the latter stages of the t2 pericxi. 

While the preparation, implerentation and administration of ta.vn planning 

schares in existing areas was low-key and minimalist, opportunities did 

arise in this pericxi for grand design. These opportunities arose as a 

consequence of the rapid growth of manufacturing and the establishrrent of 

South Africa's first planned industrial T'lEM ta.vn - Vanderbijlpark. 

In 1943, the South African Iron and Steel Corp::>ration (ISCOR) decided to 

establish a T'lEM steelworks which was to supplerent iron and steel 

produced by the existing steelworks in Pretoria (Anderson, 1959). They . 

chose a site near Vereeniging ~or the establishrrent of an entirely T'lEM 

steelworks ta.vn - Vanderbi j lpark. The reasons for the establishrrent of 

the new ta.vn canplex, can largely be ascribed to developtents in the 

political econany. While the manufacturing sector of the econany had 

grcMl1 steadily since the early 1930's, it was the Second ~rld War which 

gave the sector a major boost. Between 1939 manufacturing's 

contribution to natio~l incare. grew by over 90%, by canparison with 

17 .6% for mining and 61% for agriculture (Davies et al 1976). M::>reover, 

manufacturing becane the IIDst important sector of the econany during the 

war. Snall engineering stimulated by the production of a.r:m:ments 

flourished, as did the production of capital ~ as substitutes for 

gcxx:ls which were l1CM quite difficult to get fran abroad. This, in turn, 

necessitated expanded production of local steel. Apart fran the 

accunrulation ~ative, there were also other reasons for the 

establishrrent of a new steelworks. The decision to enter the war in the 

first place led to a significant rupture in the ~ bloc. Afrikaner 

nationalists and agricultural capitalists were opposed to South African 

participation in what they saw as an "imperialist war" . 

The narory of the Anglo-Boer War was still relatively fresh arrong 

Afrikaaners, and they were not easily going to go to war for Britain. 

Agriculturalists were also uneasy about South Africa's participation in 
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the war as they feared disruption of markets. As it turns out, the war 

was good for agriculture, but agriculturalists were nonetheless against 

participation in the beginning. The result was that 37 United party 

parliarrentarians (including the Pr.iIre Minister, General Hertzog) resigned 

to form the Re-United Nationalist party. White \<I.Urkers were also 

increasingly uneasy about the rapid growth of the African population in 

the cities as a consequence of industrial growth and the collapse of the 

reserve econanies (Lipton, 1986). They were concerned that the 

increasing militancy and unionization of Black \<I.Urkers, and the existence 

of a large reserve anT!Y of Blacks in the cities, \<I.Uuld weaken their 

bargaining position relative to capital as well as threaten their jobs. 

The ruling United Party, which by this t.iIre was daninated by 

manufacturing and mining capital, was concerned about losing the support 

of White labour to Hertzog's Nationalists, and as a consequence a number 

of inte:rventions were made to ensure full levels of White employrrent and 

to protect the position of Whites in the division of labour (Da.vies et 

aI, 1976). One such · intervention was the planning of Vanderbijlpark 

which was projected as a nodel project which \<I.Uuld prarote not only the 

growth of manufacturing, but also provide employrrent and pleasant living 

conditions for White \<I.Urkers. 

The form of planning inte:rvention in the case of Vanderbi j lpark is of . 
sate interest fran a planning theoretical point of view. 'Ib begin with, 

the project represented direct state intervention into the sphere of 

production. The inte:rvention went beyond the nere provision of 

infrastructure to facilitate accumulation, but actually involved 

participation in production on a large scale . Secondly, there was 

simultaneous and direct state intervention in the sphere of reproduction, 

insofar as public housing was produced for Black employees and canpany 

housing for certain categories of the White \<I.Urking classes. Thirdly, 

the design, layout and town planning schema carp:ments of the T'2N town, 

represented proactive rather than reactive interventions in the sphere of 

circulation. While all town planning schEmas imply a level of future 

control, there can be no doubt that real fonvard planning was possible in 

the case of Vanderbi j lpark and other T'2N towns because of the absence of 

spatially entrenched vested interests. Finally, a great deal of ethnic 

spatial engineering is evident in the early spatial pl ans for 

Vanderbijlpark, even though this planning occurred long before the 
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pranulgation of the Group Areas Act. The land reservation tool was used 

to set aside land for separate Black townships. And while this was in 

accordance with the Native Urban Areas Act of 1923, the principles used 

in locating the Black townships prefigured sare of the measures that \\ere 

used to engineer the "apartheid city". Anderson (1959), for example, 

reports that an area for light industry was located to the east of the 

town centre to act as a buffer bea.a:m White and Black residential areas. 

The fact that in "new town" planning, planners really ~ free to plan 

the "socially rational" town without resistance fran vested interests and 

safe in the knaNledge that capital ~uld, in fact be invested in the new 

town, neant that planners ~ able to close the gap be~n their theory 

and practice. Real praxis was possible. New planning ideas could be 

tested. Thus, Anderson (1959) caments on the perfor:manc:e of 

Vanderbijlpark sate 10 years after its establishrrent as follows : 

" . .. one principle of design which has been tested and which 
has proved successful is that of concentrating traffic on main 
boulevards and also planning suburban residential streets to 
discourage fast and heavy traffic. This principle has shown 
not only that traffic m:wes nore easily, but that there are 
considerable savings in road construction costs when the 
traffic on roads is predictable and the roads built 
accordingly" (Anderson, 1959, pp 170-171). 

The inp::>rtance of the opportunities for theory generation and creativity 

is not lost on Anderson (1959, p 171). 

"For the town planner the value of the solving of the planning 
and developlEIlt of a "new town" is much nore than the solving 
of this isolated problem. Much of the ~rk of town planning is 
the guidance of novem:mts already afoot, the retention of a 
position already established or the prohibition of conditions 
which is feared might care about. The creation and noti ve 
force is with others and too often the town planner must feel 
like the driver of a ponderous coach which is barely under 
control. Seldan cares the opportunity of creative design ... " 

Interestingly, the plans for the Vanderbijlpark new town, and for a 

number of others which follov.e:i, allov.e:i for a substantial degree of 

idealistic input. This idealism took ~ forms. On the one hand, 

"ideas" ~re bo~ freely fran the British and Anerican experience and 

adapted locally. In Vanderbijlpark, for example, Floyd and M::Manus used 
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the then fashionable idea of detennining the size of neighbourhood units 

based on the threshold requirem:mts of a primary school (Anderson, 1959). 

Likewise, in his design of Sasol.burg (in 1951) Kirchofer used a mnnber of 

principles fran the Radburn schere in the USA (Kirchofer, 1959). The 

second sense in which idealist input occurred was with respect to the 

exercise of personal creativity and imagination in a way that had not 

been p::>ssible before in South Africa. Kirchofer I s plan for Sasolburg is 

a very good example of the expression of individual creativity and there 

can be no doubt that planning in these contexts was visionary , proactive 

and individual. Small v.under then that there was sare debate at the 

t.ine as to whether or not planning was an art or a science. 

It should be noted that IlOSt new tcMns in South Africa had their roots in 

the .ilT'perati ves of the accumulation process rather than in social refonn 

as was the case in the United Kingdan. In the late 1940 's, the 

discovery of the OFS goldfields led to the comprehensive 

preconceptualization and developrent . of a mnnber of new ta-ms such as 

VElkan, Harm:>ny and Virginia. Unlike Vanderbijlpark, the goldfields' 

ta-ms ~ largely private ventures, although the state was resp::>nsible 

for a great deal of the infrastructure necessary to promote accumulation. 

Sasolburg, which was p~anned in 1951, was, hc:Mever, another example of 

massive state intervention in the sphere of production. The early new 

ta-ms ~re not, hc:Mever, tied directly to a broad regional developrent 

and planning programre as was the case with later "state" new ta-ms such 

as Richard's Bay, Shishen and Saldahnah. The precise reasons for the 

establisllrIent of new tcMns is a subject v.urthy of further enquiry. So 

too, is an examination of the extent to which planners have been able to 

maintain control over the subsequent developrent of new ~. 

Unfortunately, such investigations fall outside of the scope of this 

particular study. 

In the South African context during the 1930's and 1940's, debates on the 

urban reproduction of labour centred on the perceived problans of 

unplanned settlerents and/or 'slums'. It has already been noted for 

example, that during the 1930' s, IlOst of the attention of the national 

ned.ia was focused on such issues, insofar as rep::>rting on the urban 
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reproductive conditions of Blacks is concerned. Figure 4.1 illustrates 

the profX)rtional distribution of different categories of the Johannesburg 

Star's refX)rting on urban reproductive conditions applicable to Blacks, 

as is recorded for the period 1925-1979. 

State intexvention ' into the sphere of reproduction generally was quite 

limited during the 1930's and 1940's, although it is true that 

expenditure on Hospitals and Public Health rose profX)rtionately, in 

carparison with expenditure on prcxiuctive infrastructure (South Africa, 

1960). For the nost part, hov.lever, intexventions into the sphere of 

reprcxiuction during the period did not take the fonn of state expenditure 

on the sphere of reprcxiuction, but rather state attacks on ' slums' and 
---. ~ 

infonnal~ettlarents. There was, noreover, a racial selectivity to 

these attacks, nost of which were a.irred at low-incate housing occupied by 
~ ~ 

Blacks. Often the clearance of Black "slums" paved the way for the 

establishrrent of public housing ~OOres for Whites. A limited arrount of 
=- ,..P-

Black public ~ing was also built on the ~ edges, as in the case of 

Larcontvillaj,p Durban (Torr, 1987). 

In general tenns, the 'great depression' be~ 1929 and 1933 had a 

severe irrpact on the housing conditions of the \\Urking classes. In 

1933, for exaq>le, a sw:vey in Johannesburg sl'lova:l that 1 121 White 

families were in need of accCJllIDdation, crnpared to 1923 when 322 houses 

available to the White \\Urking classes stood empty (Parnell 1986). 

M:>reover, despite the 'civilized labour ' fX)licy of the Pact goverrment, 

White UI1E!I1ployrrent levels ranained high during the depression years 

(Davies et aI, 1976). Parnell (1986) cites a 1933 M3clical Officer of 

Health refX)rt (Johannesburg), that sl'lova:l how carmunity health conditions 

arrongst Whites had declined dramatically be~n 1927 and 1933, and she 

notes how these p:x:>r conditions ~re often associated with 'sh.nn' housing 

and rental exploitation by landlords. In Durban a similar situation 

applied, with local authority officials often blaming p:x:>r housing and 

health conditions ufX)n the exploitative practices of ' sltnnlorcls' . 

Certainly national statistics on average house rentals corroborate the 

image of rising exploitation in the rental sector during this period. 

As Figure 4.2 sllc::Ms, house rentals rose at a particularly rapid rate 

be~ 1920 and 1932. 
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It was in this context that the Slums Act was passed in 1934 which gave 

local authorities the powers of large-scalEL expropriation . Parnell ...,. 
(1986), IlDreover, rep::>rts that a number of local authorities began to 

OOild public housing for Whites. In Johannesburg, for example, the 

Courx:il constructed the Jan Ibfneyer, Pioneer and Glenesk schales in 

response to the crisis (Parnell, 1986). 

Often such interventions were bought at the expense of Black housing. 

In several instances throughout the country, the Slums Act was used to 

destroy densely-populated central city areas occupied mainly by Blacks, 
.--, - -

and. it was not exceptioJ1Q.l for these si~s to becare areas for 

construction of public housing for Whites. Parnell ( 1986) cites the 

cleararce of Prospect 'l'cJr.vnship, in Johannesrurg, and its replacem:mt by 

the Maurice Freanan public housing schale for Whites, as an example. on 
the other hand, it is also true that limited public housing efforts \\ere 
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made in respect of Blacks. Orlando East near Johannesburg, for example, 

was established in 1935, with the local authority providing 3000 dwelling 

units (MJrris, 1981). And in Durban, the first local authority 

sponsored housing schemes for Blacks - Lamontville and Baumanville - were 

canpleted in 1934 (Maasciorp and Hlmlphries, 1975; 'lbrr, 1987). 

In general, though, such housing interventions were relatively m:xiest in 

canparison to the scale of the housing problem faced by the v-Drking 

classes as a whole. In 1936, for example, there were approximately 

10,000 dwellings available for Blacks in Johannesburg while the Black 

population had swelled to an estimated 236,000 (i1rplying an occupancy 

ratio of 23,6 people per household). MJrris (1981) also reports that in 

1935, 20,000 of East London's 25,368 Blacks were living in unsanitary 

conditions. Port Elizabeth's one "location", New Brighton, had a 

population of 7327, while the estimated size of the Black population in 

1936 was given as 25,800. . In Cape 'Ibwn only one fonnal Black township 

(Langa) had been built by the. mid-1920's, and it was estimated that 

approximately 8,000 to 9,000 were either "illegally accamoclated in the 

slum quarters of the city, in sani-developed townships (e.g. Wind.errrere) 

or in the bush of the Cape Flats" (MJrris, 1981 p 29). 

The relatively tentative response by the state to the Black housing 

problem up to the late 1930's, can be ascribed to a number of factors. 

First, Black militancy in places of both v-Drk and living was incipient, 

but not developed to any extent. Second, the so-called health crises 

associated with "unplanned" Black settlarent and had been partially 

'solved' by remJVing Blacks to the urban periphery. Finally, MJrris 

( 1981) suggests that the tentative response also grew out of 

contradictions in the 1923 Native Urban Areas Act. MJre specifically, 

this Act required that local authorities accept more responsibility for 

their Black populations on the one hand, but on the other hand, 

relegated Black settlarent to the status of a "tanporary" phenc::mmon. 

By the mid 1940's, ~, the housing crisis had becare critical. The 

exacerbation of the crisis was largely due to the acceleration of the 

influx of Blacks to cities as a consequence of the collapse of the 

reserve econanies on the one hand, and the rapid grcMth of manufacturing 

during the Second v«>rld War years on the other. The population of 
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Johannesburg grew fram 229,122 in 1936 to 370,972 in 1946 (MOrris, 1981). 

This rate of growth led to the burgeoning of "squatter" camps (Stadler, 

1979). 

While house building for Blacks had been very slow prior to the war, it 

slowed dramatically during the war years (IDdge, 1983). Instead the 

City Council in Johannesburg allowed tenants of housing sche:m:!s to take 

on sub-tenants which, in turn led to high levels of overcrov.tiing. This 

rreasure did not rreet the need for shelter. Unskilled v.orkers v.-ere 

earning an average of five pounds a v.-eek, of which approximately 20% was 

required to rreet rent paynents. Moreover, focxi prices rose dramatically 

during the war making it very difficult for people to sUIVive (IDdge, 

1983). Betv.-een 1930 and 1940, for exarrple, the price of rceilie-rreal 

rose by 20% (a rate v.-ell above the general rate of inflation) and that of 

f~ by 50% (IDdge, 1981). Squatting; therefore, provided a 

rational (if desperate) survival response and mmerous squatter camps 

burgeoned around Johannesburg (u,ltimately housing sate 90,000 people). 

The .iIrm:rliate response of the local state, upon whose land mst squatter 

camps had €!'I'erged, was to destroy and clear the camps. Considerable 

resistance was, ~r, forthcaning fran the squatters themselves. · 

Like "birds in a cornfield", to use Stadler's (1979) analogy, they v.ould 

s~ly re-build thanselves elsewhere in the sane "cornfield" if forced to 

leave a particular locale. The local authority in Johannesburg was 

alanrecl by these developtents. Firstly, the squatting constituted a 

major challenge to its authority and secondly, there was a 

philanthropic senti.mant about health conditions in "unplanned" 

settlemants (Stadler, 1979). As a result the local authority, with 

assistance fran the central government, instituted a major planned 

site-and-service schEma (MOrris, 1981) . 

Sate 11,200 tiny sites (40sq rceters) v;ere laid out and batteries of pit 

latrines v.-ere made available (MOrris, 1981). Squatters v.-ere then rroved 

to the camp (often forcibly) and eventually 8611 families v;ere 

accarm:x:lated here. 

It is .i.nportant to note that the site-and-service schEma was enacted only 

after the unsuccessful first response of the local state to squatting -
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that of clearance. This first response was unsuccessful because of the 

resistance of the squatters, and it follows therefore, that the arergence 

of the first major site-and-service schE!le can be ascribed to the 

structural conditions of the tinE on the one hand (urbanization, poverty, 

etc), and the specificities of the struggles be~n squatters and the 

local state on the other. While earlier (1920' s) state responses to 

slum conditions were ultimately shaped by struggles on the factory floor 

and in the political sphere, this shaping occurred at a distance (Le. 

the struggles set a context for state interventions in the sphere of 

reproduction rather than directly deteDnining such interventions). By 

the 1940' s, ~r popular struggles in the sphere of reproduction began 

to shape urban planning policy in a nnlch rrore direct way. An overly 

detenninistic interpretation of the effects of struggle should, ~r, 

probably be avoided, as shall be clarified shortly. 

In the 1940's, many of the conditions in the squatter carrps were 

strikingly similar to those $ich prevail tcx:lay. A similarity of 

particular importance was the arergence of autocratic fonns of social 

control within the squatter settlarents themselves. 'Warlords', very 

nnlch in the rrould of those camon in infonnal settlarents around cities 

such as Durban tcx:lay, ran the squatter settlarents with fists of iron. 

A widely publicised warlord of the Johannesburg squatter carrps was Jarres 

Mpanza (Stadler, 1979). The extent of Mpanza's control is described by 

M:>rris (1981, P 37) as follows 

"Jarres Mpanza set up his own party, the Sofasonke party, and 
assUllECl control of the settlarents. Squatters had to join the 
party and make paynents for rrenbership fees and running costs. 
He provided hessian for the shanties, employed guards . to 
prevent looting, sold trading rights to shopkeepers and lev1.ed 
tolls on traders entering the camp." 

This description could easily apply to the warlords of Crossroads or 

Lindelani 1 tcx:lay. ~,unlike the authorities today, the state did 

not see the potential for using these autocratic structures as a means 

for maintaining overall social control. Whereas tcx:lay, si te-and-service 

schares UJ'ldei the control of state-supported warlords are apparently seen 

1 Crossroads and Lindelani, are squatter settlarents in Cape Town 

and Durban respectively. 
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as the route to social control of the nasses and the cheap reproduction 

of the labour force, in the 1940's the site-and-service scharEs were seen 

as a tE!lpOrary phenarenon, and the activities of those such as Mpanza as 

threatening. While Mpanza and his cadres entered into considerable 

conflict with the Johannesburg City Council, there is no doubt that they 

were potentially co-optable. As Uxige (1983) points out, neither the 

African National Congress (.AN:) nor the South African Ccmnunist Party 

(SACP) had s}}a.m much interest in the spontaneous struggles ererging in 

the "shanty towns", and where they did, they were clearly at odds with 

the likes of Mpanza. Instead of co-opting Mpanza, the authorities chose 

to deport him, and ultirrately to destroy the squatter and 

site-and-service schates and absorb them into the rrassive public housing 

estates created during the 1950' s. 

The state response might be explained in tenns of a nore general paranoia 

in ruling circles at that tine linked to the growth of Black resistance. 

The response to Mpanza, for exanple, cane at the sane tine that ruling 

groups were being shaken by the first strike to parallel the severity of 

that of 1922 (fig 4.3). 

In contrast to the 1922 precedent, the 1946 militancy drew upon a very 

considerable constituency of African workers, and the ruling classes nay 

have felt generally threatened by Africans 'acting outside the law' at 

this tine. Possibly this could account for the scapegoating of Mpanza, 

but it could be retorted that, during the mid 1980's, a state strategy of 

actually accarm:xiating squatter settlerents and their leaders, has 

foll~ shortly after a period of intense African labour militancy. 

The ananaly that is raised here requires explanation. 'Thou possibilities 

are considered here. Firstly, debates on the 'problem of squatters' in 

the 1930's and 1940's were also debates about desirable urban fonns on 

the part of ruling groups. It was not so much squatting that was 

regarded as a problem, but where it occurred, and which interests it 

frustrated in the process. As will be elaborated in Chapter Five, local 

bureaucracies during the 1940' s, were increasingly conceptualizing 'the 

ideal city', as planning and planners becane nore confident of rroving 

beyond the l::x:>unds of minirralism. Not only did these bureaucratic 

visions articulate the interests of the White labour-capital alliance 
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insofar as future urban fonn was concerned; they identified areas which 

had to be 're~' if such visions were to be realized. Many such 

areas happened to be those occupied by squatters, and possibly Mpanza 
fell afoul of such plans. 
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A second possible reason why squatters were dealt with differently in the 

1940's concerns the differences in economic policy environments. 

Keynesian economic solutions were gaining increasing currency in South 

Africa during the 1940' s, and the idea that state-assisted housing and 

the construction sector could be used as a ' lead sector', to st.inru1ate 

accumulation generally, was carm::m. Reflecting this viewpoint, the 

state set about pI."CIIDting housing and the construction sector, via the 

building societies, subsidized housing loans and so on. In consequence, 

in the decade 1943 to 1952, the construction sector of the econany grew 
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fran 70 million Pounds in 1943 to 450 million Pounds (1952), whilst, by 

comparison, the industrial sector grew fran 125 million Pounds (1943) to 

395 million Pounds (1952) (South Africa, 1960). The rate of growth of 

the construction sector was, therefore, twice that of the industrial 

sector in the decade in question, and the interests associated with such 

growth were considerable. In such a context, where the prospects of 

turning 'city building' into a major project for corporate capital were 

ripening, inconveniently placed squatter settlarents were bound to be 

seen as areas ~rthy of 'renewal', with their inhabitants eannarked for 

future occupation of housing estates to be developed. by the arerging 

construction sector. 

By the mid-1940's, the g:rouI'l(M:>rk had been laid for an arerging 

philosophy of the 'plarmed. city' anongst ruling groups -- a philosophy 

that was to have major brplications . for the decades that followed. A 

classic instance of this was the Barnes (1943) Report on a Programre for 

the Post War Developrent of the City of Durban. As suggested in the 

previous section, the concept of the planned city was gaining increased 

currency with the general drift away fran minimalist planning in South 

Africa during the 1930's, as manifest for example, in the new town 

planning scha'tes discussed earlier in this Chapter. The hallmarks of 

this outlook were those of: an emphasis upon pro-active state 

intervention; 'blue-prints' for shaping future urban growth; antagonism 

towards spontaneous settlarent patterns; and sUH;lOrt for the principle of 

rigid separation of (apparently) non-canpl.i.nw2ntary land use. These 

ideas were to receive their fullest expression in the apartheid period of 

the 1950's and 1960's, and I shall therefore leave detailed discussion of 

than to Chapter Five. In the interim it is necessary only to record 

that the early 1940's was the period that saw the introduction of the 

first 'blue- print' plans for South Africa's larger cities, including 

Joharmesburg, Durban and cape Town (IXIrban Housing Survey, 1952). 

The arerging consciousness of city-wide, blue-print planning was 

encouraged by the increasing spatial extent of urbanization during the 

1930's and 1940's - a, period that witnessed the E!TErgeOCe of functional 

urban systans of 10 miles radius and nore, made possible by the increased 
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usage of rrotorised and rail caTlllUter transport. Transport, in turn, began 

to assurre increased significance as a priority arrongst ~r bloc and 

popular political actors alike, with the early 1940's seeing the 

beginnings of politicized public transport systans. 

As discussed earlier in this Chapter, the state response to central city 

'slums' was to 'rerove' the problem by banishing Blacks to the 

netropolitan periphery and this, in turn, set the stage for the arergence 

of urban social rroverents around the transport issue. Of particular 

significance in this regard ~re the bus OOycotts that devel oped in 

Alexandra, a fonnal Black township Sate twelve miles fran central 

Joharmesburg. By the early 1940's, the transport industry was daninated 

by a few White o.vned transport canpanies. The Motor Carrier 

Transportation Act of 1930 had already had the effect of squeezing many 

African bus canpanies and taxis out of the industry (M::Carthy and 

Swilling, 1985). Oligopolistic practices had becate the nonm and in the 

1940' s the bus canpanies attarpted a concerted increase in fares. 

Nl.Inerous bus boycotts follava:i. In 1943, 20,000 OOycotters fran 

Alexandra walked to \\Urk (Stadler, 1979). Later in the sa:rre year, 

10,000 Alexandra residents marched through central Johannesburg. The 

dispute was tanporarily resolved by the institution of a coupon schere in 

which coupons could be bought by \\Urkers at the old fare, while the bus 

canpanies ~re able to claim the difference be~n the n.E!N and old fares 

fran the city council (Stadler, 1979). This was a tanporary arrangarent 

and later the private carriers ~ amalgamated into a single 

state-subsidized transport rronopoly - The Public Utility Canpany (PUlCO) 

- which, it was hoped, \\Uuld ultimately dispense with the need for 

subsidy by realizing economies of scale in service provision. 

The contradictions of a transport system, basect upon a state sponsored 

rronopoly serving a forcibly peripheralised Black population, will be 

explained in Chapter 5. In the interim, however , ~ can note the 

relevance of the early 1940's transport issue for the subsequent 

developrent of urban social noverrents in South Africa. I£xige (1983, P 

15) describes the significance of the 1940's bus boycotts as fol lows 

"Apart fran their influence on the politics of opposition the 
boycotts were also important in demonstrating the 
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effectiveness of a new tactic which was to be used again and 
again in the succeeding decade. They also served to prcm:>te a 
trend towards increasing state int ervention in issues bearing 
upon the subsistence of ~rkers; the fOIlll this took in the case 
of Alexandra's transport was rrodest - the subsidization (fran a 
levy exerted on employers) of the monopolistic Public Utility 
Transport Corporation) which still to this day carries a rna. jor 
proportion of the Rand's labour force to and fran ~rk. " 

( 

This trend towards monopolistic and central state-supervised {jrovision of 

peripheralised systems of urban reprcxiuction for Blacks becane a hallma.rk 

of state strategy, and a condition for popular response, during the 

1950's and 1960s', and it is important to notice its origins in the 

arerging pattern of spatial relationships which \Ere increasingly 

daninating South African cities during the 1930's and 1940's. It was 

not only urban social novemants around the transport issue that served. as 

an early index of the internal contradictions of the arerging systan of 

planning, since inhabitants of inner-city 'slum' neighbourhoods \Ere 

simultaneously beginning to resist planning threats to their 

neighbourhoods. Overall levels of Black protest over urban living 

conditions \Ere low during the 1930's and early 1940's, by canparison 

with later years. For exarrple, of all the reports on such protest that 

derived fran M:Carthy and Friedman ' s (1983) survey of the Star newspaper 

for the period 1925-1979, just 13% occurred in the period 1930-1944. By 

contrast, the proportion of reports applicable to the period 1945-1959 

was three tines as high, at 39%. The point should be rna.cie, then, that 

\E are dealing, in this period, sirrply with precedents for a ITUlch more 

tumultuous period, to follow during the apartheid era. 

The period 1930-1950 heralded the intrcxiuction of rural and regional 

planning, albeit at a very tentative level. Rural planning took the 

fOIlll of so-called "betteI:JTent" planning in the reserve areas. In the 
r- ..... 

early 1930's, a g<::>venment Ccmni.ssion of Enquiry (The Native Econanic 

Ccmni.ssion of 1932) argued that i t was in the public interest that 

S<m::!thing be done about the declining prcxiuctivity and econanic collapse 

of the rural areas. The Camlission placed serre emphasis on the evil of 

overstocking in the reserves (Seneque, 1982). BetteI:JTent planning, 

~, was not introduced until 1936, and was a clear response to the 
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continued economic collapse of the reserves and the related acceleration 

of the flow of Blacks to the cities. 

As noted in a previous section, the influx of Blacks was a source of 

major concern to ooth the White YoDrking class and the ruling classes 

(Lipton, 1986). Seneque (1982) also suggests that in addition to the 

fears referred to above, bettennent schares ~re also introduced as a 

consequence of the fears of the mining sector that the collapse of the 

reserves (upon which the mines ~re increasingly dependent for lalx>ur) , 

YoDuld lead to danands for higher wages. 

The reasons for the collapse of the reserves are canplex, and cannot be 

explored in detail here (for nore detailed coverage see Lipton, 1986; 

Seneque, 1982; and FOX, 1ge3). The major reasons can, however, be 

surrmarized as follows. The 1913 Land Act had the effect of destroying 

the class of Black famers in the "White'" agricultural areas and 

contributed to the rapid inc~se of the reserve population (Lipton, 

1986) . The conscious attempt by the state to co- opt and retain 

traditional authority structures in the reserves for purposes of social 

control, had a limiting effect on the deve10prent of collective responses 

on the part of Black famers to grcMing land scarcity (Lipton , 1986). 

l-breover, the migrant lalx>ur system was responsible for disturbing 

traditional fonns of econanic organization, and the re-organization that 

was necessary to ensure successful adaptation was likewise stunted by the 

maintenance of traditional authority structures. Even if they ~re able 

to produce successfully, Black peasant famers found it increasingly 

difficult to canpete in markets for agricultural goods, given s tate aid 

to White famers and given conscious state interventions to limit Black 

canpetition (Lipton, 1986; Seneque, 1982). Other reasons for the 

decline of the reserves included, inter alia, rapid natural population 

growth; the use of archaic fanning rrethods which becane increasingly 

inappropriate; certain cultural factors and so on. There can, however, 

be little doubt that the developrent of capitalist agriculture, mining 

and manufacturing ~t hand in hand with the destruction of peasant 

agriculture. 

Bettennent planning involved an attempt to substantially re- organize the 

spatial organisation of peasant agriculture. More specifically, 
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peasants ~re noved off so-called productive land and resettled in 

nucleated villages which, it was argued, could be nore easily serviced. 

Unlike the "rni.ninalist " interventions of urban planners in the sphere of 

circulation at this tinE, interventions in the reserve areas ~re roth 

dramatic and wide-~ping. The objective was the total transformation 

of rural settlarent patterns. Not surprisingly, betteImant planning 

interventions ~ vigorously opp:>sed, albeit by a politically impotent 

and militarily weak rural peasantry. This relative ~ss 

notwithstanding, the betternent rreasures ~ so disruptive that 

significant levels of political nobilization ensued (Seneque, 1982). As 

a consequence, the resistance was relatively effective and by 1952, only 

23% of "released" areas 1 and 3,8% of "scheduled" 2 areas had been 

"replanned" (Glaser, 1983). While the specific fom that bettement 

intervention took, involved the canprehensive reorganization of 

settlanant patterns, the state stopped short of interventions which could 

really arrest rural decline, e.g. tenurial refonns, the provision of 

infrastructure and the -int.I:oduct~on of marketing strategies. 

Seneque ( 1982) argues that canprehensive intervention of this sort was 

constrained by the concern of mining capitalists that successful rural 

developtent ~uld constrain the supply of migrant larour. Thus, what 

was required was intervention which stabilized rural decline, but which 

did not stimulate the rural econany to the point where larour supply 

would be endangered (Seneque, 1982). While this explanation appears to 

be rather functionalist, the reports of the Native Affairs Ccmnission 

during the 1930's stated quite explicitl y that "no developrents ~uld be 

contaTplated which might reduce the supply of labour fran them" (Lipton, 

1986, p 105). Furthenrore, there was real fear of the canpetition that 

Black famers could pose to the White agricultural capitalists. Thus, 

in 1936, J .G. Strijdcm opp::>sed the provision of tractors and ploughs to 

rural peasants arguing that : 

1 

2 

"Released" areas refer to land additional to that set aside in 
the Native Land Act of 1913 for occupation and ownership by 
Africans. This additional land is provided in tenns of the 
Native Trust and Land Act of 1936. 

"Scheduled" land refers to land set aside in tenns of the 
Native Land Act of 1913 for occupation and ownership by 
Africans. 
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"If the governrrent went on this way, natives ~uld soon cease 
to be labourers and becate fanrers, with disastrous effects on 
White fanning, whe:re the problem of markets was al:ready 
serious" (quoted in Lipton, 1986, p 106) 

Of sare interest fran a plarming point of view, is the fact that 

betternent plarming :rep:resents di:rect intervention in the spatial 

organization of p:recapitalist sphe:res of production and :reproduction. 

~ , to the extent that the :reserves we:re by this tine essentially 

locales within which labour was :reproduced (i.e. they we:re no:re like 

:residential suburbs than a:reas wi thin which the production of value 

occur:red) so it follows that bettennent was essentially an intervention 

in the sphere of reproduction. Thus, while it is true that value was 

being produced through peasant agricultu:re, the state's intervention was 

not an effort to prarote accumulation in the subordinate precapitalist 

mode, but rather an attarpt to :reduce the costs of :reproduction in the 

daninant capitalist mode. Another point of general inte:rest is that 

whe:reas plarming intervention in the sphe:re of production is very ra:re 

under capitalist social :relations (whe:re the spatial organization of 

production is indirectly controlled by plarming interventions in the 

sphere of circulation) in instances whe:re a dominant capitalist mode is 

articulated with subordinate precapitalist modes, planning interventions 

in the productive sphere of precapitalist modes might be quite camon 

(e. g. :rural-service centres, state fanns, :rural co- operatives and so 

on) . 

In addition to the bettenrent schares, the 1940' s also saw the first 

tentative attarpts by the state to prarote industrial decentralization. 

The Industrial Developrent Corp::>ration ( IOC) was founded in 1940 and 

am:mg its varied projects was the prarotion of capital accumulation in 

no:re peripheral a:reas. 

The IOC established a number of inportant productive concerns in these 

peripheral a:reas such as the Gcxxi Hope Textile corp::>ration in King 

Williams Town ( 1945), a masonite plant in Estcourt ( 1945); the \ SAPPI 

Mills at Tugela M:>uth (1948); the Sasol plant at Sasolburg (1950); the 

Foskor Phosphate plant at Phalaborwa (1951); and the SAICCOR pulp mill at 
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Unkanaas (1951) (Glaser, 1983). In one sense these interventions can 

be understocxi as technocratic attEmpts to facilitate accumulation by 

bringing capital, raw materials and larour together in locales and 

sectors of the econany which private capital had either neglected or been 

unable to develop. Thus, a long-tenn chainnan argued that the IOC : 

" . .. paid particular attention to the fields in which it has 
appeared possible to develop the use of types of larour and 
materials hitherto nore or less neglected by reason of their 
nature or location" (van Eck, quoted in Glaser, 1983, p 11). 

The failure of private capital to utilize these resources can be 

explained with respect to inter alia: the slow rotation tine of capital 

(a number of IOC projects were in fact only profitable after the passage 

of a considerable period of tine); the risky nature of the ventures ( in 

the absence of state backing); the disjuncture between the private and 

collective interests of capitalists; and the lack of appropriate 

infonnation. 

The rapid growth of the econany during and ilmedi.ately after the war 

years, led to an increasing realization of the need for state 

intervention to co-ordinate resource exploitation on the one hand, and 

stinulate resource utilization on the other. With the expansion of 

capitalist accumulation, greater levels of regional interdependence 

developed. A contradiction developed between the increasing spatial unity 

of capitalist production on the one hand, and its fragrrented spatial 

administration on the other. Such an awareness is evident in the fifth 

report of the Social and. Econanic Plarming Carmission (SEPC) in 1944. 

This report represented, in the words of Glaser (1983, P 12) : 

" ... the first at~t to outline a program of well-inforned 
and integrated state intervention in reorganizing the 
topography of capitalist accumulation in South Africa." 

It was, h<:Jr...-ever, the discovery and decision to develop the Orange Free 

State goldfields in the late 1940 's, that gave regional planning its 

first real ~tus. A Natural, Resources Develop1EIlt Council (NROC) was 

established in 1947 to co-ordinate the developrent of the goldfields and 

other resources on a relatively ad hoc basis (Glaser, 1987). Fair (1959) 
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clearly regarded the planning of the goldfields as the first major 

attempt at regional planning. 

"n:e finest exarrple of planned regional developrent in the 
Union - and possibly in Africa South of the Sahahra - is to be 
found. in the recent growth of the Oran~ Free State goldfields. 
It was essentially a combined operation by private and 
governrrental agencies. On the one hand, there was the 
developrent of the region and the drive d,isplayed by the gold 
mining industry; on the other hand, there was the control of 
the use of land and the establishmant of townships, as ~ll as 
the provision of major services such as ~r and water supply, 
roads and railways by the governrrental authorities. However 
m:xiest ~ the ~s given the Natural Resources Developrent 
Council in tenns of the Act of 1947, the establisllnEnt of 
"controlled" areas for the gold-mining regions of the North 
West OFS, the Western Transvaal (Klerksdorp), and the Eastern 
Transvaal (Bethal ) marks the first attempt in South Africa to 
achieve co-ordination of public policy and action on physical 
planning matters according to major developrent regions" (Fair . 
1959, P 50) 

The close and alm::>st inst.nmental relation be~n the state and capital 

is quite evident fran this statenent and there can be little doubt that 

early regional planning interventions ~re closely tied to the prarotion 

of capital accumulation. While such interventions ~ clearly in the 

interests of capital they can also be argued to have been in the 

interests of both White and Black labour (to the extent that growth neant 

job provision and finances for increasing the social wage during the 

1950's) . 

While the utilization of the resources of the OFS goldfields was 

predicated on the exploitation of essentially Black labour, the regional 

planning of the tine carmot be construed as an attempt to refine or 

defend the social relations of racial capitalism. The interventions 

~, in fact, of a nore technocratic "public interest" nature, within 

the constraints set by daninant social relations. This assessrrent 

notwithstanding, there can also be little doubt that the regional and 

tam planning of the tine was quite accamodating of racial capitalism 

and reprcx:iuced elenents of it in spatial fonn (e.g. the planning of 

segregated and peripheral townships for Blacks, in addition to making 

provision for canpounds on the mines) . 
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'lIIFDUZIK; '1HE PERI(J) 1930 '10 1950 : S(HWff All) cr.tOmICR) 

The period 1930-1950 saw the first attempts in South Africa to prepare 

and irople:tent town planning sche:res. These attempts inrrediatel y 

highlighted. the contradiction be~ the need (on the part of roth 

capital and labour) for collective intervention on the one hand, and a 

set of social relations and social institutions which resisted such 

intervention. In addition to the factors discussed in the previous 

chapter, the highly pragmatic and tentative direction of early town 

planning interventions in South Africa was also due to the resistance to 

planning interventlons associated. with the institution of private 

property. Given that planning in the USA and· in Britain very quickly 

assmred a similarly "practical" orientation, notwithstanding the early 

utopian rhetoric and sateWhat different social conditions, it is tempting 

to suggest that the resistance to planning arising out of the institution 

of private property, is perhaps the rrost important variable accounting 

for its minimalist and pragmatic character. The tension between the 

need for planning on the one hand, and the simultaneous resistance to it 

on the other, is one which has ranained. with planning to the present day. 

Instances in which this tension surfaces and becares particularly 

praninent will be discussed in later chapters. 

The town planning sche:res irople:tented. in this period took the fom of 

interventions into the sphere of circulation and rrore specifically the 

land market. The role of planners in the preparation of these sche:res 

a~ to have been largely nonnative at the outset, and rrore 

functionalist and administrative as tine passed. The early sche:res also 

took the fom of blueprints which ~re only proactive and forward-looking 

to the extent that they attempted. to ensure that potential land use 

conflicts were controlled or avoided. There~, ~r, 

oPfXJrtunities for grander and rrore proactive interventions. These 

OPfXJrtunities arose as a consequence of ' historically contingent 

developrents in the accumulation process. The first was the rapid 

developrent of the manufacturing industry (which itself was subject to 

carplex cietennination) during the Second. W;)rld War and the second. the 

discovery of the OF'S goldfields. These developrents provided South 

African planners with their first oPfXJrtunities to produce grand designs 
for l lnew towns II • 
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Since new tcMns were designed for .i.rrq;>lemantation on "virgin" land, the 

institution of private property proved less obstructive and allova:i 

planners to close the gap between theory and practice to an extent. The 

arergence of opportunities for grand design coincided with the growth of 

the ideology of the "planned" city within certain sectors of the ~ 

bloc alliance. While the urban planning that was taking root in White 

areas was of an essentially minimalist nature, the rapid growth of 

infonnal or unplanned settlemant led to a grcMing consensus within ~ 

bloc circles for the need for ethnic spatial engineering on a grand 

scale. Thus, the seeds for the period in which the "segregation" city 

was transforned into the planned "apartheid" city were sawn in the late 

1940' s . This process of reconstruction is investigated in the next 

Chapter. 

In addition to interventions in the sphere of circulation (use and 

density zoning, land _ reservation etc) the period also saw limited 

interventions in the sphere of reproduction in the fonn of public housing 

estates for roth Blacks and Whites, and the destruction of so-called 

slums. The provision of public housing in roth the case of Whites and 

Blacks can be theorized as a response to the non- producabi,lity (in the 

social not technical sense) of certain carm:x:lities, necessary for the 

reproduction of labour under capitalist social relations of production. 

The differences in quality, quantity and design of these public housing 

estates can only be understood in tenns of the specificity of the class 

struggles of the tin'e and the .i.rrq;>erative to reproduce the White \'.Drking 

class. The relatively limited supply of housing for Whites can be 

explained with reference to the contradictions be~n the need to 

provide relatively high quality houses (because of the balance of class 

forces and colonial mentalities with respect to what was appropriate for 

Whites) and the expense of doing so, which in turn, was a function of 

the .i.rrq;>erative to employ a large proportion of Whites in their 

construction (in line with "civilized" la1:x:>ur practices extracted through 

struggle by White \'.Drkers in the 1920's). The limited supply of Black 

housing can be attributed to the neanness of local authorities on the one 

hand, and rrore importantly the relative ~ss of the Black popular 

IIOVarents and \'.Drking class at this time. This ~ss notwithstanding, 

popular struggles began, for the first time, to have a direct influence 
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on the direction and nature of planning policy. Thus, the adoption of 

the first site-and-service housing schemes in South Africa is 

attributable in part to the specificities of popular struggles in 

relation to the squatting " issue" . Likewise, arergent state transport 

policies were directly shaped by struggles in the sphere of reproduction. 

It is also during the period 1930 to 1950 that regional planning arerged. 

The bett.eInent planning responses to the collapse of the rural econany 

were born out of the contradictory articulation of a rapidly growing and 

daninant capitalist node of prcxiuction with a subordinate pre- capitalist 

node. More specifically, betterrrent planning can be understood as an 

attanpt to straddle the contradiction bebNeen the need to maintain the 

pre-capitalist node on the one hand (to augment the reprcxiuction of 

labour and maintain social control), and the need to destroy it on the 

other (to create a labour supply and to limit catp:!tition fran the 

peasantry) . Moreover, aspects of betterrrent planning can also be 

understood with respect to the balance of class forces and rrore 

particularly, the historically contingent structure of the ~r bloc. 

With respect to the fomer, the fact that the fom that betterrrent took 

was so canprehensive - insofar as it involved the reconstruction of the 

spatial organization of both production and reprcxiuction in the reserves 

- is a reflection of the relative ~ss of the peasantry and the 

~rking classes in the reserves. The fact that bett.eInent was not rrore 

widely ilrplarented, on the other hand, was a reflection of the bitter 

struggles and resistance that flared in response to its ilrplarentation. 

With respect to the latter, the intrcxiuction of an attanpt to stan the 

flow of Blacks to the cities was partly a response to the fear of White 

labour (whose representatives had gained influence in the ~r bloc in 

the 1920' s) that their jobs ~uld be endangered by the growth of a large 

reserve anny of Black ~rkers . Finally, the state' s tentative attarpts 

to prarote prcxiuction in rarote and rrore backward areas can ~ understood 

as a response to the contradiction bebNeen the .individual and collective 

rationality of capital. In this respect, early attanpts to direct 

regional growth were of a technicist rather than overtly political 

nature. 
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CHAPmR FIVE : URBAN AM) REXiICfiAL PI.ANNlX; AND APARIHEID SPATIAL 
EH:;INEERIR; : 1950 'ID 1975 

MbCarthy and Smit (1984, P 87) styled the 1950's and 1960's as a period 

of "ideological and physical intervention" where, to use Borja ' s (1977 ) 

words for a parallel period in Spain, the city becanes "an object of 

plunder and of ideology". Accarpanying the expansion of the 

construction . sector of capital, M::Carthy and Smit ( 1984, P 95) 

hypothesized that "the urban reproductive sphere ... becanes one outlet 

for the ccnm:xlity production activities of m:mopoly capital" . 

In retrospect, whilst it was true that the ma.jor construction catpanies 

did benefit fran the Black housing prograrrmas of the 1950' s and 1960' s 

(see, for exanple, Hendler, 1987), MbCarthy am Smit (1984) probably 

overanphasized the significance of these developrents fran the point of 

view of construction capital. "The per unit costs of construction, and 

per unit profits, were quite m:xiest by canparison, for example, with 

White housing constructed during the sane period (see, for example, 

Maasdorp and Hurrphries, 1975). M:>reover, the housing sector was only 

part of a broader thrust during the 1950's and 1960s', towards the 

building of a 'fonnalized city' that absorbed the attention of the 

construction sector: freeways, office blocks, factories and carrrercial 

centres were probably rrore profitable ventures than Black housing 

estates. 

The 1950's and 1960's, however, were not simply characterized by a 

ccnm:xlification of the built envirornent that served the interests of the 

construction/real estate nexus. They were, perhaps rrore than anything 

else, years in which experinents in ethnic " spatial engineering were 

conducted, probably on a scale without precedent elsewhere in the 

world. The election of the Nationalist Party to ~ in 1948 led to 

the Group Areas Act of 1950 and this Act, together with the trend towards 

the fonnalized city as already discussed, led to a ma.ssive reconstruction 

of South African cities. The result, in Davies' (1976) tenns, was a 

city "rrore structured and quartered than anything that had preceded it". 
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Apart fran the dramatic reconstruction of the South African city, 

apartheid spatial engineering also gave impetus to regional planning and .....- ~ 

particularly to decentralization [X)licy. As noted in Chapter Four, the 
'-' 

seeds of regional planning were sown in the 1930's and 1940's, but it was 

only with the acbption of "grand apartheid" 1 in the late 1950's and the 

1960's, that significant resources were diverted into regional planning. 

M::>reover, regional planning did not arerge as an activity distinct fran 

the concerns of urban planning. It was instead part of an overall 

strategy to deal with contradictions [X)sed by rapid urbanization and 

unplarmed growth discussed in the previous chapter . . 
Given that apartheid spatial engineering was such a dcminant feature in 

the 1950's and 1960's, the enphasis in this chapter falls quite squarely 

on the relation between apartheid and planning. 

deals with the forging of the aparthei d city. 

Thus, the first section 

This is followed by a 

discussion of regional planning and its relation to apartheid. The 

third section attenpts to explain the ma jor shift in state [X)licy 

regarding the urban sphere of reproduction fran minimalist regulation to 

substantial and direct intervention in the form of a very substantial 

public housing prograrme for Blacks. The way in which apartheid 

thinking was built into the physical design of these housing schares is 

stressed. Section four briefly describes the state's attenpt to shift 

urbanization to locales behind bantustan boundaries as part of the 

Verwoerdian vision of separate development. The inefficient and 

inequitable urban fonns that this process has created are stressed, since 

they later becate an .inp:>rtant part of the organic crisis that afflicts 

the state in the post-197S pericx::l.. The articulation of apartheid with 

activities such as urban renewal and the arergence of rretro[X)litan 

planning is also discussed. Finally, it is argued that the daninance of 

apartheid social relations notwithstanding, the rapid growth of 

built-enviroJ'llreIlt production within the White areas, created the material 

conditions for entrenching the dogma that planning is an essentially 

1 "Grand apartheid" refers to the shift fran initial concern with 
the ethnic spatial engineering of the South African city, to 
the fODTIUlation of a broad vision in tenns of which Blacks 
would exercise [X)litical rights within the reserves, which were 
to be turned into separate "national states". Grand apartheid 
is synonarous with "Verwoerdian separ~te development". 
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technical activity. On the other hand, it is . also noted that the very 

sane growth of built environm:mt creation, may well have provided an 

important impetus for apartheid spatial engineering. 

'!HE F(JG[K; OF '!HE APARIHEID CITY AND '!HE RISE CF AFRICAN AND .AFRIKMNER 

NATICHU.ISM 

In previous Chapters reference has been made to early attarq;>ts at the 

ethnic engineering of South African cities. Mention has been made of 

the use of restrictive covenants to keep Blacks out of White residential 

areas in the first quarter of the century, and also of the expulsion of 

Blacks fran central city neighlx>urhoods to the UIban periphery, in tellllS 

of such legislation as the Slums Act and the Native (Urban Areas) Act of 

1923. There were also nurrerous attanpts at the local and regional level 

to introduce and implement racist legislation governing settlarent, but 

there was a great deal of regional variation in this regard. In East 

lDncion, for example, the rmmicipality enacted legislation which ~ 

it to segregate Indians and Whites. Likewise in the Transv~l and 

Natal, the 1943 Trading and O::cupation Land Restriction Act (the "Pegging 

Act " ) allowed for the control of future land transactions involving 

Indians, and effectively froze or pegged the . existing distribution of 

Indian Land. However, the segregation powers implied in the 1923 Native 

Urban Areas Act were not applied with IIUlch vigour and it was only with 

the ascension of the Nationalist Party to ~r in 1948, and the 

enactnent of the Group Areas Act of 1950, _that spatial engineering 

occurred on a grand scale. l?efore turning to the "apartheid city" it 
.......... 

should be noted that while significan~ racial mixing existed in South 

African cities, Western (1981) rePJrts that in 1936, thirty-seven percent --of residential Cape Town ~ mixed. levels of segregation were 

nonetheless high. This pattern of segregation is quite apparent in the 

segregation indices catplted by Davies (1976) for the City of llirban in 

1951 and 1971, where he shows that only marginal increases in levels of 

segregation per se were achieved by the Group Areas Act. 

The Group Areas Act, nevertheless, impl ied major chan~ to the fabric of 

SA cities. This Act, Number 41 of 1950, inp:>sed unifonn controls uPJn 

all sales of land between races and on interracial changes in occupation. 

A Group Areas Board was established to preside over these matters and to 
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set in rrotion what must rank as one of the rrost dramatic exercises in 

social spatial engineering anywhere in the world. While the "fixedness" 

of the existing Wilt envlloI1ITent {X>sed sarething of a problen for the 

creation of an ideal apartheid city, this did not deter the social 

engineers. It is estimated that rrore than half of the people in the 

City of IAlrban were forced to nove to accarm:Jdate the provisions of the 

Act (Maasciorp and Hun'phries, 1975). While the Group Areas Act did not 

specify any particular spatial rrodel, i t required canplete separation of 

the races and specified a set of criteria that should be met in Group 

Areas design. These criteria have been slIDlllarized in the Durban Housing 

Survey (1952) as follows : 

1. Each race group should have its own consolidated residential 

areas. 

2. Each consolidated area should be located in such a way as to allow 

continuous and incremantal expansion. 

3. Each residential group area should be separated by a strong physical 

"buffer" such as a river or ridge or by a use buffer such as an 

industrial or camercial area. Should buffers of this kind. not be 

available, then an open space or "buffer zone" was to be left 

between group areas. 

4. Each group area was to have good access to and fran work. 

Attention should be given to trying to locate Black areas as close 

to work opportunities as possible. 

5. Racial mixing within work areas was regarded as pennissible (and, in 

fact, obligatory). 

6. In m::wing to and fran work, ~r, no ethnic group should have to 

traverse the residential areas of other groups. 

7. Each area should becare self-governing as soon as {X>ssible and nove 

toward equality in as many aspects as {X>ssible. 
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As Davies (1976) points out, there is only one spatial m::x:iel which 

satisfies these criteria. This is a sectoral model in which group areas 

are arranged in sectors radiating fran a central core area, with African 

sectors located adjacent to an industrial sector. Such a model is 

depicted in Figure 5.1. 

\ 
" INDIAN 

----

BLACK 

! 

/ 
WHITE 

\ 
. -. ,..., . 

Figure 5.1: The ideal apartheid city 

It sOOuld be noted that relocations and rarovals in tenns of the Group 

Areas Act affected mainly Indians and Coloureds. According to Platsky 

and Walker (1985) a total of 111580 families had been "disqualified" in 

tenns of the Act by 1970 and of these 59% \\ere Coloured, 39% \\ere Indian 

and only 2% \\ere White. ~, Platsky and walker (1985) point out 

that the Group Areas Act has been used to destroy many African 

settlements in the urban areas as ~ll. In many instaoces these 

Africans \\ere tenants living on Indian-or.-med land. When this land was 

wrested fran the Indian owners, the African tenants also had to go. It 
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is not known how many African people were forced to nove in this way, but 

Platsky and Walker (1985) have estimated that in Durban alone, the figure 

was as high as 80000. ScIre African freehold townships, such as 

Sophiatown, were also destroyed by the Act. 

In order to explain why it was that such IMSsive spatial engineering 

occurred in the 1950's and 1960's it is necessary to understand major 

develo:ptents in the political econany in the late 1940's. The growth of 

Afrikaaner nationalism had been given a l::xx>st by South Africa's entry 

into 1f«>rld War II. Given the resignation of . Hertzog and a number of 

rrenbers of Parlianent referred to in the previous chapter, the political 

gap between the largely English mining and manufacturing fractions of 

capital (which had gained danina.nce within the ~ bloc) on the one 

hand, and their mainly Afrikaaner all ies constituted by agricultural 

capital, the arerging White petty bourgeoisie, erergent Afrikaaner 

finance capital and the White \'\Orking class on the other, widened 

substantially. While Afrikaaner . . nationalism had an autonany of its own 

and could not be reduced to an alliance of econanic interests, the 

m:JValEIlt was nonetheless reinforced by a coincidence of the econanic 

interests of its major constituents during this period. Particularly 

.inp::>rtant, in this regard, were the conflicts which ~loped between 

agricultural capital and manufacturing capital on the one hand, and 

between White labour and manufacturing capital on the other. 

The rapid flow of Blacks to the cities during the war endangered 

agriculture's suWlyof labour. As Lipton (1986) points out, the dem:md. 

for labour increased dramatically in the 1930's and 1940's, because of 

the massive increase in agricultural output and the expansion of the area 

urrler cultivation. The South African Agricultural Union carplained 

bitterly about the loss of Black \'\Orkers to the cities and urged the 

<pverrnnent to tighten influx controls and institute a systan of labour 

bureaux to ensure effective implementation (Lipton, 1986) . 

Manufacturing capital, on.,..,the other hand, benefited fran the existence of 

a large reserve anny of labour in the urban areas. }bre .inp::>rtant, 

~er, fran the point of view- of manufacturing capital was the need. for 

Black semi-skilled \'\Orkers, not- withstanding the fairly stringent job 

colour bar in this sector. The very rapid growth of manufacturing and 

the departure of many White \'\Orkers to take part in the war effort, led 

A -;;;;" 
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to the infiltration of many Blacks into semi- skilled and skilled 

positions. As a consequence of these developrents, manufacturing 

capital was keen to establish a stable labour force and was therefore 

opposed to influx control. Thus the Minister of Native Affairs in 1947 

argued as follows : 

"Can we develop our industries when we have the position that 
the Native only works for a few nonths and then returns to the 
reS&Ves for a couple of years? No, the Native must be 
trained for his work in industry, and to becare an efficient 
industrial worker, he must be a pennanent industrial worker. 
On that account, he must . live near his place of anployrrent" 
(Quoted in Davies et aI, 1974, p 26). 

Davies et al ( 1976) report that in 1943 the Depart::nent of Native 

Affairs refused to enforce the 1936 Native Lands and Trusts Act which 

gave them the ~ to rarove squatters and redirect than to the 

agricultural areas . Instead, the Government suggested that fanrers 

should attanpt to attract laboU! by improving conditions on the fanns . 

This proposal, in turn, did not find a wann reception anongst fa.nrers. 

As has already been noted White labour was also not particularly 

enanourecl of the infiltration of Blacks into semi-skilled jobs. During 

the war, the African labour force in manufacturing grew by sare 115 000 

(Davies et aI, 1976). Whereas Whites canprised only 10% to 15% of the 

labour force in mining, they accounted for fully 46% of manufacturing 

anployrrent up to Vbrld War II (Lipton, 1986). Clearly, infi ltration 

worried Whites and their unions often canplained of widespread evasion of 

the colour bar by anployers. M:>reover, manufacturing capital, however, 

was placing a great deal of pressure on the · state to relax the bar. 

Manufacturers canplained bitterly about the high costs and inefficiency 

that the job colour bar imposed on than. 

Also of significance was the conflict that arerged after the war between 

foreign capital (which had predaninantly English links) and arergent 

Afrikaner manufacturing capital which utilized invest::nEnt fran the 

agricultural sector (Davies et aI, 1976). Inm:rliately after the war 

foreign capital fl~ into the country and by 1948, accounted for one 

third of all invest::nEnt in manufacturing (Davies et al, 1976). As such, 

foreign investnents posed a threat to the arergent local manufacturers. 
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Apart fran conflicts within the power bloc, the other developrent in the 

political econany of substantial significance in explaining the E!TErgence 

of apartheid and the q,partheid city, was the growth of Black political 

opposition into a coherent mass ITOVE!lent in the late 1940's and early 

1950's. As rooge (1983) points out, the 1946 mineworkers' strike and 

the brutality of its repression had the effect of radicalizing previously 

noderate (and petty oourgeois-daninated) ITOVE!lents like the African 

National Congress. The partial radicalization of popular movE!TEnts also 

coincided with a growing tolerance of nationalist ITOVE!lents by the 

Camumist Party of South Africa (CPSA). In 1950, a CPSA report argued a 

case for working through the national ITOVE!lent : 

"Fran the analysis here presented, the conclusion IlUlSt be 
drawn that the national organizations can develop into powerful 
mass ITOVE!lents only to the extent that their content and aims 
are detennined by the interests of workers and peasants. The 
national organizations, to be effective IlUlSt be transfomwad 
into a revolutioTh:u:.y party . of workers, peasants, intellectuals 
and petty oourgeoisie, linked together in a finn organization, 
subject to strict discipline, and guided by a definite 
programme of struggle against all fonns of racial 
discrimination in alliance with class conscious European 
workers and intellectuals . Such a party would be 
distinguished fran the Camnmist party in that its objective is 
national liberation, that is the alx>lition of race 
discrimination, but it would cooperate closely with the 
Camumist Party" (Quoted in rooge, 1983, pp 29-31). 

The tactical convergence of ideologically disparate groupings was to 

lead to major conflicts within the AOC later. In the short-run, 

~, it served to consolidate the Black oppositional forces. As 

Saul and Gelb (1981) point out, the power bloc was shaken to the core by 

the political opposition nounted by Blacks in the late 1940' s. This 

affected all constituents of the power bloc: am:mgst whan arguably the 

nore vulnerable were the White workers and White petty oourgeoisie. 

The response of the ruling United party to the variety of pressures 

exerted on it was ambiguous. In many respects it sought to be "all 

things to all people" and n<Mhere is this nore clearly evident than in 

the Fagan Carmission Report of 1948. On the one hand, this report 

stressed the need to "stabilize" workers by affording than pennanence in 
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the urban areas. On the other hand, it also endorsed the migrant labour 

system and the tightening of influx controls (Davies et aI, 1976). 

Significantly, the Fagan Carmission also argued that total spatial and 

econanic segregation of races was "utterly .impracticable" (Morris, 1981, 

p 40). The ambitious and apparently soft line taken by the United Farty 

lost it a great deal of support, particularly arrong threatened White 

~rkers and labour-starved agriculturalists. The Nationalist Farty, on 

the other hand, offered a clear and "hard" solution. It- pranised 

agricultural capital that it ~uld clamp down on urban influx and ensure 

a substantial rural labour supply. It pranised White ~rkers and the 

White petty bourgeoiSie that the job colour bar ~uld be reinforced, that 

Black political opposition ~uld be crushed, and that their safety and 

interests ~uld be ensured. It pranised Afri.kaaner manufacturing 

capital that it ~uld secure its interests and liberate the South African 

economy fram the ?tranglehold of Imperial capital (Davies et aI, 1976). 

In this regard, it even ~t so far as to threaten the nationalization of 

the mines. 

In 1948, the Nationalist Farty cane to pcM8r. In this context the 

passing of the Group Areas Act in 1950 could be interpreted as one of the 

steps necessary to neet the political demands of the White petty 

bourgeoisie and the White ~rking classes. Western (1981), for example, 

argues that the initial Group Areas interventions ~re a resIX>nse to the 

alnost hysterical fear of the urban "swart gevaar" 1. The general 

success of the Defiance ~gn led by the AOC in the period 1950-1952, 

had the effect of even further exacerbating this fear. The AOC had 

hecate a national force to be reckoned with. Western (1981, P 74) 

IX>ints out that the military control rrotive for establishment of the 

apartheid city is "not searching for ideological-conspiratorial or 

Machiavellian rrotives where none exist in fact". 'lb support his 

argurrent he cites, arrongst others, van den Berghe (1966) and a reIX>rt on 

a stat:.erent by the Minister in charge of security, Jimny Kruger. 

quotes are ~rth repeating here : 

These 

1 "Swart gevaar" is a tenn used by Afrikaaners to describe the 
notion of "Black threat". 
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"The older shanty towns with their maze of narr<:M tortuous 
alleys were often located close to White residential or 
business districts; they are now systanaticall y being razed as 
a major military hazard. ... The new ghettos are typically 
situated several miles fran the White towns, with a buffer zone 
between" (van den Berghe, 1966, P 411). 

" ... (Minister Kruger) said that he did not think an organized 
canp3.ign ~uld get off the ground . One of the big advantages 
of South Africa was that the residential areas were segregated. 
Overseas, urban terrorism was largely sparked off by a mixture 
of ITD.ltually antagonistic groups within a limited geographical 
area, and this was often accentuated by overcrc:w:ti.ng. We have 
fortunately managed to avoid this here" (South African Digest, 
2, September, 1977). 

M:>re carp:!lling evidence of the centrality of political control in 

explaining apartheid spatial engineering, is presented by Lodge (1983, P 

93) in his detailed analysis of the destruction of Sophiatown. Lodge 

argues the "political quiescence of the 1960s was at least in part the 

result of the social disorientation which accanpanied the transition 

fran city location to · state-administered township during the 1950' s. Many 

of these central city locations had through the years developed rich 

social and political cultures. 

M:>reover, the lack of direct state control was in direct contrast' with 

the state administered townships. 

"Unlike locations, these tbwnships were not fenced off, there 
was no superintendent, nobcxiy had to ask pennission to live 
here, and carpared to the gec:IIEtricall y planned ITDJ.nicipal 
location, these densely packed suburbs were very difficult to 
police" (IOOge, 1983, P 95). 

Sophiatown was also considered a hotbed of political resistance and had 

been described by the Native Affairs Ccmnission as: "for many years a 

source of difficulty" (quoted in Lodge, 1983, P 99). Sophiatawn had 

also been central in the political insurrection of the late 1940's and 

1950's. In 1944, for exarrple, an Anti-Tram Fare Action Carmittee 

organized a boycott to protest increases in fares. The boycott lasted a 

number of nonths and ended in a pitched battle between boycotters and 

police. Later in the sane year, . the AlIe, the Carmunist Party and the 

Transvaal Indian Congress called for a stayaway. In Sophiatown strikers 

gathered in the streets and were only dispersed after the police had 
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opened fire on them (IOOge, 1983). There ~re many other instances of 

resistance and the Me and other oppositional organizations ~ very 

strong here: "one of the largest and certainly best-organized Me 

branches existed in Sophiatown" (IOOge, 1983, P 105) : '/ 

"But in the final analysis, the decisive factor was the massive 
force the state was prepared to deploy to destroy Sophiatown. 
This was no slum clearance schare" (IOOge, 1983, plIO). 

The fact that the site of the razed Sophiatown becane a White working 

class suburb called 'Trianf' , for IOOge (1983) , is a symbolic 

c::laronstration of the significance of the area in tenns of the direct 

confrontation between Afrikaaner and Afrikaaner Nationalisms. 

It is irrp:>rtant to note, ~, that in the views of many governrrent 

officials, the destruction of Sophiatown and many areas similar to it 

(Cato M::>nor in Durban, District Six in Cape Town, etc) ~ simply 

exercises in 'urban renewal'. . Western (1981) heaps scorn on this 

prop::>sition, often offered by governrrent officials, but the f requency 

with which it has been made is in itself instructive. The town planner 

Floyd (1960), for example, in his book on town planning in South Africa 

saw the Sophiatown clearance as a technicist exercise in "urban renewal". 

The significance of such perceptions, I would argue, is that "expert 

knovlledge" of cities and "city m:::x:lernization" was not easily separable 

fram the major dimensions of political conflict in South Africa during 

the 1950's. The fact of the matter was that there ~ precedents, for 

example in Britain and the USA, for the pattern of planning events 

developing in South Africa. Gans' s ( 1962) critique of u,rban renewal 

practices in American cities, and Young and Wilm:>tt' s (1962) critique of 

similar practices in Britain, for example, exposed llow. planners in those 

countries ~ resp::>nsible for the destruction of ~ll established 

camumities within inner- city (often 'ethnic') neighbourhoods in the 

narre of m:xlern, 'rational' planning. M::>reover, the ccmm.mities so 

destroyed often vigorously resisted the planning neasures that ~re 

ostensibly in their own interests. In consequence, during the 1960's in 

the United States in particular, Sate of the IIDSt developed debates on 

the nature of p::>litical power generally centres up::>n the anpirical 
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problema.tic of urban renewal prograrnres, and cCIlTl1llIl.ity resistance (cf. 

Dahl, 1961). 

The ~lications of these observations ~re ~fold. First, the 'urban 

renewal' of inner-city etlmic sul:x::CIlTl1llIl.ities is not sarething that was 

unique to South Africa and, in many respects, South African planners ~ 

s~ly duplicating their already ~ll-established traditions of idealism 

and dependence upon British and Amarican planning concepts, as they had 

done before. Second, as was the case in Britain and the USA, the 

planning 'rationality' that inforned such interventions was anything but 

technical and politically neutral. Rather it reflected the relative 

balance of class ~ expressed through state apparatuses (cf; 

M:>llenkopf, 1983). In the United States, for exaI'll'le, it has been 

datDnstrated that city bureaucracies ~ under the influence 6f local 

property developers and, m:::>re generally, local capitalist 'growth 

coalitions' when they pressed for urban renewal prograrrrces in their 

cities (M:>llenkopf, 1983). Castells (1977), IDjkine (1976) and Olives 

( 1976) have made similar points in respect of the politics of urban 

renewal in Paris, France. Their point is that urban renewal prograrnres 

in Paris brought class contradictions between m:::>nopoly capital on the one 

hand, and labour and the petty bourgeoisie on the other, shaIply into 

focus. The political expressions of this conflict ~ the state 

practices of 'urban planning' versus the popular resistances of 'urban 

social noverents' . 

~fIn this context it seans that a false dichotany underlies the objections 

~~f ~tern (1981), lDdge (1981) and others when they protest that the 

\ destruction of Sophiatown, and similar rreasu:es, was not m:::>tivated by 

'planning' concerns, but rather by 'POlit~ It should be recalled 

that the typical planning bureaucrat in South Africa was, at the t.irre, in 

many respects the personification of prevailing power bloc forces. In 

the phraseology of Wright ( 1976) , such officials v.uuld occupy 

'contradictory class locations' between the hegalnnic fraction of capital 

(controlling the bureaucracy) and (White) labour (their own class 

origins). That their concepts of 'planning rationality' should reflect 

sene canbination of the interests of such class positions is hardly 

surprising. 
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On the ether hand, a class analysis alene would be an insufficient basis 

uPJn which to explain the specific use ef the Group Areas Act to' 

restructure South African cities. The establishrrent ef Group Areas was 

not the enly way in which an alliance ef White labour and censtructien 

and allied capital ceuld have realized their IlUltual interests. That 

Group Areas was chosen over other, less dramatic, eptiens PJssibl y 

reflects the dependence ef the power bloc, during the 1950 ' s, uPJn 

ethnicity as a basis uPJn which to ideologically cemant a ruling 

alliance. As Adam and Gilicmee (1979) would put it, there was a need 

fer 'ethnic power' to be 'nobilized'. Afrikaner Natienal ism , in ether 

words, played a relatively autonarous role in the choice ef strategy ef 

urbanizatien during the 1950's and 1960's. After all, the cencept ef 

separate residential areas fellows logically fran an anphasis uPJn the 

values ef ethnic identity. 

There were also ether, nore directly material reasons fer ethnic spatial 

engineering. Especially ~rtant in this regard, were the gro;.ring 

manifestatiens ef the centradictiens ef racial capitalism en the urban 

terrain. The rapid and unplarmed growth ef infennal and squatter 

settlemants en the peri-urban peripheries ef nost South African cities in 

the 1940's were a result ef centradictiens which have already been 

described in earlier chapters. These unplarmed squatter settlemants, 

however, created spatial centradictiens in their own right . :r-t:>re 

specifically, they tended to Pre-E!Ipt certain PJssibilities fer 

horizental expansien ef White residential areas and White-owned industry. 

:r-t:>reover, there was a fear that they would reduce the property values ef 

White areas close by. As Davies (1976) PJints eut, this led to a great 

deal ef agitatien en the part ef realtors and White property owners. 

The tendency to Pre-E!Ipt future PJssibilities later led to' a 

recarrrendatien by the Depart:nent ef Native 'Affairs that "ene large 

locatien per town should be established to avoid the creatien ef a series 

ef small locatiens around every town which would lead to the rrerging ef 

White and Black residential areas" (:r-t:>rris, 1981, p 50). The state's 

cencern with squatting led to' the passing ef the Preventien e f Illegal 

Squatting Act ef 1951. As Platsky and Walker (1985, P 104) ebserve, 

this Act "neshed in with the Group Areas Act" and allowed the clearance 

ef many squatter carrps. 
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In an intriguing paper, ~ (1986 ) argues that the rerovals of the 

1950's and the shaping of the "apartheid city", may well have had much 

nnre to do with the tendency of uncontrolled squatter settlarents to 

pre-E!l"pt the expansion possibilities of local landed. and industrial 

capital, than with the ilrp:>sition of "apartheid" ideology. He questions 

the widely accepted view that the apartheid city was ilrp:>sed fran aOOve 

on satetines reluctant local authorities. To suftX>rt his case he 

discusses the pressures that developed at the local state level for 

ethnic spatial engineering and squatter reroval in the city of Durban 

prior to the 1950's. This pressure came mainly fran land-based capital 

and industrial capital who had achieved hegarony within the local state. 

The issue of the pre- anption of future options by uncontrolled 

settlarent surfaced in the 1930's and 1940's ·in the debates about the 

need for the expansion of the municipal toundaIy to incorporate and 

control such unplanned settlarent. In 1930, the Durban Eoundaries 

Carmission reported that the logical (fran a technicist point of view) 

direction of industrial expansion was to the south, beyond the borough 

toundal:y and into an area then occupied by lOW" incate Indians and 

Africans. The reason given for the necessity of expansion in this 

particular direction, was the shortage of flat land for industrial 

purposes given Durban's very broken topography. 

By the mid 1930's, the Eorough Council had urged the "slum clearance" of 

unplanned settlarent in areas "which were sirnul taneousl Y being eannarked 

by the City Engineers and City Evaluators and Estates Departm:mts as 

suitable for industrial developtent " (~, 1986, P 8). Moreover, 

there was a growing awareness on the part of city officers (and 

particularly those concerned with land acquisition) of the need for 

planning the city's spatial developrent so as to ensure that pre-anption 

of capital's future options did not occur again. The City Evaluator and 

Estates Manager prcxiuced a report in 1943, in which a pattern of future 

land use was proposed, which bears a ranarkable similarity to the ideal 

apartheid city nodel. MJreover, M:Carthy (1986) notes the ranarkable 

similarity between the plan proposed and the actual patterns of land use 

achieved by the 1970's. 
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The irrportant point raised by McCarthy's (1986) contribution, however, is 

that apartheid spatial engineering in the urban areas certainly cannot be 

explained purely in tenns of the "irrpress of central authority" . Weal 

capital in alliance with White residents fran all classes played an 

irrportant part. In Durban it is quite clear that Afrikaaner Nationalism 

played a relatively minor role in accounting for the ethnic spatial 

engineering proposed by the City Evaluator in 1943 and the Technical 

Sub-Carmittee in 1950 1 Whether or not the Durban experience is 

generalizable to other parts of the country, is a IllX>t point and will 

require further investigation. It is, however, relatively clear fran 

M::Carthy's contribution, and those of other authors, that apartheid 

spatial engineering in the cities, was certainly not out of line with the 

interests of White capital. 

It is intriguing that the apartheid city era also coincides with the 

growth of the construction sector. M::Carthy and Friedman, ( 1983) point 

out that the net output of. the construction sector grew fran 70 million 
. . 

in 1943 to 450 million in 1952 - a growth factor of 1: 6,4. The 

corresponding growth rate for manufacturing industry over the sane · period 

was 1:3,2. M::Carthy and Friedman (1983) argue that by the 1950's the 

built envirormEIlt had be!c:rne a major outlet for the carm:x::lity production 

activities of increasingly centralized and concentrated capital. As 

noted earlier in the Chapter, this growth in the construction sector was 

related primarily to a spurt of built enviroI'lln9nt creation in "White" 

areas and the consequent geographic expansion of industrial and 

residential land owned by Whites. At the sane tine, apartheid rerovals 

in the 1950's and 1960's ~ linked to the building of new cionnitory 

suburbs for Blacks. M::Carthy and Smit (1984) describe the relation 

be~ the Group Areas Act and the growth of the construction fraction 

of capital as follows : 

"It is notable, for example, that it was during the (t3) phase 
(beginning in the 1950s in South Africa) that ma~or 
construction canpanies, subsidized by the state, began creat~g 
ratl upon ratl of look-alike houses in places such as KwaMashu ill 

Durban, Guguletu in Cape Town and Sc:1t.'eto in Johannesburg. At 
the sane tine, the state engaged in wholesale reroval of the 

1 Most Whites in Durban are English-speaking and have English 
descendants. 
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population and the physical darolition of canpact, ~r city, 
low-inccne residential districts such as Cato Manor ill Durban 
and Sophiatown in Johannesburg. There was an essential 
complarentarily be~n these tv.u processes since the 
fOpulations :raroved fran the inner city carplexes were 
subsequently forced to seek accamodation in the new 
cOl:porately created suburbs ." (p 95) 

Kuper et al (1958) place sene anphasis on the extent to which the Group 

Areas Act served the interests of White business and trading interests. 

This was achieved largely through the appropriation of large fOrtions of 

prilre land ( in a locational sense) and through the banishing of 

particularly Indian traders to rem::>te "Oriental Plazas". Kuper et al 

(1958) provided the following estimates for Durban : 

"In general the plan involves the redistribution of 
resources in favour of Europeans ... The value of European 
investm:mt in the city (thereby) ~uld rise by 6, 000 , 000 fOunds 
to 120, 000 , 000 fOunds, while Indian investrrent ~uld fall to 
about 18,500,000 fOunds " (p 192). 

Western (1981) also describes the way in which White property 

developers and realtors benefited through the "gentrification" of certain 

previously mixed areas. ~r, he argues that this reflected 

opp:>rtunism on the part of property interests rather than a detenninant 

of the apartheid city per se. The timing and extent of apartheid spatial 

manipulation across South Africa, was however, uneven. What this 

suggests is that the process was, in fact, highly sensitive to local 

interests and local conditions which themselves displayed a great deal of 

regional variation. Thus, on the Witwatersrand and in the Eastern Cape 

where fOlitical opposition was particularly strong, it is quite likely 

that the Irost carp:!lling detenninant of the apartheid city, was social 

control. In other, less fOliticized, environs the logic of capital 

accunul.ation as understcxxi by local landed and industrial capital, may 

have been decisive in detennining the particular fonn that apartheid city 

engineering took. 

Whereas the relocations of Black people, in the 1950's, can be explained 

largely in tenus of an alm::>st militaristic short tenn concern to restore 

social control and the accumulation concerns of local capital the massive 

relocations of the 1960's and 1970 ' s are much Irore closely associated 
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with a maturing grand schare to reproduce racial capitalism at the 

political level. In order to create consolidated Bantustan areas in the 

late 1960' s, the state adopted a policy of relocating whole Black 

townships across Bantustan bJundaries as long as these Bantustan areas 

were within "reasonable" camruting distance of the White towns (distances 

of up to 70krns were considered reasonable.) An estimated 670 000 people 

were relocated in this way during the pericxi 1960 to 1980 into townships 

like KwaMashu, M:lantsane and Garankuwa (Platsky and Walker, 1985). In 

order to nore fully understand this shift in emphasis, it will be useful 

to first review developrents in state regional policy, and the centrality 

of these developrents to the ~ bloc's ambitious plan for creating the 

political conditions necessary to reproduce racial capitalism. 

After its tentative beginnings in the 1940's, regional planning developed 

slCMly in the 1950' s. In 1955 a "Camtission for the Socio-Econanic 

Developnant of the Bantu within the Union of SA" presented what Fair 

(1959) considered to be only the second ex.aJll>le of plarmed regional 

developnant in South Africa. 

"This report represents the first major analysis of the 
Union's nost seriously backward areas. The very nature of the 
problems of rehabilitation and developnant danand an 
awroach to planning and developrent according to distinctive 
cultural and historical regions, such as the South- Eastern 
Nguni core (Transkei), the Zulu core, ... , and the Tswana core 
of Western Transvaal and Northern cape" (Fair, 1959, P 50). 

It is interesting that in the early attempts to deal with "backward" 

areas, regionalization was predicated on ethnicity rather than any other 

criterion. r The real impetus for linking of regional planning to 
-.. 

apartheid was, however, provided by the growth of Black political 

opposition in the 1950's. Group Areas removal in the cities did as much 

to provoke political opposition and nobilization as they did to repress 

such organization. M::>reover, the tightening of influx controls in the 

early 1950's was only partially successful in reducing the flCM of people 

to the cities. In the reserves, econanic collapse continued not

withstanding bettenrent planning interventions, and Blacks cont inued to 

nove to cities in large numbers. It was the escalating political unrest 
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and the failure of bettenrent planning which led to the Tanlinson 

Carmission Report in 1956. This report explicitly argued that the 

econanic developrent of the reserves was necessary to ensure that 

politically dangerous concentrations of Blacks did not develop in the 

cities. Glaser (1983, P 14) describes the Tanlinson Report as follows 

"Tanlinson's report, though, was a IlU.lch ITOre explicitly 
political document, clearly spelling out the relationship 
between macro- segregation, Bantustan developrent and the 
survival of the existing order. " 

Tanlinson proposed a radical revision of land tenure arrangarents, one 

implication of which was the displacement fram the land of fully 50% of 

the reserve inhabitants. Tanlinson also proposed the dec:en~ization 

of manufacturing to the reserves to absorb those displaced fram the land. 
~ -

~ The goverment rejected not only ,Tanlinson's land tenure proposals but 

also his suggestion that "White capital" should be allCl'.+al into the 

reserves (for reasons which cannot detain us here). ~,the 
. , 

Tanlinson Cannission Report was an important forerunner to the regional 

developrent policies that ~re to follow. By the late 1950's it had 

becCIle apparent to the architects of apartheid that Black political 

aspirations \\Uuld have to be accamodated in SCIle way. Political 

instability reached its zenith with the Sharpeville shootings in 1960 in 

which 70 denonstrators against pass laws ~ killed. The shootings 

provoked further resistance in the country. It also precipitated a 

short-run flight of capital and .innense panic anongst Whites. A massive 

cl~ foll~ in which thousands of political activists and trade 

unionists ~re arrested and the major Black oppositional rrovarents ~ 

banned. FurtheIlIDre, a substantial policy shift occurred insofar as the 

Nationalists conceded that unending White danination was untenable and 

started instead to pratOte the policy of "separate developrent" (Lipton, 

1986). South Africa was rKM conceived of, not as a IlU.llti-racial 

society, but one which was canposed of a number of separate nations, each 

of which \\Uuld get independence in its own hc:r!eland. While the econanic 

interdependence of the various "nations" was ackna.vledged, the 

nationalists stated their carmit:nent to the creation of econanically 

viable "hc:r!elands" and reaffiDned their intention to stem the flow of 

Blacks into "White" South Africa. In order to achieve this, the capital 
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intensity of White metropolitan industry was to be increased and labour 

intensive industries were to be encouraged to move to the Bantustans. 

In 1960, Verwoerd announced a number of incentives to encourage 

industrial dispersal to border areas which were defined as industrial 

centres wi thin thirty mi les of the "Bantu" reserves (Dewar et aI, 1984 ) • 

The Bantu Investment Corporation (BIC) had already been formed in 1959 

and in 1960 a Permanent Cornmdttee for the Location of Industry took on 

the task of promoting and irrplementing the border industry prograrrme. 

Thus, by the early 1960's a major regional development programme of 

national scale was under way and was closely tied to the separate 

development prograrrme of the Nationalist Party. Glaser (1983, p 17-18) 

sums up as follows : 

"Thus, while regional planning first emerged during the war as 
an adjunct to the technocratic visions of the ascendant 
competitive industrial capitals, it was after 1948, firmly 
wedded to the racial and spatial segregationist discoveries of 
the NP. The' border' industry policy cannot therefore be 
viewed as a sirrple functional corollary of secondary industrial 
development under conditions of rural breakdown. It was, 
rather, the contingent historical product of a particular 
balance of political and class forces within the capitalist 
state, played out within the limits determined by the 
capitalist aCCUlIUlation process but not necessitated by it." 

The border industry incentives were comprised of tax concessions, 

subsidies to social overhead capital, low interest loans , direct 

financial assistance (e.g. building of worker housing), labour 

concessions (exerrptions from levies), transport subsidies and tariff 

protection (Glaser, 1987). They included, therefore, interventions i n 

both the sphere of circulation and reproductioo. The package was. riot 

particularly successful, however, and Bell (1973) estimates that despite 

a state expenditure of nearly RBO millioo on industrial dispersal policy 

only 11,579 jobs were created in the period 1960 to 1968. The 

government was, however, determined to push ahead and in 1964 they made 

it clear that dispersal was essential for political reasons even if it 

was very costly (Liptoo, 1986). Capital's slow respa1se to incentives 

led to the enactment of the 1967 Physical Planning and Utilization of 

Resources Act (henceforth Physical Planning Act). This Act marks a 
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shift fran attanpts to lure capital to border industries, to attatq?ts to 

coerce its emigration fran the netropoli tan areas (Dewar et aI, 1984). 

The Physical Planning Act was essential ly an intervention in the sphere 

of circulation and rrore specifically the land and labour markets. In 

teDns of the Act no "f'tEM land could be zoned or rezoned for industrial use 

without the approval of the Minister of Planning and the Environm:mt 

(Dewar et aI, 1984). Extensions to existing factories required similar 

approval. Finally, the size and racial composition of the labour force 

in netropolitan areas was subjected to central goverrnrent control. In 

the years imrediately following the Act, hundreds of applications to set 

up or extend plants were refused (Glaser, 1983). Bitter conflict 

developed between manufacturing capital and the goverrment over the 

impacts of the Act. The Federated Chamber of Industry and ASSOCCM 

strongly voiced their disapproval. In 1970, the conservative and 

pro-goverrment Afrikaaner Handelsinstituut (AlII) also cane out against 

the Act (Lipton, 1986). Capital threatened to withold invest.rrent fran 

the econany. The threat of an invest.rrent strike led to changes in 1971 

when so-called locality-bound industries were exatq?ted fran the 

provisions of the Act. AlI"f'tEM finns, ~, \\Uuld have to maintain a 

ratio of Black to White atq?loynent of 2,5:1 (Lipton, 1986). Glaser 

( 1983) estimates that by 1977 as many as 2002 applications for factory 

extensions had been refused at the cost of 101,000 jobs for Blacks in the 

netropolitan areas. Job growth decl ined in the major netropolitan areas 

(and particularly the Witwatersrand) and given the slow rate of job 

creation in the reserves, Glaser. (1983, P 26) concludes that capital 

simply "staged an invest.rrent boycott or violated. the Act". By the mid 

1970' s industrial developoonts in the border industry areas had shaNn 

little sign of accelerating. Within the Bantustans, growth was 

negligible. New incentive packages in 1968, 1971, 1972 and 1975 seem:rl 

to have little effect. It was only in the late 1970's and the 1980's 

that industrial dispersal began to increase sl.gnificantl y. The reasons 

for this shift, ~, will be pursued in the next Chapter. The rrore 

ilmediate issue is to explain why it was that capital resisted 

decentralization. 

One of the rrore important variables in explaining the failure of capital 

to respooo to either the carrot or the stick, is the very rapid growth of 
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manufacturing in the 1960's. Between 1960 and 1965 manufacturing output 

grew by nearly 10% per anntnn carprred with a rate of 4,5% between 1955 

and 1960 (Black and Stanwix, 1986). This rapid growth in the 1960's, 

the second fastest in the ~rld after Japan, was partly attributable to 

the state's ability to suppress trade unions and political organizations 

in the period following Sharpeville. 

" ••• The 1960s was characterized by relatively low levels of 
industrial conflict and political resistance as trade unions 
and political organizations ~ relentlessly suppressed" 
(Black and Stanwix, 1985, P 15). 

Perhaps roc>re inp:>rtant was the fact that there was a great deal of 

scope for an industrialization ba.sed on inp:>rt substitution supported by 

tariff protection. Investor confidence was restored quickly after the 

uprisings of the 1950' s and the period 1960 to 1970 was the roc>st 

prosperous in South Africa's econanic history. Given the political and 

industrial quiescence of the matropolitan areas there was no real need 

for capital to decentralize. -Another significant factor was the low 

producti vi ty of labour in the reserves at a tine when the escalating 

monopolization of the SA manufacturing and corresponding 

capital-intensification, was leading to a danand for a smaller but roc>re 

skilled and stable ~rking class (see Innes, 1983, P 188-229) . 

M::>reover, White managerial staff and skilled White ~rkers ~re very 

reluctant to nove out of these areas. Finally, capital was also 

concerned about the political uncertainty of the reserves and feared 

instability. In the final analysis, ~, it was the fact that 

capital saw no inmadiate need to nove, that roc>re than anything else 

accounted for the investnent strike. There ~ significant 

agglareration econanies to be exploited in the matropolitan areas and 

repression seared perfectly capable of ensuring political stabi lity and 

reasonably low wage levels. In short, capital could see neither the 

political nor econanic rationale for decentralization. It should be 

noted, ~, that capital was not entirely united in this stance. In 

the 1950's and 1960's, for exarrple, Afrikaaner capital indicated its 

ideological support of the prograrme. They ~d not, ~r, follow 

through to any significant extent with investnent. 
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In any event, capital's reluctance to nove to or near Bantustans, 

suggests that the state's decentralization programme had very little to 

do with the promotion of capital accumulation, except insofar as it was 

designed to promote macro-level political conditions favourable to 

accumulation. It should be noted, ~r, that decentralization and 

regional planning did not have their origins solely in the machinations 

of apartheid spatial engineering. In the 1940's and 1950's, an 

awareness was developing, in the advanced capitalist ~rld, of the 

negative effects of uneven capitalist developrent in both tilre and space. 

As a consequence a regional planning literature was beginning to emerge 

which focused on the promotion of a rrore even spatial spread of 

developrent for both efficiency and equity reasons. The influence of 

this literature on certain individuals and their subsequent agitation for 

the introduction of regional planning, is quite evident on examination of 

South Africa's oldest i.n.Stitution, established specifically to conduct 

regional planning - the Natal Tc:Mn and Regional Planning Carmission. 

The establishmant of the Natal Tc:Mn and Regional Planning Carmission in 

1940, was largely the result of the agency of UNo individuals, Ibuglas 

Mitchell and E. Thorrington-&nith. Mitchell was a nanber of the Post 

War W:>rks, Planning and Reconstruction Carmittee, and had beccree 

convinced of the need for a planning body to ensure efficient resource 

utilization. Thorrington-&nith, on the other hand, had been inspired by 

an account of the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) scheme which he had 

read while in militaIy sez:vice in Britain. 

"This book made a trenendous .impact on ne which I like to think 
had influence on the course of planning in Natal. This was a 
book about an inpJverished region where the average inccree was 
far below the national average ... and this was the story of 
how this region and the millions of people who lived in it had 
been raised up, because they lived in a region with great 
natural resources and it was the harnessing of these resources 
that gave these people a bright future" (Thorrington-&nith, 
1977, P 5). 

Thorrington-Smith felt that there were many parts of Natal that ~re 

likewise inpJverished, but resource rich, and that one bf the primary 

functions of scree sort of town and regional planning body, ~uld be to 

h¥ness and rrobilize these resources. Thus . one of the first tasks 
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undertaken by the Ccmnission was a regional survey of the 'fugela River 

Basin (Thorrington-Smith, 1977). In any event it was largely through 

the efforts of these two individuals that the Town and Regional Planning 

Ccmnission was created through the Town Planning Ordinance (Natal) No 27 

of 1949. 

The particular fom taken by the Ccmnission was also largely due to 

Thorrington-Smith's attachrlent to the TVA Schare. One of the 

distinctive features of the Carmission is that it was canprised of a 

ntmlber of lay people appointed by the Provincial Administrator. This, 

Thorrington-Smith argues, was directly attributable to a central 

innovation nessage of the TVA Schene - that people should participate in 

the planning process : 

" ••• The ••. nessage was that people must participate in this 
sort of developtEIlt and this ... was the reason why the 
Ccmnission was created as a channel or a nedium by which the 
people should have sate part and. camnmication with the 
planning process " (Thorrington-Smith, 1977, P 6). 

~ limited this degree of participation may appear today, the 

Ccmnission represents possibly the first f01:mal concern for public 

participation in the planning process in South Africa. 

The regional work conducted by the Ccmnission was of a largely 

technicist nature. The Tugela Basin studies of the 1950!s and 1960's 

were, for example , essentially attanpts to improve resource util ization. 

The SanE can be said of their studies of the UIgeni Catchrlent (1961), 

the Natal North Coast (1962), the Illovo River Basin (1965) and so on. 

It is also worth noting that very little by way of regional planning per 

se occurred during this period. Most of the work was regional survey 

work. The only regional plan prcxiuced was the plan for the 'fugela Basin 

which was published in 1960. Not surprisingly, this plan dem:mstrated a 

high level of articulation with the state's maturing decentralization 

policy. While Thorrington-Smith (1977) argues that Iscor is at 

~astle today largely because of the prarotion of the 'fugela River 

Basin by the Ccmnission, it is perhaps rrore correct to argue, that its 

presence is nuch rrore a function of the state's attanpts to reprcxiuce 

racial capitalism politically through its border industrial programre. 
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That the central state was enbarking on an ambitious decentralization 

prograntre at the sane tiIre as the Ccmnission was developing a prograntre 

for the effective resource utilization of the basin, was fortuitous as 

far as roth parties were concerned. Thus, despite the very technicist 

appearance of the v.urk conducted by the Carmission in this period, the 

regional planning conducted ~ in the end, not particularly different 

fran the very political regional planning elsewhere. 

Ml\SSIVE INmRVENl'I~ IN '!HE SPHERE CF REl'IOU:TI~ - '!HE PUBLIC lDEllC 
~ CF '!HE 1950'S AR> FARLY 1960'S 

The hllk of the fonnal housing current ly available to Blacks in South 

African cities, was hlilt in the 1950's and early 1960's. The 

production in this period, of vast, sprawling, m::motonous, and highly 

controlled Black townships on the urban peripheries, marks a rna jor shift 

in state policy away fran an ~hasis on dealing with reproduction either 

through neglect or indirect and minimalist interventions in the sphere of 

circulation, and towards d.i.i'ect intervention in the sphere of 

reproduction through a massive state house hlilding prograntre. Between 

1950 and 1960, three tiIres as many houses were provided for Blacks in 

JohannesOOrg than had been provided in the entire period since its 

inception (i.e. the period 1876 to 1950 ) . Using data provided by M:>rris 

( 1981), it is estimated that the rate of housing provision increased fran 

an average of 800 houses per year for the period 1900 to 1950 to 4000 

houses per annmn in the 1950's. At its peak in 1957/8 the rate reached. 

11,074 houses per year (M:>rris, 1981). In Pretoria 12,500 units were 

milt between 1955 and 1958 and large housing schetes were also undeI:way 

in other Witwatersrand towns. In Port Elizabeth 3006 ~llings were 

hlilt between 1956 and 1959. Durban's largest Black townships, KwaMashu 

and Umlazi were milt in the late 1950's and early 1960's. 

~ .-
In short, the 1950's heral~ a flEM, dramatic and ultimately short-lived 

episode in the shaping of South Africa's cities. Interestingly, this 

shift appears to be in contradiction with the strong "anti-urban" stance 

taken by the flEMly elected Nationalist goverrment in response to its 

rural constituency's call for strong influx neasures. Hc:M then is this 

a~tly contradictory house-buil ding prograntre of the 1950's and 

1960's to be explained? 
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The first p::>int to be made is that the Nationalist goveIl1Irent did, in 

fact, resp::>nd inmadiatel y to the lalx>ur daTands of agricultural capital 

by tightening influx controls. The Native Laws Am:mdrrent .Act of 1952 

brought the Latour Bureau systan into being (in tenns of which Africans 

could not leave a rural district unless it had been established that 

local lalx>ur needs had been net). In the urban areas, Africans were 

required to carry reference l::xx>ks affinning their right to be there. It 

has also been argued that the Group Areas rarovals of the 1950's can be 

understood as a resp::>nse to the danands of White Latour and the White 

petty oourgeoisie for social control. While many peopl e were 

repatriated to the bantustans, the extensive darolitions that rarovals 

entailed, maant that housing stock had to be provided elsewhere for 

those who were "legitimately" resident in the urban areas. ~, 

this explanation is insufficient since the house building progranne of 

the 1950's went far beyond the nere replacarent of stock. It appears 

that the progranne cannot eas~l y be understcxxi as a resp::>nse to the 

danands of Afrikaaner Nationalist constituencies except insofar as it can 

be argued that the provision of mass housing was necessary to ensure 

social control. Certainly the conditions in Black "locations" in 

numicipal areas daninated by Afrikaaner Nationalist constituencies, were, 

prior to 1950, notorious for their appalling living conditions (I.cxige, 

1983). 

"Given their constituency, Latour and Nationalist ta.om councils 
of the 1930s and the 1940s were reluctant to anbark on 
ambitious progrannes of public ~rks, ~ conditions in the 
African locations on the East Rand were notoriously bad ... 
'1.bese places were always the object of public indignation. As 
one wartine sanitation official p::>inted out in Benoni: 'The 
conditions under which the natives are living are vile' (I.cxige, 
1983, P 130). 

~ , as I.cxige ( 1983) notes, neglected and underprovided ta.-mships 

were also the ta.-mships in which control was least developed. Many were 

also highly p::>liticized and it is significant that the first major 

housing schares of the apartheid era were established on the East Rand 

(e.g. Katlehong near Genniston in 1949 and Daveyton near Benoni in 1950). 

It should be noted, ~, that the p::>st 1948 provision of mass 

housing in local authorities dominated by Nationalist . Party 
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constituencies correlated quite strongly with spatial variations in 

politicization. 

Another plausible possibility is that the Afrikaaner Nationalist 

government felt a paternalistic necessity to improve the living 

conditions of urban Blacks, as part and parcel of their legitimation of 

apartheid spatial engineering, and their desire to shc:::M their noral 

superiority over the preceding "British Irlq:lerialist" goverTUlEnt. 

Certainly venvoerct and other Nationali sts made many references to the 

right of all people to decent acccmn::rl3.tion and often expressed 

confidence that the state would soon wipe out the housing backlog . 

There is evidence, hcJwever, that the rhetoric of government officials 

notwithstanding, paternalism was not a priority. While the Nationalist 

government stewed up the provision of housing in the 1950' s, they 

simultaneously introduced nore regressive policies regarding the 

financing of housing. 'lb begin with, the Nationalists reduced the 

availability of sub-econanic loans for Blacks who ware roN required to 

pay fully for their muses by way of rental or purchase (MJrris, 1981). 

Sub-econanic loans ware made available only to tlx>se who earned. less than 

fifteen pounds a year (MJrris, 1981). In tlx>se areas in which 

sub-econanic schares had not been built, tenants ware still required to 

pay econanic rentals irrespective of incare. 

There is also little evidence that the housing progranne was initiated 

to provide arploynent for White workers. While the Nationalist 

government entrenched the job colour bar in many sectors of the econany, 

Black housing was not one of these. In fact, the Native Building 

'V«>rkers Act of 1951 fiDnly reinforced the rights of Blacks to take up 

semi- skilled positions in the building industry which had been won 

during the war when many White artisans ware ' away. This was, ~r, 

only pennitted in building operations within Black areas (MJrris, 1981). 

As a consequence of these and other neasures, the cost of building 

muses was reduced in the period fran Rl.22 to 67c per square foot 

(lewis, 1981). 

It should be reasonably clear that it is difficult to explain the massive 

growth of musing provision in the 1950' s in tenns of the interests of 

the coalition of interests that carprised the Nationalist goverTUlEnt. 
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Instead, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the housing schares 

of the 1950' s were largely a response to manufacturing capital's need for 

a stable labour force which, in turn, implied relatively decent housing 

in the urban areas. The need for a stable and relatively skilled lalx>ur 

force for manufacturing had emerged as one of the primary issues of the 

1940's. tbt surprisingly this need did not disappear in the 1950's. 

Hc:M manufacturing capital was able to persuade a relatively hostile 

central state to anbark on an ambitious prograrme of this kind, h.c:Mever, 

requires explanation. The key it seans lies in the local initiation and 

administration of public housing scha'res . Only on very rare occasions 

did the central state becate directly involved in housing provision. 

For the nost part, it was local authorities who implarented scha'res using 

f.inan::ing provided by the central state. Manufacturing capital and its 

allies were far more influential in local authorities such as 

Johannesburg, Durban, Cape Town and Port Elizabeth (in which major 

scha'res were implarented) than at central state level. In fact, there 

is evidence of substantial tension over the house building prograrme 

between various local authorities and the central state. In the 1950's, 

the Central state blocked. applications for loan f.inan::e f ran the 

Johannesburg City Council, and it was only after they indicated a 

preparedness to c~ly with state policy that the application was granted 

(MJrris, 1981). Furthenrore, the Minister of Native Affairs ap};x)inted a 

"watchdog" carmittee for Johannesburg, to ensure that state policy was 

implarented. That the Johannesburg City Council was serious alx>ut . the 

creation of a stable lalx>ur force in the c i ty is quite clear. When the 

council's wrangling with central goverIlI'!ent reached an impasse of one 

sort or another, they sought alternate sources · of funding. Thus, in 

1956, the Anglo-Anerican Corp::>ration were approached to provide the city 

with a loan of R6 million to build houses for people living in appalling 

conditions in the MJroka EnergenCy Canp (Mandy, 1984) . The loan, 

repayable over thirty years and at an interest of 5% was granted and 

construction began the sane year (Mandy, 1984). 

There are also three additional hypotheses that are worth exploring. 

The first is that the housing prograrme of the 1950's should be 

understood as a victory for labour and popular op};x)sitional forces. 

Substantial reference has been made in preceding sections to the 

escalation of op};x)sition in both the political and econanic realms. 
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Whether or not the housing of the 1950's can be interpreted as an attempt 

to pacify labour is, har.Yever, less certain. The entire emphasis of 

state intervention in the 1950' s was on subjugation rather than 

inc:orp::>ration and it seems unlikely that the housing provision of the 

1950's was a concession to labour. The second hypothesis has to do with 

econanic conditions in the country in the early 1950's. It has already 

been noted that the South African econany experienced rapid growth in 

roth the agricultural and manufacturing sectors in the 1940' s. The 

emargence of the construction industry in the 1940's and finance capital 

in the 1950's has also been nentioned. Furt.henrore, the discovery of 

and subsequent exploitation of the OFS goldfields in the -late 1940' s 

provided a trem:mdous roost for the South African econany . Finally, the 

flow of foreign capital into the country iIrmadiately after the war, also 

provided a further roost. At the very least, these relatively favourable 

econanic developrents provided the South African state with the 

confidence and financial neans with which to" anbark on an ambitious 

housing progranma. There may, ~r, be rrerit in exploring the 

hypothesis that the progranma represented a state assisted flow of 

capital into the secondary circuit of capital as a consequence of 

overaccumulation in the primary circuit. 

This hypothesis gains plausibility when one considers, on the one hand, 

the vast anount of finance capital in search of valorization that was 

around, and, on the other, the relatively limited size of the local 

market for goods produced in the primary circuit. Clearly, a great deal 

of empirical research is necessary to establish or refute this or any 

other of the hypotheses mantioned here. 

The third hypothesis is proposed by Hindson (1987a). He argues that the 

apparent contradictions be~ the anti- urban stance of the Nationalist 

Party and the simultaneous introduction of the housing progranma is no 

contradiction at all and can be expl ained as an attempt to create 

differentiated labour markets. Hindson ( 1987a) suggests that pass 

controls served to segrrent mining and agricultural labour markets fran 

manufacturing ( and primarily urban) labour markets. 

"Fran the late 1940s to the early 1960s the pass systan was 
restructured to secure l1£W aims and to perfonn l1£W functions. 
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Pass7s were use? to provide preferential access to jobs, 
houslTIg and servlces for permanent residents, and to restrict 
tanporary migrants to l~r paid and hard manual ~rk in towns 
•• The outcate of this policy was the creation of segrrented 
labour markets and differing conditions of reproduction in the 
urban areas for migrants and pennanent residents. Apartheid 

should 00 understood as a system which secured the 
reproduction.of differentiated foIlllS of African labour pcMer, 
an occupatlonally and reSidentially stabilised urban 
proletariat, and a temporary migrant ~rkfoICe " (Hindson, 
1987a, pp 98-99). 

Thus, in tenns of Hindson's (1987a) fr~rk, the mass housing 

prograrmes of the 1950's were simply part of the creation of a stable 

urban proletariat. While Hindson's (1987a) propositions have a great 

deal of resonance, his highly econanistic understanding of apartheid 

tends to obscure the importance of contradiction and conflict wi thin the 

power bloc in accounting for the housing prograntle. Thus, in Hindson's 

(1987a) view the housing prograntle and apartheid are part of a highly 

logical strategy on the part of a capitalist state to segrrent labour 

markets and thus prarote accumulation. It has already been noted that 

none of the elarents of the hegem:mic alliance that constituted the 

Nationalist Party, stood to gain fran the housing prograntles. Likewise, 

it has been argued that housing prograntleS in sate areas had to be fought 

for by local manufacturing capital. On the other hand, Hindson (1987a) 

produces c~lling evidence that the recognition of a stable urban 

labour fOICe was quite evident in the fonn that pass laws took in the 

1950's. Whether this was sinFly a concession to manufacturing capital, 

or a conscious at~t to segrrent labour markets has yet to be adequately 

investigated . 

In a previous chapter, it was noted that the authorities pai d little 

attention to the layout and design of Black townships in the period prior 

to 1950. This lack of attention was ascribed to the contradiction 

be~ the so- called "official" impennanence of urban Blacks and the 

need for a stable Black labour fOICe; to the colonial mind-sets of 

planners in the period; and finally, to the balance of class fOICes at 

the tine. With the massive housing prograntle of the 1950's, l'lavever, 

this situation changed dramatically. The Council for Scient ific and 

Industrial Research (CSIR) and the National Building ResearCh Institute 

(NBRI) began to produce a substantial literature on the provision of 
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Black housing. In fact, the NBRI devoted seven years solely to the 

study of lOW' cost housing. Surveys of Black attitudes on housing were 

conducted, rni.n.imum standards of house provision were ascertained, and 

experinents with different layouts were tried. Books which dealt with 

the layout, design and establishnEnt of Black housing were published by, 

anongst others, Floyd (1951), calderwood (1955 - a seminal work) and 

Mathewson ( 1957) . These studies provide a useful insight into the 

thinking of the tirre. 

One of the features of the mass housing progranne of the 1950's, was the 

predcmi.nant provision of single family units on small rut separate lots. 

Experinents were conducted with three sto:ry walkups and with a variety 

of attached and sani-detached options. For the IIDst part, however, the 

51/9 house on a separate lot predaninated 1. Lionel Abrahams captures the 

essence of the physical appearance of the 51/9 township in his poem 

Soweto Funeral : 

"Yet still this cionnito:ry world of lOW' huts In ranked 
battalions, unifonn by blocks, ~ilts the tilting hugeness of 
the veld. House patterns A, B, C, D, E In turn insist their 
order to our eyes. " 

This world of box-like "new huts" can be explained in tenIs of a number 

of factors anong which cost, ~, paternalism and popular struggle 

appear to be the IIDst i.rrp:>rtant. Perhaps the IIDst i.rrp:>rtant reason for 

the avoidance of flats and three storey walkups concerns the necessity of 

providing water-borne sewerage (Mathewson, 1957; Reineke, 1958). 

Detached houses allowed for the provisi on of Imlch lower-order sewerage 

facilities. Econany was also clearly a priority in house design and 

layout. The layouts of the 1940's had not been particularly efficient 

and. p:rc::trpted Jennings (1954, P 8) to call for IIDre effective design : 

"It is difficult to canprehend that in sate of our urban Bantu 
townships the cost of developing the land. has been nearly equal 
to the cost of ruilding the actual houses." 

By the end of the 1950's, ~, South African Planners had becCITe 

experts in the field of lOW' cost layouts and housing. Site developtEnt 

1 The 51/9 house was a standard "Box-like" house. 
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had, in sare instances, been reduced to a rrere 20% of ~lling unit cost 

(Calde~, 1955) . HoUSing experts fran other parts of the ~rld 

visited South Africa regularly to learn aOOut the technical breakthroughs 

that had been achieved in the field of low- cost housing. Interestingly 

then, the state's response to the political crisis of the late 1940' s 

allowed planners to bring planning theory and practice closer together 

and hence the rapid progress in the field of low-incare housing. Of 

course, the very contradictions that gave rise to the need for the 

massive housing intervention of the 1950's and early 1960's, also served 

to constrain the full realization of planning's potential to enhance 

social welfare. Serre of these constraints will be discussed later in 

this section. 

In addition to econany, the predcmi.nance of single family units on 

separate lots is also partially attributable to the paternalism and 

particular value systans of Whites as is evident in the following carmant 

by Jennings (1954, P 2) 

"It is important, ~r, to understand certain other basic 
facts which further cCllplicate the picture, am::mgst which is 
the genuine desire on the part of the White population of South 
Africa to .impart a decent Christian standard of living to the 
Bantu, as amply cieronstrated by the policy of our pioneers 
which was to advance with a gun in one hand and a bible in the 
other ... l' 

" ... satisfactory housing is essential for the good physi cal 
health of a people and for the proper functioning of good 
family life, which is the keystone of our VEstern 
civilization. " 

Likewise the preamble to the Carmittee on Minimum Standards of 

AccamOOation (1949) report, stresses the importance of family life and 

its relation to Christianity and civilization. 

specific recamendations of the report is that : 

Thus, one of the 

"Planning should be based on each family occupying a separate 
~lling unit ... " 

In addition to paternalism, sate authors reveal a great deal of bigotry 

in their analysis of the need for single family houses on separate lots. 

In his book on township layout, Floyd (1951, P 27) argues that : 
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"'lOO small a stand size carmot be used for Natives because 
piccanins do not use the closets but make use of the ground 
around the houses. This habit makes a garden essential ... " 

In any event, there is l'CUlch evidence which suggests that the mind-sets of 

planners and other professionals involved in Black housing, affected the 

kind of enviroments that ultimately materialized. 

The fonn that Black housing environrcents took in the 1950' s was also 

affected, both directly and indirectly, by popular struggles. As far as 

direct influence is concerned there were instances in which local 

authority attanpts to provide housing in a nore "traditional" fonn were 

vigorously o};{X)sed. In the late 1940's the Pretoria City Council 

proposed the establisllrcent of a schare which was nodelled on rural 

settlarent patterns (e. g . huts surrounding a courtyard). Hellmann 

( 1944) reports that the proposals were vigorously o};{X)sed by virtually 

all Black camnmities in the ' city on the grounds that they were 

"primitive" and not in touch with the growing "urbanity" of Blacks. The 

CSIR conducted a number of attitude surveys anongst Blacks in the late 

1940's and early 1950's and the results confiDmed the antipathy of urban 

Blacks to "traditional" housing as well as "high rise" housing solutions. 

The broader popular struggles of the tine also affected the fonn housing 

took. The state's precx::cupation with control was certainly translated 

into spatial design. To begin with, the "divide and rule" tactics of 

the state were concretised in Black township design by separating the 

town- ship population into distinct groups based on ethnicity (Xhosa, 

Zulu, Swazi, Ndebele, etc) . 

"A nore recent innovation in the planning of native townships 
is the requirenent by the Minister of Native Affairs that the 
area. l'CUlSt be divided into ethnic groups and that the 
inhabitants l'CUlSt be settled in the main groups to which they 
belong ... " (Mathewson, 1957, P 30). 

The extent to which such division required and spawned spatial design 

creativity is evident in the following passage on ethnic division in the 

townships taken fran Mat.hewson's (1957) book. 
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"Radial planning will simplify division, that is, different 
sectors which develop radially away fran the axis in such a 
manner that each sector has its hinterland. Each sector nrust 
~ looked upon as an entity of its own and be provided pro rata 
Wl.th school, church and trading sites ... The speedy 
developrent of a Bantu town on ethnic lines can be very 
catplicated if the area is not specifically laid out for the 
purpose. Such basic essentials as water reticulation, 
construction of access roads, sanitation facilities and 
building of houses have to be provided concurrently in 
different directions. However, it has been proved in the case 
of Daveyton ... this ideal can be achieved. Daveyton is 
divided into seven distinctly ethnic groups "(Mathewson, 
1957, P 32). 

There were also other less subtle manifestations of the importance of 

control in township design. There was, for example, a concern that 

townships should have only one entrance so that in the event of political 

unrest the township could be easily sealed. off. 

"Fran the point of view of control there should be only one 
main access road to a native township ... " (Mathewson, 1957, P 
29). 

~reover, as Platsky and Walker (1985) point out, streets were designed 

in such a way that vehicular police patrolling was possible. 

Another variable affecting the fonn of Black housing provision was the 

daninance of patriarchal social relations in both Black and White 

camrunities. The assumption of the nuclear family with male heads of 

houseOOld which provided the basis for design and planning in Black 

townships is, of course, partially attributable to the "Christian" 

patriarchal social relations of the White camrunity. Furthernore, in 

developing design criteria for beer hall provision .in Black townships, 

Mathewson (1957) noted that Black nen did not like to have "their wc::rren" 

drinking with them and consequently the halls should be designed for 

males only. He suggested. instead that "off sales" facilities be made 

available for wc::rren. The relation between patriarchal social relations 

and the design of Black townships is, ~r, an under-researched area. 

In the final analysis, however, the urban Black t:ownships of the 1950's 

and 1960's were bom out of the contradiction between what was 
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considered necessary for a stable Black urban larour force on the one 

hand, and what was considered necessary for the p:::>litical reproduction of 

racial capitalism. Thus, on the one hand, a plethora of physical 

planners and housing experts attarpted to find ways of housing urban 

Blacks cheaply, but at the sane tine, preserving anenity. 

On the other hand, there was also a concern, arrongst the architects of 

grand apartheid, that urban townships did not becare too attractive. 

This was especially the case in the 1960's when "separate developrent" 

p:::>licy had matured substantially. In 1968, Deputy Minister "Blaar" 

COetzee said "quite brutally and frankly, that Johannesburg should not 

make it attractive for Black people to live there because then they would 

have no incentive to nove to the harelands" (Mandy, 1984, P 188). Thus, 

the Nationalist goverrment actively opposed the provision of facilities 

such as child-care centres, orphanages and old age hares. A callous 

departn'ental circular in 1967 made it quite clear that "non-productive" 

Blacks such as the handicapped, aged, and wid.ova:i would have to nove to 

the bantustans (Mandy, 1984). The net result was a peculiar mix of 

superb design and layout (path-breaking in m:my respects) on the one 

hand, and massive underprovision of facilities and services on the other. 

Thus, the very crises which provided physical planners with the 

opportunity to experinent and learn, also prevented the realization of 

the p:::>tential that arose as a consequence of such learning. The fact of 

the matter is that 'We knc:M a great deal arout ICM incare housing in South 

Africa and have the wealth to put this knowledge to use. The social 

relations which constrain the realization of this latent p:::>tential will, 

~, have to be transfol:IlEd. 

The p:::>litical systan J'KJW Jan.m as "VeI:WOerd.ian apartheid" (Cobbett et aI, 

1985) was grounded not only in the concept of Group Areas, but also that 

of bantustan developrent. The bantustans . 'Were conceptualized by 

Vexwoerd. as providing a territorial basis for realization of African 

p:::>litical aspirations and considerable arphasis was placed, during the 

1960's, on making such areas geographically coherent and econcmically 

independent. At the sane tine, in 1967, the further construction of 

African housing in 'White' South Africa was tenninated. Many Black 
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urban townships were incorporated into bantustan boundaries (e. g . 

KwaMashu) and yet other townships were constructed in areas where they 

could be incorporated into bantustans (e.g. 1-tiantsane) (Cooke, 1980). 

All of this went hand-in-glove with forced remJVals in both urban and 

rural areas. M::>reover, by the end of the 1960's the state started to 

reduce the rate of housing supply in "non-frontier" areas and to increase 

supply within bantustans. Housing becane a fonn of influx control in 

its own right. It should be noted that it was only after the 1960 's 

that the South African state started to provide large arcounts of capital 

for housing within the bantustans. M::>rris (1981) rep:>rts that between 

1960 and 1975 a total of R292, 6 million was spent on the creation of 

townships in the bantustans. Whereas only RSO,OOO was spent on 

bantustan townships in 1960, this had escalated to R4 million in 1965 

and Rl8 million in 1969. 

Another reason for the growth of frontier towns was the expulsion of 

labour fran White agricultural areas as a consequence of increasing 

machanization and nonopolization of the agricultural sector (Lipton, 

1986). High levels of U1'lE!rIploynent were also ~cerbated by the 

increasing concentration of manufacturing capital and attendant capital 

intensification. Thus, Black and Stanwix (1986) point out that new 

anploynent lagged far behind rapidly increasing manufacturing output in 

the 1960' s . In the period 1965 to 1970, for instance, manufacturing 

output increased by 7,4% per annum while anploynent only grew at 3,2%. 

There were also a m.nnber of serious droughts in the 1960' s which forced 

many people off the land. In any event, the net effect of these 

tendencies and their articulation with separate developtent policy, was 

the rapid growth of the frontier tCMI'lS. The acceleration of this 

process in the 1970's was to precipitate a major transport crisis, which 

together with other factors, "was to contribute to a growing fiscal crisis 

of state. This crisis will be examined in greater detail in the next 

chapter. 

The "urbanization" of the reser:ves by the conscious creation of Black 

residential suburbs within the boundaries of the bantustans, represents a 

major inteI:Vention by the state in the sphere of reproduction. The 

urban population of the bantustans grew fran 33,486 in 1960 to 594,420 in 

1970 (M::>rris, 1981). Sixty-six tCMI'lS were established in this period. 
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M:>st were lcx::ated close to the borders of White urban areas (M:>rris, 

1981). One result of the process was the further attenuation of already 

attenuated South African cities. Apart fran the inefficiencies of 

attenuated urbanism and particularly the burden that has been placed on 

the fiscus, attenuated. urbanism has also served to isolate the poor and 

reduce their life opfX)rtunities. This is a there which will be taken up 

in Chapter Six in a discussion of David Dewar's (1985) prop::>sals for the 

reconstruction of South African cities. In any event, the highly 

dispersed urban fonn that characterizes South African cities today 

unquestionably has its r<:x>ts in apartheid spatial engineering. In fact, 

as . with regional planning, apartheid spatial engineering seens to have 

tainted many aspects of llDre technicist urban planning. A good ex.arrple 

in this regard are the urban renewal schares in Johannesburg and other 

parts of the country which ~ set in llDtion in the 1950's. 

The urban renewal schemes in Johannesburg arose initially because of 

concern about the blighted living conditions tJ:tat many poor Whites were 

still enduring. The return of many servicaren fran the war exacerbated 

the housing shortage and led to additional overc~g in blighted 

areas. While the absorption of many poor Whites into the civil service 

and the introduction of generous housing subsidies did much to alleviate 

the problem, many Whites were in very 10W'- paying jobs or U11E!t1ployed and 

receiving no housing assistance. Not surprisingly, in the early 1950's, 

the Nationalist govenment was particularly sensitive about "symbols" of 

White deprivation. The White y,orking c l ass was, after all, one of their 

major p::>litical constituencies. As a consequence of concern shovm by 

M:mbers of Parliamant and the Provincial Council, the City Council began 

investigating the blight problem in 1956 (Johannesburg City Engineer's 

Department, 1968). In 1962, the Medical Officer of Health submitted. a 

rep::>rt entitled "Review of European 1Dw Cost Housing and the Need for . 

Urban Renewal". In the sane year, the National Housing Ccmnission 

requested local authorities throughout the country to investigate the 

living conditions of sections of the White population (Johannesburg City 

Engineer's D3part:nent, 1968). A citywide survey was instituted. and the 

results indicated that blight was llDst evident in the eastern suburbs 

( 14,6% of the 7 100 units in these suburbs ~re classified as shrrn 
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dwellings). As a consequence, the city addressed its first renewal 

schares to this area. 

It should be noted that at that tine "urban renewal" was very fashionable 

in the planning practice and the international planning literature. 

M:>reover, Sate of the planners within the City Council had been expJsed 

to urban renewal practices abroad. ~la Green had, for exarrple, \\Urked 

on renewal projects in Britain in the early 1960's. Thus, the 

particular fom that the renewal projects took in Joharmesburg was 

influenced by the importation of ideas fran abroad and by the agency of 

particular individuals who had been expJsed to the urban renewal prcx:::ess 

elsewhere. The major effect of these influences was to give the renewal 

progrannes a rrore "scientific" veneer and to depoliticize the prcx:::ess. 

The city planners proposed a pilot schare in which a number of renewal 

"techniques" ~ to be tried. This schare becane Jmor..m as the JFT 

(Jeppe, Fairview, Troyeville) Pilot Schare and was canprised of four 

phases. Phase I involved the razing of slum housing in a portion of 

Jeppe and the building of public housing for Whites on the site (Kahn, 

1986) . In Phase 2, att.arpts ~ made to rehabilitate the existing 

housing stock in parts of Jeppe and Fairview. Infrastructural 

inprovaIEnts ~ made and the city also pursued a policy of "infilling" 

vacant or "cleared" land with public housing. In Phases 3 and 4, 

att.arpts ~ made to achieve upgrading by providing low interest loans 

to hcm30wners and by inproving infrastructure. In Sate instances, a 

conscious attarpt was made to attract private sector capital by "up 

zoning" certain areas, thereby making higher density develofITEIlt possible 

(Kahn, 1986; Green, 1986). 

While the IalDVal of Blacks fran the central city areas was never the 

primary intention of the JFT Pilot Schares, even this relatively 

technicist schare becane articulated with apartheid thinking. In order 

to effect the JFT Pilot Schare, the City Counc;::il had to approach the 

Depart:nent of Camu..mity DevelofITEIlt who ~ anpowered by the CCJl11U.lIlity 

DevelOptent .Act of 1966 to acquire and expropriate property and land and 

freeze developrent for purposes of urban renewal. The primary purpose 

of the Camu..mity DevelOptent .Act was to effect Group Areas rarovals and 

to inprove the living conditions of poor Whites. It was also this act 

which carented the relationship between urban renewal and apartheid. In 
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the years to follow, the Depa.rtnent of Camrunity Developrent was to 

acquire and "freeze" large portions of "decaying" urban real estate all 

over South Africa, which abrost always, and not coincidentally, was 

occupied by racially integrated populations (e.g. District Six in Cape 

Town, Block AI< and UTgeni Heights in Durban, ~ so on). 

In the case of the JFT Scl'le!te, the Depart:nent of Camumity Developrent 

appointed a State Ccmnittee to co-ordinate the process. In effect, this 

rreant that while the Johannesburg City Council was responsible for 

implarentation, the central state exercised control over the project. 

This, in itself, was an inp::>rtant developrent, insofar as it signified 

increasing centralization of planning in South Africa, a process which 

was to becate nore pronounced in the 1970's. Whether or not the central 

goverment or the Johannesburg City Council was responsible for the 

raoovals based on race that accanpanied the JFT Scl'le!te is not clear. 

The raooval of Blacks was hc::Mever a clearly stated goal in the City 

Engineer's recarrrendations for the scl'le!te. 

"It is recamended: 

( a) That the State Ccmnittee be asked to accept the following 
principles as a basis for renewal of the 
Jeppe/Fairview/Troyeville Pilot Scl'le!te : 

( i) the area be retained for predcminantly residential 
purposes 

( ii) the raooval of shnn, outdated and sub- standard 
properties . 

( iii) the i:aroval and. relocation of non-confoIlIling uses 
(iv) the raooval and. relocation of non-white race groups" 

(City Engineers Departrcent 1968, pp 1 and 2, 
anphasis added). 

The City Engineer's DepartIrent (1968) estimated that there \tA9re 225 

Coloured persons, 77 Asiatic persons, 168 Chinese persons and 113 "Bantu" 

wc:rren resident in the area. With regard. to the raooval of these people, 

the following quote illustrates the local authority view rather \tA911 

"The types of persons discussed aOOve who have gravitated to 
the area ... are in thansel ves a degenerating influence. 
Their relocation is as equ.c;tlly inp::>rtant as the raooval of slum 
properties and. illegal uses ... " (City Engineer, 1968, P 14). 
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While apartheid thinking affected the JET Schare, the primary purpose of 

the schema was not to effect group raoovals. It was understood by 

planners involved as an exercise in urban renewal canparable with and 

drawing on advanced renewal exercises in the UK and the USA (Green, 1986; 

Kahn, 1986). The sane cannot, .~ver, be said for the Fordsburg and 

Vrededorp renewal schemas which also got underway in the late 1960' s 

(Green, 1986). These schemas were also undertaken by the local authority 

in liaison with the "State Carrnittee" appoin~ by the Depart:nent of 

Camumity Developtent. Large scale rerroval of predaninantly Indian and 

Coloured people occured here and it seans fairly clear that ethnic 

rerrovals constituted the primary m::>tivation for the sch.ates. 

The extent to which apartheid ideology began to penreate virtually every 

aspect of urban and regional planning is quite apparent in the 

Johannesturg City Council's attanpts to upgrade the Coloured township of 

ve;tbury-Ne!w::lare. This township had originally fonned part of the 

Western Native TcMnships which had been razed as part of the Group Areas 

rerrovals of the 1950' s. It had since becate occupied by Coloured people 

and when the city attarrpted to upgrade the township in the late 1960' s 

and early 1970's, the central state dananded that it be redeveloped in 

such a way as to pratDte "ethnic autonany". The area was to have its 

own civic facilities, its own town centre and so on (Green, 1986). This 

pI:OCess was, however, effectively opp:>sed by residents who insisted that 

they were part of the City of Johannesburg (Green, 1986). As a 

consequeoce, a m.nnber of ethnically m::>tivated design proposals were 

droH?Erl, illustrating again the importance of political struggle in 

affecting urban and regional planning outcates. 

Many of the "urban renewal" sch.ates undertaken by the Depart:nent of 

Camumity DeveloptEIlt in the end, arrounted to little m::>re than slum 

clearance prograrmes with ethnic overtones. The scale of the 

intervention was enolllDUS. M:>st central city slum areas were, in fact, 

cleared and this certainly had the effect of "tidying up" the central 

city envirorment. On the other hand, in many instances the oepart:nent 

of Camumity DeveloptEIlt actively "sllIIll'£eCi" areas so as to effect Group 

Areas rerrovals. This was achieved by "freezing" developtEIlt and 

creating an envirorment of uncertainty. A.ccording to Green (1986) the 

Depart:nent of Camumity Developrent acquired vast housing stock which 
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could easily have been rehabilitated. They chose instead, to clatolish 

nost of this stock and to create vast tracts of vacant land in South 

Africa's central city areas. Why they chose this strategy is not 

entirely clear, although Green (1986) argues that it had to do with their 

fear that slums would appear again if ongoing maintenance prograrmes ~re 

not intnxiuced. 

'!HE GUmI OF FINAtCE AR) KHRI8 CAPITAL AR) '!HE RfiXIJ6m[£TICB OF 
Sl1IH AFRICAN CITIES 

So far this chapter has reflected upon the 1950's and 1960's in relation 

to problans of racial segregation, urban fomalization and Black housing. 

Whilst these ~re key urban issues of the period in question, it \\UUld 

be wrong to in¥lgine that they ~re the only ones. Indeed, it should be 

noted that, in many respects, they ~re secondary consequences of rrore 

pcMerful forces operating within the cities at the sane tine: the rapid 

accunn.1l.ation of capital reflected via the expansion of the secondary 

circuit; and the geographical manifestation of this through the 

redeveloprent and intensification of use within the 'urban cores' 

together with the horizontal expansion of upgraded White housing. It 

should be recognized that just a few blocks of high-rise office area in 

downtcMn Johannesburg would, for example, equal the value of all the 

Black tnmship housing constructed during the 1950's and 1960's. 

Likewise, the value of White houSing constructed during the 1960's would, 

for example, have been many tines higher than the value of housing 

constructed for Blacks. Such value, of course, carried with it 

considerable political interest . 

This section focuses on the urban reconstruction and consequent urban 

planning issues which were associated with the process of value-creation 

through the built envirorment which really ga~ iIr{letus in the 1960's 

and 1970' s. The section begins with a discussion of the effects of the 

concentration of capital on the one hand, and the €f!er99nce of finance 

capital on the other, on built enviroI'lIl'ent fomation and urban planning. 

While nonopolies have always been an i.nl{:ortant presence in the South 

African econany since 1901, prior to the Second WOrld War, the econany 

was dominated by small scale competitive capitalism (Innes, 1983). The 

mining sector was the rrost clearly concentrated sector, but links betva:!n 
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mining rronopolies and financial rronop.::>lies ~re poorly developed . Innes 

(1983, p 171) argues that prior .to the war "finance capital was not 

apparent as a capitalist fonn". After and. during the war, there ~re a 

munber of developrents which quite substantially altered the structure of 

the South African econcmy. As noted in an earlier section, the 

developrent of new mines on the OFS goldfields; the rrechanization of 

manufacturing industry; the rrechanization and expansion of agricultural 

output; and the inflow of foreign capital ~ particularly .i.np:>rtant. 

The net effects of these developrents ~re to increase the arrount of 

capital in search of valorization. Mining rronop.::>lies began to seek 

other outlets for their rapidly accUIIUllating capital. In 1949, for 

exarrple, the Anglo-.Anerican Group ~ involved in the establishrcent of 

the National Finance Corp.::>ration which functioned to direct capital into 

manufacturing. In 1955, Anglo launched its own marchant bank in a joint 

venture with a wndon based finance canpany (Lazard Brothers) and 

Barclay's Bank. This venture is described by Innes (1983, p 174) as the 

"first organized manifestation of finance capital (in the strict sense of 

the tenn) In South Africa". 

The increased. availability of capital and its increasing concentration 

had inp:>rtant effects on the built environrtEnt and urban planning. To 

begin with, the increasing concentration of capital made it possible for 

individual finns to undertake massive urban redeveloptent projects 

without state assistance. The significance of concentration in property 

developrent is evident in Mandy's (1984, P 76) account of the role played 

by Raw and Maister in the construction of South Africa's first suburban 

regional shopping centre (floor area greater than 30,000 square rretres) 

"When Rapp and Maister's shares ~ listed on the Johannesburg 
Stock Exchange in 1968, the canpany was managing alrrost 100 
property invest:nents which it had created. The flotation made 
it .possible for Rapp to undertake large projects without having 
to resort to syndicated financing." 

lwbreover, the mining houses began to get involved in property 

developrent. The pioneers in this regard ~ the Anglo-Anerican 

Corp.::>ration, who, in the early 1960's, built Endura House and Arreor in 

Johannesburg on entire city blocks (Mandy, 1984). The rapid growth of the 

tertiary sector of the econcmy had created a danand for office space and 
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capital poured into the creation of the country's first skyscrapers. 

l-breover, distinct finance districts began to ererge. In cities where 

height and bulk controls already existed (such as Johannesburg) pressures 

developed to have these relaxed. In cities (such as IAlrban) where very 

loose regulations existed, an awareness began to develop that congestion 

and traffic problems in the downtown areas ~ related to the 

ineffectiveness of such controls. In addition to the intensification of 

use in the CBDs, decentralization of cCl'1'llerCe and industry, the rampant 

growth of sprawling suburbs for Whites, and the construction of freeways, 

are all related to the growth of finance capital and the bcx::m years of 

the 1960's. 

In Johannesburg, a large portion of lCM incaoo residential IXx:>rnfontein 

was oought up by a private canpany in the late 1960's and was developed 

as an office park later. Likewise, pressures for the conversion of high 

incaoo residential Parktown began to develop. In the Ibornfontein case, 

the developers encountered substantial difficult.ies in acquiring the last 

properties they needed to effect the necessary consolidation of land 

(Kahn, 1986). Individual lancicMners held on to properties and were 

able, in the end, to extort massive payments. Interestingly, the events 

in IXx:>rnfontein led to a change to the Transvaal Planning Ordinance, 

which in effect allowed the expropriation at "fair market price" in 

instances where a few owners ~ holding up a large redeveloprent. 

This instance signified the increasing influence that finance capital was 

playing in planning practice and policy. In the Ibornfontein and 

Parktown instances, redeveloprent was initially opposed by the city 

planners (Kahn, 1986). Their concern was with the partially 

"idealistic" protection of the Central Business District , especially in 

the light of the decline of Arrerican CBDs. In the case of Parktown, 

there was also an alnost ranantic concern with the retention of a 

characterful inner city high incaoo residential area. ; Kahn ( 1986 ) 

suggests that urban planners had grossly underprojected the growth of 

tertiary activity and the consequent danand. for office space. Whatever 

the relative nerits or darerits of the position taken by the city 

planners, what is clear is that big business got its way. The tendency 

for local finance and landed capital· to exert a disproportionately large 

influence (in relation to their numbers) on plaiming outcaoos, led Green 

(1986) to cament that in the twenty- five years she spent in the 
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Johannesburg IDeal Authority, planners seldon \>.Un a dispute with the 

private sector. She pointed out that big business alnost always 

appeared to be able to influence the arbitration of disputes at the 

provincial level. Green's (1986) opinion notwithstanding, it appears that 

capital's influence on the land use process is dependent on a variety of 

contingencies. The "bulk control " controversy in IAlrban in the late 

1960' s illustrates this point v.ell. 

One effect of the grcMth and concentration of finance capital was the 

arergenc:e of the first real skyscrapers in South African cities. The 

rapid vertical grcMth of the city started to create visible congestion 

and traffic problans within the CBD. In 1964, the Natal ToNn and 

Regional Planning Ccmnission conducted a study of the IAlrban CEO which 

led than to propose the introduction of bulk controls in the city 

(Purcell, 1974). The idea was taken up by the City Engineer and led to 

a proposal in 1967 of a f'e.N fOnInlla for calculating height and bulk 

pennissible (Purcell, .1974) • 

The nove was alnost imrediately opposed. by the local business camumity 

and particularly landowners within the CEO who were in favour of less 

restrictive controls. The Natal Chamber of Industries and the Natal 

Chamber of Camerce \>.Urked in unison in opposing the bulk controls and 

started to lobby and pressurize city councilors. The outcare of the 

struggle be~ the City Engineer's Depart::rrent and organized capital was 

sarething of catq?ranise. A revised. fOnInlla was eventually accepted, but 

it was certainly not as stringent as initially proposed.. The resolution 

was, however , generally seen as a victory for the bureaucracy (Purcell, 

1974). The key factor accounting for the relative success of the City 

Engineer, was not so llUlch the exercise of the ~r that derives fran 

control over technical and scientific krlowledge, but rather arti culation 

of scientism with a particular set of conjunctural circumstances. To be 

nore specific, the Durban City Council had been subjected to a Ccmnission 

of Inquiry into llUlnicipal corruption in 1964 (the Janes Ccmnission). 

The outcare of the inquiry was damning and criminal proceedings v.ere 

brought against a ntmlber of councilors. One fomer mayor was actually 

jailed (Purcell, 1974). A major impact of the inquiry was a tendency 

towards a "nore technoc:ratically-oriented decision-making process " 
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(Purcell, 1974, P 56). Councilors became very sensitive to accusations 

of political corruption and relied heavily on the city's technical staff 

in decision making. The effect was, of course, to substantially 

increase the City Engineer's power. In tine, as the spectre of the 

James Ccmnission receded into the background, the influence of local 

capital and powerful interest groups began to be felt once again. It 

seans likely therefore that the City Engineer's victory in the bulk 

control saga, was largely a function of the specific circumstances that 

pertained at the tine. 

The 1960's and early 1970's also saw the atErgence of the debate on the 

decentralization of retailing activi ties. The demand for such 

decentralization was a response to ( a) the phenarenal growth of finance 

capital and the attendant need to valorize such capital; (b) the 

increasing affluence of Whites given the econanic bocm of the 1960's and 

their protected position in the job market and (c) the increasing 

s~zation of White settlement which was itself a function of the 

trends nentioned in (a) and (b) abJve. Increasing affluence also led to 

a major increase in individual car CMnership arrongst Whites which, in 

turn, made both residential suburbanization and retailing 

decentralization possible. It should be noted that not- withstanding 

the even rrore dramatic s~zation of Blacks associated with Group 

Areas rarovals, retail decentralization pressures only existed in White 

areas, where high-threshold-buying-power existed. Such decentralization 

pressure led to a variety of conflicts nanel y: conflict bet:Y.e:m fractions 

of capital (e. g. CBD lan<:Ja..mers versus finance capital); between finance 

capital and city p1armers; and between finance capital and residential 

land users in the suburbs in which decentralized centres ~re proposed. 

On::e again, city plarmers ~ concerned a1:xJut the slllVival of the 

central business district, which they regarded as being in everyone's 

interests. The planning rationale for preserving the CBD was often ~ 

and based on ranantic notions like the need of every city for a "heart" 

of sare kind. Not surprisingly, plarmers found themselves on the losing 

side of many rezoning awlications. Conflicts bet:Y.e:m finance capital 

and residents on proposed decentralization sites ~ classic instances 

of use value/exchange value conflicts over the built environment. 

However, to the extent that rrost decentralization occurred to White 

middle and upper incare suburbs these conflicts represented squabbles 
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within the ruling classes over who should bear the costs and benefits of 

the rapid accumulation of the time. 

The rapid vertical growth of South African CBDs and consequent 

congestion, on the one hand, and the rapid horizontal spread of White 

suburban areas, on the other, led to a growing need for nore efficient 

transportation systans. Thus, by the late 1960' s, urban freerNaYS and 

downtown parking garages ~re placed finnly on the agendas of urban 

planners. In Durban, for example, traffic in the Central Business 

District had becate a much debated issue. In the mid 1960's the City 

Engineer's Depart::nent proposed a ban on parking garages, and the 

developrent of a park-and-ride system fran the CBD edge to canpensate 

(Purcell, 1974). The proposal stirred sate controversy and in the end 

the city <pt both. The inlnrtant point, ~, is that the spurt of 

built enviroment creation in the 1950's and 1960's sharpened the need 

for planning regulation, but also brought greater resistance to its 

inposition because of _ the high stakes involved. This tension be~ 

the growing need for urban planning and its simultaneous rejection was 

noted in Chapter Four . Interestingly, the tension was still evident in 

the implementation of town planning schemas. In Natal, for ex.arrple, a 

large city like Durban did not implE!TEnt a town planning schema until the 

1950's and then only on the insistance of the newly fomed Natal To,.m and 

Regional Planning Camlission. Thorrington-Smith (1977, P 6) attributes 

this sluggishness to resistance to the regulation of private property 

"Public opinion .. . was not favourably disposed to interference 
with the free play of market forces ... " . 

H::Jwever, with the rapid growth of cities and investment in the built 

enviroment, it seems that the need for regulation was increasingly 

accepted. Whereas no planning schares had been implemanted in Natal 

prior to 1950, by the mid 1970' s, seventy-seven local authorities had 

established such schemas (Little, 1987) . M:)reover, authors such as 

Floyd (1960) boasted that by the late 1950's the town planning schatE had 

becate a finnly entrenched regulation tool in the Transvaal. 

In his view, not only ~ town planning schemas accepted, but that they 

~ successful and durable. As evidence, he notes (with apparent 

approval) that the Pretoria To,.m Planning Schema required only marginal 
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revision when re-examined sene twenty years after its original 

fODTUllation. Whilst the discussion in this section and in previous 

chapters suggests that Floyd's ( 1960) salutation of the success of the 

taNn planning schale is overstated, there can be little doubt that by the 

late 1960's and mid 1970's tCMIl planning was far nore readily accepted 

than had hitherto been the case. Ironically the econanic crisis of the 

post-1975 period was to once again bring tCMIl planning regulation into 

doubt, but for entirely different reasons. The 1950's and 1960's ~, 

hc:::Jwever, periods of grcMth and large conurbations arerged. This, in 

turn, gave rise to the need for the co-ordination of planning across the 

myriad of local authorities that had arerged. 

The arergence of netropolitan planning in the 1950' s and 1960' s can be 

explained with reference to ~ interrelated, but analytically separate 

processes. The first concerns t:J1e control, reproduction and circulation 

of Black labour in the context of the daninant people/~r bloc 

contradiction, and the second the spatial co-ordination of processes of 

production, consl.Dlption and circulati on in the context of rapid 

urbanization and econanic grcMth. The major line of a.rgurrent in this 

section is that the need to control and efficiently reproduce Black 

labour ~ has always been a nore i.rrp:>rtant ~tus for netropolitan 

planning than any call for co-ordination to prarote accumulation or the 

consumption interests of the ruling classes. It is for this reason that 

netropolitan planning of land use, transport and Black rousing provision 

has preceded the introduction of netropoli tan goverment per se. 

As has already been described, the daninant contradiction of the South 

African social fonmation of the 1920 ' s and 1930's, i.e. the contradiction 

betw:!en mining capital and White labour, had, by the late 1940's, been 

replaced by a people/~ bloc contradiction. Apartheid spatial 

engineering was a response to the developrent of a political crisis which 

had its roots in this new contradiction. Interestingly, one of the 

first concrete instances of netropolitan planning in South Africa was 

part and parcel of apartheid spatial engineering. The rationalization 

of the urban fabric in apartheid tenns involved the construction of 

far-flung Black residential suburbs and their linking to major 
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production areas by rreans of public transport. In the case of the 

Witwatersrand, such engineering had to occur across nurrerous local 

authority roundaries. Moreover, a substantial degree of antipathy had 

developed be~n the Joharmesburg local authority and the central 

governrrent over the destruction of existing housing stock(on roth 

humanitarian and efficiency grounds) and over the increased levies on 

capital that \\Uuld be necessary to foot the transport bill. The central 

state responded to these matters by app::>inting the ~tz Carmi ttee, whose 

watchdog role in relation to the Joharmesburg City Council was described 

in an earlier section. MallCM and Fair (1959, P 137) regard the efforts 

of the ~tz Ccmnittee as one of the first netropolitan planning 

interventions in South Africa. 

"To rreet this great problan (of towns and the housing shortage) 
the governrrent app::>inted the Witwatersrand and Vereeniging 
Native Areas Zoning Ccmnittee (the "~ntz" Carmittee) in 1953. 
The action taken in the light of this ccmnittee' s report has 
led to the redeveloptent and siting of African town- ships on a 
regional instead · of a municipal basis ... 

Further, a railway line construction progranne, costing rrore 
than 15,000,000 pounds has been camenced to link these new 
townships by fast electric se~ice with the chief \\Urking 
centres all along the Reef and in Pretoria. 

All these facts, illustrate ~ll that, in effect, ~ are 
dealing with a netropolitan region at one of its rrost critical 
narents of transfonnation when an older, imnature pattern has 
to be redesigned to rreet new econanic trends." 

There were also rrore technicist calls for the establishIrent of 

netropolitan governrrent. These calls were based on a gr<:Ming perception 

of the need for co-operation and co-ordination across local authority 

roundaries. The econanic boan of the 1950' s and 1960' s led to increasing 

car ownership arrongst Whites which. together with increasing in- vest::nent 

in White housing praroted rapid suburbanization and the growth of a spate 

of new local authorities (such as Sandton and Randburg, near 

Johannesburg). While no detailed analysis of the growth of new local 

authorities in this pericx:l has been undertaken to date, it a~ that 

the increase in the rate of local authority fonnation was not related to 

central city class struggles, high local taxes, or the desire to escape 

regulatory or redistributive central city policies as is often the case 

in the USA ( see for exarrple Cox, 1973). Residential suburbanization 
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fuelled by the aggressive marketing of increasingly large property 

carpmies, appears to have been the major detenninant of local authority 

growth. Suburbanization of industry and catl1EICe did occur, of course, 

largely because the tnlck freed a number of previously locationally-tied 

activities. Thus, in an article written in 1959, Mallows and Fair noted 

the loose and sprawling nature of matropolitan developtent on the 

Witwatersrand. It should be noted, ~, that at no s.tage did the 

rate of local governrrent fonnation approach anything like the rate that 

pertained in the USA. MJreover, problans associated with the 

fragmantation of city goverrment ~re far less severe. Nonetheless, the 

growth of 'flEM, but functionally linked local authorities, did lead to a 

growing perception of the need for sate fonn of co-ordination. 

Mallows (1961, p 46) noted the functional unity of the Witwatersrand and 

made a call for matropolitan planning as follows : 

"Patterns of administrative mach.ineIy, like law itself, always 
lag behind reality and the' pattern of local authority control 
I'lCM existing on the Witwatersrand represents a pattern of 
independent, selfcontained towns that is becaning nore and nore 
out of touch with reality. The Witwatersrand is virtually one 
unit ... The regional approach is the only valid approach and 
in a real sense it can be said the Reef towns will have to hang 
together or they will all hang separately. Their problans 
will certainly never be solved in isolation." 

In addition to acadanic percepti ons of the need for matropolitan 

planning, sate coocrete steps ~ taken to inprove co-ordir)ation. In 

Port Elizabeth the need for co- ordination was recognized as early as 

1948 when the numicipalities of Port Elizabeth and Walmar fomed a joint 

planning ccmnittee (M:rrcer, 1974) . Provincial authorities refused 

recognition of this jOint bcx:iy for what appears to have been largely 

bureaucratic and legalistic reasons. A joint town planning ccmnittee 

was, however, eventually established for the Port Elizabeth matropolitan 

area in 1970, largely as a response to chronic transportation problans. 

In Durban!Pietennaritzburg and Cape Town similar ccmnittees ~re 

established in the 1960's. In Durban/ Piete~itzburg, the fonnation of 

sate sort of matropolitan ccmnittee was suggested in 1963 by the Natural 

Resources Developtent Council and in 1963 the Pietennaritzburg/IAlrban 

Regional Planning Carrnittee was fomed under the auspices of the Natal 
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Town and Regional Plarming Ccmnission. It was canprised of 

representatives fran central goverI1ITent, provincial goverI1ITent, the main 

local authorities and the University of Natal, and was responsible for 

the preparation of a Pietennaritzburg-Durban regional plan (publi shed in 

1973) and a netropolitan guide plan (published in 1974). 

From a theoretical point of view, the calls for co-ordination arose out 

of a recognition of the econanies of scale that could be realized in the 

co-ordinated production of physical infrastructure to prarote production, 

consumption and exchange on the one hand, and the provision of services 

on. the other. On the Witwatersrand, for exarrple, the need for high 

speed rroto:rways to prarote the developrent of North-South and East-West 

developrent corridors was recognized in the 1950' s. HcJr.o.1ever, the 

construction of such rroto:rways required a great deal of co- ordination 

between local authorities and other govenment l:xxlies. After seven 

years of negotiation a local/provincial/central goverment consortium 

carrrenced with the construction Of these rroto:rways in 1962 (Mandy, 1984). 

M:>reover, there were concerns that land-use be co-ordinated to ensure 

that the provision of infrastructure occurred in a spatially efficient 

way. Thus, rrost of the early netropolitan plans identified developrent 

corridors. 

Apart fran concerns with the prarotion of capital accurmllation through 

the provision of a spatially efficient aCCUIlUllation infrastructure, there 

were also calls for netropolitan co-ordination to ensure that l and use 

clashes did not occur between local authorities and, rrore importantly, to 

ensure the reproduction of labour. While the central state already 

exercised sate control over the transport of Black W:>rkers at the 

netropolitan level, the importance of greater co-ordination in this 

sphere becane very apparent particularly as bus transport cane to replace 

trains as the daninant IlEaJlS of camulter transport. The result was the 

fO!lllation of a number of netropolitan transport advisoIy boards in the 

late 1970's. 

M:>st of the rroves to establish netropolitan goverment and land use 

planning were, however , tentative at best. In part, this was because 

the co-ordination problems ~re not that severe and many of the ~l thier 

local authorities felt they had little to ' gain fran netropolitan 
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ventures. M::>reover, provincial authorities did exercise Sate 

jurisdiction over rretropolitan growth and seemad to mitigate the worst 

excesses of jurisdictional fragmantation. It was not until the early 

1970' s that a fonn of rretropolitan planning becarre rrore widespread. 

Once again, apartheid spatial engineering and not locally perceived 

co-ordination needs, provided the impetus. 

The Physical Planning and Utilization of Resources act of 1967, not only 

placed limitations on industrial growth in rretropolitan areas, but also 

made provision for the establishrrent of Guide Plans for such areas. orb 

utilize the power provided by the Act, the goverrment established a 

Central Guide Plan Camlittee in 1971. The specific purpose of the Guide 

Plan prograrme was to acquire greater centralized control over the 

location of productive activity, on the one hand, and to deal with 

emarging contradictions of Group Areas zoning which ~re developing in 

the rretropolitan areas on the other. With regard to the latter, 

problems ~ arising as variqus local authorities expanded in the 

direction of other local authorities within the rretropolitan areas. In 

Sate instances, the Group Areas configurations of the respective 

authorities did not cohere, while in other instances, small local 

authorities presented a barrier to the expansion of a single Group Area 

attached to a rapidly growing and large city. Mercer ( 1974, P 123) 

discusses the Group Areas problems of the Port Elizabeth rretropolitan 

area as follows : 

"The previously accepted expansion of the Black residential 
area towards Uitenhage had presented very serious difficulties 
when viee::.i on a netropolitan basis. This would effectively 
split the rretropolitan area in two, creating camunication 
difficulties as ~ll as the sterilization of large areas of 
land ariSing fran the buffer zones on either side of public 
roads. This is probably the greatest problen that has faced 
this young rretropolitan authority." 

By the early 1970's, land use planning at a netropolitan level was being 

conducted alrrost entirely under the auspices of Guide Plans. M::>reover, 

rrore technicist aspects of rretropolitan planning, such as the 

rationalization of service provision and land use, had becate totally 

articulated with "grand apartheid. " In 1974, the South African 

Institute of TcMn and Regional Planners made rretropolitan planning the 

t.hema of its conference for that year. The articulation of rretropolitan 
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plaruring and the grand schere for reproducing racial capitalism is quite 

evident fran the proceedings of this conference. Thus, Viljoen (1974) 

in a paper on the Johannesburg Metropolitan Area, argues for the 

introduction of high speed trains which could ' extend the radius of the 

netropole up to 300krn (assuming train speeds of 150 krn per hour and a one 

way caYllUlting tine of tw::> hours). In effect, Viljoen's paper was 

nothing other than an attarpt to give spatial effect to separate 

developrent policy. 

In short, by the 1970's, netropolitan Guide Plaruring was being conducted 

in all of South Africa's netropolitan areas. In 1975, the Physical 

Plaruring and Utilizati o J f Resources Act of 1967 was amended to accord 

statutoIY status to Guide Plans. Guide Plans thus becanE binding on all 

levels of the public and private sector. M::>reover, the plans ~ to 

take the fonn of franework plans rather than strict delimitations of land 

use. Detailed tc:7.rm plaruring still had to occur within the franEWOrk of 

the Guide Plan. The netroP9litan co-ordination of land-use (for 

fX.1I.POses other than grand apartheid) occurred as a by-product of 

apartheid spatial engineering rather than as the outcare of a grass roots 

perception of the need for netropolitan plaruring. 

Finally, it should be noted that the articulation of apartheid and 

efficiency-orientated netropolitan planning had not always proceeded 

unproblanaticall y . A great deal of conflict l1i:ld developed be~ Sate 

local authorities and the central state over the curbing of netropolitan 

growth on the one hand, and over the efficiency problems associated with 

stubborn application of the Group Areas. Thus ~er (1974, P 123) 

canplains al:x:mt the effects of Group Areas zoning as follows : 

"Various proposals for expansion have been vetoed, resulting in 
what is considered, fran a planning point of view, to be an 
unsatisfactoIY canpranise. " 

In retrospect, the M::Carthy and Smit (1984) characterization ~f the t3 

phase as one of 'physical and ideological intervention' ranains aPfOsite, 

but perhaps too much anphasis was placed on the relation of such 
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intervention to the process of accumulation. Clearly, the period will 

long be rem:mbered as . one of apartheid spatial engineering. This 

engineering, in turn, was in large part due to the influences of the 

White \toUrking classes and the petty bourgeoisie within the ~r bloc, 

who assisted in fashioning the 'hard-line' solution to the crises of the 

1940' s . Nevertheless, apartheid spatial engineering was not inconsistent 

with the designs of capital: the tightening of influx control was, for 

example, a direct response to the interests of agricultural capital, and 

there is evidence that unplanned squatter settlarents pre-arrpted 

horizontal expansion possibilities for construction and industrial 

capital, and played havoc with property values in higher incare areas. 

M:>reover, the elimination of squatter settlarents not only provided 

suitable avenues and areas for the activities of a gro.ving 

financial/construction sector of capital; but also the new planned 

lx>using estates that accarm:xiated displaced Black populations provided an 

outlet (albeit a m:x:lest one) for carm::xlity production activities of a 

growing construction · -sector. Regional variations in realizing the 

apartheid city m:xiel suggests that, in sare instances, political control 

and dcmination was the prine rrotive, while in other instances, 

rationalization of spatial organization with a view to promoting capital 

accumulation was rrore inp::>rtant. By the 1960' s, hc7.-.lever, the 

mmipulation of urban spatial fonn was predicated on the doctrine of 

separate development and the satisfaction of Black political aspirations 

within ".indeperrlent" bantustans. The creation of ccrcmuter suburbs 

within the borders of the bantustans was part of this broader schare to 

ensure the long tenn reproduction of racial capitalism. It was this 

scheme that provided the impetus for the regional planning interventions 

of the 1960's. 

Whereas regional planning in the 1950's was conducted on a relatively 

technocratic basis, by the 1960's, it had becare a!rrost totally 

articulated with the state's separate development policy. Separate 

developtent itself was at least in part a response to the gro.ving 

political militancy of the 1950's and the Sharpeville crisis of 1960. The 

decentralization of industry to "border" areas was an essential 

canponent of the process of creating econanicall y viable bantustans to 

provide a basis for the political reproduction of Blacks. The 

decentralization progranne failed for several reasons . The rrost 
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ilrp)rtant was the contradiction be~n the success of repressive 

neasures in securing political stability in the short term, and the 

necessity of implarenting a longer term prograrme to ensure such 

stability. Given the l::x:x:m years of the 1960's and given the quiescence 

of la1:x:>ur, neither individual nor collective capital saw any :reason to 

nove to decentralized locations. 

Fran a planning theoretical point of view, there are a nmnber of 

inpJrtant points of general interest arising out of the anal ysis of 

apartheid spatial engineering. The first is · that any concept of the 

state as a simple instrunent of capital IlUlSt be rejected out of hand. 

While the apartheid spatial engineering of the South African city was not 

out of line with the interests of capital, the decentralization prograrme 

was vigorously opposed by nost fractions, even if it could be argued that 

such a policy was in their long term interests. M::>reover, it can be 

argued that sUfPOrt for the state's apartheid politics fran the White 

working class and the· growing .anrty .of White state bureaucrats, was a 

decisive factor in the state's determination to implarent apartheid 

spatial policies~ notwithstanding the opp:')sition of capital. It should 

also be noted that the engineering of the apartheid city was quite 

successfully concluded, even if the state's decentralization prograrme 

failed. Perhaps this was because the apartheid city was quite in line 

with capital's interests, if not necessitated by then. The failure of 

the state's decentralization policy is clear testinony of the structural 

limits of state ~ in an econany daninated by capitalist social 

relations of productionJ 

Another inpJrtant theoretical point relates to the importance of ideology 

in affecting policy outcClleS. There can be little doubt that Afrikaaner 

nationalism played a relatively autoncm:::>us role in the fOIl'lUllation of and 

implarentation of apartheid spatial policy. M::>reover, it was this 

ideology that provided the carent necessaI:y to cohere a disintegrating 

~ bloc. It is, of course, arguable that Afrikaaner Nationalism is 

itself materially determined, but it would be a brave and probably 

} foolish analyst who would be prepared to reduce it to such determination. 

A further point worth noting, is the importance of, and substantial 

regional variation in the relations beu.veen, the local state and central 
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state in detennining spatial policy outcares. An understanding of these 

relations appears crucial in understanding the massive but spatially 

uneven Black public housing programre of the 1950's and 1960's. The 

~nt concentration of house building programres in local authorities 

where manufacturing, construction and landed capital, rather than the 

White working class, were hegenonic, suggests that the housing programre 

received its impetus at the local rather than national level. The 

building of the Black tcMnships appears to be primarily explicable as the 

creation of a built environmant for the reproduction of a stable Black 

labour force in the cities. The fact that the innense housing programre 

stands in contradiction to the anti-urban stance of the Nationalist 

Q:Jverrment, further reinforces the importance of the local state I and the 

ability of capital to get its way even in the face of a relatively 

hostile central goverment. 

An important feature of the 1950' s and 1960' s is the growing 

centralization of state interventions in the spheres of both production 

and reproduction. This tendency towards centralization is evident in: 

the establislment of the machinery for regional and national planning; 

the growing centralization of state control over Black living 

environmants and housing provision (e.g. the Mentz Carmittee, the 

establislment of central state controlled Administration Boards, etc); 

the increasingly centralized control over the location of industry (1967 

Physical Planning Act.); and finally in the growing danands for 

netropolitan planning and governmant (Guide Plans, etc). This trend 

towards centralization appears to have been nore closely associated with 

social control and with domination, than with any rationalization 

associated with the expansion of a m:x:Iernizing industrial econany. 

While the early regional planning activities awear to be associated with , 
rationalization of resource utilization, nost of the concrete rroves 

towards centralization in this period were nore clearly linked to 

apartheid spatial engineering, which in turn ~d its roots primarily in 

the need for the political reproduction of racial capitalism and the 

maintenance of the particular configuration of the ~ bloc. However, 

apartheid spatial engineering also became articulated with nore " 

technicist spatial rationalization of production and consumption, so that 

it is difficult, in the end, to clearl y identify the detenninants of 

centralization. 
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The impetus for urban reconstruction and expansion did not only care fran 

the need for restoring social control. The growth of finance capital 

and the construction sector, together with the rapid overall growth of 

the econcmy in this period, resulted in massive investment in the built 

enviroJ'll'leIlt. The growing concentration of capital ma.de it possible for 

individual finns to undertake large scale developrent projects. 

Skyscrapers and distinct finance districts arerged in the CBDs of IIOst 

South African cities, giving rise to congestion and the introduction of 

height and bulk controls, and the building of parking garages and 

f~ys. M:>reover, the growth of the tertiary sector led to demands 

for the decentralization of office space and camercial activity, and for 

urban reconstruction and renewal. Conflicts arerged between plarmers 

and fractions of capital over the redeveloprent process and the daninance 

of the latter hecane quite apparent. These conflicts can be theorized 

as conflicts between the idealist perspectives of city plarmers (with 

ranantic overtones) and the accumulation interests of particular 

capitals. They also represented conflicts between individual capitals 

(as represented by particular developers) and the collective interest of 

capital in general ( as represented in the public interest ideology of 

plarmers). Use value/exchange value conflicts also arerged, but to the 

extent that decentralization and reconstruction seldan directly affected 

the working masses, the growth of urban social ITOVE!l'ellts around this fonn 

of urban reconstruction was not particularly evident. Given the raroval 

of Blacks to the periphery and given the tendency towards 

decentralization into affluent areas, the conflicts that developed around 

reconstruction ~ essentially of an intra-class nature. In fact, it 

is fair to say that the activities of professional urban planners 

errployed in municipalities in this period ~ predaninantly focused on 
/ 

the ma.nagercent of urban reconstruction conflicts within the ruling 

classes and on facilitating accumulation and circulation. The 

reproduction of labour at economic, political and ideological levels had 

hecare an increasingly centralized process. 

The establisl'ment of a National Housing Ccmni.ss~on to control funding and 

of watchdog ccmni.ttees staffed by central goverment officials (e.g. the 

l-Entz Ccmni.ttee) ~ indicative of such centralization. ux::al 

authorities ~ still responsible for the construction of public housing 
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schares under central control. However, by the end of the period even 

this function had been noved to central goverIlI'lEnt level. Thus, by the 

end of the period two relatively distinct groups of professional planners 

had aterged -

(a) those ~rking within local authorities with a primary concern for 

the spatial management of production and consumption activities of 

the ruling classes, and 

(b) those ~rking under the control of the central state and concerned 

primarily with the reproduction of the popular classes. 

Given these circumstances, planning soon cane to mirror the basic 

divisions within the society as a whole. 
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0IAPmR SIX : 'DIE <JGl\NIC CRISIS AR) URBAN AR) mx:;rCH\L ~ IN saJIH 
AFRICA, 1975 'ID 1987 - 'DIE EXDOnC DI:MFN)I<m 

Whereas the 1960's and early 1970's ~ characterized by p:>litical 

quiescence and rapid accumulation, the p:>st-1975 period in South Africa 

has been one of great p:>litical turbulence and severe econcmic crisis. 

The crisis has been so deep and lasting that Saul and Gelb (1981) have 

likened it to Gramsci' s notion of "organic" crisis. In explaining the 

concept they quote the Prison Notel::xJoks as follCMS 

"A crisis occurs, Satetines lasting for decades. This 
exceptional duration means that incurable structural 
contradictions have revealed thansel ves ... and that, despite 
this, the p:>litical forces which are struggling to conserve 
and defend the existing structure itself are making efforts to 
cure them within certain limits, and to overcate them. These 
incessant and persistent efforts ... fo.rm the terrain of the 
conjunctural and it is upon this terrain that the forces of 
oPPJsition organize" (quoted in Saul and Gelb, 1981, P 3). 

Following Gramsci, Saul and Gelb ( 1981) argue that if a crisis is 

organic, the p:>litical forces seeking to conserve the existing order 

carmot be purely defensive, but nrust also be "formative". In this 

regard they quote Stuart Hall : 

"If the crisis is deep - 'organic' - these efforts carmot be 
nerely defensive. They will be formative: A new balance of 
forces, the arergence of new elarents, the attempt to put 
together a new 'historical bloc', new p:>litical configurations 
and philosophies, ... , a new sort of 'settlarent' - 'within 
certain limits'. These do not "arerge" they have to be 
constructed." (quoted in Saul and Gelb, 1981, P 3). 

There can be little question that the p:>st-1975 period in South Africa 

has been characterized by substantial upheaval; by major attempts to 

restructure the ~ bloc; by relatively ambitious attempts by the state 

to restructure the IX>litical econany within certain limits; and by the 

re- arergence of oPPJsitional p:>litical forces attempting to shift this 

restructuring ~ll beyond the limits of the state's prograrme . Given 

the links that ~ have already denonstrated between developrents in the 

IX>litical econcmy and urban and regional planning in previOUS chapters, 
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it should not be surprising that the post-l975 period has 'ushered in 

major upheaval and change within plarming itself. Major changes have 

occurred not only in plarming policy, but also with regard to the issues 

which planners address, the locales within which they attarpt to do so, 

and the theory in tenns of which they pursue their changing practices. 

So central is the politico-economic crisis in the post-1975 period, that 

rrost of the recent developrents in plarming theory and practice can only 

be explained. with reference to it. MJreover, as was noted in the 

intrcxiuction and in Chapter 'J\..u of this dissertation, a rather detailed 

analysis of the nature and trajectory of the contarporary conjuncture was 

considered necessary in order to identify possibilities for progressive 

practice. As a consequence, the next few chapters (Chapters Six to 

Eleven) provide a detailed account of organic crisis in South Africa and 

its implications for urban and regional plarming. This particular 

chapter focuses on the economic d.inensions of crisis and their 

implications for plarming. 

The chapter begins with an analysis of the nature and extent of the 

economic crisis with particular reference to the crisis in the 

manufacturing sector, the massive growth of state spending, balance of 

payrrents difficulties, inflation, unanploynent and the increasing 

tendency tcMards the concentration and centralization of capital. State 

responses to the economic crisis and their implications for urban and 

regional plarming are then explored. To begin with the relationship 

between the macro-economic growth strategy of' export-industrialization 

and regional policy is examined. The influence of fiscal crisis on 

regional p:>licy is emphasized. Attention then noves to the relationship 

between econanic crisis and the adoption of a p:>sitive urbanization 

strategy in the mid 1980' s . It is noted that the goverrment' s reversal of 

years of policy airced at constraining the growth of netropolitan areas, 

represents one of the rrost significant shifts in urban and regional 

p:>licy in decades. It is argued that this shift in policy bears an 

imp:>rtant relation to the growth strategy of "inward-industrialization" , 

itself a response to economic crisis. Also discussed is the relation 

between deregulation/privatization and urban and regional plarming. The 

focus then shifts to the relationship between economic crisis. and another 

particularly imp:>rtant change in p:>licy - the nEM housing policy which 

was announced in 1983. 
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In particular, the links be~n housing policy and inward

industrialization are investigated. The constraints that the balance of 

paymants crisis (or debt crisis), imposes on the pursuit of 

inward-industrialization using housing as a lead sector, is highlighted. 

This is followed by a discussion of the relationship be~n fiscal 

crisis and amrging transport and associated land use policy. The 

discussion then focuses on the way in which crisis has spawned a vigorous 

debate on urbanization and the spatial managem:mt of South African 

cities, and in particular on the developnent of ciarestically generated 

theo:ry which substantially challenges conventional town planning wisdan. 

I am referring here in particular to the path-breaking Y.Urk of David 

Dewar (1982a, 1984, 1985). Finally, and in the same vein, the emergence 

in South Africa of local econanic developnent planning, corporate 

planning and strategic planning procedures, is linked to local 

manifestations of econanic crisis. Before proceeding it should be noted 

that Sate of the ma.jor changes . in urban and regional planning that are 

addressed in this chapter are investigated in later chapters insofar as 

they bear a relation to political crisis (e.g. positive urbanization and 

housing policy). Moreover, a mnnber of additional developnent in urban 

and regional planning in the post-1975 period which are rore closely 

linked to political crisis (e. g. upgrading and the emergence of a 

progressive planning novatent) will be taken up in later chapters. 

'llIE EXDDfiC OlMEH)ICH) OF CRISIS 

Prior to 1975, the acclnm.llation process under racial capitalism was seen 

as relatively unproblematiC by both establishrrent and radical scholars 

alike. So buoyant was the South African econany in the sixties that an 

establishrrent econanist was pranpted to ccmrent that : 

"Given the built-in propelling fo:r:ce of industrialisation, on 
the one hand, and the positive national approach to m:xiem 
econanic developrent on the other, it appears that econanic 
grcMth will not constitute a ma.jor problem in South Afr~ca 
during at least the next twenty-five years" (T.A. du Pless1S, 
cited in Scheepers, 1982, p 22). 
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Likewise, radical scholars such as Wolpe (1972 ) and Ehrensaft (197 6) saw 

accumulation proceeding quite unproblanatically fuelled by the 

"super-exploitation" that was possible under racial capitalism. Nowhere 

in the literature was there any sense of "crisis " or impending econanic 

collapse (Freund, 1986). The reasons for this portrayal of the 

accumulation process are not hard to f ind. Econcmic grcMt.h has, apart 

fran the occasional hiccup, proceeded quite steadily since the 1930's. 

The dynam:> or engine of this growth was the manufacturing sector. Black 

and Stanwix (1986) report that between 1946 and 1984, the manufacturing 

sector's contribution to total GOP grew at the average annual rate of 

6.3% by canparison with 2,7% for the mi.nirig sector and 3,0% for 

agriculture. Total GOP grew by an average of 4,2% per annum over the 

Sam:! period. 

However, by the late 1970's, a growing band of mainly radical econanists 

began to write a1::x:>ut the "econcmic crisis in South Africa" (Saul and 

Gelb, 1981; Gelb and Irmes, 1985; van Holdt, 1986; Irmes, 1986; Black and 

Stanwix, 1986; Black, 1986). Establishrrent econanists such as Reynders 

( 1975) and The Kleu Study group (1983) have also noted structural aspects 

of the crisis. Saul and Gelb's (1981) discussion of the crisis was 

particularly noteworthy insofar as it was written at a tine when soaring 

gold prices provided the basis for a short but substantial boan in South 

Africa in the late seventies and early 1980's. Their analysis was 

particularly prophetic insofar as they correctly predicted that the boan 

was a fragile one and that the South African econany was, in fact, 

destined for difficult tines. Few would dispute the veracity of this 

prediction, given the perfo:rmance of the South African econcmy since 

then. The stuttering upswing of 1987/1988 notwithstanding, alnost every 

indicator of econanic perfonnance reveals that South Africa is currently 

in the midst of the deepest long-tenn econanic crisis of its history. 

Gross IX:I1estic Product (GOP) s~ negative real growth in 1982, 1983, 

1985, and the first two quarters of 1986 (Black and Stanwix, 1986). It 

should be noted that this is the first t ine that GOP has actually fallen 

in real tenns since Vbrld War II. Moreover, Ianbard (1988) points out 

that since the middle of 1974, the growth of the econany (as neasured by 

GOP) in real tenns has been less than 1% per annum mst of the tine. He 

obsel:ves further that such a growth rate is exceptionally slew even when 
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carpared with mature Western industrial nations whose fX>PUlations are 

declining and whose need for growth is therefore not as great. Gross 

darestic fixed investnent (GDFI ) declined in real tenns in every single 

year between 1981 and 1986 and has iIrproved only slightly since (Black, 

1986). In fact, in the decade 1977 to 1987, total net ciarestic 

investnent am::>unted to only 78% of net savings (Lanbard, 1988). In 1986 

vehicle sales dropped in absolute tenns to 1970 levels and the Rand fell 

to an all t.i.ne low in 1985 (Black and Stanwix, 1986). lJrlaTploymant 

estimates vary between 10% and 40% , but nost reliable researchers 

estimate a rate of about 30% (Financial Mail, 1986). There is a widely 

held belief that the pcx::>r perfonnance of the econany is largely 

attributable to the inability of the Nationalist govenment to deal with 

the political crisis in the country. While there can be little doubt 

that the political crisis is dialectically related to the economic crisis 

and the resolution of the economic crisis depends critically on 

resolutions to the political crisis, analysts such as Saul and Gelb 

( 1981); van Holdt (1986); Black ~ Stanwix (1986) and Black (1986) argue 

that the crisis is nore fund.anentall y due to the particular history, 

context and structure of the South African econany itself. Thus, they 

argue that manifestations of economic crisis were evident before those of 

political crisis, and that the economic crisis has contributed 

substantially to the deepening of the political crisis. MJreover, these 

authors stress that the current pcx::>r perfonnance of the econany should 

not be seen as a "nolJlla1" downturn in the business cycle. The crisis, 

they argue is well into its second decade and will require structural 

changes if it is to be resolved by the pc:Mer bloc. The nost significant 

structural feature of the South African econany which these theorists see 

as accounting for the crisis, is the particular nature and trajectory of 

the manufacturing sector. It has already been noted that South Africa's 

post-war growth has been largely attributable to the growth in 

manufacturing. It is, therefore, not sw:prising that the explanation of 

the current economic crisis is to be found in the crisis of the 

manufacturing sector. 

The Crisis in Manufacturing 

Black and Stanwix ( 1986) argue that the crisis in manufacturing is 

essentially a crisis of markets. As has already been discussed in 
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earlier chapters, grcMth in the South African manufacturing sector was 

predicated mainly on a strategy of i.rnp:>rt substitution. Thus, 

manufacturing production was aimad. al.nost entirely at a limited local 

market and depended substantially on protectionist state policies. 

While the initial irrpetus for grcMth in the South African ecoI1a1¥ was 

provided by gold, the logic of aCCUIlUllation in the gold mining sector 

i.rnp:>sed major constraints on grcMth (Black, 1986). The cost-sensitivity 

the gold mining irrlustry neant that i.np.lt costs had to be kept as law as 

possible. Since the rrost significant variable cost in the irrlustry was 

lalx>ur, the mining sector relied heavily on super-exploitation. Wages 

were kept very law through the carp:rund and migrant lalx>ur system. Such 

a strategy, ~r, also neant that the local market for manufactured or 

other gcxxis was limited. ~r, the gains made through struggle by 

White workers and the ~th that gold mining made available, all~ the 

developrent of a local market which was large enough to stimulate i.rnp:>rt-

substituting manufacturing grcMth. By the mid-1970's, ~, it 

became quite clear that the lil.nits of local markets had been reached. 

As early as 1972, the governm:mt-appointed Reyn<iers Ccmni.ssion reported 

that i.rnp:>rt substitution no longer held IlUlch potential for grcMth. 

r-breover, by the mid-1970's, the rate of manufacturing anployrrent was 

falling at an even rrore alanning rate (see Table 6.1). By the 1980' s 

lx>th manufacturing output and manufacturing anployrrent displayed. negative 

gr<:Mth rates. 

Table 6.1 : Gross Domestic Product and Manufacturing 1946 to 1984. 

Average Rate of Growth Per AImtnn. 

------------------------------------------------------------
Manufacturing 

()}tput 
% 

Manufacturing 
Employmant 

% 

'lbtal GOP 

% 
------------------------------------------------------------
1946 - 1950 
1950 - 1955 
1955 - 1960 
1960 - 1965 
1965 - 1970 
1970 - 1975 
1975 - 1980 
1980 - 1985 

9,1 
7,5 
4,5 
9,9 
7,4 
6,0 
4,1 

-1,2 

6,6 
3,0 
0,9 
6,8 
3,2 
4,1 
1,5 

-1,0 

4,7 
4,8 
4,0 
6,0 
5,4 
4,0 
3,4 
1,1 

------------------------------------------------------------
Source : Black and Stanwix, 1986. 
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The Reynders Carmission (1972) argued that the country would have to 

develop a large export-orientated manufacturing sector in int.e:rnediate 

and consUITEr' goods, if production in the manufacturing sector was to be 

boosted and the growth of South African econany maintained.. This has 

not occurred, ~, largely because South African manufactured goods 

are not particularly canpetitive on international markets for two 

reasons. Firstly, South African finns have not atployed the rrost 

advanced and sophisticated production technology available because this 

technology requires long runs ( and therefore, large markets) to 

effectively reduce costs (M::Grath, 1986). Given the small local market 

and given a lack of confidence concerning South Africa's export 

possibilities, local investors have as consequence not acquired the 

technology necesscny to reduce costs and allow South Africa to canpete on 

international markets. The current threat and reality of international 

sanctions has further reduced the likel.i.hcx:x.i of such investnent. The 

second major reason for the inability of South African manufacturers to 

canpete on international markets concerns the "relatively" high price and 

low productivity of South African labour by c~ison with the newly 

industrializing countries (NICs) of South East Asia in particular. An 

econanic consultant to Anglo-Anerican stated recently that the wages of 

textile workers in South Africa \\ere one third rrore than those of textile 

workers in Hong Kong, two thirds rrore than in Rio de Janeiro and alrrost 

three tines rrore than in SingafOre, Manilla, Seoul and Bangkok (van 

Holdt, 1986). Whether these statistics are exaggerated or not is 

difficult to deteDnine, but there can be little doubt that in recent 

years Black trade unions in South Africa have made significant strides 

and that manufacturing wages in South Africa are substantially higher 

than in the "sweat shops" of South East Asia. Thus, it is not 

surprising that free marketeers (such as Leon I.Dwe and the Free Market 

Foundation) have vociferously called for the restoration of 

"laissez-faire" econanic conditions and the creation of South African 

"Hong Kong's" in locales such as the Ciskei. 

In any event, it is clear that the limits on a pattern of 

industrialization based on import substitution have been reached. Ianbard 

et al ( 1985) refOrt, for ex.arrple, that 86% of danand for clothing and 

footwear; 92% of danand for fabricated netal products (excluding 

machinery); and 96% of the danand for food is net by cic:m3stic production. 
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While South Africa imports vast quantities of capital and interrrediate 

goods such as nachi.neI:y, transport equiprent and industrial chanicals, 

prospects of import substitution in these sectors are not gcxx:l given the 

small size of the South African narket (Black, 1986). The local 

production of such goods would also require tariff protection which in 

turn would raise the cost structure of the South Arican IIanufacturing 

sector at a tine when inflation is already a problem (Black, 1986). It 

follCMS therefore, that either the local narket has to be expanded or 

that IIanufacturing growth will have to rely on exports. The na jor 

structural barriers to the latter have already been nentioned, but the 

state still appears to be backing this option (see, for ex.arrple, the 1985 

White Paper on Industrial D:veloprent Strategy in the Republic of South 

Africa) . A nore detailed discussion and assessnent of the power bloc 

response to the crisis in IIanufacturing will be outlined in a later 

section. It is, however, desirable to preface such a discussion with a 

brief outline of other related aspects of the econanic crisis in South 

Africa. 

The <:pmness of the South African Econany and the Crisis in the Balance 
of Payrrents 

The South African econany is very open. Black (1986) estimates that 

awroximately 60% of South Africa's Gross National Product (GNP) is 

derived fran exports and imports. This rrean5, of course, that the South 

African econany depends heavily on trade and that the econany is 

extrarely sensitive and vulnerable to changing conditions in the world 

econany, particularly as they affect major trading partners. In the 

past decade, South Africa's position in world trade and the international 

division of labour has v.e3.kened and this has contributed to the econanic 

crisis. As Kaplan ( 1983) notes, the outstanding feature of the 

international econanic landscape has been a deep and prolonged econanic 

recession. The contraction of the econanies of the advanced capitalist 

world has resulted in their purchasing less abroad, which in turn has 

neant lean tines for countries who rely heavily on exports to these 

advanced econanies. The shrinkage in danand has been particularly 

severe in respect of primary goods exp::>rts such as minerals and raw 

naterials. The reason for this is prinarily the decline of the 

so-called "snokestack" industries (such as steel production, heavy 
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machinery, rolling stock and so on), which for so long have been the 

engine of the ~rld econcmy (von Holdt, 1986). Recovery of these 

industries is unlikely given the restructuring ot" production and the 

lal:our process in the ~rld econany. New gr<:Mth within the advanced 

econcmies is likely to be predicated on a canbination of relati vel y 

skilled lal:our and electronic and canputer technology. Thus the danand 

in these econcmies for "snokestack" industry inputs is likely to decline. 

Micro- chip technology has also resulted in an overall decline of danand 

for intenrediate gcxxis such as steel. All of these developtEnts have 

serious inplications for South Africa's econany and the gocx:is it has 

traditionally exp:>rted. 

To begin with, it should be noted that South Africa has historically 

relied heavily on the exp:>rt of pr.ima.Iy goods (e.g. gold, coal , \00)1, 

maize) and intenrediate gocx:is (main! y semi-processed gocx:is such as steel 

and so on), to earn foreign exchange and balance its international 

accounts. The decline of the "snokestack" industries has as a 

consequence had severe inplications. Iscor, for exarrple, is exporting 

iron at a loss and has been doing so for Sate years. Coal has been a 

very important exp:>rt and here too, severe problems are being encountered 

(von Holdt, 1986). In addition, exp:>rts may also be substantially 

affected by econcmic sanctions, but the overall inpact of such sanctions 

is difficult to assess. These considerations notwithstanding, South 

Africa's ability to earn foreign exchange may depmd much nore critically 

on the perfonna.nce of its primary export, gold. In 1980, gold accounted 

for nore than 50% of the value of all exports and while this share has 

c::irq:ped slightly since then, there can be no question of its central 

importance (Kaplan, 1983). Various camentators such as von Holdt 

(1986) and Black (1986) argue that South Africa can no longer rely on 

gold because variations in the gold price are caused by factors outside 

of South Africa's control, and second! y, that gold is unlikely to ever 

reach its earlier peaks again. Both of these conclusions are, ~, 

highly debatable. Reagancmics in the USA has produced a massive trade 

deficit, and there are signs that the Arrerican econany is headed for 

recession. If such a recession materializes, it is possible that the 

price of gold will rise sharply. It is a distinct possibility, 

therefore, that South Africa could be bailed out of its current crisis by 

a sustained and substantial rise in the price of gold. !-t>st econanists 
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~, agree that South Africa's long tenn econanic growth cannot be 

based on gold. Moreover,even if gold does bring in foreign exchange, the 

question of how any surplus capital is to be used remains an open one. 

Many believe that the answer to long tenn growth is the sane as the 

answer to the stagnation of the manufacturing sector, i. e. the 

developrent of manufacturing exports (von Holdt, 1986). Historically, 

growth in the manufacturing sector of the South African econany has 

relied heavily on the importation of large quantities of machinery and 

equiprent. In 1970, machinery and transport equiprent accounted for 

46,7% of all imports (Kaplan, 1983). By 1981 this proportion had risen 

to 52% (Kaplan, 1983). The ability of South Africa to produce such 

machinery locally seems limited, given the small size of local markets 

and the difficulty of canpeting in international markets. It follows 

therefore, that if the manufacturing sector is to gra.v and hecate expJrt

oriented, such growth will continue to depend on the importation of 

machinery fran abroad. 

A close positive relationship therefore exists between econanic growth 

and rising imports. In the past this relationship was not that 

problema.tic. South Africa was able to sustain pericx:ls of growth by 

using substantial reserves to pay for imports or by getting foreign banks 

to rollover credit. This maant that upswings in the econany could be 

sustained for relatively long pericx:ls and high average growth rates were 

possible. However, since the mid-1970's, South Africa's balance of 

payrrent problem has hecate increasingly acute. Between 1977 and 1980 a 

deficit of R7 700 million was aCCUImllated (Kaplan, 1983). "The dramatic 

rise of the gold price in 1980-1981 helped reduce the deficit but also 

led to an increase in local investmant and tJ:le importation of capital 

g:xx:is. Thus by mid-1982, the deficit was still R2 473 million (Kaplan, 

1983). 'nUs led the South African authorities to apply to the IMF for 

the largest loan in South Africa's history (Kaplan, 1983). However, a 

consurcer-led mini-1:x:x:m, which governrrent had hoped "-Uuld pratDte support 

for its proposed constitutional refonns, canbined with a falling gold 

price after 1982, all~ the trade deficit to reach a massive R2,86 

billion by 1984 (Innes, 1986). In any event, in 1985 foreign banks lost 

confidence in the future of the South African econany and refused to roll 

over credit. Moreover, South Africa was refused access to the IMF and 

the WJrld Bank for political reasons. The .inp:ict of these developrents 
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has been so substantial that the OOP constraint has itself been a ma.jor 

carp:>nent of econanic crisis in South Africa. Robinson (1988, P 13 ) 

describes the ReSeI:Ve Bank Governor's stmmary of the crisis as fol lows 

"South Africa's problan, says Dr de Kock, is that it has been 
forced to play the econanic garre without a back-stop. Ever 
since foreign banks refused to rollover credits and ran for 
the exit since August 1985, South Africa, already bereft of new 
IMF and Vk>rld Bank loans for tx>litical reasons, has been 
deprived. of new bank credits, apart fran a few trade related 
item;. As a result ~ have no alternative but play safe and 
run a current account surplus, even though that neans lower 
grcMth and UIl€!Tploymant', said Dr de Kock." 

With total debt in 1988 standing at a massive 21 billion Anerican 

dollars, the prospects for an average grcMth rate in excess of 2% to 3% 

per annum over the next decade seems rarote. As soon as ck:Jresticall y 

generated grcMth begins to gain m::m:mtum it has to be curbed to deal with 

OOP difficulties. M:>reover, whatever surpluses are achieved on the 

current account have to be used to finance debt repaynents and not for 

ciaIestic grcMth. 

Inflation 

Inflation is both a major indicator of, and contributor to econanic 

crisis. It is damaging to the econany primarily because i t makes 

investIrent decisions risky given the instability of the price 

envirol1l'l'eI1t. This, of course, reduces the propensity of foreign 

investors to invest capital in South Africa. M:>reover, inflation raises 

the price of South African exports making than less canpetitive on 

international markets. Inflation is thus a contributory factor to the 

crisis in manufacturing which, in turn, has been isolated as the key 

structural feature of the current econanic crisis. Inflation becarre a 

problan in the South African econany in the · 1970' s . Gelb ( 1987) has 

argued that the "oil shock" of 1973 and the rising price of capital 

inp:>rts fran abroad (itself an indicator of the tendeocy for the rate of 

profit to fall in the advanced capitalist \'.Orld), ~ the major external 

reasons for the onset of inflation. However the inflation spiral of the 

1980' s was also associated with local constnl¥3r spending. The spiral was 

started when the authorities used the bullion stampede that swept the 
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gold price al::xJve $850 an ounce to encourage a wild spending orgy rather 

than reinforcing econanic foundations. This, of course, led to danand 

inflation. By 1984, the inflation rate was running at 12% and by 1985 

at 16%. In 1986, inflation actually exceeded 20% notwithstanding the 

drastic action taken by goverrment to curb c:l<mastic spending. This, in 

part was due to the dramatic decline of South African currency and 

consequent increase in the price of imports, but also to increasing state 

expenditure in the 1980' s. Von Holdt ( 1986) notes that state 

expenditure has increased by 18,5% per annum since 1980. In any event the 

intermittent use of nonetarist policy instrurrents since 1985 has brought 

inflation clc::Mn to nore acceptable levels (13% in 1988), at the cost of 

high levels of ~loyrrent. Pol itical pressures may, however, tanpt 

goverrment to print noney to finance its process of socio-econanic refonn 

which in turn will fan inflation. 

State Expenditure 

In 1981-82 state expenditure anounted to 22% of GOP (von Holdt, 1986). 

By 1984-85 it had risen to 29% of GOP , and Gelb (1986) estimated that 

expenditure for 1985-86 was even higher. High levels of state 

expenditure are particularly problematic if revenues are raised by 

printing noney rather than being tied to increased productivity. For 

nonetarists this is the primaI:y cause of inflation. If the necessary 

revenues are raised through borrowing or through increased taxation, 

there are other negative econanic effects. In any event, it is alnost 

the conventional wisdan that state overspending is a major econanic 

problEm. M::>reover, it is not one that can be easily resolved. Reasons 

for exorbitant state spending are manifold, but relate mainly to the 

difficulties associated with managing the contradictions of racial 

capitalism. To start with, vast sums of noney have to be spent 

wastefully on apartheid bureaucratic structures such as the separate 

hareland goverrments, the tri-caneral central goverrment structures and 

the mainly White-staffed state bureaucracies. For mainly political 

reasons it is difficult for the goverrment to reduce expenditure in any 

of these areas and particularly with respect to the White bureaucracies 

which fonn an important part of the Nationalist Party's political 

constituency. Vast sums are also necessary to finance an expensive and 

growing military sector. It has been estimated that the war in Angola 
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has been costing R4 billion per annum (Robinson, 1988). Again, as the 

struggle in South Africa intensifies, the government's ability to reduce 

spending in this sphere may be severely limited. Keeping troops in the 

townships is a very expensive business. Large s~ also have to be 

spent in the sphere of collective consUITption. Since the late 1970's, 

popliar IIDbilization around education, housing and transport reached 

unprecedented levels. 

Education is a particularly sensitive area given the increasing militancy 

of the· Black youth, the danands for equalization of expenditure and 

facilities, and the reluctance of politically powerful Whites to give up 

any privileges. In 1984-1984 per capita expenditure on White education 

was over seven times as great as that of Blacks (Sutcliffe, 1986). 

M:>reover, the Black secondary school popliation is growing at an 

astonishing rate of 19% per annum. Housing too is an area in which 

there are substantial danands for goverrment expenditure. It is 

estimated that by the .year 2000 . Sate . four mill~on hares will have to be 

built (de Vos, 1988). While the state is trying to opt out of public 

provision, the circumstances which have made public housing a necessity 

in the first place have not changed. At the very least the state will 

have to write off large s~ on site-and-service provision. As will be 

elaborated later, transport too is a highly politicized arena and one 

which is posing major fiscal problems for the goverrment. I n short, 

p::>litical ci.rcumstarx:es in South Africa are such that reductions in state 

spending will be very difficult to achieve. 

Capital Intensification 

One of the striking features of the South African econany is the 

increasing capital intensity of production. Since 1973, there has been 

a dramatic increase in the prop::>rtion of Gross Dc:Ilestic Fixed Investnent 

(mFI) allocated to machinery and other equiptent. This proportion has 

grown fran 28% in 1976 to 40% in 1985 (Sutcliffe, 1986). Further - IIDre, 

Black (1986) reports that the annual growth of manufacturing capital 

stock per worker has increased fran 2,59% between 1960 and 1965 to 4,14% 

between 1975 and 1980. He points out that this increase takes on 

particular significance when canpared with a long tenn increase of only 

1,5% per annum between 1919 and 1976. Capital intensification does not 
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in itself contribute to a slowing of econanic growth, although in the 

long run the increasing organic coop::>sition of capital may lead to a fall 

in the rate of profit and a consequent slowing of investnent. Capital 

intensification is much more problematic when considered in relation to 

its effect on E!ll>loynent. Table 6.1 shcMs quite clearly that 

manufacturing E!ll>loynent has not grown at the sane rate as manufacturing 

output since alx:>ut the mid 1960' 5 • M:>reover, Lipton (1986) reports that 

capital intensification has dramatically reduced the denand for labour in 

agriculture and mining, the other parti cularly important sectors of the 

South African econany. When canbined with the effects of recession, 

capital intensification has contributed to probably the most severe 

E!ll>loynent crisis since the "Great Depression" of the 1930's. 

Une!II>loynent, of course, has contributed to the deepening of the 

political crisis and poses a major threat to the political reproduction 

of the systan. 

The reasons for capital intensi~ication are related largely to low real 

interest rates since the 1970's on the one hand, and an increase in the 

real price of labour over the sane period on the other. As has already 

been noted in an earlier section, ck:rrestic savi.J?gs have exceeded d.c:tTestic 

investnents in the 1970's and 1980 '5, depressing interest rates. At the 

sane tiJre, the growth of a militant trade union JrOVE!'CeIlt since 1972 has 

resulted in wage gains for labour. These trends together with a rapidly 

growing population, have dramatically increased unenploynent. 

Concentration and Centralization 

As discussed in a previous chapter, the concentration of capital becane 

particularly marked in the 1960's. In the 1970's, as growth slowed, 

centralization becane the daninant tendency (Innes, 1983). By the late 

1980's, levels of centralization are quite staggering. An analysis by 

M::Greggor Research Services (Sunday Tribune Finance, January 11, 1987) 

shows that three cOl:porate giants in South Africa control 76,3% of listed 

canpanies in the country. They estimate that one finn, Anglo-Anerican, 

controls 54% of such canpanies. M:>nopolistic practice arising out of 

such concentration and centralization, can contribute to econanic and 

political crisis by : 
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( a) fanning inflation (as discussed in the section on inflation) 

(b) reducing production and growth as a consequeoce of the net revenue 

maximizing strategies of rronofOlies 

(C) ioc:reasing unanployrrent as a consequeoce of the asscx::iation of 

bigness with capital-intensive production (which is a statistical 

rut not a necessary relation) 

(d) increasing unanployrrent through its net revenue maximizing 

strategies, particularly in tines of recession (cutting production, 

laying off staff and raising prices) 

(e) increasing inefficiency as a consequence of growing 

bureaucratization of production. 

In sunrnary, the econanic crisis in South Africa has been precipitated 

largely by a crisis in the manufacturing sector. This crisis is related 

to the saturation of local markets and the developtent of OOP 

constraints on c:iatestic growth. ~r , high labour costs in relation 

to productivity, the .difficulties asscx::iated with atploying the rrost 

sophisticated technology, and econanic saoctions constitute substantial 

barriers to South Africa's ability to shift the atphasis in manufacturing 

towards exports. The slowing of econanic growth occasioned by the 

crisis in manufacturing, has also been exacerbated by a decline in danand 

for scree of South Africa's exports (such as minerals and raw materials) . 

This decline is related to: a long recession in the advaoced econanies; 

the changing place of South Africa in the world division of labour; and 

the international restructuring of the labour process. FurtheDIDre , 

consistently high rates of structural inflation and massive state 

overspending contriOOte to a lack of investor confidence and act as a 

brake on econanic growth. The South African econany is also afflicted 

by high levels of coocentration and centralization of ownership which, 

together with iocreasing capital intensification of production, has 

resulted in an atployrrent crisis. The South African econany at the end 

of 1988 is, in short, in dire straits. 
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STA1.E RESPCNiE 'ID '!HE mH:MIC CRISIS .AM) IMPLICATI<RS FCR 'lUfi .AM) 

REXiICH\L PLANNItC PWCI'ICE .AM) 'IHEX:lff. 

The State's Response 

Given the centrality of the crisis in manufacturing, it is not surprising 

that the state has focused its macro-econanic response on at~ting to 

prrnote growth in the manufacturing sector. Establisl'mmt econanists 

see the all.SW9r as the prrnotion of eXJ;X)rt-oriented manufacturing growth 

(Reynders, 1975; !<leu Study Group, 1983; and the RSA White Paper on 

Industrial Developrent Strategy, 1985). While it is recognized that 

there is Sate scope for additional import substitution (in industries 

such as chemicals, machineI:y and notor vehicles), the 1985 White Paper on 

Industrial Developrent makes it clear that South Africa's industrial 

strategy has to be reoriented fran import substitution to eXJ;X)rt 

prrnotion. In order to pursue such a strategy the state has relied 

heavily on tinkering . with nonetary policy rather than developing a 

planned programme for eXJ;X>rt industrialization (Black, 1986). 

Perhaps the nost significant example of such tinkering is the Reserve 

Bank's decision in the early 1980's to allow the fall in the price of the 

rand to continue. A weak rand, it was hoped, w::>uld make eXJ;X)rts nore 

attractive and reverse a growing OOP deficit (von Heldt, 1986) . 

M::>:reover, as has already been mantioned, in 1984 the goverment 

deliberately chose to drive the South African econcmy into a deep 

recession by raising interest rates and making it nore difficult for 

consuners and finns to borrow m::>ney. While the inmadiate purpose of 

these "austerity" measures was to bring inflation under control and 

change OOP deficits, von Heldt (1986) argues that the hidden agenda was 

to effect structural changes necessary in order to ensure a new phase of 

accumulation. M::>re specifically, the measures appear to have been 

directed at the rationalization of production on the one hand, and the 

~g of labour on the other, thereby creating Sate of the co~tions 

necessary for an eXJ;X)rt-oriented phase of industrialization. 

The use of nonetarist strategies to bring about structural changes in 

production has, however, not been without its contradictions. To begin 

with, an already serious unemploymant problem was exacerbated badly. 
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Innes (1986) reports that be~n August 1984 and June 1985, White, 

Coloured and Indian unatq?loyrrent doubled (fran 30 000 to 60 691). African 

unatq?loynent has been even nore severely affected. In 1985 and 1986, 

levels of civil unrest escalated to unprecedented levels. Furthenrore, 

high unatq?loynent levels arrongst Whites fuelled the dramatic growth of a 

highly reactionary White political right-wing. These events and 

unhappiness a1:x:rut the damage that nonetarist policies were inflicting on 

the country's economic base arrongst capitalists (see Innes, 1986), forced 

the state to drop the "austerity package" qt what many nonetarists 

regarded. as a pranature stage and to reflate the econcmy. 

Such reflation briefly regenerated consumer-led growth but did little to 

prarote ex{X)rts. By 1988 the state rcoved again to curb growth because 

of OOP difficulties and there are indications of a return to nonetarism. 

In any event, our concern here is Irnlch less with the specifics of 

economic tinkering than with the relation of urban and regional planning 

to econamic crisis. One aspect ~f urban and regional planning that seems 

particularly gennane in this regard is evolving regional policy. Before 

proceeding it should be noted that ex{X)rt-industrialization is not the 

only leg of the state response to economic crisis. The other important 

element is inward-industrialization which has had major implications for 

urban planning and which will be discussed later in the chapter. 

Export Industrialization and Regional Policy and Planning 

In the previous chapter, it was noted that the South African governmant 

dramatically overestimated its ability to affect industrial location 

through regional policy in the period 1960 to the mid-1970 's. The 

relative failure of decentralization policy notwithstanding, the state 

has nonetheless persisted with the policy into the 1980' s. In the late 

1970's and early 1980's, the governrrent reasserted its carmit:ITent to 

making the bantustans ~rk . Four such bantustans becane independent 

between 1976 and 1981. Moreover, a major policy adjustnent was 

announced at the Cape of Gcx:xi Hope Conference in 1982 where the 

incentives package for decentralization was dramatically upgraded. The 

mnnber of decentralization points was, ~,reduced. In addition to 

the upgraded incentives, ~ major shifts in regional poli cy ~re 

announced at the Gcx:xi Hope Conference. The first was that certain 
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points near netropolitan areas were to receive iD::entives to attract 

industrial activity. These points were tenred "deconcentra!tion" points. 

The second was the identification of econanic developtent regions across 

bantustan ooundaries. When econanic developtent regions were first 

identified in the National Physical D3veloptent Plan of 1975, bantustans 

were treated largely as econanically autonarous units. M:>reover, the 

number of regions was reduced fran the thirty-five identified in the 

National Physical Developtent Plan of 1975 to eight in 1982. 

The introduction of the concept of deconcentration and the 

rationalization of econanic developtent regions notwithstanding, it is 

clear that regional policy in the post- 1985 .period was still heavily 

daninated by decentralization policy. For exarrple , only eight 

deconcentration points were identified by canparison with forty-seven 

decentralization points (or industrial developtent points-IDPs - as they 

are nr::M tenred). M:>reover, decentralization points generally received 

lIDre generous iD::entives than ~oncentration points. Clearly the lIDSt 

inp:>rtant reason for the continued anphasis on decentralization is the 

continuing need. to provide an econanic foundation to support the rather 

fragile political regines in the bantustans. Fran an econanic 

perspective, it is tanpting to suggest (as SCl1E authors have) that one 

reason for the continued ccmni.t:nent to decentralization is the belief 

that it is consistent with the strategy of export-industrialization, 

which itself is considered necessary if the econanic crisis is to be 

overcare. There are, however, also reasons for believing that the 

econanic crisis and the pursuit of export-industrialization as well as 

inwani-industrialization (which will be elaborated in the next section) 

may precipitate the abandorment of decentralization policy. Both 

possibilities will be considered here. 

The argument that decentralization is consistent with export 

industrialization takes the following fonn. In the preceding section it 

was noted that lIDnetarist macro-econanic tinkering was aimed at 

rationalizing production and lowering the cost of labour. 

Decentralization policy can b9 seen as an additional ITEChanism for 

aChieving the sane ends. In contexts such as the USA and Britain, 

spa.tial restructuring of the acCtmUllation process has been an integral 

pa.rt of the "rationalization" of production and the cutting of laOOur 
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costs (Massey, 1984, 1985; Massey and Meegan, 1979, 1982). In the USA, 

for exanple, there has been a substantial shift in industrial activity 

CJ!.Na.y fran the highly unionized North East Region to the lov.er wage 

"sunbel t " in the South and South West. Moreover, finns have taken 

advantage of the process of relocation to trim the size of their labour 

forces and to introduce I1EM technology. There is sate evidence that 

"South Africa may be in the early stages of a reorganization of 

industrial production towards a regional division of labour-specifically 

the relocation of labour-intensive processes to peripheral cheap-labour 

areas" (Black, 1986, P 26). 

In an earlier chapter it was argued that capital's disinterest in 

decentralization during the 1960's and early 1970's statmad fran the fact 

that they had no real reason to support it. The cheap labour PJlicies of 

the 1960's had been so successful that by 1973, .the average wage rate for 

Africans in a large netroPJlitan area (Durban) was R13 a ~, a figure 

which was well belCM the IXJVerty datum line which was then estimated at 

R18 per ~ (Friedman, 1987). Moreover, there had been virtually no 

labour or PJlitical unrest and there were agglomeration economies to be 

exploited in the netropolitan areas. By the mid-1980's ~, this 

situation had changed dramatically. Card-carrying nenbership of Black 

trade unions had ' increased. fran no nenbership at all to nnre than 500 

000. Friedman ( 1987), by way of canparison, PJints out that at its 

height the African National Congress had a card-carrying nenbership of 

100 000. The union novement had made substantial gains and the 

netropolitan areas had beccma cauldrons of labour activism and PJlitical 

fennent. At the SanB tine the South African econany ran into the 

structural difficulties described earlier in this chapter . Cheap labour 

becanB increasingly important at the very tine that the unions were 

successfully "bidding-up" its price (see Gelb, 1987) . 

Given the increasingly adverse climate for capital accurrW.ation in the 

netroPJlitan areas, there are reasons for believing that the interests of 

capital and of governrrent in decentralization are rroving into closer 

accord. Moreover, it is also reasonable to hypothesize increasing 

decentralization of productive activity CJ!.Na.y fran the netroPJlitan areas. ' 

While inconclusive, the limited erpirical \\Urk that has been conducted 

in this regard, is supportive of the above PJstulates. The nnst 
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detailed ~rk on industrial location trends has been done by Bell (1983, 

1985, 1986) . His data shows there has been a persistent 

decentralization of lalxmr intensive industry fran the late 1960' s to 

1980. The netropolitan core, on the other hand, has gained in 

capital-intensive industry and its share of national output has continued 

to increase, notwithstanding a decline in the share of national 

~loynent (see Table 6.2). 

Table 6.2 : Percentage Shares of 'Ibtal Manufacturing Eroployrrent and 
National Output : 1965/66 to 1979 

Region 1965/66 1979 

?iN 
Enlploynent 46,6 43,5 
Output 49,9 52,0 

ALL METROPOLITAN 
Enlploynent 81,9 86,9 
Output 80,3 81,6 

--------------------------------~----~---------------------
Source: Bell (1985) : p 2 

Bell (1986) reports that on the ?iN the decline in the region's share of 

national employment occurred mainly in six low-skill and 

high-labour-intensity industries (textiles, clothing, foo~ , leather , 

wood and wood products and furniture) . Whether or not this 

. decentralization is due to state incentives and coercion or to a 

spontaneous attarpt by fractions of capital to restnlcture production 

through spatial reorganization, is debatable. In either case it appears 

that a territorial reorganization of the labour prcx::ess is taking place. 

M:>reover, there is evidence that large finns are establishing labour 

intensive branch plants in decentralized locations to take advantage of 

unorganized and cheap labour. They are also using the opportunity to 

transfonn the labour prcx::ess in their favour. FOSATU w:>rker News 

(quoted in Coleman, 1986), for exarrple, points to the establishm:mt of a 

branch of the multinational Bata Shoe Canpany at Keates Drift, a small 

village in KwaZulu. Instead of ~loying ~rkers on a full tine basis, 

they have instituted an "out~rk" or "piece rate " system. w:>rkers are 

paid between R3, 00 to R4, 00 for every ten pairs of shoes prcx::essed 

(Coleman, 1986). This system has a number of advantages for capital. 
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First, the anount of factory space that has to pe provided. is minimized. 

Second, workers need. only be anployed when market conditions are 

favourable. When production needs to be slav.e::l as a result of market 

saturation or recession, workers do not need. to be anployed at all. 

Third, the "piece rate" system dramatically impairs the ability of 

workers to organize collectively. The Bata relocation is not an 

isolated instance. ~,for example, has recently established a branch 

plant in Bophuthatswana and baldly stated that the reason for the 

relocation was rrore favourable trade union legislation. The following 

statarent by John Copelyn (quoted in Colanan, 1986, p 140) illustrates 

the generality of the tendency well: 

"Over the last year Bata has announced that it will be closing 
various of its Pinetown operations and will be opening a plant 
in Kranskop. Similarly, Paton's and Baldwin's have announced 
they will be closing their factories in Randfontein and noving 
production to Bophuthatswana. The attractions of cheap larour 
and goverrment assistance are so great in Natal, the union is 
unaware of a single clo~g factory being started in Durban, 
while there are dozens growing up every day at Isithebe, 
Ezakheni, Mnambithi, QwaQwa and such hclteland places. " 

Many of the bantustans are hostile to any but the rrost limited fonns of 

lal:our organizations. M:>st lal:x:>ur refonns won ' by workers in the 1970' s 

and 1980's do not apply in the bantustans. In sate bantustans the 

authorities have actively rroved against the unions. In the Ciskei, for 

exarrple, the authorities banned the largest union in the area, the South 

Arican Allied 1MJrkers Union (SAAWU), in 1983 after the Mdantsane bus 

boycotts 1. In Bophuthatswana too, there have been a number of instances 

of union repression. In 1983 the authorities expelled all unions 

operating in the Hanmanskraal area and the bantustan police helped 

managarent break a number of strikes (Friedman, 1987). In KwaZulu, the 

Canadian-owned Bata Shoe canpany found that by noving across the 

Natal/KwaZulu l:x:mndary to IDskop just outside the Natal town of Estcourt, 

they were able to flatly refuse union recognition. Nor did they have to 

pay attention to the m.ininuJm wage arrangarent the Industrial Council 

agrearent inp:>sed on the Estcourt plant (Friedman, 1987). Pudefin and 

Ward's (1986) study in Isithebe, suggests that not only is 

1 SAAWU were initmately involved in the organisation of the 
boycott. 
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decentralization associated with escaping fran the influence of unions 

and. reorganizing the labour process, but also with the increasing 

faninization of 1c:::M incare, 1c:::M skilled labour. Such faninization is 

argued to have a ntm1ber of advantages for capital. First, fanale \'\lOrkers 

terri to be ITOre stable and. disciplined \'\lOrkers largely because in many 

instances WCIlEIl have alITOst solely taken on the role of providing for 

their families . Secondly, WCIlEIl are often the least educated and least 

ITObile nanbers of the labour force and, as a consequence, can be paid 

very 1c:::M wages. 

Although there is substantial evidence of the reorganization of the 

territorial division of labour, it is not clear just how robust and 

lasting the ten::iency tcMards decentralization will be. While the highly 

reg:ressi ve labour legislation in the bantustans (see, for e~le, 

Haysan's (1985) account of labour repression in the Ciskei) will continue 

to offer attractions for capital, there are other forces which are 

simultaneously increasing the attractiveness of the netropoles. Changes 
. . 

in technology, production organisation and. the international division of 

labour have increased the advantages of manufacturers, canp::ment 

suppliers and consurrers being located close to one another (Maasdorp, 

1986) . As Maasdorp (1986, P 20) points out, this terrls to increase the 

advantages of large centres with markets and agglareration econanies. 

This is particulary the case where advances in production organization 

are concerned. New organizational techniques have been pioneered by the 

Japanese and up to 70% of recent productivity gains in Japan are 

attri..hJ.table to the introduction of such techniques (DECO, 1986; Sunter, 

1987). Key organizational teclmiques include "just-in-tine" catpJnent 

provision; "flexible specialization" ; decentralization of managaoont 

functions; and the creative establishlrent of nEM relations be~ small 

and large finns. "Just-in-tine" involves the provision of inputs into 

production precisely as they are needed avoiding the need for storage and 

hence the unproductive tying-up of capital. Clearly, a systan of this 

kind requires a great deal of co-ordination and linkage between finns. 

Such linkages are best developed in metropolitan areas. 

"Flexible-specialization" refers to the developrent of \'\lOrker capacity 

and machines which are not confined to the production of a particular 

product. This requires a skilled \'\lOrkforce which in turn implies a 

netropolitan ' location for finns using flexible-specialization. 
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In addition to the developrent of technological and organizational forces 

.which may reinforce the location of industrial activity in major towns 

and netropolitan areas, there is a grcMing concern over the ability of 

the state to sustain expensive regional policy in the light of ec:onanic 

crisis. The fiscal crisis of the state is so severe and inflation so 

rampant, that there is an increasing perception . that the state simply can 

no longer afford decentralization. Maasdorp (1986, P 22) sumnarizes the 

situation as follows : 

"Because of the generous scale of inducemants and the 
considerable response to than in the post Qxxi lbpe period, and 
the increasing ,budgetary stringency, the policy is nore and 
nore being perceived by the private sector (especially free 
rnarketeers) as unduly costly ... There is a grcMing conviction 
that South Africa today cannot afford to decentralize ec:onanic 
activity. " 

Black (1986) has estimated that the costs of incentives have increased 

fran Rl07 million in the 1982/1983 financial year to R618 mil lion in 

1985/86. MJreover, Dewar et al (1984) have estimated that the creation 

of each decentralized job costs four times its netropolitan equivalent . 

. Given these costs it is not surprising that the Deputy Minister of Tracie 

and Industry camented recently that the "success of governrrent's 

decentralization policy was bec:aning a fiscal problan, and the continued 

invitation to relocate might have to be narrowed" (quoted in Black, 1986 

W 29-30). 

Concern over the high costs and inefficiency of decentralization policy 

have also been expressed by a runnber of advisory groups to governrrent. 

One such group was the governrrent awointed Study Group on Industrial 

~loprent Strategy (The Kleu Group) which reported in 1983. The group 

cautioned that decentralization policy, apart fran being very expensive 

in its own right, may also be prejudicial to ec:onanic growth in the 

netropolitan areas. The net result, it argued, was that overall 

ec:onanic growth was being curtailed and that fewer jobs were being 

created. In its report the group also explicitly recognized that the 

South African ec:onany is facing serious structural difficulties and that 

as a consequence expensive regional policies need review. Similar 

points were also made in the National MaI'lpOWer Camtission (NM:) and 
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Econanic Advisory Council (EAC) 

unemploymant presented in 1983. 

recCITllEndations on the reduction of 

The NM:/EAC recamended that regional 

development policy should focus on job creation not the spatial 

redistribution of jobs. It also expressed concern about the costs of 

decentralization policy at a time when South Africa could not afford the 

loss 'of employnent oH;lOrtunities. The NM:/EAC accepted that there was a 

spatial imbalance be~ the location of productive activity and the 

location of a large proportion of the populace in South Africa. They 

stressed, however, that in the past, too great a reliance had been placed 

on decentralization to rectify this imbalance., Instead they suggested 

that raroval of constraints on labour nobility might serve better. The 

dropping of influx controls in 1985 suggests that governmant may in fact 

be heeding the advice of the mc/EAC and that decentralization may no 

longer be regarded as an effective rreans of prcm:>ting spatial equity. 

It should be noted, l1owever, that governmant rhetoric notwithstanding, a 

concern with spatial equity has never really featured as a major 

detenninant of regional policy. 

The return (in 1988) to stringent nonetarist austerity neasures with 

particular emphasis on controlling the noney supply and cutting state 

expenditure, suggests again that decentralization policy will cate under 

severe pressure. M:>reover, organized capital is being advised to call 

for the dropping of the decentralizati on policy in its present fonn, 

notwithstanding the fact that existing policy may favour Sate sectors of 

irrlustrial capital (Maasdorp, 1986). The basis of this OH;lOsition 

derives mainly fran a concern about the efficieocy losses that the 

implarentation of decentralization has involved. The constraints on 

rretropolitan growth have been particularly unpalatable. Instead the 

unfettered growth of rretropolitan areas and highly selective sUH;lOrt for 

a few decentraliZed growth points is what is 'being advocated. It is, 

quite probable that "organized" capital will continue to oH;lOse 

decentralization. 

Decentralization policy is currently under review by governmant and the 

Developrent Bank of South Africa has been charged with the task. 

Speculation on the outcate of the review, however, cannot be made without 

adequate reference to the politics of decentralization in the 1970'5 and 

1980' s . This task will be undertaken in the chapter that follows. Fran 
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a narrowly econcmic perspective, however, apparently contradictory 

pressures are developing. On the one hand, the increasing concentration 

of capital and the growing importance of cheap labour in order to make 

export-industrialization work, suggests that the interests of capital and 

goverment in decentralization may be coalescing. On the other hand, the 

high cost of the policy and changing developtEIlts in technology and the 

labour process, suggest that decentralization is becaning too expensive. 

Of course, accamroation of these contradictory pressures is possible and 

the servicing of one set of pressures does not necessarily irnpl y 

exacerba.ting the other set. The structural difficulties of the econany 

do, however, place very definite limits on what is possible. 

Decoocentration Policy, Econcmic Regions and the Econcmic Crisis 

It has already been noted that the Q:xxi Hope Plan entailed a reassertion 

of cannit:n'ent to decentralization policy. H<:Mever, the policy package 

included several coocessions to econcmic efficieocy in a context of 

econcmic crisis. Examples include the intrcxiuction of deconcentration 

policy on the one hand, and "fuoctional" econcmic planning regions on the 

other. In sana respects decoocentration policy represents a return to 

short-distaoce decentralization. When the border industrial policy was 

intrcxiuced in the early 1960's, incentives \Ere granted at points which 

"de facto" constituted decoocentration points (or short-distaoce 

decentralization points). ExaITples include places such as Rosslyn, 

Pietermaritzburg and Hammarsdale. These short- distance 

decentralization points innediately proved to be the nost successful of 

the decentralization points. Hanmarsdale, for example, accounted for a 

third. of all jobs created at decentralization points in the 1960 ' s (I.enta 

and Hofrreyer, 1986). In 1967, ~ , goverrnrent shifted its arphasis 

fran short-distaoce to long-distance decentralization. As a consequeoce 

incentives \Ere phased out in the short-distance decentralization points 

be~ 1967-1971. The major reason for the shift in arphasis to 

long-distance decentralization in the period °1967-1982, was the nore 

single-min:ied pursuit of the separate "national states" vision which 

matured in the mid-1960's. M:>reover, the goverrment may have felt that 

points such as Rosslyn and. H.aIrmarsdale had reached the point of 

self-sustaining growth and. no longer required assistaoce. 

the return to short-distance decentralization in 

In any event, 

the fonn of 
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deconcentration policy in the 1980' s, represents an ackncJw1edgarent of 

the relative success and efficiency · of such short-distance 

decentralization. lwbreover, it represents a partial trading-off of 

political goals in favour of economic goals. 

There are also indications that deconcentration may becate increasingly 

inp:>rtant in the future precisely because it provides a canpranise 

solution be~n the dictates of apartheid spatial engineering on the one 

hand and dictates of econanic effici ency on the other. Thus, the 

goverrment appointed Study Group on Industrial Developrent Strategy (the 

''Kleu Group") which reported in 1983, was very enthusiastic about the 

possibilities of an emphasis on deconcentration. 

The Kleu Group felt that deconcentration policy had a IlUlCh better chance 

of working than decentralization because it took account of the 

importance of agglooeration econanies. MJreover, they felt that 

deconcentration allowed the expansion of agglooeration econanies without 

aggravating the negative external costs that they associated with 

uncontrolled matropolitan growth. Further support for deconcentration 

was also evident in the President's Council c:locurrent - "An Urbanization 

Strategy for the Rep.1blic of South Africa", and also in the governrrent' s 

White Paper on urbanization strategy roth of which were t:cl>lished in 

1985. These c:locurrents mark an important break in the "anti-urban" 

poliCies of the past and inply a major reorientation of regional and 

urban policy. In these c:locurrents, deconcentration becates associated 

with the spatial managem:mt of matropolitan growth. lwbreover, it becooes 

part of a package of machanisms which attanpt to harness the econcmic 

growth potential of urbanization in a "positive urbanization strategy". 

This positive urbanization strategy is itself partly a response to 

econamic crisis and it is to a discussion of its role in this regard that 

I lKM turn. 

The Positive Urbanization Strategy and Inward-Industrialization 

In 1986, the goverrment released one of its rrost significant policy 

c::Iocurrents for decades - the White Paper on Ui:banization. This policy 

c::Iocurrent effectively reversed years ' of anti-urban policy. Instead, a 

positive urbanization strategy is enbraced in which it is recognized that 
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urbanization is inevitable and that it should be used positively to 

enhance the quality of life of all South Africans (Cairns, 1987). The 

White Paper is a wide ranging docurrent incorporating developing state 

policy in a variety of arenas - devolution of political pJWer, housing, 

transport, prarotion of small business and so on. The essence of the 

new urbanization policy is, ~, the dropping of influx control and 

the developtent of policy to ensure "orderly urbanization". At a 

conceptual level it is clear that the state envisages the establisrnent 

of a number of econanically and politically autoncm::rus satellite towns 

surrounding the major netropoles. Since nost S<H:alled Whites, 

Coloureds and Asians are already urbanized, it is likely that these 

satellites will be almost exclusively Black settlements. 

The reasons for the adoption of a positive urbanization strategy are 

manifold and canplex. At a general level ~, it can be interpreted 

as a very canprehensive response to politico-econcmic crisis. The 

political d.i.rrensions of the response will be dealt with at length in the 

next chapter. In this chapter, however, the focus falls on an 

understanding of the extent to which the positive urbanization strategy 

can be considered a response to econcmic crisis. As has already been 

noted, South Africa's econanic crisis is primarily the result of the 

decline of manufacturing growth, as the local market has becate 

ili::reasingly saturated. 

essentially three options 

In responding to the crisis, the state has 

1. The prarotion of export-industrialization. 

2. Further import-substitution. 

3. Inward-industrialization. 

As Tlx:mas (1987) points out, none of the options are likely to be 

ignored. While the state appears to favour export- industrialization at 

this stage, sanctions and inability to canpete with the Newly 

Industrializing Countries (NICs) of the East, may make this strategy 

increasingly unattractive . Another constraint on 

export-industrialization is the increasing tendency towards the 

imposition of tight import controls on products fran abroad by countries 

in the developed ~rld (Black, 1986). Already import quotas are being 

imposed and this has led finns fran South East Asia to establish plants 
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in the bantustans , simply to take advantage of underutilized quota 

allCMaIlCes in these areas (Rogerson, 1987). · There are also major 

constraints on the extent to which further import-substitution can occur. 

Thanas ( 1987) reports that whereas there is sate scope for further 

import-substitution in the capital goods sectors, such scope is clearly 

limited. The relatively bleak outlook for both export-industrialization 

and import-substitution suggests that "inward-industrialization" may 

becare an increasingly important strategy in praroting growth. It is 

the contention of the author that posit ive urbanization is an important 

canponent of the increasingly iIrp:)rtant macro- econanic growth strategy 

of inwavd-industrialization. 

Precisely what is neant by inwavd-industrialization requires sate 

elaboration. Perhaps the best known version is that associated with 

Reserve Bank Deputy Governor, Jan Ianbard. This version is defined 

quite conveniently by the Old Mutual's Econanic l-bnitor as follcw.; : 

"Inward-industrialization is ciaresticall y generated growth 
based upon supplying basic consurrer products to the rapidly 
urbanizing Black population, with the increasing labour force 
caning fran the rural areas simultaneously finding e:rrploynent 
in these industries" (Cited in Financial Mail, 1987, P 33). 

The Old Mutual's Econanic l-bnitor caments that it is not so IlUlch a 

developrent strategy as an econanic process; one which has generated 

growth in Europe for many centuries. People nove to the cities where 

they enter into IlUltually beneficial econanic relations with others in 

order to take advantage of the scale and agglareration econanies the 

large cities offer. The goods and servi ces produced are directed mainly 

at a growing darestic market. The impetus for growth of the c.k:rIEstic 

market is itself provided by the wages or profits earned in the newly 

established enterprises. It should be noted then that in adopting a 

"positive" urbanization strategy the goverment has conceded that the 

growth-generating potential of the cities can no longer be entirely 

subordinated to the pursuit of territorial apartheid. This is not to 

suggest that the dropping of influx control and the adoption of positive 

urbanization has been caused by econanic crisis. As will be argued in a 

later section, political considerations have perhaps been nore important 

in accounting for the positive urbanization strategy. But there can be 
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little doubt of the link between positive urbanization and inward

industrialization. 

In arguing a case for inward-industrialization, Ianbard et a l ( 1985) 

argue that Black consllI'lEr danand is already effective and that it will 

grcM rapidly. They estimate that by the year 2000 the urban population 

of the country will double to reach a total of awroximatel y 30 million. 

They estimate further that the munber of urban Blacks is expected to 

increase fran 9 million in 1980 to 21 million by the year 2000. 

M:>reover, they expect disposable incare of households to grow fran R35 

000 million in 1980 to R80 000 million in the year 2000. Significantly, 

Black disposable incare is expected to triple fran its 1980 level of RIO 

000 million to awroximately R30 000 million, and I£Jnbard et al (1980) 

argue that given higher incares in the urban areas, nost of this R30 000 

million will be spent in urban areas. 

While establishmant econanists are confident that Black consl.lIrer denand 

is effective and will continue to grow, it is nonetheless too small to 

ensure growth rates which are sufficiently high to procure relatively 

full levels of arploynent. For many future urban c&;ellers, the nove to 

the city will not be a nove to a job. In fact, Ben Vosloo (cited in the 

Financial Mail, 1987) , managing director of the Small Business 

I:eveloprent Corporation, estimates that by the year 2000 the labour force 

will have grown to 18 million and that only 10 million of these will be 

accamodated in fonnal jobs (even assuming a 3.5% econanic growth rate 

which is rot very likely). It is this recognition that led Jan I£Jnbard 

to tie his version of inward industrialization to deregulation, 

privatization and small business developrent. The p:rarotion of small 

enterprises becares the nechanism for: expanding production; for 

directing production at local markets; and for ensuring that the 

benefits of such expanded production are nore widely distributed than has 

hitherto been the case. This process, it is argued, will allow the 

expansion of local markets which in turn will st.inrulate further 

production. 

In sum, goverrurent interventions necessary to bring a Ianbard-style 

inward-industrialization strategy into notion involves the following 

three caTpJnents. The first is the p:rarotion of urban growth and the 
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droWing of anti-urban policies. This has already partially been done 

through the adoption of the "positive urbanization" strategy. The 

second is deregulation and the prarotion of small business in as many 

spheres as possible. The third area is nore controversial and involves 

dealing with the reluctance of roth foreign and local capital to invest 

in South Africa. For sate analysts (Kaplan, 1986) this latter area is 

the crux of the current crisis and perhaps the crux of 

inward-industrialization. Kaplan'S (1986, p 41) caments in this regard 

are worth quoting at length : 

" . .. what constitutes the current econanic crisis? The answer 
is that capitalists are presently not investing, or at least 
not productively investing, the profits being made. Gross 
IXIrestic Fixed Invest:Itent has fallen dramatically. This is 
coupled with significant capital flight, nostly unrecorded, as 
plant and equiprent are despatched for sale overseas where, at 
current values of the rand, prices are considerably higher. 
The overall stock of plant and equiprent is shrinking. It 
might even be temed an " invest:Itent strike" - a strike by 
capitalists who are unwill~g to invest." 

Kaplan (1986) argues that while there are many contri.b.ltory factors, the 

major reason for this investmant strike is political uncertainty. In 

making fixed invest:Itents, capitalists have to consider profits not only 

in the short run rut also in the long run . Given the high level of 

uncertainty about South Africa's future, capitalists have been unwilling 

to make investmants even if they are highly profitable. Given this 

situation, analysts such as v«>lfgang Thanas (1987) argue that an 

important component of state intervention to promote 

inward-industrialization, is intervention aimad at directing, encouraging 

or perhaps even coercing capital invest:Itent · in industries producing 

consumar goods for the urbanizing Black popllation. Thus Thanas (1987) 

suggests that changes to certain tax laws can force invest:Itent in such 

industries . A very Significant example of goverrment attenpts to 

encourage and direct invest:mant inwardly, is the establishrrent of the 

South African lbusing Trust late in 1986. This effort can re 
understood, largely, as an attenpt to provide institutional guarantees 

for investmant in an area previously considered too risky and 

insufficiently profitable - low-incare housing. In fact, the provision 

of low-incare housing is seen as the nost important of the 

"inward-industrialization" industries. It is this centrality of Wilt 
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environrtent production to the entire process of inward-industrialization 

that deserves special attention because of the opportunities and dangers 

it presents to progressive organizations. 

In their seminal piece on inward-industrialization, Lombard et al (1985) 

explicitly identify the provision of lCM-incare housing as a key 

catq?Onent of their strategy. It is, in fact, the only industry 

explicitly referred to. The reasons for its centrality are not hard to 

find. The current housing backlog is consel:Vatively estimated by the 

NBRI to stand at 832 000 units. It is estimated (NBRI, 1987) that 5,9 

million people currently live in 466, 000 fonnal units which neans an 

average of 13 people per unit. l-breover, it is generally agreed that 

awroximatel y 4 million units will have to be built between TlCftN and the 

year 2000. Also of significance given the current political crisis, is 

the <;pverrment's attaTpt to deal with so-called "legitimate" grievances 

of people living in massively undeJ:provicled housing envirorments (no 

water, electricity, roads and ~o on). While the political IIDtivation 

lying behind housing and upgrading prograIl"llES is generally qui te well 

understcx:x:l., the econanic IIDtivation is not. Upgrading and ICM-incare 

housing provision is a highly labour- intensive process. It is also a 

ICM-skill industry which allows easy market entry for small businesses 

and the infonnal sector. These characteristics are inp:>rtant because 

the g:rCMth of the South African . econany depends on the g:rCMth of Black 

incares. l-breover, low-incare. housing provision and upgrading are 

processes which utilize primarily dcmasticall y-produced inputs. Thus 

the industry is a reasonably low-inp:>rt industry and therefore a low debt 

and low-inflation producing industry. A further advantage is that a 

g:rCMth strategy based on low-incare housing and upgrading w::ruld be Imlch 

less vulnerable to fluctuations in the international econany. 

The major problan with inward-industrialization or any other growth 

strategy devised around dcmastically-generated growth, is the so-called 

"balance of paynents constraint". l£:mbard (1988, P 11) makes the point 

as follows : 

"The international political position of South Afric~ has, 
l'laNever, deteriorated to such an extent that South Afrl.ca TlCftN 

has to maintain surpluses on the current account to reduce the 
country's foreign debt rather than to build up reserves to pay 
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for imports involved in a darestic cyclical expansion. Nor do 
we any longer have access to the financial facilities of the 
IMF which we traditionally enjoyed. These ci.rcumstances 
seriously hamstring the econany's recovery prospects. Indeed 
it seems as if upswings which are mainly led by darestic 
canponents of expenditure such as consumption, invest:nent or 
goverrurent expenditure have very little chance of running 
their full course." 

In short, the naren.t any darestically generated growth precipitates the 

need for capital imports, balance of payrrents difficulties are soon 

eocountered since South Africa has neither the reserves nor the ability 

to oorrow capital to sustain the growth. Even in the field of low

incare housing Ianbard (1988) argues that the current structure of the 

South African construction industry militates against the success of an 

inward-industrialization strategy using housing as a lead sector. He 

estimates that even a progranma which starts with 25,000 houses and 25 

serviced sites and grows at 20% a year to eliminate the backlog in 

fourteen years, will incur import leakages of R300 to R400 million in one 
. . 

year. M:>reover, the problem beCares even rrore serious when the existing 

engineering and other industries reach full capacity in tenns of existing 

fixed capital, and have to import machinery and other goods. Thus 

Ianbard (1988) argues that if housing (or any other sector) is to provide 

the basis for darestically-generated growth, then the predaninantly 

capital-intensive nature of prcxiuction processes in South Africa will 

have to be transfonred. This observation, together with the recognition 

that the balaxx:e of paynents constraint will limit fonnal sector growth 

to 3% or less per annum, leads Ianbard ( 1988) to conclude that 

macro-econanic policy must focus on shifting the entire structure of the 

econany in a rrore labour-intensive direction. 

"Ibw does a country deal with the structural problem of 
dares tic unemploynent and low growth together with a deficit on 
the balaxx:e of paynents due to heavy imports of capital goods? 
Fundam:mtally the answer lies in the readjust:nent between four 
cost itans, n.anely the exchange rate, the interest rate, the 
wage rate and the rate of taxation. The objective of the 
readjustITent is to bring aOOut a rise in the unit output cost 
of capital intensive nethods of prcxiuction relative to the 
output cost of labour intensive nethods of prcxiuction" 
(Lombard, 1988, pp 13-14; emphasis original). 
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Whether or not it will be possible to achieve this objective through 

ma.c~onanic policy-tinkering is another ma.tter altogether, but ~ 

cannot entertain discussion on the possibilities here. Before noving on 

hcJr...1ever, it is worth briefly considering the prospects of an inward

industrialization strategy in a context in which it was in fact possible 

to gain access to foreign loans. Considering such a possibility is 

useful precisely because it suggests a direction for the developtent of 

progressive policy, roth in the short- and medium-tenn, and also in a 

post-apartheid econany. If loan capital was available it would be 

possible to embark on an ambitious inward-industrialization prograrme 

using housing as a lead sector. Such strategies have been successfully 

pursued in other national contexts (see for example Currie (1978) on the 

Colanbian experience). In short, the theory is that housing prcx::luction 

prcx::luces substantial I1U.1ltiplier effects and thereby stiI1U.1lates econanic 

growth. Provided that econanic growth occurs at a rate fast enough to 

allow for the accumulation of reserves to payoff the loans and as long 

as growth does not overly inc~ impJrts, a " long-tenn growth path is 

sustainable. The possibility of using such a scenario to win 

progressive gains in roth the short and long tell1l will be addressed in 

the final chapter of this dissertation, along with a range of additional 

possibilities. 

In sunmary it should be noted that the rodel of inward-industrialization 

being pursued by goverment essentially anounts to the pIaTOtion of sma.ll 

business and infonnal sector activity through allowing urbanization on 

the one hand, and through deregulation on the other. M::>re ambitious 

inward-industrialization prograrmes underpinned by ~t expenditure 

and inward invest:nent are, for the tine being, ruled out by the balance 

of payment constraints. Anxiety anongst the organic intellectual of 

capital al:x:>ut the possibility of goverment pursuing a nore ambitious 

inward-industrialization strategy is evident in the following carm:mt by 

the Financial Mail (February 20, 1987, P 34) : 

"A danger with catch phrase econanic policy making, too, is 
that heresies can easily be carmitted in its narre: there are 
those prepared to argue that to be ef~ective 
inward-industrialization must include tariff protec:tl.on and 
subsidization. Nothing could be further "fran the truth. . So 
it might be wise to talk al:x:>ut deregulation when deregulatl.on 
is neant." f 
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Finally, it should be noted that the state's positive urbanization 

strategy fits this conservative m::x:iel of inward-industrialization alm:>st 

to the letter. Only the deconcentration (satellite town creation) 

canponent of the strategy is nore closely associated with the 

"neo-apartheid" spatial engineering of the past decade. This point 

will, ~, be elaborated in a later chapter. For the m::mant, 

~, attention shifts to an assessrrent of the extent to which major 

changes in housing policy in the 1980's, can be ascribed to econanic 

crisis and to state strategies ained at resolving the crisis. 

Econanic Crisis« !busing and Urban Land Policy 

As will be recalled fran earlier chapters, in the 1950's and 1960's, the 

state embarked on a major mass housing prograrme in the larger tcMns and 

cities. In the late 1960' s, l1ov.ever, attention shifted away fran 

building mass-housing in the cities, · to the urbanization of bantustans 

(M:>rris, 1981). This rreant that the mass housing prograrmes of 

mmicipalities like the Johannesburg City Co~il virtually ground to a 

halt (Mandy, 1984). Thus, during the 1970's and early 1980's, there were 

only marginal additions to the urban housing stock whilst urbanization 

continued apace. This, in turn, gave rise to the housing shortage 

referred to in the previous section and to massive levels of 

overcrowding. The relationship between deteriorating township 

conditions and the political revolt of the 1970's and early 1980's is the 

subject of extensive discussions in later chapters. The focus in this 

section is on the relationship between econanic crisis and the very 

substantial housing policy changes that have evolved in the 1980's. 

In January 1983, dramatic changes in housing policy were announced by 

central goverment. Firstly, goverment announced that in future the 

building of houses for all "ethnic groups" was to be the responsibility 

of the private sector . Only in exceptional ci.rctmlstanc:es v.ould 

goverment actually prcxiuce housing. Instead, goverrment would playa 

supportive role in the prarotion of self-help housing delivery: by making 

serviced plots available upon which people could build their own houses; 

by facilitating access to loan finance; by subsidizing loan finance for 
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people within certain incana categories; and by easing access to building 

materials and skills. lvbreover, goveIT1IIEIlt armounced that sana 500 000 

state-owned houses \\Uuld be sold to the present tenants. legislation 

was also passed allowing the participation of non-profit utility 

companies in housing provision. 

The shift in policy was preceded by a vigorous debate about appropriate 

housing policy which began in the mid-1970's. Ironically the inp3tus 

for the debate was provided. by redistributive liberal scholars such as 

Maasdorp and Humphreys (1975) and Dewar and Ellis (1979). These authors 

attacked goverrment shack renoval prograrmes, arguing that the 

"shacklands" provided. functional housing which was well- adapted to user 

needs. lvbreover, they attacked the sterility, unifonnity, austerity and 

high cost of fonnal govenment housing projects. The forarost of these 

liberal scholars, David Dewar, was clearly influenced by the then highly 

fashionable \\Urk of John Turner. Like Turner he argued that housing was 

a process not a product, anq an important part of individual and 

carmunity developrent. He conducted careful analyses of the 

affordability of public housing schates built for Coloured people in Cape 

'l'cMn, and concluded. that even subsidized rentals were unaffordab1e for 

the large majority of people living in these schates (see Dewar, 1982b, 

1983). Given the rise of inflation in the late 1970's and early 1980's, 

the problen was particularly' acute in newer housing projects. When 

public hoUSing becane unaffordable, Dewar argued that it becane 

oppressive. As an alternative he proposed a self-help systen in which 

the role of the state was to provide security of tenure, basic services, 

advice (if asked for), access to materials and access to loan finance. 

By the early 1980's the notion of "self-help" had becc:ne a catchword used 

widely in debates about virtually every sphere of collective consumption 

(social welfare, health, housing, education, camumity services and so 

on) . In the housing sphere, debates developed bet\oa:m liberals such as 

Dewar ( 1980) and radicals such as Wilkinson ( 1980) which mirrored the 

debates bet\oa:m Turner ( 1976, 1978) and Burgess ( 1978) in the 

international literature. Radicals argued that the self-help approach 

was an ideological mystification of a process of state' withdrawal fran 

the sphere of collective constnnption, thereby reducing the social wage 

and laNering the cost of reproducing labour. Liberals, on the other 
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hand, argued that the housing shortage had becate so acute and public 

housing so expensive that there were few alternatives to self-help. 

While the ~rk of the liberal scholars certainly seems to have influenced 

goverment thinking, developrents within the political-econany were 

perhaps nore decisive. In a later chapter it will be argued that 

political considerations were of primary concern, rut the econany was 

also inp:>rtant. It should, however, be noted that at the time the DEM 

policy was announced, the econany was not in nearly as parlous a state as 

is currently the case. In fact, the goverment raised civil service pay 

by 40% in 1983 to ensure electoral support for the proposed tri-caneral 

constitution (Robinson, 1988). This, in turn, spawned a consuner led 

roini-lxxm against the backdrop of a deteriorating cpld price (Robinson, 

1988) . As is well known, this resulted in 1984 in what Robinson (1988, 

P 12) calls a "panic-stricken atergency package" which "pushed the prime 

rate to a record 25% and ushered in a steep recession - and ~ years of 

violent Black revolt". - These c.onsiderations notwithstanding, there can 

be little doubt that the state was nonetheless aware of the structural 

difficulties faCing the econany. As far as expenditure on housing 

specifically is concerned, the Executive Director of the Institute for 

Housing of Southern Africa, Mr. D.M. Roelvert, had the following to say 

"When the goverment aIlIlO\lOCed its DEM housing {X)licy in 1983, 
it did so because ... funds for housing :tUI1X'ses are extrarely 
limited and in view thereof the National Housing Ccmnission is 
cCJ'l"{lelled to obtain the vast portion of its capital _ funds at 
market related rates of interest on the capital and noney 
markets. 

This fact together with the fact that all costs have lately 
risen at an alanning rate has cCJ'l"{lelled the Departm:mt to 
follow a DEM line of approach in respect of the financing of 
housing and the utilization of housing funds" (Roelvert, 1988, 
P 3.) 

~, the extent to which DEM housing policy should be seen as an 

attarpt to decrease the fiscal burden should not be oveI."E!11?hasized. Van 

Horen (1988) points out that given that governnent was spending very 

little on housing anyway in the 1970's and 1980's, privatization was 

unlikely to have a major effect on overall goverment spending. He 

estimates that if spending on housing had been ca\l>letel y eliminated in 
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1985, total goverI1I1Ent expenditure ~uld have declined by only 1, 7%. On 

the other hand, it is clear that if existing and projected housing 

strategies are to be I1Et by the building of public housing, a very 

substantial increase in state spending will be necessary. The NBRI, for 

exarrple, estimates that in the urban areas al~ne an average of 366 000 

units per year ~ld have to be built. Asstmring a nodest cost of R5 000 

per serviced site and Rl5 000 for a 55 square I1Etre house, a total of R20 

000 per unit, an arrount of R7,3 billion at present costs will be required 

annually (Roelvert, 1988). As Roelvert (1988) {X)ints out, the largest 

arrount that goverrment has ever been able to allocate to housing was R1,3 

billion in the 1986/7 fina.n::ial year. There can be little doubt that in 

the early 1980's, the governm:mt was very concerned about a housing 

{X)licy that implied a sixfold increase in expenditure at a tiI1E of 

growing fiscal crisis. 

While the econanic crisis may not have been critical in shaping the new 

housing {X)licy announced in 19?3, it has certainly hecate of central 

importance in subsequent years and has dramatically influenced the fonn 

of aterging {X)licy. As has already been {X)inted out, in 1986 the state 

noved to reflate the econany after the disastrous recessionary .impacts 

of their nonetarist {X)licies introduced in 1984. An inp)rtant part of 

the reflationary package was the provision of R750 million for 

expenditure on housing, serviced sites and upgrading. Lanbard (1988) 

notes that such expenditure was {X)ssible ~ause econanic activity 

outside of the housing sector was so lOW' that imports could be a f forded. 

He goes on to add that without the housing prograntte, c:ic:lrestic growth 

"~d have been at least one percent less than it actually was " 

(l£Inbard, 1988, P 12). ~,by 1988 when the econany showed signs 

of recovery, the balance of paynents constraint soon hecane a problem and 

expenditure on housing has been reduced. In fact, the balance of 

paynents constraint has hecate absolutely central to the fODlllllation of 

housing {X)licy and for that matter, land {X)licy. Lanbard (1988, P 15) 

outlines the challenge and the required elem:mts of housing strategy as 

follCJ'.t.1S : 

"In view of the various resource constraints on a canprehensi ve 
prograrme of developing alnost 3 million sites for urban 
settlers by the year 2000, the prograntte ~d have: to be 
carefully decarp:>sed into those elemants which requue the 
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least real resources and have few backward repercussions on 
imports, on the one hand, and those that can only l::le 
undertaken over tine as scarce resources l::lecare available and 
as our basic econanic refonus materialise. " 

MJre concretely, Ianbard (1988) suggests that the first phase of such a 

progranne is land purchase for orderly settlarent. The provision of land 

has few backward econanic effects, provided the funds for the purchase of 

such land are raised in ways which are non-inflationary (Ianbard, 1988). 

Thus he argues that land acquisition should be the primary focus of 

contemporary policy. The second phase of the policy is to make the land 

available for settlarent in ~ stages . In the first stage people are 

allCJl.\18d. to settle on land which has been plarmed and surveyed but for 

which no services have as yet been provided. It should be noted that 

this is a major reversal of conventional planning practice. The 

traditional practice is to only make land available for settlarent after 

basic services have been provided. Ianbard (1988) argues that putting 

people on the land ahead of ~ices. minimizes the utilization of real 

resources in the short-run. In tine, when the econanic circumstances 

are nore favourable, basic services can be provided as part of the second 

stage of land settlarent. MJreover, to the extent that subsidization is 

necessary, it should occur at the first stage, primarily because 

subsidization at later stages (for ex.arcple the house construction stage) 

might end up being a subsidy to developers rather than end users 

(Ianbard, 1988). As far as the actual building of houses is concerned, 

Ianbard's ( 1988) position is that the system of finance should be 

subjected to ordinary market principles and in this way reflect the 

relative scarcity of capital in the ecol1Cl1¥ as a whole. Again house 

building ~d occur when econanic circumstances were favourable. In 

the meantine, people would have to meet their shelter needs infonnall y, 

either by building temporary shacks or by building Sate sort of starter 

unit which could be extended later . 

It is worth noting that the strategy outlined by Ianbard (1988) probably 

maximizes the ntmlber of people that can be involved in the housing 

process by giving them :i:rrm:rli.ate access to land. It also substantially 

prcm:>tes the decentralized production of hotlsing by small enterprises and 

the infonnal sector. This, it will be recalled, is in line with Icmbard 

et al's (1985) vision of inward- industrialization using lal:x:>ur-intensive 
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low-incane housing production as a lead sector. MJreover, it is likely 

that capital will be channelled into service provision and upgrading in 

an uneven and s};X)radic fashion as econcmic ciIcumstances allow. The 

balance of paynent constraint suggests that for the forseeable future, 

South Africa's grcMt.h path is going to be a stuttering one, with shorter 

cyclical l:xx:ms and busts. 

The in1;>lication of the above discussion is that evolving housing };X)l icy 

cannot sin1;>l y be seen as the state bailing out or attanpting to reduce 

the social wage as sane authors have suggested . (see for exarrple M::Carthy 

and Smit, 1984). Instead it has to be seen as a carplex res};X)nse to 

changing macro-econcmic and };X)litical ciIcumstances and it is };X)ssible 

that at particular conjunctures, state expenditure on housing may 

actually increase. ~,the prognosis for the next few years is 

UJGUe5tionablyone of austerity. 

Whatever the relative rrerits , ~f the argunents presented above, the 

dramatic changes in housing };X)licy in the 1980's have significantly 

affected planning practices and };X)sed new challenges. To begin wi th, 

the focus on land acquisition, together with the droWing of influx 

control and the acceptance of a "};X)sitive urbanization" strategy, have 

resulted in a dramatic increase in layout r,..urk. MJreover, hundreds of 

planners throughout the country have for the past few years been 

feverishly involved. in urban land identification exercises. Planners 

have also had to cane to grips with the theory and practice of self-help 

and site- and-service delivery systans. The crisis has brought the 

theory of the late 1970's into closer accord with practice and, as a 

consequence, planners are learning a great deal rrore about the limits and 

};X)ssibilities of "self-help" housing. The notion of settling people on 

the land ahead of service provision has already, and will in future, };X)se 

significant design and technical challenges for planners. In many ways 

settlarent without services requires far greater design ingenuity and 

professional design input than· conventional serviced layouts. Far 

greater attention, for exarrple, has to be given to to};X)graphy, soil 

corxlitions and natural drainage systans. As a consequence, a new 

literature on "Layout for Zero or Very lDIN Service revels" is l ikely to 

emerge. It should be noted too that the new housing };X)licy does offer 

sane };X)tential for progressive practices. The focus on land 
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acquisition, for example, does provide planners with the opportunity to 

engage in creative land banking exercises which could at a later stage 

provide a source of finance for lCM-incare housing. 

Furthemore, the inteIInittent and selective flows of capital into built 

envirorment production could also be used to build camrunity 

organizations around carmunity control of such flows. Finally, 

substantial ideological capital can be made by progressives out of the 

reality that an ambitious inward-industrialization prograrme using 

housing as lead sector would be p::>ssible if it were not for apartheid and 

the effect it has on the country's access to loan capital. These 

possibilities will, ~, be elaOOrated in the concluding chapter of 

this dissertation. 

Econcmic Crisis« Bantustan Urbanization and Transport Policy 

In the preceding chapter, reference was made to an arerging transport 

crisis in the late 1960's and 1970's as a consequence of the 

extraordinary attaTpts by governmant to shift Black urbanization behind 

bantustan boundaries. Fran 1967 onwards, all Africans living within 50 

km of bantustan boundaries could be shifted to new townships behind 

bantustan borders. An estimated 670,000 were noved in this marmer 

between 1968 and 1980 (Platsky and Walker, 1985). Thus, by 1985, sate 

80% of African workers spent an average of 2,5 hours ccmnuting each day 

(M::Caul, 1987). M:>reover, 20% spent an average of 4,5 hours travelling 

to and fran work each day. l-t:Caul ( 1987 ) rep::>rts that the bantustan

based carmuter population ( frontier-ccmnuters) has increased by 150% 

since 1970 and stood at 773 000 in 1982. 

The iITplarentation of bantustan urbanization and frontier ccmnuting was 

made possible by the rapid econcmic growth of the 1960' s. With the onset 

of the econcmic crisis in the mid 1970's, ~, apartheid spatial 

eng~ing has hecate increasingly problematic.. In 1985, the state was 

subsidizing up to 80% of the econcmic-transport tariff for workers living 

rore than 50km fran their workplace (l-t:Caul, 1987). The state pays an 

average of R200 per annum for each bus ccmnuter and in the case of those 

who live rore than 90 km fran work, an average of Rl500 annually (M:::Caul, 

1987). While bus subsidies amounted to a mere R2,3 million in 1966-67, 
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they had escalated to R209 million in 1984-85 (M::Carthy and Swilling, 

1984) . MJreover, M:Caul (1987) estimates that the total subsi dy bill 

(buses and trains) for ~rking-class African camru.ters was RSOO million. 

And in 1987, the South African Transport services estimated a loss of 

R1, 1 billion on passenger services. Not sw:prisingl y, the state has 

indicated that it can no longer continue to foot these bills. 

Perhaps the rrost dramatic instance of state recognition that it can no 

longer afford the inefficiencies of Ven-JOerdian apartheid, was the 

reprieve granted in 1985 to the residents of 50 townships under threat 

of raroval to the bantustans. A senior government minister (Sam de 

Beer) explained that the reason for the policy change was that long 

camuting distances were no longer affordable (M:Caul, 1987). But major 

shifts in state policy in the transport sphere were, however, evident 

fran the early 1980's. The Welgaroed Ccmnission of 1983 recamended the 

phasing out of transport subsidies altogether. . In canpensation for the 

proposed abolition of ·subsidies, the . Welgaroed Ccmnission proposed that 

state protection of the large transport rronopolies against canpetition 

fran "pirate taxis" and small operators be tightened. Attarq:>ts at 

iIrplerenting the Welgaroed proposals proved futile and be~ 1982 and 

1985 the nmnber of pirate taxis had increased by about 28% by canparison 

with 11% for legal vehicles. The proposals also involved substantial 

political opposition. Thus, by. the mid-1980's, it was a~t that 

arq:>hasis in traJ1SIX>rt policy was shifting in the direction of praroting 

canpetition and privatization in the transport sector. This, in turn, 

has iIrplied a dramatic shift towards the active prarotion of small 

operators. The 1985 President's Council reports on urbanization, for 

example, recamen.ded. that the transport sector be deregulated and that 

the pirate taxis be seen as a very inpJrtant part of the overall 

transport systan. Clearly, a deregulated and canpetitive transport 

sector is roN being seen as the al ternati ve to subsidized transport. 

MJreover, such privatization allows the state to withdraw fran the highly 

politicized transport sphere. Praroting small transport operators is 

also quite consistent with the pursuit of inward-industrialization. 

It appears that the state will also be devolving transport policy to a 

feN tier of goverment operating at a netropolitan level - the Regional 

Service Councils (RSCs). In fact, MCCaul (1987, P 442) argues that RSCs 
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will becare "the linchpin of the new passenger transport deal". It is 

RSCs that will decide on the sorts of operators that will operate in 

their areas and on the extent of subsidy. Should subsidies be 

necessary, they will have to be financed by RSCs thansel ves (lvtCaul, 

1987). Interestingly, since RSC finances are to be derived primarily 

fran a levy on businesses, it seems likely that c;pvernnent hopes to use 

such RSC taxes as a disincentive to location within the netropolitan core 

areas (and thereby encourage deconcentration). It should be noted too 

that the spatial proposals for managing the growth of netropolitan areas 

associated with the Tlf!M positive urbanization strategy bear a relation to 

the transport crisis. The ~hasis on satellite towns and associated 

deconcentration suggests t\\U things. Firstly the ~hasis on 

deconcentration represents an at~t at an ex post facto rationalization 

of the spatial inheritance of Verwoerdian apartheid and an at~t to 

reduce cCJ11lU.lting fran existing satel lites. Secondly the proposed 

creation of further self-contained satellite towns is clearly an attarpt 

(if ill-conceived) to reduce the. need for cCJ11lU.lting. 

The arerging shifts in transport policy are not without contradiction 

~. To begin with, it is quite apparent that the phasing out of 

subsidies and attarpting to off-load than on capital and labour alike is 

likely to precipitate substantial political resistance. In the 1980's 

transport has becare an intensely politicised terrain (see 1vtCarthy and 

Swilling, 1984). l-tJreover, it appears that even if the RSCs are willing 

to subsidize transport, fiscal constraints will allow only small 

contributions fran the RSC coffers. M:Caul (1987) points out that the 

RSCs are expected to raise Rl, 3 bill ion annually in the four main 

netropolitan areas and that existing CCJ11lU.lter subsidies already annunt to 

nearly half of this anount. Since the RSCs have other priorities 

(especially service provision in the massively urrlerprovided Black 

townships), few resources are likely to be available for transport. 

A second major contradiction of arerging transport policy is that while 

privatization and reliance of small operators may reduce pressure on the 

fiscus and even prarote inward- industrialization, the increased danand 

for small vehicles, that such a policy shift inplies, may exacerbate 

existing balance of payrrents difficulties, since rrost vehicle parts are 

irrp:lrted. l-tJreover, given the increasing devaluation of South African 
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currency, notor vehicles are becaning prohibitively expensive. In many 

other parts of the Third \\arId which have e~ienced similar structural 

econanic problans, currency devaluation has resulted in a reversal of 

previous trends towards the use of private vehicles and to increasing 

reliance on public transport . If this is also the case in South Africa, 

then transport policy is shifting in the direction of privatization at 

the very tine when greater arphasis should be placed on providing 

efficient public transport. The growing need for public transport 

highlights arx>ther contradiction be~ transport policy and housing 

policy. In the previous section it was noted that in the short and 

IIEdiurn-te:rm at least, it seans likely that housing policy will focus on 

putting people on surveyed sites ahead of services and ahead of fornal 

housing provision . Given that very low servicing levels are likely to 

be the nonn, it follows that settlaoont densities will have to be low. 

This, in turn, maans that CCItmlting distances will be increased and that 

it will be difficult to make public transport systans viable. 

The contradictions referred to above - fiscal problans, the exacerbation 

of balance of paynent di ~ficulties, the escalating price of private 

vehicles and the conflict be~ housing policy and transport policy, 

have been highlighted here because they throw the need for an entirely 

different approach to urbanization and transport into sharp relief . 

Such an approach, it will be argued, is possible, but only in a South 

Africa that is reintegrated into the international ccmnunity. This, in 

turn, \\auld, of course, require the dropping of apartheid and 

negotiations with the African National Congress. The possibili ties in 

this regard will be discussed in the final chapter where the prospects 

for progressive urban planning practices will be assessed. Hov.eTer, it 

is clear that transport policy and policy for managing South Africa's 

cities are closely intertwined. This provides a useful entree into a 

discussion of the way in which politico-econanic crisis and state 

responses to it, have precipitated developrents in urban planning 

theory. particularly inlf:ortant in this regard is the \\ark of Dewar 

(1982, 1984, 1985). 
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Dewar's (1982a, 1984, 1985) proposals for transfonning the nature and 

structure of South African cities represents one of the rrost significant 

theoretical contr~tions to the literature . on urban and regional 

planning in South Africa. While the developtent of the theory is not 

directly traceable to econanic crisis, i ts resonance is a direct function 

of its "appropriateness" at this conjuncture. Dewar's theory has its 

rcx::>ts in an analysis of what it was that made "old towns" in Europe and 

elsewhere urbane and prosperous on the one hand, and an analysis of what . 

it is that makes cities in South Africa sterile, unpleasant and 

inpJverished. on the other. The theory has, ~, iocreasingly been 

associated with urban strategies for countering poverty and unarployrrent. 

Thus, in 1984, Dewar (1984) presented a paper outlining his proposals to 

the Second Carnegie Conference into Poverty and City Develogrent in 

Southern Africa. M::>reover, at a conference on Urban Planning and the 

New Constitution in . 1985, Dewar ( 1985) prefaced his proposals for 

"re-planning" the South African city with a description of what he 

considered to be four major reali ties of the urbanization process in 

South Africa. The first was the observation that the rate and scale of 

the urbanization process in South Africa was such that rrore urban stock 

would have to be created within the next two decades than had been 

produced in the last 300 years • The second was that p:werty and 

inequality was eOOanic in South Africa and that rrost of the people 

urbanizing would be poor. The third reality was that Ul'lEJIl>loyrrent had 

already reached. crisis proportions . Finally, he pointed out that 

urbanization would take place in a context of scarce financial and 

natural resources. In many respects these are the sane conditions 

described by Ianbard et al ( 1985) in outlining their vision of 

inward-industrialization. In fact , Dewar's proposals for managing the 

spatial growth of South African cities are very consistent with the 

macro- econanic strategy of inward-industrialization, rut also with 

export-industrialization in certain sectors (see Srnit and Tcxies, 1987). 

Dewar's (1982a, 1984, 1985) theory is at once a critique of the apartheid 

city and an alternative to it. He attr~tes the \\Ues of the South 

African city to two major causes 

traditional town plarming practices . 
apartheid and significantly, 

He argues that the tenets of 
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territorial aparthe1°d and traditional planning rnaxins have a great deal 

in camon. 'lb begin with, both stress segregation territorial 

apartheid of races, and traditional town planning of land-uses . 

Secondly, both stress the notion of "inward-focused" or self-contained 

ccmnunities. Thus, apartheid stresses separate facilities for rrenbers 

of different race groups, and traditional town planning is often 

structured around. self-contained neighbourhoods, villages, towns and so 

on. Of traditional planning in South Africa, Dewar (1985, P 2) has the 

follCMing to say : 

"The fonn of city managenent and planning which predcmi.nates in 
South Africa at present has a mnnber of overriding 
characteristics . Firstly, ... the direction and fonn of urban 
growth is nore detennined by where authorities can obtain land 
easiest and cheapest than by any social or environm:mtal 
objectives . Secondly, upon that land which is available, there 
is a belief that it is possible and necessary to plan 
everything: Each parcel of land has its segregated, designated 
use; each activity has its segregated, designated place. 
Thirdly, the node of living imposed by daninant planning 
constructs - is underpinned · by the values of the nore weal thy 
classes: particularly the profoundly erroneous belief that 
every family does or will own a car and that equity of access 
prevails ... " 

This type of planning imagination, together with apartheid and bantustan 

urbanization, tends to produce sprawling, ICM~ity and highly 

attenuated urban areas. It is precisely this attenuation which lies 

behind the transport crisis referred to in the previOUS section. Dewar 

(1985) <;pes on to argue that the 00rden of this grossly inefficient urban 

structure is borne primarily by the poor who not only have to ccmnute 

long distarx::es rut who are also excluded fran a number of 

"life-owortunities" offered by the city through spatial isolati on. 

Dewar ( 1985, P 3) elaborates on sate of the i1rpacts on the poor as 

follows : 

" the creative capacity of cities, defined in tenns of their 
ability to create economic, social and recreational 
oRX'rtunities to which people, both rich and poor, can respond, 
is massively dissipated. Effectively ... each olocal ~ has 
to operate independently, in tenns of genera~~g SOC1al ar:ct 
camercial infrastructure and econanic ORX'rtumt1es - there 1S 
little reinforcarent of one area by others. When these areas 
are alnost exclusively populated by ICM iocate people, of 
course, the resources available to sURX'rt this infrastructure 
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siIrply do not exist. Thirdly, those opportunities and 
facilities which do exist in the cities are increasingly 
inaccessible to the majority of people, and particularly the 
poor ... Smaller less ~ful, econanic enterprises struggle 
to find opportunities at places where they have a genuine 
chance of becaning viable - they (particularly infonreJ. sector 
operators) are increasingly pushed. into marginal locations ... 
Life is siIrply a struggle for survival." 

In order to counter these negative impacts 

(1982a,1984, 1985) argues that emphasis has 

on the poor, Dewar 

to shift away fran 

segregation and attenuation, to prarotion of canpact, integrated cities. 

"Clearly, changes are necessary, perhaps the IlOst important is 
to achieve the greatest possible integration and overlap of 
activities, so that people can experience IlOst necessary urban 
activities over relatively small distances "(Dewar, 1985, P 
3) • 

The primary spatial planning nechanism for achieving such integration is 

the use of "activity corridors " (Dewar, 1982, 1984, 1985). These 

activity corridors, it is envisaged, \<'.Uuld act as "seams" binding 

together previously canpartIrentalized and isolated areas. The corridors 

v.uuld be focused around major public tran5fX)rt nen..urks (a key feature 

of the proposals) and high density settlarents \<'.Uuld be encouraged along 

than. In principle, efforts would be made to channel people in such a 

way that activity and enterprise thresholds could be achieved along the 

corridors. This, together with deregulation and a pennissive approach 

to land use, v.uuld prarote the arergence of small rusinesses and the 

infonnal sector in the corridors . M::>reover, the increased supply of . 
land in which businesses could be established. (in the corridors) \<'.Uuld 

ease market entry. Finally, conscious attarpts \<'.Uuld be made to locate 

public facilities and infrastructure within corridors. 

Whilst it is not possible to ~ll on the details of Dewar's (1982a, 

1984, 1985) proposals, it is iIrportant to reiterate that his activity 

corridor IIDdel is highly appropriate at this conjuncture if viewed fran 

the perspective of the econanic grcMth strategies available. Snit and 

'!'odes (1987) have conducted an in-depth analysis of the relation between 

such grcMth. strategies and al ternati ve spatial IIDdels for managing 

netropolitan growth. They conclude that the activity corridor IIDdel 
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perfonns best with regard to both inward-industrialization and export-

industrialization. It should be noted too that the carp3.ct and 

integrated city is clearly at odds with the cleconcentrated satell ite 

m:::>del prop::>sed in the goverrment's positive urbanization strategy. In a 

later chapter it will be argued that goverrment has opted for the 

cleconcentrated satellite m:::>del for political rather than economic 

reasons. This suggests, of course, that there continues to be a tension 

be~ econanic and political goals in goverrment policy-making. Such 

a tension could be sustained in the high econanic grcMth periods of the 

1950's and 1960's. In the late 1980's policies which exacerbate econanic 

difficulties are under ext.rate pressure. The implication, of course, is 

that progressive planners may be able to exploit this tension to IIDVe 

urban policy in the d.i.rection of Dewar' 5 proposals which are far rrore 

progressive than what is currently proposed .by goverrment. In the 

COD:luding chapter of this dissertation, it will be suggested that a 

m:xti.fied version of Dewar's activity corridor m:::>del may well provide the 

basis for the spatial management of South Africa's cities. It will also 

be argued that econanic and political ciI:cumstances are such that it may 

be possible to pursue the reconstruction of the South African city along 

these lines rON. 

In any event, it is clear that econanic crisis is contributing to the 

atergence (for the first t.ilre since the 1950's) of a vigorous debate 

about spatial management and structure of South African cities. Recent 

contributions by Naude (1984), Hindson (1986), Kok and Gelderb1an (1988), 

Kok (1988), De Beer (1988), van Zyl (1988), ():)sthuizen (1988) and Olivier 

(1988) provide the necessary testirrony in this regard. The irlcreasing 

recognition of the role of major cities in econanic developrent is 

paralleled by l1E!W concerns with local "econanic developtent" planning in 

sate of these cities. These l1E!W developtents are the focus of the next 

section. 

'1HE RISE CF UX'.AL mHMC IEYEUJPMENl' ~ AM) tHi ~ ~ 
All) PRAC'l'ICES 

One of the rrore interesting responses to politico-econanic crisi s fran a 

planning theoretical point of vier.v, is the arergence of local econanic 

developtent planning. tbt only has the introduction of localized 
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econanic developtent planning broadened the scope of urban planning, but 

it has also resulted in the increasingly widespread adoption of new 

planning approaches, procedures and practices. Examples include, inter 

alia: the adoption of corporate planning in cities like Cape Town and 

Pietennaritzburg; the use of strategic planning procedures at the local 

level; and the rethinking of traditional land-use control rrechanisms 

(such as zoning) to make them ITOre consistent with econanic developtent 

thinking. This section discusses the relation be~ ~ arergence of 

local econanic developtent planning and specifically local manifestations 

of econanic crisis. Reference is made to the ~ cities in which local 

econanic developtent planning is ITOst developed - Cape Town and 

Pieterrnaritzburg. Serre reference is also made to the Durban response to 

econanic crisis. 

Cape Town introduced local econanic developtent planning as part of a 

corporate planning exercise in the mid-1980's. The local econany was in 

a parlous state. Unanploynent . was conservatively estimated at 25% of 

the econanically active population (City of Cape Town, 1986a). This 

high level of \ll1aTPloynent was partly attributable to the fact that Cape 

Town's econany has historically been heavily dependent on manufacturing 

which, as ~ have pointed out, is a sector currently experiencing 

substantial decline nationally. In 1968, manufacturing accounted for 

27,8% of the Gross Geographic Product (Cl,;P) for Cape Town. The 

comparable statistic for the country as a whole was 23,6% (City of Cape 

Town 1986b). By 1978 the proportional contribution of manufacturing to 

Cape Town's G:;P had declined to 22,7%, indicating the decline of the 

manufacturing sector locally. The city's FOrt, once a major contributor 

to the local econany, is "«M massively uncierutilized (for a variety of 

reasons which cannot be addressed here). 1>breover, the city was 

experiencing severe fiscal difficulties. By 1985, the value of rateable 

land per capita had declined by nearly one third by comparison with the 

situation in 1940 (City of Cape Town 1986a). This, in turn, 

necessitated continual rates increases and by the mid-1980's large cuts 

in municipal expenditure with a corresponding decline in service and 

infrastructure provision. To add to the problan, a doubling of the 

population of Greater Cape Town is expected by the year 2000, with 

virtually the entire incraoont to the population being accounted for by 

the p:x>rest sectors of the ccmnunity, who, it is anticipated, will make 
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substantial demands on the city coffers for housing, welfare s6l:Vices and 

so on (City of Cape Town 1986a). Given these conditions, officials of 

the Town Planning Departnent of the city, notivated the introduction of 

local econanic developnant planning as follows : 

"If there ever was a ti.ne in the history of this City which 
demaIXis a strategy for sw:vival, it is, surely, J'lCM" (City of 
Cape Town 1986a, p 5). 

In May 1985, the Cape Town City Council made a carmitnent to the 

preparation of an econcmic developnant plan as a priority (City of Cape 

Town 1986b). Significantly, it was the T<Jr..1n Planning brcm::h of the City 

Engineer's Departnent that was charged with the task. The local focus 

of the plan was to be canplarented by the nore' regional focus of an 

econcmic developnant plan for the Western Cape region, initiated by the 

private sector (the Wesgro initiative). In Novanber 1985, the City 

established an ad hex:: carmittee to examine the operation of the "free 

market econany" . Its brief was . to "identify those factors which ~ 

the optinum operation of the free market econany - both fonnal and 

infonnal - and thus act as a brake on the growth in the netrop::>litan 

area" (City of Cape Town 1986a, p 3). Not suiprisingly, the act ivities 

of this carmittee have focused primarily on deregulation. In the 

neanti.ne, an econcmic developrent planning section has been created in 

the tavn planning branch of the City Engineer's ctepart::ment. This 

section produced a report on low-cost job creation in Cape '.I'c7Nn in July 

1986. While the analysis of the local econany was in the preliminary 

stages, the tentative proposals made went far beyond deregulation and 

reflect the input of left- of -centre planning professionals into the 

process. Hence, in addition to deregulation and small business 

prarotion, the rep::>rt also refers to the p::>ssibility of using local 

fcl>lic works progrannes and the provision of low incare housing as 

strategies for reducing ~loyrrent. 

Of Sate interest in the Cape Town econcmic developnant strategy are the 

tentative steps taken towards "corp::>ratism" at the local level. By 

corporatism I am referring to att.arpts by the local state to create 

consensus on the part of both capital and labour over concrete 

strategies, and to engage the active participation of these structurally 
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owosing groups in policy fonnation. Thus, in discussing public \\Orks 

progranmas, the authors of the low-cost job creation report CamEnt as 

follows. " 

"Unions and craft associations may be extrenely SUSPl.Cl.OUS of 
any job creation schares which provide arployment under 
conditions which undercut negotiated rates and \\Orking 
conditions within an industry. This sensitivity nust be 
recognized, and fears allayed through extensive discussion and 
consultation beginning in the early stages of a job creation 
progrc3Il'lle" (City of cape '!'own 1986b, P 11). 

Infonnal contacts have been made by city officials with trade union 

leaders, in order to secure a level of \\Orking class participation. 

M:Jreover, the strategy has parallels at the political level where in 

1985, the essentially liberal cape '!'own City Council proposed an 

alternative "demJcratic" fonn of netropolitan goverment to the Regional 

Service Councils proposed by goverment. Here attarpts were made to 

gain the suWOrt of political organizations (such as the UDF and AZAPO), 

or civic organizations (such as . . CAHlIC and CAL) and of non-racial trade 

unions. This particular local initiative cannot be discussed at length 

here. Suffice it to say, that cape '!'own's local ec:onanic developtEnt 

planning was linked to political initi atives which attarpted to build 

alliances arourrl the interests of a locale - cape '!'own. This is not to 

suggest that either the ec:onanic develOptEnt plan or the local political 

initiative ~ attarpts to mask structural differeoces between classes 

and political groupings (although it was certainly seen in this light by 

sate analysts and politicians). Given the contingent ciI:currstances, the 

cape '!'own response was potentially progressive and oWOrtunistic (in the 

better sense of the \\Ord) • Inp:>rtant in this regard is the 

redistributionaIy potential that arises fran the linking of ec:onanic 

developrent planning to the demJcratic netropolitan goverment option. 

Whether or not cape '!'own plarmers will be successful or not, is another 

matter altogether. The political "local option" initiative seems to be 

stalled for a variety of reasons, IIDstl y related to central goverment 

owosition on the one hand, and the unwillingness, for the narent, of 

major Black political rrovarents to consider local options. 

Before rroving on to a discussion of local ec:onanic develOptEnt planning 

in Pietennaritzrurg, two further ~lications of ec:onanic crisis and 
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local economic development planning for urban planning practice in Cape 

Town warrant discussion. The first is the emergence of corporate 

planning. The second is changes in traditional land-use planning 

practices. Corporate planning should be more clearly distinguished from 

the corporatism referred to a1:cve. As outlined, corporatism refers to 

attenpts to get capital and la1:cur actively involved in policy-making 

around issues of conmon interest. Corporate planning, on the other 

hand, refers to the co-ordination and integration of different actors and 

departments in city planning in order to conduct strategic planning. 

"This report proposes that Council nON take positive steps to 
take further the process by which it and its conurunity will 
guide and manage change. The key is seen as conprehensive 
planning which involves the qouncillors, the bureaucracy and 
the public at large in the preparation of a Corporate City Plan 
for Cape TONn. 

The Corporate Plan is intended to minimize disparities of 
policy and action within the City Council by providing a 
coherent co- operatively. determined framework for future 
planning, development and management. It should synthes i ze 
the operations, budgets and functiCflal plans of different 
departments, with relation to the total city system and its 
future •• " (City of Cape TONn, 1986a, P 5) 

Of course, the notion of corporate planning is hardly new in an 

international context. The fact that it was only in the 1980's that 

corporate planning ideas were adopted in a South African city is, 

therefore, of some interest. This late adcption of corporate planning 

cannot be attributed to the "backwardness" of South African planning 

institutions and practices. The principles of corporate planni ng have 

been taught at most South African universities for years. A much more 

conpelling line of argument is that corporate planning is being taken 

more seriously precisely because it is now an apprcpriate organizatiCflal 

respOnse to crisis. In the Cape Tc"m instance, the town planning 

branch' s call for a corporate plan (City of Cape TONn, 1986a) , is 

prefaced by discussion of the politico-economic crisis in Cape TONn. In 

the course of this discussion the following connnents by Melville C. 

Branch are quoted with apparent approval : 

"Government by crisis exists because of a persistent refusal to 
face reality, to recognize the inevitable consequences of 
ignoring problems until they become so critical that something 
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nust be done to prevent breakdcwn ... We have refused to plan 
deliberately for their .•• solution" (Quoted in City of Cape 
Tcwn, 1986a, p 5). 

The Cape Tcwn planners then go on to suggest that oorporate planning is a 

way of roving beyond rrere short-term crisis response. They argue that 

the two main oonponents of a oorporate plan would be a strategic plan and 

a structure plan. Interestingly in outlining the nature of the 

strategic plan, the Cape Town planners explicitly talk arout the 

"broadening" of the traditional physical orientation of city planning. 

"The strategic plan would enoonpass all of the activities and 
concerns of Council, not rrerely traditional physical land use 
planning concerns. 

The Strategic Plan would have two policy enphases, one defining 
the role that Council should take in the region, the services 
it should offer, and the organizational and operational 
structures and procedures needed to give effect to Council's 
policies and decisicns" (City of Cape Tcwn, 1986a, p 6). 

In addition to broadening the scope of city planning, economic 

developrrent planning and oorporate planning have also begun to Change the 

way in which oonventional land-use planning is practiced. Thus, in 

order to prorote small enterprise creaticn, the Cape Tcwn City Council 

has reviewed its Tcwn Planning Scheme in order to allow the establishirent 

of home industries. Moreover, in their document on low- oost job 

creatioo, Cape Tcwn' s planners stress the eoonomic irrportance of reducing 

oornnuting~ suggest that mixed-use zoning may be promitive of small 

enterprises and reduce oommuting~ call for the provision of appropriate 

spaces to aCCX)IllllDdate snaIl, noisy and noxious activities~ and suggest 

that cheap land should be nade available to vendors (City of Cape Tcwn, 

198Gb, p 7). The inpact of oorporate planning on conventional land-use 

planning is spelled out by the Cape Tcwn planners as follows : 

"The strategic and structure plans are part of a single stream 
of planning where functional policies and their land use 
aspects are considered sinultaneously. It is rrost desirable 
to fornulate a land use structure plan in isolaticn from a 
oonprehensi ve examination of nunicipal functions which are a 
major determinant of land uses. Cooversely in an era of land 
scarcity, land use policies directly affect municipal 
functions" (City of Cape Tcwn, 1986a, p 6). 
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In short then, not only has the traditional concept of city planning in 

Cape Town been broadened, but conventional land- use planning has also 

changed. It has been suggested here, that these changes have care about 

not because of sare logic internal to city planning in Cape Town, but 

largely because the local manifestations of politic~onanic crisis are 

very deep. In other words, changes in planning theory and pract ice are 

oot caning about because planners have refined "rationalist" m:x:iels or 

procedures to the point where change in past practices are indicated. 

Instead it is the politic~onanic crisis of the 1980'5 in Cape Town, 

that has provided a favourable context for new practices. It should 

also be ooted, ~, that the politic~onanic context may have 

provided a favourable context for change, but it did oot necessitate the 

shifts in planning theory in practice that have actually occurred. 

Similar conditions pertained in other parts of the country but the sane 

planning responses have oot been forthcaning (e. g . in Port Elizabeth 

where the depth of the econanic crisis was even deeper). In part then, 

the nature of the Cape Town response must also be attributed to the 

agency of those who pushed for new practices. In Cape Town, the quality 

and drive of both upper and middle levels of planning managarent, awears 

to have been decisive in this regard. 

A concern with the broadening of conventional city planning beyond 

land-use was, ~, oot confined to Cape Town alone. In the mid- and 

late 1980' s, Johannesburg, Piet.ermaritzburg and Durban all began to 

address econanic developreIlt planning as part of a broader "Strategic 

planning" awroach. In Piet.ermaritzburg a great deal has been made of 

the launching of a new strategic planning exercise - the Piet.ermaritzburg 

2000 Exercise. In CX:tober 1984, the City Engineer of Pietennaritzburg, 

W. Atkinson, wrote to the Town Clerk proposing a strategic planning 

exercise for Piet.ermaritzburg 

"This approach proposes to nove away' fran the current 
preoccupation with production of a detailed physical plan, such 
as a master plan or town planning schare, and concentrate ~re 
on understanding the urban system and its current and fX>Ssible 
future problems. This will enable better decis~ons to ~ made 
regarding what actions should be taken by the C1ty Councal and 
other planning agencies ... " (G.W. Atkinson, 1984, p 2). 
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The process was given additional l.lt'petus by the arrival on the scene of 

Jim Hudak, a strategic planning consultant fran the USA. Hudak had been 

involved in strategic planning in projects in San Francisco, Chicago, 

Dade County, the State of Wisconsin and even the Republic of Ireland. 

Hudak, through the finn Arthur Anderson and Associates, also becane 

involved in the strategic planning exercise in the Western Cape. He 

brought with him a well-packaged. strategic planning procedure, which can 

be briefly summarized as follows. The procedure starts with an 

organizing phase in which key actors, participants and analysts are drawn 

together. An enviromental scan is then conducted to identify key 

issues which need to be addressed. Issues are kept to a mininrum, 

certainly no llDre than four or five. An overall mission statarent is 

developed and this is followed by an analysis of external and internal 

factors which can affect its attairunent. The external enviroment is 

the enviroment over which local decision-makerS have little or no effect 

but which needs to be taken into account in planning. Detailed goals, 

objectives and strategies are then devised, irrplenented and llDnitored by 

periodic scanning (Abrahams, 1988). 

As with corporate planning, there is nothing particularly nEM about the 

planning procedures described above. They are, after all, not very 

different fran the procedures of mixed-scanning which have been well 

known in South African city planning circles for at least a decade. As 

with corporate planning, what is interesting is the fact that these 

procedures were favourably received in the mid-1980's. While individual 

agercy ( in the fonn of dynamic individual inputs fran people such as 

Atkinson, Hudak and Radford) and the progressive nature of the local 

decision- making enviroment certainly have played a part, it was 

essentially the severity of the econanic crisis in Pietennaritzburg which 

accounted for the enthusiastic adoption of strategic planning procedures. 

It has conservatively been estimated, for example, that out of an 

estimated labour force of 200 000, as many as 60 000 are unanployed 

(Natal Witness, cited in Abrahams, 1988). M:>reover, it is anticipated 

that an additional 200 000 jobs will have to be created by the turn of 

the century (Abrahams, 1988). Furt.hentore, the Pietennaritzburg City 

Courx::il has been experieoc:ing severe fiscal difficulties since the early 

1980's. Expenditures have been increasing at a rate faster than revenues 

and the deficit has increased fran R2,1 million in 1981 to R6,0 million 
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in 1985 (Abrahams, 1988). This has led to politically unpopular rate 

increases and it has recently been recarrrended. that rates be increased by 

an anount that is 3% above the inflation rate (Abrahams, 1988). In 

addition to overall fiscal crisis, a local transport crisis has also 

added to the overall economic crisis. In 1980 the deficit on the cit y's 

general bus service (to White, Indian and Coloured areas and to t\\U 

African townships) was a negligible 2,5% of the budget. By 1984/5 the 

deficit had risen to R2, 6 million and by 1986 stood at R4, a million 

(Abrahams, 1988). Attarpts to raise fares have net with political 

~ition, especially in Black residential areas, who see such increases 

as an assault on the social wage. D:Jwnward pressures on the social wage 

and associated political opposition is also evident in the sphere of 

housing, where it is estimated that be~ 55 000 and 65 000 units will 

have to be built by the year 2000 for the Indian and Coloured populat ion 

alone (Abrahams, 1988). 

An in-depth explanation of the .specific circumstances which led to the 

manifestations of crisis in Pietennaritzburg is' beyond the scope of this 

dissertation. Of course, developrents in the national econany have been 

very significant and these have been explained at sate length in the 

introductory sections of this chapter. Particularly important as far as 

the fiscal, housing and transport crises are concerned, is inflation. 

Also important as far as the fiscal crisis is concerned is a declining 

rate base in relation to population growth associated with rapid 

url:lanization and natural increases. There are currently only 24 500 

ratepayers out of an estimated population of 464 100, and as in Cape 

Town, it is anticipated that rrost ~arers to the city will be 

low-irxxma people (Abrahams, 1988). As far as arp10yrrent is concerned, 

it should be noted that be~ 1964 and 1971, Pie"teDMritzburg was part 

of the central governm:mt Border Industrial Progranne. In 1971, 

incentives to industrial enterprises ~ raroved and this coincided with 

the overall downturn in manufacturing nationally. Sales of industrial 

land declined dramatically (see for example the data presented by Foster 

and Fox ( 1987) , and Abrahams ( 1988) ) , and unanployrrent increased 

substantially. Representations ~ made to central governm:mt to 

restore incentives. Pieterrnaritzburg was as a consequEID::e designated as 

a "deconcentration" point in 1982 and again received an inpressive array 

of incentives. The incentives have proved reasonably successful in 
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attracting 'flE!.Il industry and Sate 41% of the city's current industrial 

base has lcx::ated in p1.etennaritzburg in the last 5 years (Abrahams, 

1988). This success notwithstanding, ~, 'flE!.Il jobs created by 'flE!.Il 

finns have largely been offset by :retrenchrrents fran existing finns 

(running at 6.2% per armtnn according to Abrahams). M:>reover, in line 

with national trends, 'flE!.Il industry has been capital- rather than 

labour-intensive. Thus, notwithstanding the fact that Pietennaritzburg 

is rather favoured as far as industrial incentives are concerned, 'flE!.Il 

industry has done little to solve the ~loynent crisis. 

Given the depth and severity of the econanic crisis in Pietennaritzburg, 

it is hardly surprising that in applying strategic planning methods, the 

participants in the Pietennaritzburg 2000 plan have identified the 

following four issues as the ~ issues to be addressed by the planning 

process: 

l. En"ploynent 

2. lbusing 

3. City finances 

4. Human :relations 

'l1le hmnan :relations issue :refers , quite . specifically, to lcx::al 

manifestation of FOlitical crisis. Of course, employnent, housing and 

city finances are also issues of FOlitical significance and these 

FOlitical aspects of the crisis will be addressed at a general level in 

the chapter that follows. 'l1le contention of this section, ~, is 

that lcx::al manifestations of econanic crisis have played a very big part 

in creating conditions favourable to the adoption of 'flE!.Il planning theo~ 
and practices. 

'l1le South African econany is in crisis, manifestations of which have been 

evident since the mid-1970's. The crisis is :related largely to a crisis 

in the manufacturing sector which has been the primary generator of 

econanic growth since the 1950's. The crisis in manufacturing is, in 

turn, :related primarily to the saturation of local markets on the one 

hand, and to the emergen::e of major OOP constraints on growth. The 
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fonter is related to a highly s~ and racially structured local market 

(an inheritarK::e of apartheid), and the latter to a decline in ~rld 

danand for South Africa's exp:>rts, sanctions and a real increase in price 

of irrp:>rts. In responding to the crisis, the state is pursuing a mix of 

export-industrialization on the one hand and inward-industrialization on 

the other. Exp:>rt- industrialization is limited by sanctions and by the 

difficulty of breaking into ~rld markets. Inward- industrialization is 

constrained by OOP constraints. Inward-industrialization could ~rk if 

the state had access to foreign loans or could rollover its debts. In 

the final chapter of this dissertation, the strategic possibilities that 

this reality provides for progressive forces and progressive planning 

will be elaborated. 

Changing regional policy in the post-1975 era awears to have been 

related to econanic crisis in the following respects . Firstly the 

reduction of the number of decentralization points, the shift in anphasis 

fran decentralization . to deconcentration, and the specification of 

econanic developrent across bantustan boundaries all appear to be 

concessions to econanic efficiency. Econanic crisis is arguably 

bringing state regional policy under a great deal of pressure and major 

changes are possible. A possible relation between 

export-industrialization and decentralization/ deconcentration exists 

insofar as lower wages can be paid in peripheral locations. But the 

evidence is contradicto1:y. Except for the qUite explicit creation of 

Export Processing Zones in certain areas such as the Ciskei, there 

a~ to be no neces5a1:y relation bet\oam exp:>rt-industrialization and 

regional policy. There is, ~, a veJ:y clear relation be~ 

positive urbanization and the strategy of inward-industrialization. 

While the general strategy of praroting urbanization is clearly in line 

with inward-industrialization, the specific spatial strategi es for 

managing the growth of the netropoles discussed in the White Paper on 

Urbanization (satellite cities), are not. In a later chapter it will be 

argued that the satellite cities m:xiel for accCJITCOClating grcMth needs to 

be understcx:xi primarily at the political level. 

As far as changes in housing policy are concerned, fiscal cri sis was 

clearly a consideration in the state's atta'rpt to withdraw fran the 

sphere of collective consumption. However, the fiscal crisis should not 
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be placed at the centre of an explanation of arerging state policy. In 

fact, VJere it not for the OOP constraints, it is quite likely that the 

state \\UUld be using housing as the lead sector of an aggressive 

inward-industrialization prograrrme. M::>reover, should econanic 

conditions becate nore favourable (e. g. a sustained and large increase in 

the gold price), it will not be surprising if the state directs capital 

into housing for both political and econanic reasons. For the m:m:mt it 

seems that state funds will be allocated mainly to land acquisition and 

people will be put on the land ahead of services. This, in turn will 

change both planning theory and practice. New land-use planning 

challenges will also emanate fran changing transport policy which itself 

awears to be directly related to fiscal crisis. lJov.1ever, it should be 

noted that emarging housing, transport and land- use policy are not 

sinpl y rational reflections of econanic logic. It could be argued that 

high~ity and carpict cities structured arourrl public transport are 

the nost appropriate spatial foDTlS fran an econanic perspective. This 

is the thrust of David Dewar'.s proposals. lJov.1ever, the pranise of 

Dewar's proposals are unlikely to be full y realised for largely political 

reasons. 

IDeal manifestations of econanic crisis have, in Sate contexts, led to 

plarmers becaning involved in new substantive areas, new organizational 

procedures and new planning rrethods. In cape 'I'c1.tm, for example, the 

local planning depart:nent was responsible for initiating a local econanic 

developrent prograrroe, for introducing corporate planning into the 

numicipal structures, and for adopting strategic planning issues . 

Finally, it should be noted that whereas state' policy in the 1950's and 

1960's focused on reproduction issues, since the mid-1970's there has 

been a shift to the sphere of circulation and production and the 

promotion of job creation without increasing state spending. 

Deregulation and privatization are the primary tools being advcx:::ated to 

prarote job creation. 
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CHAPl'ER SEVEN : POLITICAL ClUSIS AM) URBAN AM) REX;I(HU. ~ : 1975 
'10 1988 

In the previous chapter the focus fell on crisis of accumulation. In 

the next five chapters, attention shifts to the political crisis and its 

implications for urban and regional planning. It should be s tressed 

again that the political d..inensions of organic crisis are not considered 

to be autonarous of the econanic ci.inensions. For the nost part, they 

are dialectically interrelated. As a consequence, constant references 

will be made to the interrelations between the crisis of acetmU.llation and 

particular manifestations of political crisis. However, it is 

insufficient to simply assume a dialectical relation between politics and 

econanics since there are instances in which the ~ realms develop 

autonarousl y. In any event, the popular perception of crisis in South 

Africa is that it is a political crisis. This too is often the 

perception of the outside ~rld. In fact, it is fair to say that 

perhaps few other issues have captured and ~tained ~rld attention 

quite as much as political crisis in South Africa. M:>reover, this 

political crisis is often understood, both locally and abroad, quite 

simply as a political struggle between Blacks and Whites. While such an 

interpretation does capture a great deal of the essence of the crisis, it 

is too simplistic. After all, we have already shown that crisis in 

South Africa is underpinned. by a deep econanic crisis. Furthenrore, 

political crisis in South Africa is far IlDre subtle than a simple 

bi-polar clash between ~ nationalisms. 

In this chapter, an attanpt will be made to outline the nature of the 

political crisis, and to explain its arerge:nce. M:>re specifically, 

early manifestations of political revolt are attributed to: the grcMth of 

the Black consciousness Jl'OVE!ll3Ilt; the arerge:nce of independent Black 

trade unions; early refonn responses by the ruling bloc in response to 

changes in the acetmU.llation process; the grcMth of international 

pressure; and the ~to uprisings. Attention then turns to the grcMth 

of civic organizations in the late 1970's and to the popular politi cal 

response that refonn itself engenders. Here the re-arergence of mass 

organizations (such as the UDF) in opposition to major state reforms, 
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such as the tri-camaral systan, is stressed. Finally, the developrent 

of deep divisions in the power bloc is discussed. 

The outline of the crisis provides a preface for a discussion of related 

changes in urban and regional plarming which are taken up in the four 

chapters that follow. In these chapters, a ntmlber of plarming issues 

discussed in the previous chapters will be revisited, but this tine 

arphasis will fallon their political dinensions. These include state 

regional policy; influx control and positive urbanization; and housing 

policy. Planning issues not discussed in the section on econanic 

crisis, but which will be addressed here include: local and netropolitan 

governrrent refont1S; the politicization of planning practice and thought; 

the militarization of planning; the E!lergence of advocacy planning; the 

€!lErgeI1Ce of a progressive plarming novarent; the effect of refonnist 

thinking on planning theory and the mx>ted use of town planning schares 

as an al ternati ve to the Group Areas Act. 

'mE PCLITICAL CRISIS : 'mE IMPE'1U) FlU! ~ 

The Resurgence of Political Activity 

After the quiescence of the 1960' s, the resurgence of political activity 

in the mid-1970's and early 1980's certainly calls for explanation. A 

useful place to start is with political developrents in the regions of 

South Africa's periphery. In the early 1970's, the liberation struggles 

in Angola, MJzambique and Rhodesia intensified. MJreover, as Stadler 

(1987) points out, it was in the early 1970's that South Africa's control 

of South west Africa came to be militarily contested by a new guerilla 

force controlled by the South west African People's Organization (SWAPO). 

The .:inp:>rtance of these struggles for the re- €!lErgeI1Ce of political 

resistance in South Africa is described by Stadler ( 1987, P 20) as 
follows : 

"The main significance of the decolonization of MJzambique, 
Angola and Z~ was political r ather than siIrply military 
and strategic, in the sense that these countries offered 
~les to Black people living in the Republic of successful 
resJ.stance to White domination, notwithstanding the 
determination and technical sophistication of states 
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controlled by European minorities. This was particularly 
important in the denise of White rule in Rhodesia. 

The ctan:'nstration effect of these conflicts increasingly 
precx:::cup.1.ed South African political leaders during the 1970 ' s. 
They also explain in part the resurgence of political activity 
among Blacks in South Africa after the long political 
depression which had settled over Black politics during the 
decade following ShaIpeville. The success of guerilla action 
in ZiInbabve and M:)zambique in ending White rule in those 
~itories contradicted the canfortable though historically 
.1.11-founded doctrine that changes in the region would not care 
about through anTEd struggle." 

In addition to the developtents described above, the 1960's also saw the 

gI:OWt.h of a nore politically assertive aspirant petty oourgeoisie. As 

I£Xige (1983) points out, one of the corollaries of rapid econanic 

expansion was the growth of a large African clerical workforce. H:lreover, 

"Bantu Education", notwithstanding all of its shortcanings, had 

substantially increased literacy in urban areas and many nore Africans 

were entering tertiary educational institutions. Apartheid certainly 

provided a major obstacle to the upNcrrd nobility of this aspirant petty 

oourgeoisie which, in turn, produced growing bitt~s. It was in the 

universities that the philosophy of "Black Consciousness" first 

developed. In 1969 Black students broke away fran the liberal National 

union of South African students (NUSAS) to fom a new all-Black IroVE!'IEnt, 

the South African Student's Organization (SASO). Fran the beginning 

SASO argued that the main obstacle to Black political nobilization was 

psychological. Conscientization was necessary to liberate Blacks fran 

feelings of dependency and inferiority. The Black consciousness scholars 

of the 1960' s becane the school teachers, m:rlical doctors and lawyers of 

the 1970's and, as a consequence, Black Consciousness began to assurre 

mass novemant proportions in the 1970's. This developtent, together with 

the psychological effects of the success of liberation novarents to the 

north, certainly contributed to the m:::x:xi of opposition which burst into 

open political revolt in 1976. 

Another contributor to the growing political confidence of Blacks, was 

the arergence of an independent Black trade union novarent which had its 

origins in the catalytic 1973 strikes in IAlrban (Saul and Gelb, 1981; 

T ~.Jge 1983 Fr"edman 1987) The reasons for this wave of lalx>ur JJ..A.J!, ;.1. , . 
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militancy are not hard. to find. In a previous chapter, ~ noted that 

average African pay in Durban in 1973 was around R13 per ~k, ~ll below 

the poverty datum line of Rl8 (Friedman, 1987). lvDreover, lDdge (1983) 

rep::::>rts that the price of basic goods for Africans had risen by 40%. In 

short, a sharp rise in inflation in the context of painfully slow rises 

in real inccrre through the 1960's largely accounts for the strikes. On 

January 9, 1973, 2 000 workers at the Coronation Brick and Tile W::>rks in 

Durban gathered on a football field and called for a pay rise. By mid

February, nearly 30 000 workers ~re on strike, and there was talk of a 

general African 'workers' strike in Durban (Friedman, 1987). The larour 

unrest soon spread to other towns. The scale and importance of the 

strikes are evident in the following statistics provided by lDdge (1983). 

IAlring the 1960' s, an average of only 2 000 workers ~t on strike each 

year. In the first three nonths of 1973 alone 61 000 workers took part 

in strikes. Industrial militancy continued in the pericxi 1973 to 1976 

and was concentrated in Durban, East wndon and the East Rand (lDdge, 

1983). A feature of tPe militancy was the relative success that workers 

enjoyed in surviving repression by both managarent and the state. In 

Durban, for exarrple, striking workers refused to identify leaders, making 

it difficult for the state to repress such leadership. Naked repression 

was no longer effective. The Standard Bank Review (quoted in Saul and 

Gelb, 1981, P 107) lanented that "the days are ,past when anployers could 

bargain with Bantu workers fran a p::::>sition of unchallenged strength". 

The relative success of the strikes gave the working class "a nEM sense 

of its own ~ and of its ability to challenge capital successfully" 

(Saul and Gelb, 1981, P 107). 

The ecorx:mic recession; the success of liberation IlDVE!Ients in the 

sul:x::ontinent; the emargence of labour militancy; and the developrent of 

Black Consciousness, provided the background to the p::::>litical revolt that 

rocked the country and made world news out of p::::>litics in South Africa. 

On June 16, 1976, Police fired into a crowd of 15 000 school children who 

had gathered to protest the use of Afrikaans in their schools. The 

school children retreated, but regrouped and by the mid-afternoon rioting 

broke out in several parts of Soweto. The unrest spread dramatically 

over the next few days to the East Rand, Kasit;F (Krugersd:n:p), Thanbisa 

(Karrpton Park) and to a ntmlber of universities (IDdge, 1983). By August 

of the sane year, the revolt had asstmEd national prop::::>rtions with 
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violence and protest eIUpting in Cape Town and many Eastern Cape 

tCMIlShips. By the end of the year, virtually all urban camu.miti es 

across the country ~re affected, with the exception of those in Natal. 

Late in 1976, a number of stay-at-hares ~re launched. The first 

achieved a 60% stay-away of w:>rkers in Johannesburg and the tactic was to 

be used again and again in the 1980's (IDdge, 1983). In 1977, the 

educational system was alnost entirely disIUpted in SaEto and in many 

other parts of the country. But, by the end of the year, the intensity 

of the revolt had subsided, leaving at least 575 dead and 2 389 wounded 

(IDdge, 1983). But the ~to revolt had fundanentally transfoDTECi the 

political environnent and set the stage for a decade of intense popular 

o~ition. MJreover, it was during the revolt that the AN: again 

becane quite visible in the townships, distributing parrphlets and 

organizing owosition. After 1976, the AN: stepped up its aDTECi 

o~ition, attacking symbols of oppression and apartheid such as poli ce 

stations, goverrment buildings .and labour control offices. Given the 

overall m:x:xi in the country, these activities w:>n considerable support 

for the AN:. By the early 1980's, the Congress tradition 1 was once again 

in the ascendancy at the expense of Black Consciousness. The break fran 

Black Consciousness was apparent in urban m::JV€flEnts that developed in 

Port Elizabeth, in the Cape school bJycotts of 1980, and in the use of 

the Freedan Charter by nenbers of the Indian camunity as symbols in 

owosing the state-supported South African Indian Council in the peri od 

1980-82. 

The Rise of the Civics 

The early 1980's ~ marked by the growth of civic organizations across 

the country. This developrent was itself an indication of the 

re-arergence of the Congress tradition. As had been the case in the 

1950' s, the mass nobilization of people in the townships around rents, 

transport fares, rem:wals and constitutional issues ~ taken up with 

vigour again in the 1980' s. Many of these civics becarre significant 

1 The Congress tradition refers to a non-racial style of 
political nobilization around the principles of ? ~ 
Charter adopted by the African National Congress and l.ts alll.es 
at Kliptown in 1955. 
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building blocks of the United Derocrati c Front (UDF) which was launched. 

in 1983, and which becane the fornal unifying body for "legal" Congress 

politics. In D.lrban and Cape Town, civic organizations \\Bre brought 

together in strong umbrella bodies. The D.lrban Housing Action Carmittee 

(DHAC) cane into being in 1980 as a federation of seven civic 

associations drawn fran the Indian and Coloured areas. Its influence 

soon grer.-l and numarous other civics were either initiated by, or 

incorporated into DHAC. In 1980 and 1981, DHAC successfully rrobilized 

nanbers of If.Orking class areas (such as Phoenix) around rent issues. 

They also fought a successful battle against attanpts to turn 

rretropolitan satellite towns into autonarous entities. 

In the African areas around Durban, the Joint Rent Action Carmittee 

(JORAC) was fomed in 1983 to fight rent increases. Like DHAC, JORAC 

acted as an umbrella body for six residents' associations. On the 

transport front in Durban, the Joint Ccmm.lter Carmittee was fomed in 

response to a proposed increase of bus fares of 20% (Smit, 1983). In 

Cape 'l'<7Nn, a number of umbrella civic bodies emerged to co-ordinate civic 

activities. The Cape Areas Housing Action Carmittee (CAHAC) was fomed 

in 1980 to fight rent increases in the Coloured areas and has since taken 

up a wide variety of housing and urban issues. CAHAC is a 

Congress-oriented civic which becane an affiliate of the UDF. Another 

umbrella body to eterge in the Coloured areas was the Federation of 

Civics which was fourrled in 1979 and which has Trotskyite leanings. 

Also operating in Coloured Areas of Cape Town · was the Cape Action l£!ague 

which saw itself as an explicitly socialist IlVVE!lellt. In the African 

areas, the Western Cape Civic Association was fomed. 

In Port Elizabeth, the residents of Zwide refused to pay rent for eight 

rronths. MJreover, the Black Consciousness- oriented Port Elizabeth 

Black Civic Organization (PElO)) started to link point of production and 

camunity struggles 1. In Soweto the Ccmnittee of Ten, which had been 

fomed in the wake of Soweto revolt, fomed the Soweto Civic Association. 

In East wndon, a "Camti.ttee of Ten" arerged to co-ordinate bus 

boycotts. Within a very short tine, civic organization was widespread. 

In many instances the terrain of civic politics was volatile. In 1983, 

1 PEBOQ was later to became a UDF-affiliated civic. 
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for exanple, between thirty-five and fifty bus boycotters ~ shot by 

Ciskeian police whilst they waited at a station for a train and refused 

to 00ard nearby buses (Swilling, 1984). 

The Fonnation of the United Dem:x::ratic Front and the Congress of South 

African Trade Unions 

Perhaps the most significant event of early 1980's was the fonnation,in 

1983, of the United Dem:x::ratic Front to oppose political refonns designed 

to co-opt Indians and Coloureds. The Nationalist goverrment had 

introduced the new constitutional proposals in 1982 as a major component 

of their political refonn package. In short, the new const itution 

involved the creation of a three-chamber parliarrentary systan - one for 

Whites, one for Coloureds and one for Indians. Of course, safeguards 

~ built in to ensure the hegem::>ny of Whites. On the 29th of August 

1983, the national launch of the UDF was attended by 15 000 people at 

Mitchell's Plain near . CaFe Town. M:>re than 500 organizations (youth, 

civic, waren's, students, etc) becane affiliates. Anong the first 

campaigns taken up by the UDF ~ boycott campaigns against Indian and 

Coloured managarent carmittee elections in the Western Cape, and against 

Black Local Authority elections in 22 African townships. These 

campaigns ~ extremely successful with less than 10% of eligible voters 

going to the polls in roth instances. M:>re inlX>rtant though, was the 

UDF success in organizing a boycott of the 1984 elections for Coloured 

and Indian parliarrents in the tri-caneral systan. Only an estimated 20% 

of Indian and Coloured voters went to the polls (IsiZ\E, 1986). 

In the wake of the Soweto revolt, lalx:>ur militan::y tended to take a back 

seat to more overtly political protest. H<Jr...1ever, by 1980, the ntmlber of 

"man days" lost (175 000) through industrial action broke all records 

(Saul and Gelb, 1981). M:>reover, explicit links ~ being established 

between political and shop-floor struggles. In 1979, the organization 

shop-floor struggle at Fatti' s and M:>ni' s pasta factory in Cape town was 

supported by a national consmrer boycott of the carpany's products. 

Support cane fran political, youth, student, civic and \'.Qren's 

organisations, and ultimately forced. the carpany to settle. In Port 

Elizabeth, the firing of the Port Elizabeth Black Civic Organization's 

(PEOCO) president for his political activities, led. to a spontaneous 
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eight ~ strike at the Ford lobtor Canpany. Throughout this tine PEOCO 

provided material sup};x>rt for striking ~rkers. In East lDndon, the 

South African Allied Workers Union (SAAWU) becane centrally involved in 

the East lDndon bus boycotts of the early 1980's. The interaction 

betw3en shop-floor organization and ccmrunity/political organizations 

was, l'lc1tJever, not always unproblanatic. The leadership of perhaps the 

nost i.rrp:>rtant trade union federation (the Federation of South African 

Trade Unions - FalATU) were reluctant to becate involved in ccmnunity 

politics and urged. their rranbership to stick to shop-floor issues. They 

feared that the shop- floor darocracy and the · autonany of the ~rking 

class would be carpranised by the "popular" political style of the 

Congress rrovemant. Because of the size and i.rrp:>rt.an::e of FC:SATU, a 

bitter struggle developed betw3en so-called "~rkerists" and Congress 

sup};x>rters ( see Friedman, ( 1987) , for a detailed account of this 

conflict). By 1985, l'lc1tJever, the Congress faction had gained ascendancy. 

This IlUlch is evident in FalATU's decision to join forces with eleven 

~ unions, identified by their affiliation to the United Demx:ratic 

Front (Friedman, 1987). Significantly, the J'1aI1E of the new unified 

novemant was the Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU) 

(a11?hasis added). 

It was, l'lc1tJever, the t:wcHjay stay-away in the Transvaal in November 1984 

which really marked the beginnings of united action by labour, ccmnunity, 

youth and student organizations. Nearly 800 000 ~rkers stayed away 

with Sate 400 000 students boycotting classes. This m:m:mttnll was 

carried through into 1985 and 1986, which saw the burgeoning of massive 

political opposition on all fronts. In September of 1984, a protest 

against rent increases in the Vaal areas resulted in a bloody 

confrontation between police and residents. Sixty-six people died in 

the first week ( Isizwe, 1986). In March 1985, twenty-n..u people were 

massacred by police on their way to a funeral. Constmer, rent and 

transport boycotts becane endanic. Civic organizations developed 

carplex darocratic structures at street, area and zone levels 

(particularly fanous were the structures that .developed in Port Alfred 

and Cradock in the Eastern cape and which spread to other parts of the 

country). School boycotts virtually paralysed Black education and the 

slogan "Liberation Before Education" was everywhere in evidence. In 

1985, it is est.i.ma.ted that over 35 000 troops occupied 93 townships on a 
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semi-per~nent basis, indicating just how widespread and serious 

political revolt had become. In July 1985, a partial State of Emergency 

was declared. This Emergency was lifted in March 1986. fla.lever, t he 

nomentum of revolt was so well developed that the state was forced to 

reirrpose a National State of Emergency in June 1986. Nearly 12 000 

people were detained. The "emergency" notwithstanding, there was a 

nationwide stay-away on the lath anniversary of June 16, 1976. 

Moreover, the ScMeto Civic Association called for a rent boycott to 

protest high rents and to pressurize comnunity COl.U1cillors to resign. 

This boycott rapidly spread to 39 townships, and is still in progress. 

fla.lever, in two years since the declaration of the second State of 

Emergency, the state has noved ruthlessly to restore control. Hundreds 

of township organizations have been repressed. Assassination squads and 

fear of detention by state security forces have driven progressive 

leadership underground. Early in 1988 the state banned the UDF and 

confined COSATU's activities t9 the shop floor. Several indi viduals 

have also been banned or their novements restricted. The consensus even 

within left-wing circles is that the political revolt of the past decade 

has been stopped in its tracks, tenporarily at least. There have been 

some signs of a resurgence of resistance. Sharpeville Day in 1988 

brought tensions in rrany townships back to the boil and a successful 

national stayaway was organized, notwithstanding the repression of 

organizational infrastructure. The relative success of state repression 

has, hcwever, restored the confidence of''hawkish'' elements, both within 

and to the right of government. In fact, a feature of the politics of 

1987 and early 1988 has been the re-emergence of the "far-right" as a 

significant force in South African politics. The ultra-right wing White 

party - the Conservative Party - and the fascist Afrikaaner Weerstands 

Beweging (AWE) have made dramatic gains in White electoral and White 

popular politics. For the first time in forty years, the NaticrJalist 

Party is in real danger of being displaced at the polls. The 

containment of Black oppositional politics, and the swing i n White 

politics to the right, ca.lld, of course, have major inplicati ons for 

progressi ve planning practices. These irrplications will be explored 

later in the chapter. At this stage, hcwever, it is necessary to 

reflect further on the nature of the political crisis. 
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Up to this point the political crisis has been presented as a "crisis of 

political control". It has been implied that the political crisis 

derives largely fran the spontaneous rejection by the oppressed masses of 

apartheid in a context of econanic crisis, the advance of the liberation 

rrovatEnt in the sub-continent and the growing political confidence on the 

part of Blacks. It should be noted that the crisis has not been 

presented as a "legitimation" crisis of any kind. The South African 

state has never enjoyed pDFUlar legitimacy. Repression, rather than 

ideological hegarony, has always underpirmed the relative stability of 

the South African state. It is for this reason that the "crisis of 

control" thesis has proved popular anongst political analysts. Thus, 

Lodge (1983, P 356) writes as follows : 

"But ... it should be evident that a qualitative transfonnation 
has taken place in African political life. The canplex 
canbination of social forces present in Black resistance have 
succeeded in igniting a conflagration which no anount of 
repression or incorporation will succeed in extinguishing." 

Whether or not Lodge is correct i s a mJOt point. While it may be a 

little early to judge, the relative ease with which the state has been 

able to bring the revolt under control since 1986, suggests that the 

political crisis of the last decade may never have been, or is perhaps 

only partially, a crisis of control. 

If the political crisis can only be partially understocxi as one of 

control, hc:M is it to be understocxi? Perhaps an answer is to be found 

in the energeoce of the state refonn prograrme during the decade in 

question. Only brief reference has so far been made to this refonn 

prograrme. M:>reover, the refonns nentioned have been presented as 

responses to political revolt. When the origins of the refonn prograrme 

are examined, the possibility is raised that political revolt was itself 

as IlUlch a product of refonn, as refonn was a product of revolt. This is 

certain! y the view of the far right wing . 
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'!HE PCLrl'ICAL CRISIS : '!HE IMPE'lUS FKM ABJVE 

"Verkramptes" and "Verligtes " 

The earliest political refonns can be traced back to the so- called 

"verkr~te-verligte" struggles of the late 1960's and early 1970's. 

The structure of Afrikaanerdcrn had been largely reshaped by the econanic 

grcMth of the 1950' s and 1960' s, and by the "Afrikaaners first" policy of 

the Nationalist goverment. Within Afrikaans society a class of urban 

and rural capitalists developed. MJreover, the White \\Urking class had 

been largely transfoIIIEd into a petty l:x::mrgeoisie of supervisors and 

bureaucrats. In 1970 only 8% of Afrikaaners ~ still econcmically 

active in agriculture (Lipton, 1986). Eighty-eight per cent ~ 

urbanized and the number of Afrikaaners in whitEH:ollar jobs stood at 

65%, although many ~ at low levels (Lipton, 1986). Only 27% ~re 

still in blue-collar jobs (Lipton, 1986) . Afrikaaner CMnerShip of 

private sector assets rose fran 3% in World War 'l\\u to 15% in 1975: fran 

5% to 21% in finance; and fran 1% to 30% in mining (Lipton, 1986). The 

divisions between verligtes and verkr~tes ~re related to these 

changes. As Lipton (1986, p 308) puts it, verligtes ~ Afrikaaners 

who "had made it and no longer needed protection against Blacks, English 

or foreigners". They ~ drawn fran a wide cross-section of the 

Afrikaaner elite; leading capitalists, professionals, the intelligentsia, 

the top echelons of the civil service and so on. The verkramptes, on 

the other hand, ~ largely blue-collar \\Urkers, rank and file 

bureaucrats and sare professional classes such as teachers, the military 

and the clergy. They needed, and therefore supported, "Afrikaaner 

first" policies. 

The first overt conflicts be'b1een verligtes and verkramptes occurred in 

the pericxi 1969 to 1972, over the relaxation of petty apartheid. 

Verligtes began to lobby for changes in social apartheid for a variety of 

reasons. Lipton (1986, P 311) explains as follows : 

"The crucial factor in the relaxation of 'petty' apartheid was 
international pressure, interacting with a particularly 
effective internal pressure group, the Afrikaans verligtes . A 
wide spectrum of the rising · Afrikaans elite - sportsrcen, 
acadanics, journalists, doctors, businessrren, diplanats - found 
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thansel ves shunned by their peers abroad. Vorster was rrore 
responsive to their need than Verwoerd. He was also persuaded 
by their argunent that social discrimination constituted a 
barrier in Africa, and that the separate developrent policy 
would be more defensible if shorn of 'unnecessary 
discrimination' . " 

International pressure and the threat of isolation was to ranain a major 

pressure for refonn. lbwever, it was change · in the structure of the 

econcmy which accounted for the rrost significant of the very early 

refonns. In 1973, Vorster annrnmced that Blacks ~d be allov.e::i to do 

skilled w::>rk in White areas. This ref lected not only the grcMing need 

for skilled labour in a context of capital-intensification, but also the 

declining power of White agriculture and labour. This led to the later 

(in 1979) abolition of Section 77 of the Industrial Coociliation Act 

(which provided for job reservation). lbwever, while there was a great 

deal of talk about refonn, refonns introduced prior to 1976 were limited. 

Lipton ( 1986, P 313 ) argues that the outburst of anger (to use her 

tenninology) , evident in the 1973 strikes and the 1976 ~to riots, 

resulted fran "the disappointnerit of expectations fuelled by pranises of 

refonn" . 

The severe econanic recession of the period 1973 to 1978, increasingly 

made it clear to econanists and business people that international 

isolation posed a major threat to econanic grcMth, especially if 

macro-econanic policies of export-industrialization ~re to be pursued. 

M:>reover, ooth capital and the verligtes were shaken by the ~to 

revolt. Growing unrest and international pressure affected refonn 

ambiguously however. On the one hand, verkranptes argued that the 

international camumity kept "noving the goal posts", and that no anount 

of refonn could satiSfy. M:>reover, they argued for tough repressive 

measures to deal with revolt. Vorster and the verligtes, on the other 

hand, used ooth international pressure and political revolt as 

justifications for political refonn. lbwever, there should be little 

doubt that, fran the beginning, refonn was seen in certain sectors as 

"the problan". In fact, if it were not for the "Muldergate ,, 1 scandal, 

1 
The Muldergate Scandal refers to the use of public :furrls to set 
up English newpapers syrrpathetic to the Nationalist party and 
to the fact that Mulder, a senior cabinet minister, lied to 
Parlianent about these funds. 
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the verligtes might not have won the stnlggle for hegem:>ny within the 

Nationalist Party. When Vorster retired, the verligte' s candidate P. W . 

Botha only narrowly defeated arch-verkrarrpte, Mulder. Afrikaaner 

capital had actively supported Botha and this carented a growing 

refoIlllist alliance be~ capital and the Nationalist party. The scene 

was set for the major refoIlllist experiments of the late 1970's and early 

1980' s. The refonn package was part of P. w. Botha' s "total strategy" 

designed to counter what the Nationalist govenment called "total 

onslaught" . 

The Refonn Programre 

The tarp:mnyeconanic revival occasioned by the rapid rise in gold price 

be~ 1979 and 1982 provided the material basis for the refonn 

programre during these years. Swilling (1987) has argued that during 

this pericxi there were four main carp::>nents of the refonn programre 

* changes in urban ~licy 

* the creation of an industrial relations system 

* constitutional refonn and "rationalization" of all tiers of 

govenment 

* the expansion and reorganisation of the security apparatus. 

Changes in urban ~licy obviously have direct relevance for urban and 

regional planning, while the other carp::>nents have all had indirect 

int>lications. The various elarents of refonn also gave rise to 

substantial ~litical protest and unrest. 

The first major indication of change in urban policy cane with 

publication of the Riekert Ccmnission Report in 1979. The Riekert 

proposals will be elaborated in the chapter that follows. Suffice it to 

say that they addressed the question of the pennanence of urban Blacks 

and marked a major departure fn:m the urban ~licy of the past. Riekert 

pro~sed that a strong distinction be made be~ "urban insiders" and 

"rural outsiders". The quality of life of the urban insiders was to be 

dramatically int>roved through state welfare provisions and through 
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preferential treat::nent in the labour market. Influx controls were to be 

tightened and made even nore severe to keep outsiders out. 

These proposals invoked substantial protest , particularly fran the 

increasingly ~ful trade unions, who had nobilized many migrant 

workers. For a variety of reasons, the Riekert proposals were never 

inplarented, but they did provide the basis for the llUlch nore ~ping 

urban policy changes of 1985 and 1986. 

The Riekert proposals can be interpreted as a response to the urban 

revolt in the period imredi.atelY following Soweto. Organized capital 

put substantial pressure on the state to ~ddress the question of 

creating a contented and stable urban labour force, and it should be 

noted that capital initially supported the Riekert proposals (Hindson, 

1987b). ~r, the proposals t.hanselves becarre highly politicized and 

a nexus of oppositional organization. 

The Wiehahn Carmission report was also published in 1979 and proposed 

major changes in the industrial relations systan. The Wiehahn refonns 

were, without question, anong the nost concrete and significant refonns 

of the entire refoIlllist period. They resulted in the fonnal recognition 

and institutionalization of Black trade unions. While fonnal 

recognition was a concession to labour, it was hoped that by registering 

trade unions and fonnalizing ccmmmi.cation, greater control over the 

unions could be achieved (Friedman, 1987). ~,the recognition of 

trade unions has tUI.ned out to be a two-edged sword. Many trade unions 

made use of the space registration provided to build ~ful shop-floor 

organization (Friedman, 1983). These increasingly well-organized unions 

becarre increasingly militant through the 1980's, llUlch to the alann of 

both verligtes and verkramptes. In fact, the militancy of trade union 

organization is often cited by verkramptes as being indicative of the 

folly of negotiation and refOl:m (Schaarfsma, 1987). 

As far as precipitating political revolt is concerned, ~, the new 

constitutional proposals of 1983 are perhaps the nost significant of the 

refoDllS. These constitutional refoDllS were briefly referred to earlier 

in the chapter to explain the Emrrgence of the major "legal" Black 

political movement of the 1980's - the UOF. The constitutional 
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proposals ~ a refonnist effort to show the world that the Botha 

goverment was serious al::x:>ut rroving away fran apartheid. They ~ also 

an attempt to selectively co-opt Indians and Coloureds (Smit , 1983). 

Whites, Indians and Coloureds ~ to be linked in camon first-tier 

decision-rnaking on "general affairs" of camon interest, but would 

control their "own affairs" separately. This first tier governrrent 

could potentially be linked to the bantustans in sate sort of overarching 

confederal structure. 

The ranaining issue as far as constitutional engineering was concerned, 

was the question of urban Blacks within so-called White South Africa. 

There was conjecture al::x:>ut "city- states" in governmant circles in the 

early 1980's and again in 1987. A tentative step in the direction of 

incorporating urban Blacks politically was the attempt to create 

fully-fledged and autoncm::>US Black IDeal Authorities (BIAs) in 1983. The 

proposed imposition of BIAs produced massive protest and unrest. BIAs 

~ rejected by Black mass o~anizations as political crumbs on an 

already bare constitutional table. They ~re also seen as an attempt by 

the state to withdraw fran provision of collective consumption gcxxis, 

leaving this responsibility in the hands of inpJverished local 

authorities. Those who chose to serve on the BIAs v.e:e branded as 

They ~ socially isolated and often collal::x:>rators (IDdge, 1983). 

physically attacked. Many 

collapsed or existed in nane only. 

forced to flee and mmerous BIAs 

BIAs becama the major targets of the 

mass novarents "ungovernability" prograrme. 

In order to bolster collapsing BIAs, the state began to give them greater 

financial resources and introduced the concept of redistributive 

netropolitan lxxties - the Regional Services Councils (RSCs) ('!'odes, 

Watson and Wilkinson, 1986). Governrrent roN openly admitted that the 

townships could not be financially self-sustaining. RSCs v.e:e to 

provide "hard-services' on a netropolitan basis, and in their early fonn 

there can be no question that they v.e:e neant to ci.rcumvent the problans 

posed for BIAs as a consequence of non-existent tax bases. Politi cal 

resistance to the particular fonn of RSCs has, however, delayed the 

int>lemantation of the prograrme and the pranulgation of a state of 

emargency was necessary to get the first RSCs put in place in the 

Bloenfontein, Witwatersrand and Cape 'l'ovm netropolitan areas. 
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In the pericxi since the enactnent of the second State of F.nergency, it is 

noteworthy that constitutional refonn has been put on the backburner. 

Whether this was part of the strategy to bring Black popular revolt under 

control, or whether it was a response to growing opposition fran the 

right, is debatable. Instructive is the fact that constitutional refonn 

seans to have crne unstuck on the question of "group areas" - a sacred. 

CON of the right. MJreover, it was in the lead up to the general 

election of 1987, that Nationalist Party rhetoric shifted to the right. 

This was obviously an at~ to regain the ground it was losing. 

History has made goverrments in South Africa fear the right. The very 

substantial gains made by the Conservative party, both in the elections 

and subsequent by- elections, have made the Nationalist Party very 

~us about refonn. 

Since 1986, goverrment ' s approach to those refonns that it is pushing 

forward, has also changed. . To begin wi th it is increasingly clear that 

a conscious deCision has been made to impose · refonn "top-ciown". This 

~lies that prior to 1986, the goverrment actually provided "space" for 

popular Black organizations, in the hq::e that they could ul timatel y be 

drawn into negotiation on the question of refonn. This approach roN 

seans to have been abandoned. It should be noted,~,that since 

1986 a new division within the Nationali st Party has developed. Whereas 

the division of the 1970's was between verligtes and verkrarrptes, the new 

division is a division within the verligtes, between the so- called 

"hawks" and "doves" (Swilling, 1987 ; Sarakinsky, 1988). The doves cohere 

around Minister Chris Heunis and the Departmant of Constitutional 

Developrent and Planning. The other institution which is clearly in the 

dove's camp is · the dynamic and growing Developrent Bank of South Africa. 

The hawks, on the other hand, cohere around the State Security Council, 

which many people roN regard to be nore p::JWerful than parlianent (see for 

exanple Lipton, 1986). 

When P.W. Botha cane to p::JWer in 1978, he ilmEdiately involved senior 

military and police personnel nore actively in goverment, precisely 

because he needed dependable supporters in his struggle to assert his 

authority over the Nationalist Party and the state. He achieved this 

through the creation of the National Security ' Managemant Systan (NSMS) 
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(Lipton, 1986). Those active at various levels of the NSM.S have becare 

increasingly influential in recent years. While the positions of the 

doves and the hawks should not be seen as in direct oflX)sition, the doves 

favour a "botton-up" approach. As has already been implied, it appears 

that since 1986, the "hawks" have gained the upper hand (Swilling, 1987). 

The hawks stress the inp:>rtance of improving the material living 

corrlitions of Blacks in the townships, whereas the doves, whilst not 

oflX)sing township upgrading, stress the need for political refonns to 

accanpany the material refonns. The hawks, on the other hand, argue 

that political refonn cannot proceed effectively until township 

corrlitions have been improved. Once this is achieved, and the 

goverrment is seen to be "good", a willingness to participate in 

political refonn will follow. In the neantine, order must be maintained 

(by repression) and upgrading inp:>sed fran above (Swilling, 1987). This 

"hearts and minds" strategy is not OflX>sed by the doves, but they argue 

that ccmnunity participation in and control of "developrent" issues can 

be turned into political acc~tion as ~ll. They argue also that 

the rrere improvarent of the material circumstances of township people 

will not be sufficient to entice the popular masses to participate in 

structures inp:>sed fran above (Swilling, 1987). 

The major ~ss of the "hearts and minds" strategy of the hawks, is 

the limits that econanic crisis inp:>ses on the prograrme. Unless 

vigorous ElCOnaniC growth is restored, the material base necessary to 

finance the strategy effectively will simply not be available. This 

possibly explains why the state has switched its focus fran political to 

growth-praroting ElConanic refonn in the period sin:e 1986. In any event 

the constraints .i.lrpJsed by a limited econanic cake probably nean that in 

the short-run at least, the upgrading of Black townships will be confined 

to rhetoric and a fEM nodel projElCts . In the neantiIre, there has been 

sate novarent on the constitutional front. Much of this activity 

focuses around the IIUlch-vaunted National Council. This constitutional 

initiative is designed to give Blacks sate say at first tier governrrent 

level. The goverIlIl'eJlt has, however, been unable to get credible Bl ack 

leaders to participate in negotiations. This includes so- called 

m:x:ierates like Buthelezi, who fear that they will be regarded as stooges 

if they participate. 
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There is speculation that the fact that goverment has pushed through 

with Black IDeal Authority elections in O::tober 1988 along with IDeal 

Authority Elections for all other groups, is partially explained by its 

desire to find elected leaders (no matter how' small . the polls) with whan 

they can negotiate . Certainly the Nationalist Party is under inmanse 

pressure fran l:x:>th the right and the left to datonstrate that the refoDIl 

progranrce is going sarewhere. The future of the refoDIl progranrce is 

therefore, very uncertain. 

lkM then is the political crisis of the 1970' s and 1980' s to be 

understood? Two hypotheses have been presented in this chapter. The 

first is that the political crisis is a crisis of control and was 

generated fran below. The growth of Black Consciousness, the 

frustration of the aspirations of a growing Black petty bourgeoisie, 

events in the sub- continent, a spontaneous lal:x:>ur militancy ~re all 

advanced as reasons for the erergence of this crisis. Political revolt, 

it was also argued,. was later sharpened by econanic recession and 

opposition to political refonns. If this ' analysis is correct, the 

potential for further revolt can be at least partially assessed by 

evaluating the extent to which the contributory factors have changed. A 

change which will make revolt less likely is the ran::wal of many 

apartheid barriers to the upNard nobility of the Black petty l:x:>urgeoisie. 

Slow econanic growth does, however, ranain an inp:>rtant brake on this 

process. 

Events in the subcontinent are exceptionally fluid and likely to produce 

contradictory effects on the political confidence of the Black masses. 

On the one hand, P.W. Botha has just canpleted a series of apparently 

successful trips to a variety of African countries, including MJcambique. 

Botha's ability to make these trips in a context of international and 

African hospitality, will perhaps be interpreted as indicative of South 

Africa's military and econanic power. On the other hand, South Africa's 

recent withdrawal fran Angola and its willingness to negotiate the future 

of South West Africa has raised doubts about the Botha regine' s overall 

military hegarony in the sub-continent. The effect of developtents in 

Angola and South West Africa may have .very inp:>rtant effects on popular 

consciousness, especially in the light of the overall pall of depression 

that descended after the 1986 internal clanpiown. 
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The second hypothesis presented to explain political crlS1S in South 

Africa holds that the crisis is not exclusively one of control arising 

fran spontaneous revolt. Instead, revolt itself is seen as a partial 

response to atterq;>ts by the ruling bloc to institute certain refonns. 

On the one hand, revolt is precipitated by a disappoint:rrent of rising 

expectations. On the other, it arises out of opposition to the 

particular fonn that refollllS take, which, because of the contradictory 

structure of the political econany, must always fall short of what the 

oppressed masses danand. MJreover, again because of the contradictory 

structure of the political econany, real refollllS may also provide space 

for the oppressed masses to nore vigorously pursue change, which, in 

turn, enharx::es the climate for revolt. In this view, the need for 

refonn in the first place arises primarily in response to international 

pressures, fear of cultural and econanic isolation, and the need to make 

structural change in the econany . Particularly irrpJrtant in this regard 

is the integration of South Africa into an increasingly "globalized" 

econany. David Carte captures the essence of the rationale as follows 

"As South Africa becares ever nore isolated by sanctions and 
disinvest:rrent, the rest of the world is drawing closer 
econanicall y . Thanks to canputers, telecamnmications, 
satellites and jet aircraft, plus sate thawing of the cold war, 
the global village has truly came of age ... 

It ranains true that if we .are to avoid becaning a Third ~rld 
wasteland, we have to ranain part of the world econcmy. 
Although our netals and minerals are still getting through, 
further disengagercent precludes the nost obvious econanic 
strategy for us - adding nore value by bonification of the rOJN 
materials we depend on. 

Gaining readmission to the world econany will take tine, 
patience, stability, less upheaval - but nost of all, 
accelerated political refonn" (Sunday Tines, Business Tines, 
April, 1988). 

Steven Gelb ( 1987) is, perhaps, the first theorist to cast this rather 

loose line of analysis into a coherent theoretical franework. In 

explaining refonn he stresses the need for the creation of a new social, 

institutional and political environment for accumulation. He casts his 

theorization within the franework of a so-called "regulation" approach, 

referred to in an earlier chapter and which was pioneered by Aglietta 
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( 1979) and developed pr~ily by de Vroey (1984) and Ieipitz ( 1985) . 

Gelb (1987, P 35) explains the basis of the approach as foll<::1NS : 

"The underlying perspective is that capitalist social 
relations ("class struggles") exist not abstractly, but within 
a variety of structures and institutional fonns (ec:onanic, 
social and JX)litical) which shape the way in which these 
relations develop over tine. Furthenrore, these relations are 
, historically specific and contingent': an ec:onanic crisis 
expresses contradictions within (and between) these various 
fonns of existence of capi talist relations. Such 
contradictions can be resolved by transfonning the specific 
structures and relations, without changing the funclanental 
capitalist nature of the social relations thenselves. An 
ec:onanic Crl.S1S is, thus, seen zrore appropriately as a turning 
point in the fonn of capitalism rather than as a tenninal 
disease. " 

Key concepts are "the regine of aCCUImllation" and the "node of 

regulation" or the Amarican tenn "social structure of acCUIlD.ll.ation 

(SSA) " . The regine of aCCUImllation refers to the way in which changes 

in the conditions of· producti~n (changes in tec:hnology, the lalx>ur 

proc~ss etc) are related to changes in the conditions of realization 

(consumption patterns, aggregate danand etc). The node of regulation on 

the other hand (or SSA), refers to the ensemble of social, political and 

ec:onanic institutions which canalize and regulate the conflict between 

class and other groups which together affect the path of aCCUImllation 

(Gelb, 1987). When the tw:> . concepts are placed in an historical 

fr~rk, a distinction is made be~n long-run txx:m and cyclical 

fluctuations in aCCUImllation. In a long-run txx:m, a dynamic equilibrium 

is achieved within the regine of aCCUImllation. Cyclical b:x:ms and busts 

are functional and reproductive of the regine of acCUImllation. In a 

short-run downturn, ec:onanic agents respond predictably (as specified by 

the existing SSA) and the conditions for aCCUImllation are quickly 

restored. However, in long-run decline (or What regulation theorists 

call econanic criSis), cyclical downturns no longer restore the 

conditions for further aCCUImllation Le. are non-reproductive. When 

business cycles are no longer reproductive disequilibrium is said to 

exist within the reg.ine of acetmUllation. There can be many reasons for 

the shift fran reproductive to non-reproductive cycles. However, 

regulation theorists argue that contradictions within the regine of 

acetmU.1lation put pressure on the institutions of the SSA. At sate point 

sate institutions are no longer able to manage the magnitude of the 
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conflicts they are neant to regulate. The process becares CUIlUllati ve and 

pressures develop for tbe establishm:mt of a new SSA. 

Regulation theory allows for precise definition of econanic crisis - the 

point where business clcMnturns are no longer reproductive. Gelb (1987) 

argues, therefore, that in South Africa the l~ turning point of the 

first non-reproductive cycle occurs in 1977. particularly important to 

the debate outlined in this chapter, Gelb, (1987) notes that this is also 

the tine that marked efforts are made to restructure the SSA - the refonn 

pericxi. The political activity that this att:E:!rpt to restructure the SSA 

precipitates is what is often interpreted as "political" crisis. 

Ultimately, however, the crisis for Gelb (1987) is at root a crisis of 

acCUIlUllation. Gelb's (1987) econanic reasons for the developnant of 

this acCUIlUllation crisis have already been discussed in the previous 

chapter. He does not, however, explain why the particular fonn of the 

aCCUIlUllation crisis places pressure on the existing SSA. He points only 

to the rise of Black wages afte;r the . strikes of 1973. This, he argues, 

reflected the growing inability of the structures "through which 'racial 

Fordism' incorporated African Y.Urkers into the wage relation, to continue 

to perfonn their regulating function" (Gelb, 1987, P 45). This, in 

turn, provided the impetus for changes in industrial relations. The 

importance of the approach, however, lies in the way in which attention 

is drawn to crisis in the acCUIlUllation process and the consequent need to 

restructure socia- political institutions as the basis of the political 

crisis. Moreover, if ~ accept Gelb's analysis, then it follows that 

anongst other things, the construction of a new SSA is still necessary, 

if the acCUIlUllation crisis is to be resolved. Precisely in which 

direction (or whether) the SSA will be restructured will, however, be 

detennined in the cauldron that is South African politics in the 1980 ' s. 

Whether the political crisis is understcx::x:l as one of controlling an 

increasingly militant Black populace, or whether it is seen in tenns of 

how to introduce refonn without precipitating insurrection, there can be 

little question that the ~ bloc is under extraIe pressure. The 

alliance based on ethnicity which was struck in 1924, is in the process 

of fragnenting. It appears that three distinct groupings within the 
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fXJWer bloc are becaning evident. The first is the grouping to the far 

right which has grown substantially since 1986. It is carprised mainly 

of Afrikaaners drawn fran the White working classes, the lower echelons 

of the bureaucracies including the police and military, the teaching 

profession and agriculturalists in the far North (in essence the 

verkrampte grouping referred to earlier). The political expression of 

this grouping is the Conservative Party, and is calling for a return to a 

heavy-handed version of Ven.omtian apartheid. According to a prcminent 

llBTIber of the Conservative party in Natal, Duncan Du Bois (1988), this 

grouping is prepared to accept international isolation as an acceptable 

price to pay for "self-detennination". While the notion of a "siege

econcmy" is considered acceptable, Du Bois (1988) argues that a return to 

Ven.omtian apartheid need not nean continued econanic isolation. The 

restoration of "law-and- order", he argues, could bring a return to the 

halcyon days of ecoranic prosperity of the 1960' s. MJreover, South 

Africa could use its military might to ensure markets in Africa. 

The second major fXJWer bloc grouping, and the grouping that is currently 

hegaIDnic, is daninated by Afrikaaners led by P.W. Botha, but also 

includes an increasingly large elem:mt of English-speaking Whites, 

substantial segrrents of the Coloured and Indian populations, and a small 

segrrent of the African population. The Afrikaaner grouping is not 

entirely coincident with the "verligte" groupings referred to earlier or 

with the Nationalist Party, although it includes the vast majority of 

roth groups. It is cohered mainly by elarents close to the National 

Security Management Systan (the "Hawks" ) • The low polls in the 1984 

tri-cameral election notwithstanding, .recent surveys suggest that there 

is substantial suR?Ort for P . W. Botha in the Indian and Coloured 

ccmm.mities, particularly fran the petty bourgeoisie and the working 

classes (The Johannesburg Star, 1988). The grouping also has sUR?Ort 

fran bantustan leaders and their entourage, IIOSt notably elarents of the 

civil service and military. 

The particular visions of the future that the organic intellectuals of 

this grouping have are not at all clear. As Glaser (1987, P 383) puts 

it, South Africa's leaders have been left looking "increasingly 

directionless" . lbwever, apart fran scree concessions to the right, 

there is little to suggest that this grouping will depart substantially 
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fran the path it began to tread in 1979. This path involved rroving 

towards a society in which there is "IlUllti-racial" participation in 

governm:mt at all levels, but a form of participation based on concepts 

of "power sharing" and "group representation" (Glaser, 1987). The 

purpose of such a strategy is to carent alliances with conservative 

elarents within the Black Camnmity, many of which have already been 

created by apartheid (e.g. bantustan leaders), and to create additional 

conservative elarents. Thus, Frost ( 1987 ) argues that the state I s 

insistence on pushing through with BIA elections in 1988 is based on 

precisely this sort of rationale. As Frost (1987) points out, bantustan 

goverrments do not, for the nost part, enjoy popular legitimacy. But 

they do govern and they do have sate popular support (particularly fran 

those who are part of patronage networks). Frost ( 1987) argues that 

BIAs are designed to achieve the sane effect. In any event, by building 

alliances with Indian, Coloured and African conservatives, the Botha 

goverrment hopes to build a bulwark against what it calls "Black 

radicalism". MJreover, by giving governm:mt a nulti-racial canplexi.on 

at the level of surface ~ances, it is hoped that the w:>rld will be 

duped into believing that apartheid is dead, or that it will at l east be 

easier for significant western powers to justify continued dealings with 

South Africa. 

While the Botha goverrment has abandoned the "blue-print" politics of its 

predecessors, it is quite likely that their vision for the short- and 

madium-terrn is satething akin to the following. With the BIA e l ections 

out of the way and with a network of such authorities in place 

countrywide, the authorities will nove quickly to set neg:>tiations in 

notion over first tier power-sharing with Africans. It is quite likely 

that an Urban Council will be established, through which urban Blacks 

living in White South Africa will exercise political rights at first tier 

level. Representatives on such a l:xxiy w:>uld be elected through Sate 

rrechanism of aggregation linked to the BIAs. The Urban Council w:>uld 

then enter into "nulti-Iateral" relationships with the tri-caneral 

par liament and the bantustan goverments. Such nulti -lateral 

relationships w:>uld involve political and econcmic co-operation on a 

consensus basis across jurisdictional boundaries. But ethnically defined 

groups w:>uld still maintain the right to "self- determination". A 

nulti-Iateral council (and there already is one in place to co-ordinate 
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relationships between South Africa and sate of the bantustans) or sare 

other l:xxiy constituted to bring "power-sharers " together, could then 

elect a Black chairperson (President? ) to sh<:Jw to the world. It is 

quite likely that the Botha goverrment would like to see the Chief 

Minister of KwaZulu, Buthelezi, in a figurehead role. As a Black leader 

of sate credibility he is known to have the backing of conservative 

Western governrrents. 

The third power bloc grouping is relatively small in numarical tenns, but 

strong in econanic tenns. It is canprised of significant ela:rents of 

big business, a significant portion of the English-speaking White 

electorate,_ and an increasing proportion of disaffected White 

Afrikaaners, including a significant grouping on the left-wing of the 

Nationalist party (the so-called "New Nats" ) . In recent years, 

relationships between organized capital and the Botha governrrent have 

becare increasingly strained. Glaser (1987, pp 390-391) sums up 

developrents in this regard : 

"After big business enthusiastically backed the Botha regine in 
the late 1970s and early 1980s, and as late as Novanber 1983 
supported the tri-caneral constitution, the business- state 
honeynoon cane unstuck. The agent was the haIrnE: blows of 
township rebellion and its econanic consequences: the declining 
rand, the debt standstill, disinvest::mant and low investor 
confidence. Sections of organized business began to breach 
what has suggestively been called the Carlton Contract - the 
1979 agreement by business to leave constitutional 
restructuring in Pretoria's hands. After 1985, the 
Association of Chambers of carmerce and the Federated Chamber 
of Industries began to spell out their CMIl constitutional 
proposals, and praninent businessmen visited the AOC in 
Lusaka. " 

Glaser (1987, p 391) goes on to argue that : 

"The possibility of a ITUlch nore serious capitalist defection 
fran the status quo, and its embracing of the AOC for instance, 
cannot be ruled out absolutely. But right roN the politics of 
organized capital, though fluid and breaking fresh ground, 
ranains cautious." 

The defining characteristic of this third ela:rent of the power bloc is 

that it is tentatively exploring relationships with extra-parliarcentary 
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groups and the ANC. Inplicit in these explorations is an acceptance that 

no lasting or meaningful resolution to political crisis can be aChieved 

without the participation of these organizations. Certainly this is the 

view of important elements wi thin the Nationalist Party i tself. 

Reference has already been made to the fact that significant actors in 

the Department of Constitutional Planning and Development favour 

negotiation and contact with extra-parliamentary forces. What is being 

suggested is that the "doves" referred to earlier in the Chapter fall 

into the third element of the power bloc. Moreover, it appears that the 

very powerful Anglo-American group are nudging their business compatriots 

in this direction. This nuCh is evident from Clem Sunter' s (1987) 

widely-acclaimed book on the future of South Africa - written with the 

aid of a high-powered Anglo-American think-tank. Sunter argues that a 

'11igh-road" solution to crisis in South Africa would require inter-alia 

the unbanning of all extra-parliamentary groupings and the negotiation of 

a political settlement. fb.Iever, as Glaser (1987) has noted, this 

grouping within the power bloc has not, as yet, been fully cOhered and 

there are many directions it can take. The relationship of the grouping 

to actors suCh as Worrall 1 and Buthelezi is also fluid and at thi s stage 

unpredictable. In any event, it is apparent that the political stage is 

delicately balanced and that we are entering a particularly critical 

phase of South Africa's history. The battle for the third element of the 

power bloc could be absolutely decisive. 

The significance of the emergence of divisions in the power bloc for 

progressive urban and regional planning practices will be elaborated in 

Chapter Twelve. The four Chapters that follCM, hCMever, explore the way 

in whiCh political crisis and associated state responses have affected 

urban and regional planning in the 1950-1975 period. In Chapter Eight 

the focus falls on the relation between politics and Changes i n state 

urbanization policy. 

1 Dennis Worr, . las a senior member of the Nationalist Party who 
defected in protest against the SlCM pace of reform. He too is 
believed to have substantial backing from western bloc 
governments. 
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(]JAPIm EIGn' : '1HE IO:.ITICS CF URBANIZATICfi .AN) RmICtiAL PCLICY IN sanH 
AFRICA : 1975 'ID 1988 

In Chapter Six the econanic underpirmings of changes in state 

urbanization and regional policy ~ examined. It was noted that the 

introduction of a positive urbanization strategy was one of the nost 

significant policy shifts since the early 1900's. M:>reover, it was 

suggested that the positive urbanization policy was closely linked to the 

macro-econanic growth strategy of inward-industrialization. In this 

chapter, the political basis of changing urbanization policy is examined 

and it is argued that political considerations may have been even nore 

inp:)rtant than econanic strategy in ' accounting for the reversal of 

anti-urban policy. Of course, the adoption of a positive urbanization 

strategy has major implications for regi onal policy which had previously 

been designed to keep Blacks out of the cities and to provide an econanic 

base for the creation of autoncirous bantustans. Sate authors (Cobbett 

et al, 1985, 1987) have suggested that the canbination of new 

urbanization policy and particular shifts in regional policy suggest that 

the state is abandoning the notion of independent bantustans and is 

considering their re- incorporation into a unified South Africa. An 

examination of this hypothesis is the focus of the discussion on the 

politics of regional policy in this chapter. A related issue which is 

given sare attention is the way in which politics affects and is likely 

to affect decentralization and deconcentration policy. In Chapter Six it 

was suggested that econanic crisis may necessitate the abandonrrent of 

decentralization policy and also account for a ' shift to deconcentration 

policy. In this chapter, the political constraints on drastic changes in 

regional policy are examined. 

One of the consequences of the crisis of acCUl1Ullation since the early 

1970's has been the further colla~ of the Bantustan econanies and the 

consequent flood of people to the cities influx control 

notwithstanding. M:>reover, the adoption of capital-intensive mathcxis of 

production in White agricultural areas has resulted in the laying off of 
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many agricultural workers and to a decline in the demand for labour in 

the rural areas (Lipton, 1986). Furthernore, given high rates of 

population grO\lth, and the halting of the house building prograrrare for 

Blacks in the metropolitan areas in the late 1960's, the inevitable 

result has been drama.tic overcrO\lding in existing townships and the 

burgeoning of informal and squatter settlements. In Durb:m, for 

exanple, the number of people in informal settlements grew from 5 000 

after the Cato Manor renovals in 1960, to nearly 1 750 000 i n 1985 

(Haarhoff, 1987). Shack settlements were accorrnn::Jdating not only new 

arrivals from the rural areas, but also overspill from the cities. 

The rapid grO\lth of the urb:m Black population caused some alarm wi thin 

the ruling bloc, especially given the recession after 1973 and the 

growing levels of unemployment. This concern was, of course, 

exacerbated by the grO\ling political revolt of the mid- and late-1970's. 

The &Meto revolt in particular, had shaken verligte elements wi thin 

government. The first response. to grO\ling informal settlements was to 

attenpt to bulldoze them. The attenpts to renove squatters in the 

Crossroads and Modderdam areas became world news, and provoked 

resistance. Under pressure from both capital and the townships, 

government responded with the Riekert proposals in 1979. As noted in 

the previous chapter the Riekert proposals were a very tentati ve and 

ill-founded response to the need to contain and control rapid Black 

settlement on the one hand, and the need to nake concessions to an 

increasingly militant tCMnShip pcpulation on the other. One of the 

ruming issues for Blacks was the question of stability and permanence in 

the urban areas. As noted in Chapter Seven, Riekert attenpted to 

respond to these contradictory demands by attempting to divide the 

working classes into two groups - a permanently settled and materially 

well off group in the cities, and the rest, confined to the homelands. 

Substantial advantages in the labour market were to be granted to urb:m 

ins iders, who would be free to nove between urban areas. ~reover , 

stricter influx controls were to be introduced to keep outsiders out (see 

Hindson, 1987a and 1987b for a more detailed discussion of the 

proposals) . 

The Riekert proposals were, hO\lever, never inplement~, for a variety of 

reasons. To begin with, they provoked a hostile reaction from roth the 
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left and the right. Particularly i.np:)rtant in cohering opposition fran 

the left were the trade unions, who had set out deliberately to organize 

migrants, township workers and carmuters into single organizations 

(Hindson, 1987b). M::>reover, through point of production struggles, 

these unions reduced the wage differential between migrants and settled 

township-workers thereby eroding the basis for the division (there was no 

longer much point in reserving unskilled work for migrants). Since the 

corollary of pennanence for insiders was stricter control over influx, 

squatter settlarent rarovals were part and parcel of such stricter 

controls. lb.I.ever, bitten'less and struggles over rarovals becarre 

carm::>nplace. By the early 1980's, many carmunities had won the right to 

stay. Hindson (1987b P 87) carm:mts on the struggles of the squatters 

as follows : 

" m:>re than any other single factor it is their (the 
squatters) struggles that have finally forced the state to 
concede the failure , of insider/outsider strategy, the 
impossibility of total . territorial apartheid, and the 
inevitability of African urbanization outside of Bantustans." 

M::>re generalized township revolt also led to the abarrlorment of the 

Riekert strategy. One of Riekert' s proposals was that urban insiders, 

whilst being afforded advantages in the labJur market, would have to take 

greater responSibility for their CMll reproduction. State subsidies to 

housing, transport and other collective consunption goods were to be 

gradually renoved. The purpose here was to make regular inccne 

essential to counter what Riekert called the "work choosiness" of 

insiders. It was also a res'fX)nse to grcMing pressures on the fiscus . 

In any event, att:arq;>ts to implarent this aspect of the proposal were 

disastrous : 

"The township revolt of 1984 dealt a fatal blow to the Riekert 
strategy. In the face of deepening econcmic recession and an 
escalating crisis of township fi.naoces, the state rroved to 
implarent the policy of fiscal self-sufficieocy and local 
goverment autonany. A population already struck by falling 
real wages and rising UI'leIIploynent now faced increased rents, 
service charges and transport fares. In response, township 
after township turned fran resistance to revolt ... " (Hindson, 
1987b, p 87). 
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CH;x:>sition fran the right cane mainly fran bureaucrats in administration 

boards, who dragged their heels in granting rights of pennanent 

settlarent. Capital, too, opposed the proposals, having initially 

supported then. 

Whilst the Riekert proposals were never fully i.nplarented, there can be 

no doubt they provided the forerunner to the nore substantial positive 

urbanization strategy. Hindson (1987b, p 88) argues that the f'lEM 

positive urbanization policy is a decisive break with territorial 

apartheid. 

"An undeniable i.nplication of the PC 1 rep::>rt is the 
abarxk>nrcent of the territorial and constitutional aims of 
apartheid as originally set out in the Sauer Report." 

The basic principles of the positive urbanization have already been 

outlined in a previous chapter. The relation of these proposals to 

mac~onanic responses to econanic crisis, and their role in 

restructuring of labour markets, have also already been discussed.. 

While these econanistic interpretations are a critical part of any 

explanation of the f'lEM proposals, a lion's share of the explanation nrust 

also be located in the political struggles which have been described 

here, and which led to the abandonrcent of the Riekert proposals . It is 

certainly tarpting to inteq>ret · the positive urbanization strategy as a 

victory for the popllar classes, and there can be little doubt that 

people's struggles have contributed substantially to the fonn of the 

strategy and have hastened the dropping of influx controls. 

While the positive urbanization strategy nrust be seen as perhaps the lIDst 

significant refonn since the Wiehahn recognition of trade unions, to 

characterize it as an "abandoment of the traditional aims of 

territorial apartheid" as Hindson (1987b, p 87) and Col::bett et al (1987) 

do, is to project perhaps too optimistiC a view. It is a view which 

arises out of an overly econanistic understanding of the nove fran 

segregation to territorial apartheid in the first place. As will be 

1 PC refers to the President's Council Report of 1985 which 
spells out the theoretical basis of the positive urbanization 
strategy. 
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recalled fran the discussion of apartheid spatial engineering in the 

1950's, Hindson (1987a) argues that influx controls were primarily 

designed. to segrrent urban fran agricultural and mining labour markets. 

While tlus line of analysis is useful , it ~hasizes the role of 

apartheid in accurmIlation and unde:rarphasizes the role it has played in 

political reproduction and control. The period prior to the imposition 

of territorial apartheid (the late 1940' s) had a number of things in 

camon with the period prior to the acceptance of positive urbanization 

policy. One of the striking similarities is the fact that in both 

periods, urban influx accelerated dramatically. M)reover, in both 

instances, this influx was treated with sate alann by the nliing bloc 

(Lipton, 1986). Fear and security became central issues, which were 

fully exploited by the Nationalist party in its election campaign in 

1948. Likewise, fear and security have becare major issues for the 

White electorate in the 1980's, and largely account for the swing to the 

right (which, of course, is also what ha~ in the late 1940's). 

In a very real sense, the anti-urban politics of the 1950's reflected a 

fear anongst Whites of an unanployed and anarchic nnb located close by. 

The particular fonn of positive urbanization policy similarly reflects 

and anticipates such fear . MJreover, the importance of political 

control cannot be underestimated, particularly given the climate of 

revolt which preceded the introduction of positive urbanization. As 

irrlicated aOOve, the key to understanding this lies in the particular 

fonn of the positive urbanization strategy proposed. MJre specifically, 

the strategy's E!lJ?hasis on deconcentration and the associated 

establishtrent of self-sufficient satellite towns arourrl the netropolitan 

areas, are key. Hindson (1987b, p 101) explains such an E!lJ?hasis on 

deconcentration in tenns of an attE!1J?t to establish a nnre "highly 

skilled and better paid work-force in the core netropolitan areas and low 

wage (including reduced social wage) lalxmr markets in the deconcentrated 

areas on the netropolitan peripheries". 

Certainly, since the late 1960's, goverment has quite explicitly 

irrlicated an intention to create differentiated lalxmr markets. It should 

be noted too, that this line of argumant has also been used to justify 

decentralization policy (see M:Carthy and Smit, 1988). QJverrmmt 

argued that decentralization was "econanically" logical, because it 
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prevented overconcentration in the matropolitan areas at the sane tine as 

not inhibiting appropriate matropolitan growth. Agglrneration 

econcmies, it was argued, v.e:e particularly iIrp:>rtant in higher-skill 

econcmic activities (Haffert, 1977). lDw-skill, low-wage activities 

could be successfully decentralized, thereby leaving a less congested 

envirol'1lTel1t for higher order econanic production (Haffert, 1977 ) . Such 

decentralization was also suH?OSed to contribute to better utilization of 

resources and to greater equity in the spatial distribution of 

developrent (M::Ca.rthy and Smit, 1988). Few analyses, ~, regarded 

these argurrents as anything other than ex post facto rationalizations of 

policy designed to prarote the econanic i..ndepeOOence of bantustans for 

political reasons. While lab:>ur market considerations are no doubt part 

and parcel of goverrment strategy, care should be taken in accepting 

goverment rhetoric at face value. 

There is every likelihood that labour market and overconcentration 

argunents are ex post facto. rationalizations of policy designed 

primarily to deal with the 5aIOO contradiction that Riekert faced - how to 

contain and control influx on the one hand, and at the sane tine, satisfy 

the increasingly militant poIXIlar masses demands for urban pennanence. 

I:a:oncentrated netropolitan growth is a relatively ingenious way of 

achieving this. For, if efficiency and cheap wages were really at the 

root of the poliCies, then alternative spatial IOOdels for managing 

netropolitan growth would have been nore appropriate. Dewar (1985) and 

Dewar and Watson (1986) have c:le:!oonstrated how inefficient deconcentrated 

matropolitan growth is. Of even greater significance in this regard 

though, Foster (1987) has shown how wage differentials between a typical 

decorcentrated netropolitan settlement, Hamnarsdale, and the netropolitan 

core, lXlrbaI:l-Pinetown, v.e:e eliminated over a soort tine period, as 

unions noved in and as Hamnarsdale was drawn into the netropolitan labour 

market. This tendency for satellite settlements to be drawn into 

netropolitan labour markets is noted by Hindson (1987b) and he criticizes 

Riekert for not underStanding this . Yet, in the sane breath he ~ on 

to argue that differentiated labour markets are the basis of 

deconcentration policy. 

If decorcentration is inefficient and if segnented lalxJur markets are 

unlikely to last, and if accumulation i s the issue, then a concentrated 
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city m::x:iel is likely to be a nore effective spatial unit for pursuing 

accumulation. Hov.'ever, accumulation is not the primary issue. This is 

why governm:mt is likely to disregard efficiency and acCtnlUllation 

critiques of positive urbanization policy and deconcentration (see 

Wellings and Black, 1987). The central issue appears to be security and 

control, and the spatial managarent of rapid urban gJ:OWth without having 

to resort to pass controls. M:>reover, there is not J11LlCh evidence to 

suggest that ~t no longer sees bantustans as an irrp:>rtant part of 

its political vision. This IlUlch is evident in the recent (Decenher 

1987) incorporation of Botshabelo into Qua Qua. Wherever possible, 

governm:mt is likely to establish satellite cities behirrl bantustan 

boundaries • 

Given that nost Whites, Indians and Coloureds are already urbanized, new 

satellite towns are likely to be alm:::>st exclusively African. They are 

also likely to be very low- incare locales which are unlikely to attract 

IlUlch of a rate base · for coll~tive consurrption provision. Regional 

Service Councils (RSCs) may transfer sare incrne to the satellites, but 

nost are likely to be impoverished. shack settlements. It is also fairly 

likely that warlords, right wing vigilantes and "kitskonstabels"l will be 

used to maintain order. In the netropolitan core areas, the spirit of 

Riekert will be kept alive by greater spending on collective consurrption 

goods not so J11LlCh to differentiate labour markets, but because 

micklle-class Whites, Indians and Coloureds do not have IlUlch of a taste 

for shack settlements. Thus, the City of Durban, whilst carmitting 

itself in rhetoric to assisting and developing shack areas, has been 

"unable" to find. land for shack settlements within its <JIrJIl jurisdiction 

am has continued (through 1987 am 1988) to rerove squatters. 

It should be noted that the criticisms levelled at Hindson (1987b) can 

also be directed at similarly econanistic attempts to explain positive 

urbanization in a previous chapter • For exanple, whilst positive 

urbanization clearly does bear a relation to a Ianbardi~ vision of 

inward-industrialization, the deconcentrated satellite city fonn of the 

policy is hardly carpatible with it. Inward-industrialization would be 

1 
"Ki~konstabels" are Black para-policemen hastily recruited am 
trained to restore "order" in Black townships. 
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far better served by a canpact city nodel. Thus, while the acceptance 

of urbanization itself may supp:>rt inward-industrialization, the 

particular roochanisms that the state is adopting to manage such growth 

are not. The specificity of the l1E!W urbanization policy then, can 

ultimately be best explained with reference to the control of influx, 
• 

given the increasing failure of the roochanisms traditionally used. 

The a.rgtment that the fonn of the positive urbanization strategy is 

ultimately aOOut keeping low-incane Blacks out of the cities IlUlSt, 

however, also be able to account for the fact that in many cities 

government is making tracts of land close to the core available for Black 

settla:rent. For example, the Depart:rcent of Constitutional Planning and 

Developrent has recently produced a blueprint for the orderly 

urbanization of the greater Mariannhill area (near Pinetown-IAu:ban). 

Here an extra 1045 ha for Blacks has been proposed over and above the 510 

ha already in Black occupation (Daily News, 'fuesday, April 5, 1988, P 7). 

The proposals are sign;i.ficant insofar as they involve the cieprcx::lamation 

of 360 ha previously eannarked for Indian settla:rent, and sane 430 ha 

previously allocated to Coloureds. In parts of the PIN (16,000 ha), the 

East Rand, East LDrxion and Port Elizabeth, there is also evidence of land 

being identified for Black settla:rent quite close to the core areas of 

the cities. The provision of land in the core areas is, ~, not 

necessarily inconsistent with a policy that attanpts to manage influx and 

keep the hIlk of Black settla:rent out of the rretropolitan core areas. 

There is a fairly substantial pent-up danand for land and housing on the 

part of a growing Black petty bourgeoisie. M:>reover, in various urban 

struggles, local camunities have denanded the provision of land for 

township expansion both for themselves and theil;' children. 

This is certain1 Y the case in u,.u Natal instances - St Wendolin' s and 

Lanontville. St Wendolin' s is a camunity sane 14km fran Pinetown which 

cane under threat of forced renoval in 1966, since it was in the path of 

an Indian expansion zone. The Indian area of Savannah Park was to be 

exterrled across the area then occupied by sane 21,000 African people 

(Platsky and Walker, 1985). Early in 1979 the residents of St 

Wendolin's received eviction notices. These were ignored and a 

protracted battle with the state ensued. In 1984 St Wendolin's \4X)n the 

battle. This decision innedi.atel y opened up problem; for the state, 
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since the largely unsettled areas - Savannah park 2 and 3 - i.ntrediatel y 

to the east of the township had also been designated for Indian housing 

developnant. Having won the battle to keep the land they already 

occupied, the St Wendolin's carmunity then began to make danands for land 

for expansion. They called for land not only to maet pent-up danand, 

but also to accamodate future generations. It appears that such land 

has been won in the struggle. In the carmunity of LamJntville, a very 

active resident's association has also made repeated danands for the 

developnant of proximate "buffer zone" land, and similarly has pressed 

for the provision of land to maet pent-up danands. Limited anounts of 

land have been made available in these areas. It appears, therefore, 

that the provision of land for Black settlem:mt near the core areas is, 

at least in part, related to demands fran existing township residents for 

expansion space. 

In sumnary, it appears that state urbanization policy as it is currently 

evolving can be understood. as . follavs. Firstly, it seans that the 

intention is to accamodate both influx and overspill fran the cities in 

satellite towns behind bantustan boundaries wherever possible. 

Secondly, in order to accamodate the aspirations of the settled petty 

bourgeoisie within the existing core area townships, expansion of land 

for Black settlem:mt can be expected in the core areas. Such an 

expansion of land SUWly is, ~, likely to be limited. In the 

final analysis, ~, the positive urbanization strategy is designed 

to deal with the contradiction between the need to control influx on the 

one hand and the failure of traditional nechanisms in achieving this. 

M:>re specifically, it is designed to eliminate one of the IIDSt odious 

canponents of traditional territorial apartheid - pass controls. Such 

elimination was necessary because firstly, pass controls ~ simply not 

working and sec:ondl y, because they had becate a very specific focus of 

Black anger and revolt. M:>reover, the positi~ urbanization strategy is 

designed in such a way as to ensure that needed black labour is readily 

available and at the sane tine superfluous labour can be "d\.mp:ld" in the 

satellites. This, it should be noted, is not the sane as arguing that 

segnented or "hierarchical" labour markets are being created. Black 

labour in the cities will not (or cannot) be insulated fran carpatition 

fran the satellites. The ccmni.tmant to the creation of satellite towns 

nust be understood in tenns of the intelmadiate role that such towns are 
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to play in reconciling the disparate goals of: dumping the marginalized; 

servicing bantustan constituencies through deconcenration; ensuring the 

"security of Whites"; preventing the swarrping of "White" facilities such 

as beaches, parks, etc; ex post facto rationalization of the settlement 

patterns prcx:tuced by VeI:WJerdian apartheid; and the prrsuit of econanic 

growth and less expensive fonns of settlement policy than 

decentralization. In short, positive urbanization policy is a 

carpranise between long-distance decentralization and bantustan policy on 

the one hand and "laissez-faire" settlement policy on the other. 

Before noving on to a discussion of the politics of changing regional 

policy (which, of course, has been partly addressed here), it should be 

noted that positive urbanization puts the establishment of "new towns" 

fi.nnly back on the planning agenda. The ~ town phase of the late 

1940's and 1950's was related to the acceleration in the accumulation 

process associated with the grcMth of manufacturing irrlustry and the 

discovery of the Orange Free State goldfields. In the new town phase of 

the late 1980' s, new town creation occurs in the context of political 

crisis and econanic decline. This places very severe constraints on new 

town creation and calls into question the ability of the state to set 

such a prograrme in notion. New town creation is expensive and, no 

matter hc::M politically 'necessary' such an exercise may be, there are 

real questions as to whether it can be afforded. Certainly there is 

little novem:mt in this direction. As has already been pointed out, 

IlDSt of the action a~ to be occurring nearer to the core areas 

precisely because this is where the necessary infrastructure and 

agglrneration econanies are. Whether or not planners in South Africa 

are likely to embark on a grand new town progranne is a nnot point. 

While government has voted large arrounts of noney for a new town 

progranne in Natal, none of this noney seans to be available. According 

to sore senior officials (who must ranain naneless) vast resources have, 

until recently, been diverted to the war effort in Angola. Increasing 

international isolation and the continued decline of the ecorony may yet 

lead the state to abandon its current satellite .town progranne and pursue 

less expensive city foIlnS, which are also nore suw:>rtive of the econanic 

policy of inward-irrlustrialization. In the neantine, "new town 

planning" is hardly likely to be an exercise in grand design (although 

the occasional nodel town such as Mnbatho in Bophuthatswana may be 
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built). Instead, new tcMn planning is likely to involve little other 

than laying out of low service sites to prcm:>te "orderly" settlarent and 

the allocation of land for cCJIl1ErCial and industrial activities which 

will probably never materialize. 

awropriate terminology. 

"New shnn" planning may be rrore 

This section examines the politics of selected aspects of regional 

policy. ' Whereas the primaJ:y focus of a previOUS chapter was ,on 

decentralization policy with scant attention being paid to the 

rationalization of ecoIXInic planning regions, in this section the 

E!ll>hases are reversed. Sare attention will be paid to the politics of 

decentralization and deconcentration, but the focus falls finnly on the 

politics of the ecoIXInic regions. Praninent analysts of South Africa's 

regional political econany (Cobbett et aI, 1985; 1987; Hindson, 1987a, 

1987b) have argued that the eight ecoIXInic pl~ regions (now nine) 

announced in 1982 are rrore than functionally "rational" planning units, 

but provide the basis for sweeping constitutional change in South Africa. 

M:>re specifically, they have suggested that these regions provide the 

basis for the abandol1l1el1t of apartheid and the establishrrent of a new 

federal or confederal order. Thus Cobbett et al (1987, P 2) argue that 

new regional policy " is based on an abandol1l1el1t of the IX>litical and 

territorial practices of apartheid, though not necessarily of race or 

ethnicity, and envisages the eventual reincorporation of the bantustans 

into a single national South African state". 

Cobbett et al ( 1987) note that whereas the ecoIXInic planning regions 

identified in 1975 preserved the notion of bantustans as coherent 

ecoIXInic units, the regions identified in 1982 cut across bantustan 

boundaries. One fairly obvious eJCPlanation for this, and one which was 

offered in a previous chapter, is that governmant finally accepted that 

ecoIXInic planning has to be based on "functional" regions. Cobbett et 

al (1987), ~, argue that the devel oprent regions are being set up 

as the basis of a new second tier of goverment : 

"What is a~t, ~, is that the bantustans/provinces 
can no longer constitute the basis of. a second tier of 
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government and therefore new intermediate regional governmental 
units are being established" (Cobbett et aI, 1987, p 11). 

They point out that government has already moved quite far in the 

establishrrent of pa.-Jerful institutional structures for the development 

regions such as: the Multilateral Development Council to co-ordinate 

decision-making between South Africa and the 

Transkei-Bophuthatswana-Venda-Ciskei (TBVC) states; the Development Bank 

of Southern Africa; and the Regional Development Advisory Conuni ttees 

(RDACs) which have been set up to identify planning priorities in the 

planning regions. Through these structures the state is currently 

taking what the Buthelezi Conunission (cited in Cobbett et aI, 1987, p 11) 

once called the "economic route to power sharing rather than the 

political one, which is unacceptable to its constituency" . More 

inportant though, Cobbett et al (1987, p 11) argue that the regions are a 

"testing ground for I co-operat i ve decis ion-mak ing I and future 

constitutional arrangements". 

Glaser (1985) and Cobbett et al (1985, 1987) suggest that the government 

is using Natal-KwaZulu as a laooratory for testing the federal option, 

and that if the Natal-KwaZulu experiment works, similar structures will 

be extended to the other planning regions. I t should be noted, however, 

that government has repeatedly rejected the Natal KwaZulu Indabal 

proposals. What has been implemented in Natal are multi-lateral 

decision-making structures 2. There has been no indication that it has 

ever intended, or intends, in the future, to move away from multi-lateral 

co~ration to federalism. Perhaps the biggest flaw in the Cobbett et 

al (1985, 1987) argument, however, is that they fail to explain 

precisely why it is that the economic development regions provide an 

appropriate territorial base for federalism. One could understand a set 

of ooundaries which more or less correspcnded with the economic geography 

that apartheid has already created. But the development r egions I 

boundaries are drawn across these ethnic divides. Cobett et al (1987) do 

1 The Natal KwaZulu Indaba is a forum led b¥ sugar interests and 
the Chief Minister of KwaZulu and which has nade consti tutional 
proposals for the region. 

2 The notion of multi-lateral c~ration was explained in 
Chapter Seven. 
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suggest that the federalism that reforrrers have in mind does not have to 

be a geographical one (although this has certain advantages) but could, 

in fact, be based on ethnicity or groups. But! if this is so, then the 

econanic regions bear no apparent relation to federalism. 

Cobbett et al (1987), in arguing the case that regional federalism is on 

goverrment ' s agenda, rely heavily on reports sponsored by industIy and 

capital - nost notably reports prepared by Ianbard (1980) and by Asscx:::an 

(1985). In both reports, federalism based on racially or ethnically 

defined units, is rejected on the grounds that both locally and 

internationally they would be non-starters and would be dismissed as 

racist. Instead, they argue for the creation of geographic federalism, 

each with majority-elected goverrments rut within which the rights of 

minorities are protected (through, for example, a Bill of Rights). 

Cobbett el al ( 1987, P 11) go on to argue that the rationale for a 

geographic federalism of this sort is as follows : 

"Proponents of federalism argue that the only way to prevent a 
Black majoritarian state inp:>sing socialism or a welfare state 
fran above is to establish relatively autonarous local and 
regional political entities. These \\Uuld hold sovereign ~ 
over limited coercive apparatuses and econanic policies, 
fragnenting a national majority regionally." 

It is never explained, ~, how a federalism based on econanic 

planning regions would, in fact, limit the coercive apparatuses that 

could be established. If the econanic regions are the basis for 

separate federal units, then it is likely that in nost, Black majority 

rule will exist. Unless the privilege of Whites was protected by 

sarething nore than a Bill of Rights (the military and police, for 

exarrple), the notion of geographic federalism would never be seriously 

considered ( and perhaps never has). The argtmEnt that in a federal 

structure it would be difficult to nobilize nationwide forces around 

danands with a national scope is also dubious. '1b begin with, national 

nobilization may not be necessary since significant redistriOOtion might 

be achieved by policy changes effected by Black majorities at regional 

levels. Secondly, in the absence of ~ful first tier structures to 

protect White minorities in federal units, there is no guarantee that 

Black majorities in each of the federal units \\Uuld not collaborate on 
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issues of national scope. If federalism based on econanic regi ons has 

been considered by goverrurent, it IIUlSt be that they have been considered 

only in a context where ~ (military, police) is centralized and 

maintained in White hands. 

Certainly, this was part of Lcmbard' s thinking in his book on Freedan 

Welfare and Order ( 1978) in which he discusses decentralizing what he 

calls the "welfare" :fuoctions of governm:mt and centralizing the "order" 

functions. Even so, it is hard to imagine Whites in the Free State, 

Transvaal and much of the Cape, being prepared to accept a Natal-KwaZulu 

Indaba.-type m::x:Iel. This is not to say that governm:mt has no interest 

in the Natal-KwaZulu Indaba.. It is likely that if Buthelezi finally 

accepts a governm:mt invitation to sit on the much vaunted National 

Courx:il, the proposals will probably be given the go-ahead. Such a nove 

would allOW' the state to fully co-opt Buthelezi (satething which is 

desperately needed by governm:mt if the National Council is to have any 

legitimacy abroad and. locally). Furthenrore, Natal-KwaZulu could be 

presented to the world as an example of South Africa's progress towards 

refonn and a new deal. But the replication of the Indaba proposals 

elsewhere is probably out of the question at this tine or in the 

foreseeable future. It is also worth noting that the geographic area 

addressed by the Natal-KwaZulu Indaba is not consistent with that of 

Ecoronic Planning Region E (which also iocludes a portion of Northern 

Transkei) . 

It ~ then that the only basis for linking .econanic planning regions 

to econanic federalism, is the fact that the planning regions do .iIrplyan 

attarpt to effect a nore even spatial spread of econanic activity which, 

in turn, will provide an autol1CllOus econanic base for each regi on. Of 

course, the atta'rpt to spread econanic activity nore evenly across space 

could be part of technicist regional planning at~ allred at .in"proving 

spatial efficierq and equity. Even if we assune that this is not the 

case, there are sate problems with the idea that each region is to 

establish an autol1CllOUS econanic base. Bell (1987, P 217) makes the 

following telling points : 

"It may be that Cobbett et al are right in describing the 
strategy of decentralization policy in the current p~ as 
that of 'integrative dispersal', with greater arphasl.s on 
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decoocentration p::>ints close to the matrop::>litan areas ... But 
in that case, how can the p::>licy make a significant 
contribution to the creation of a federal system! ... Region D1 
is a very serious problem for any federal constitution." 

While governm::mt' s constitutional planners have no doubt considered 

federal options, it is doubtful that they have ever been linked to 

econanic regions. Instead, the econanic regions need to be understcx:xi 

in tenns of a correlation between the politics of segregation and the 

p::>litics of econanic interdependence. The ecQnanic regions should not 

be seen as providing the basis for dropping territorial apartheid at a 

political level. As M:Carthy and &nit (1988, P 30) put it : 

" planning across p::>litical boundaries is not, in the 
contalp)rary South African political context, the sane as 
redrawing the boundaries of political constitueocies. On the 
contrary, it neans consolidating these constitueocies around 
nore efficient and co- ordinated use of r1CM nore limited 
resources, whilst at the sane tine nopping up sate of the 
accumulated contradictions of Verwoerdian separatism." 

This is not to imply, however, that the designation of new econanic 

regions and the transferring of substantial pc::wars to new institutional 

structures attached to the regions, has been a solely technicist exercise 

in econanic planning. While a rrore functional approach to econanic 

planning is inportant, it seans that the developrent regions are based on 

a different kind of politics fram that implied by Cobbett et al (1987). 

A cursory examination of the "decoocentration" and "industrial 

developrent" p::>ints identified within each of the regions, .imred.iately 

reveals in fact that with the exception of one region there are no growth 

points of either type which are not within bantustans or in a 

"back-to-back" 2 relationship with bantustans. It is only in the Western 

Cape, where there are no bantustans, that a clear relation be~ p::>ints 

designated and bantustans does not exist. This, in turn, implies that 

1 

2 

Region D, is a very depressed area incorporating parts of the 
Eastern Cape, Ciskei and the Transkei. 

The strategy of linking the identification of geographic 
locales for state assistance with existing White towns in the 
RSA is referred. to as "Back-to-Back" developrent. 
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far fran abandoning bantustans as territorial political units, the 

servicing of the political constituencies of such units rana.ins an 

important priority for governrrent. Bantustans, it seans, have always 

been, and will continue to be, an important part of this goverIllTEnt' s 

constitutional visions. As noted in Chapter Seven, rather than any 

geographic federalism based on econanic regions, it seans that a 

confederalism based on the tri-carreral parliament, the bantustans 

(including the independent bantustans) and. sate sort of "cOWlCil" or 

"chamber" for urban Blacks is a nore likely scenario. 

The political role of the econanic regions, ~, is to allCM for rrore 

"rational" econanic planning, but in such a way as to acccmoodate the 

"pork-barrel" politics that the maintenance of the bantustans entailed. 

In the Verwoerdi.an era, bantustans were to becate relatively 

self-sufficient econanic and. political units. The need for econanic 

autoncmy was premised on the notion that in order for the l1E!W' 

nation-states to be taken seriously and. to achieve any legitimacy, it was 

necessary that their goverment' s presided over at least a limited ( as 

owosed to non- existent) econanic kingdan. This is certain! y not a 

point lost on many bantustan leaders, as exanplified in the struggles 

between Buthelezi and. the Tongaat-Hullets Group over the location of a 

deconcentration point at Tongaat, near ~. 

KwaZulu has pressed for the redrawing of the bantustan boundary so that 

the deconcentration point falls wi thin and. not outside the bantustan 

boundary. The land. is currently owned by the Tongaat-Hullets Group who 

are keen to realize the windfall gains that would eventuate should the 

land. rana.in in their hands. The point is that even if the Nationalist 

governrrent wanted to redraw political boundaries to coincide with 

econanic regions, substantial opp::>sition might be expected fran the now 

relatively powerful political dependencies they have put in place, and 

wfx)se supp::>rt they cannot afford to lose. It is this reality which, 

nore than anything else, will ensure that both decentralization pol icy 

and deconcentration policy (with strong bantustan overtones) will 

continue in the future, notwithstanding the econanic crisis and the 

pressures for reduced state spending referred to in the previOUS chapt er . 

As noted in the preceeding section, what is likely, is that 

deconcentration (short- distance decentralization away fran netropolitan 
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areas) to points behind bantustan lx>undaries is likely to becare a 

canpranise be~ "laissez-faire" and the long distance decentralization 

policies which received arphasis in the late 1960's and 1970's. It is 

through IlUll ti-lateral co-operation in the stnlctures set up to 

accamodate the econanic regions that the "politics" of JIDre functional 

econanic planning will be played out anongst ~ bloc actors. 

There are JIDre subtle roles that the econanic regions are playing and are 

likely to play in the future. One such role bears a relation to Frost's 

(1987, P 9) suggestion that the state is f'OtN nnving to repress politics 

"by refonning society and goveriment in certain ways". One such neans 

as Frost (1987) points out, is the creation of sham institutions which 

give the illusion of participation and more importantly 

"IlUllti-racialism". It should be noted that such institutions are 

considered "sham" only in the political sense. They may, in fact, 

preside over substantial econanic resources. In fact , "top-<:ic:Mn" refonn 

requires that they do control resources and are able politically to 

distribute such resources. Cobbett et al (1987) note that substantial 

IXJWers have been transferred fran provincial goverrments to the econanic 

regions and suggest also that these regions are likely to replace 

provinces as ,second. tier goverrment. The restnlcturing of governrrent and 

its implication for planning will, however, be JIDre fully discussed in 

the next section. 

The stnlggles of squatter and info:cnal settlers against rem::wals as well 

as the overall escalation of popliar JIDbilization, \Ere particularly 

imp:)rtant in precipitating the shift in the mid-1980's fran anti-urbanism 

to a positive urbanization strategy. The particular spatial fonn 

proposed for managing the expected influx to the cities also has to be 

explained in political rather than econanic tenns. l-bre specifically it 

has been argued that the deconcentrated (satellite-town) spatial JIDdel 

coosen by goverrment attanpts primarily to respond to a perennial 

contradiction facing the South African state - b::M to prevent the 

concentration of potentially insurrectionary masses on the urban 

peripheries, at the sane tine as satisfying the increasingly militant 

danands for urban pennanence. The arphasis on the creation of satellite 
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towns is also related to attanpts to confine as nruch urban settlerent 

behind bantustan OOundaries as possible and to att~t to rationalize the 

inherited landscape of Ve~an apartheid. As far as regional policy 

is concerned, it has been noted that the need to pander to political 

constituencies in the bantustans inp:>ses limits on the extent to which 

decentralization and decoocentration policy can be trinmad, the econanic 

crisis notwithstanding. MJreover, it is quite likely that as the 

contradictions of the positive urbanization strategy bec~ increasingly 

apparent, pressure for the maintenance of the decentralization policy 

will increase, to help stan the flow of people to the cities. In SlIDt, 

contarporary regional policy faces a range of contradictory pressures. 

The ultimate effects of these pressures on the trajectory of regional 

policy will depend on a variety of contingencies. The future of the 

regional policy is very uncertain. 
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0IAPmR NINE : IU.ITICAL CRISIS AM) c::IWI;:IK; POLICY IN 'DIE SPHERE OF 
REPIOXCI'ICE 

In the 1970's and 1980's, there have been majo~ changes in state policy 

regarding the sphere of reprcxiuction. On the one hand, a new housing 

policy is being pursued which implies withdrawal fran the sphere of 

reprcxiuction. On the other hand the state has also made a mnnber of 

highly visible, if selected, incursions into the sphere airood, at least 

in the short run, at controlling every aspect of everyday life in 

selected areas. What is being referred to here is the occupation of a 

nmnber of politically volatile townships by the military, and the 

implarentation of extrema exarrq;>les of "top-down" upgrading or urban 

renewal in previously neglected and undersupplied Black townships. The 

a~tly contradictory withdrawal and simultaneous colonization of the 

sphere of reprcxiuction and its relati on to political crisis, is the 

subject of this chapter. 

It will be recalled that errerging state policy in the sphere of 

reprcxiuction and its relation to economics was discussed in Chapter Six. 

Here it was noted that while fiscal crisis in the past decade has been 

severe, its llrpJrtance in accounting for the privatization of housing 

should not be overanphasized on account of the relatively small 

proportion of the fiscus that has historically been allocated to 

housing. On the other hand, it was also noted that in relation to the 

existing and projected housing backlog, fiscal crisis certainly 

necessitated a shift in policy. MOreover, reference was made to the 

constraints placed on investrrent in services and housing by the "debt 

crisis" and associated balance of payment problems. It was noted ~r, 

that ~ it not for the balance of payment problems, invest::rrent in 

housing could be part of an aggressive inward-industrialization strategy. 

Because of this constraint, any such strategy has to be confined to site 

(not service) provision and the promotion of labour- intensive informal 

housing provision. What this analysis suggests is that the upgrading of 

Black townships in South Africa in the 1980's (which has primarily 

involved capital- intensive service provision) cannot be seen as an 

econanic intervention associated with inward-industrialization. It may 

have been associated with a tenp::>rary reflation of the econany in the 

wake of the disastrous effects of IIDnetarist interventions in 1984 and 
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1985. ~r, for the nost part, state expenditure on upgrading needs 

to be understood primarily in terms of its relation to political crisis . 

Likewise, it will be argued that political considerations have been very 

important in shaping new housing policy at a nore general level . 

Moreover, it will be suggested that for mainly political reasons the 

state has not withdrawn fran the sphere of reproduction in the sense that 

it has withdrawn invest:Irent. Instead it has changed the fom of its 

intervention. The chapter begins with a discussion of politics and new 

housing policy. 

POLITICAL CRISIS, NEW lDEIKi POLICY .AND URBAN PI.ANNIK; 

Wilkinson (1983, pp 270-71) argues that : 

"The intensified efforts over the past few years to establish a 
free housing market in the townships constitutes the nost 
Significant recent developTEnt in African housing policy. " 

As described in a previous chapter, these efforts have included inter 

alia : the introduction of appropriate tenure; attempts to sell-off and 

thereby carmx:lity existing public housing stocks; attempts to draw the 

private sector into the provision of Black housing; the creation of 

utility canpanies; the prarotion of self help; and the provision of 

surveyed and. serviced sites in urban areas. 

It should be noted at the outset that extensive deliberations about the 

prarotion of hc:m:H:Jwnership am:mgst Blacks and the creation of housing 

markets in Black areas had, in fact, occurred in the late 1940's and 

1950's (Mathewson, 1957). ~r, with the maturation of Ve~rdian 

apartheid, ITEasures "~re introduced to reinforce the temporary status of 

the urban black" (Morris, 1981, p 91). Further acquisition of property 

on freehold by Blacks was prohibited, leasehold rights ~re withdrawn and 

influx control was considerably tightened. It was only in 1975 that 

limited leasehold rights ~re again reconsidered. In January of 1975, 

B.J. Vorster held discussions with harEland leaders, who raised the issue 

of hc.ITE CM11ership for Blacks with him. Vorster, who had chosen a nore 

"verligte" path than his predecessor, responded syrrpathetically. A year 

later (but before the ~to revolt) a General Minute of the I:epart:Irent 
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of Bantu Administration and Development gave notice of a harne- ownership 

scheme for Blacks (Morris, 1981). Freehold title would not be granted, 

but those who qualified to be in urban areas would be able to lease land 

fran the Administration Boards. It should be noted that prior to the 

introduction of this scheme, Blacks owned 132 992 or 29,9% of the total 

of 444 733 units in Black areas within so-called "White" South Africa 

(M::>rris, 1981). The neN hcrre-ownership schem:! was, h~er, treated 

with a great deal of suspicion, and during 1976, only 2224 leases were 

taken-up (Morris, 1981). 

~, it was the ~to revolt in 1976, which really provided the 

impetus for the privatization of housing provision. It was capital that 

responded. nost quickly. In mid-December 1976, the Urban Foundation was 

fonred, with Harry Oppenheiner as its chairperson, and Anton Rupert as 

its deputy. A Leadership South Africa (1987) article on the origins of 

the Urban Foundation is entitled "The Catalyst " . The catalyst referred 

to, of course, is the ~to revolt. The impact of the revolt on Whites 

and the private sector is described by Leadership South Africa (1987, p 

12) as follows : 

"The acrid smell of South Africa aflama stung the nostrils of 
all living in the larger towns and cities, and set their pulses 
racing with fear ... But what were they, the Whites, to do? 
For nost of than - whether private individuals, workers or 
employers - the world occupiect by Blacks was "terra incognita" , 
to be dealt with and kept passive by governrrent ... SaTE 

businessmen were caning to think that the condition of the 
greater part of the country's population was far too important 
a concern to be left solely in Pretoria's hands ••• " 

The Urban Foundation, together wi th other representatives of organized 

capital, was to playa key role in the subsequent fOllIUllation of housing 

policy. It is worth noting, for example, that when Mr Justice J.H. 

(Jan) Steyn was offered the executive directorship of the Urban 

Foundation, he first visited B.J. Vorster and told him that "he would 

accept the Foundation job only if Vorster assured him that he would allow 

urban Blacks scree real degree of sec~ity of tenure over their houses " 

(Leadership SA, 1987, P 13). Vorster gave the assurance, despite its 

implications for apartheid . Together with the building societies, the 

Urban Foundation put a great deal of pressure on governrrent to introduce 
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rrore secure fonus of tenure. This resulted in the introduction of 

legislation allowing 99-year leasehold in 1978. While limited leasehold 

tenure had been reintroduced in 1976, building societies and other 

financial institutions could not use these leases as security for 

rrortgages. Furthernore, the leasehold provisions that existed allov.ed 

for the cancellation of the lease for a multitude of reasons. It was, 

for example, possible to cancel a person's leasehold if in the opinion of 

the township manager the person was simply not deared a "fit and proper 

person" (Morris, 1981). Leadership SA (1987, P 44) describes the Urban 

Foundation's influence in getting 99-year leasehold introduced as 

follows : 

"It is questionable whether governrrent v.ould ever have offered 
even the half-loaf 99-year leasehold, had the UF not made such 
a good case for tenure." 

The 99-year leasehold scha're received a "cool" reception in the 

townships. Sane four " years later, in 1982, only 1727 leases had been 

registered under the scha're of which 1400 ~re in ~to (Wilkinson, 

1983) . Reasons for the suspicion that the schema evoked, included a 

strong feeling on the part of increasingly militant Blacks that leasehold 

was nothing but a sop, and a feeling that the entire process was an 

attempt to divide Blacks along class lines by promoting the emergence of 

a middle-class. There was certainly sare empirical evidence to support 

the latter suspicion. Wilkinson (1983) reports that of the R15-mill ion 

advanced by building societies to leaseholders by 1982, 80% to 90% was 

for the purchase of h.ates in the R20,000 plus bracket. The entire 

thrust towards h.ate- ownership was received. with suspicion by analysts on 

the left. 

"The 'township revolt' of 1976-77 posed a political problem. for 
South Africa's ruling class: how to contain the urban Afrl can 
population's refusal to accept its supposedly 'temporary' 
status in the 'White' cities while maintaining the fundarrental 
structures of class domination and exploitation? 
Representatives of the rrost advanced sectors of capital ~re 
quick to recognize that a solution lay in facilitat0g the 
emargence and co-option of a materially advanced sectlon of 
this population" (Wilkinson, 1983, p 270). 
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In any event a number of developments in the late 1970's and early 1980's 

paved the way for the Imlch rrore wide-ranging changes in housing p::>licy 

which were announced in 1983. 'Ib begin with, the Riekert Carmission and 

Cillie Carmission rep::>rts were tabled in rnid-1979 and early 1980 

respectively. The forrrer had focused on a wide variety of issues 

relating to the utilization of labour and conditions in the tCMnships, 

while the latter had investigated the causes of the Soweto riots. Both 

urged action on the housing front and Riekert heralded the first real 

indication of the acceptance of the pennanence of urban Blacks . 

Furthernore, the Viljoen Carmission Rep::>rt was canpleted in 1981 and 

released to the public in January 1982 . Vii joen recamended arrongst 

other things, that leasehold rights be extended to developers and 

employers in Black areas, and significantly it also prop::>sed the sale of 

existing rental stock. Wilkinson (1983) argues that the Viljoen 

Carmission was extrerely influential, particularly at the ideological 

level. 

"Chaired by the President of the Association of Building 
Societies and with the executive directors of the Associated 
Chambers of Camerce, the Federated Chamber of Industries, the 
Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut and Roberts Construction as nenbers 
( as well as a representative of the Urban Foundation), the 
Cannittee's perspective is saturated with the ideology of 'free 
enterprise'" Wilkinson, 1983, pp 273-274). 

But perhaps rrore significant than the recamendations of these various 

carmittees, was the dramatic emergence of the civics in the late 1970's 

and early 1980's. 

The rise of the civic rrovarent was described in Chapter Seven. The 

importance of rising rents in a context of spiralling inflation in 

accounting for the rise of the civics was stressed. It should be noted 

that it was fran about 1975 that "sit e" rentals becarre an i.npJrtant 

carponent of overall rent. Such site rentals were levied over and above 

repayrrents on loans fran the National Housing Carmis s ion , to cover the 

capital costs of the building. 'Site' rentals were service charges 

covering inter alia; s~rage; cleaning; school levies; roads; 

administration; health; street lights; and carmunity developments. In 

1979 the ~to budget made provision for the progressive increases of 

site rents by as Imlch as 200% (Morris, 1981). Civic and Resident's 
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Associations, including the Ccmnittee of 10, registered. their disapproval 

and urged rent OOycotts. In the East Rand !bard area site rentals ~re 

increased by nearly 100%. Similar increases ~re announced in many 

other areas and had provoked massive opposition. 

Given the volatile political atmosphere that had developed in the wake of 

the 1976 Saweto revolt, and the re-emergence of Congress-style politics, 

the rent increases precipitated large scale mobilization of civic 

organization throughout the country. It is unlikely that when governrrent 

armounced its intention to sell off 500 000 state houses and to shift the 

responsibility for housing provision to the private sector, the 

depoliticization of the reproductive sphere was not that far f ran the 

minds of policy makers. The "great sale" is particularly instructive in 

this regard. ~spite the fact that the Administration Boards had 

accumulated huge debts ( see, for example, the account by Chaskalson et 

aI, 1987), the state rental stock was offered for sale at "bargain" 

prices. When it becarre · a~nt that township resident's ~re not 

responding, prices were dropped further. Notwithstanding an 

inauspicious start 18 876 units had been sold by 1984. With the 

dropping of prices the numbers rose to 50 000 by 1987 (Hendler and 

Parnell, 1987). What all of this suggests, of course, is that 

depoliticization of the sphere of consumption was the prime concern, not 

the fiscal crisis. 

When the state armounced its new housing policy in 1983, it had still not 

committed itself to freehold title for Blacks. Such a commitment would 

have implied the full acceptance of the pennanence of urban Blacks and a 

substantial departure fran the tenets of Ven-.uerdian apartheid. full 

tenure rights ~re ~ver finally introduced in the Black Carmunities 

Development Act of 1986. This followed the White Paper on Urbanization 

and its ccmnitment to a positive urbanization strategy. Given the 

political context, the award of freehold cannot be understood purely as a 

cunning ploy to withdraw fran the sphere of collective consumption, but 

also as a political victory for the popular masses. Certainly the 

period between 1983 and 1986 was perhaps the politically most turbulent 

of the entire decade follCMing the ~to revbl t. Significant too is 

the fact that rent boycotts mushrcx::mad throughout the country in this 

period. In Septenber 1984, rent boycotts began in the Vaal Triangle 
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townships of SeOOkeng, Sharpeville, Evaton, Boipatong, and Bophelong 

(Chaskalson et ai, 1987). Early in 1985 boycotts began in Northern Free 

State townships such as Tumahole near Parys, Vredefort, Kroonstad, 

Bothaville and Viljoenskroon. In 1984 and 1985 rent boycotts also got 

off the ground in a number of Eastern Transvaal townships such as 

Ethandukukhanya ( P iet Retief) , Sibobela (Carolina) , KwaThandeka 

(Amsterdam) , KwaZanele (Breyton) , Wessel ton (Emelo) and Ungwenya 

(Waterval Boven). In 1986 the rent boycotts spread to the Rand 

townships - Soweto, Alexandra, Tanbisa (Chaskelson et ai, 1987). By 

this tine the rent boycotts \'.Bre not simply about 'bread and butter 

politics', but had becare articulated with the politics of national 

liberation. The rent boycott in Mamalodi, for exarrple, began as a 

protest against the "Mamalodi Massacre" of 1985 when police killed 13 in 

dispersing a crCIIf.U. By 1987, the nati onal rent arrears was officially 

estimated at Rl77, 6 million (Chaskelson et ai, 1987). There can be 

little doubt then that continued political mobilization has provided an 

important impetus for ·the state's full carmitmant to the establishIrent of 

a free market in housing. 

"In the long tenn, the state appears to be pi arming to wash its 
hands of the rents problem. The White Paper on Urbanization 
released late in 1986 provides for the further 
carm=rcialization of township hOUSing and intrcx:iuces the basis 
for increased private-sector township developrent ... In short, 
the state envisages that the private sector will resolve both 
its financial and political contradictions" (Chaskelson et ai, 
1987). 

How successful the state is likely to be in achieving such objectives is 

debatable. Hendler and Parnell (1987) argue that the ability of the 

state to reshape the housing terrain should not be underestimated. They 

point out that between 1980 and 1985, 1 700 new hares \'.Bre built 

annually for private hare owners in Black townships on the Witwatersrand 

alone. Moreover, they report that between 1986 and 1987, 3141 

first-time home owners made use of the government's 

first-tine-hare-purchaser subsidy. In recent years there has been a 

flurry of private house-building in Black townships in response to the 

pent-up danand of the petty bourgeoisie. But what of those in the 

lower-incare categories? Contrary to popular belief, Hendler and 
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Parnell (1987, pp 428-429) argue that the state has not entirely 

neglected the needs of this group. 

"Despite deprioritising rented public shelter, official policy 
shows a continuing ccmnitment to providing for the housing 
needs of at least some of those who cannot afford to buy t heir 
l1ares ... ,t 

In support of their contention they point out that be~n 1982 and 

1985, the state built 42 395 units in Black areas; 42 606 in Coloured 

areas; 26 356 in Indian areas and 11 862 units in White areas . They 

note also the fact that R1 billion has been set aside to finance 

infrastructure and service installation. There is also speculat ion that 

the state intends subsidizing site~nly provision for very lCM-income 

people up to an arrount of R5 000. Moreover, lCM- interest loans for 

materials in approved self-help schemes are also envisaged. It has also 

been noted, however, that whilst the state clearly intends to address the 

l~r end of the market, the stringent econanic policies announced in 

1988 on the one hand, and the Angolan war on the other, have rreant that 

in practice little public finance for housing has been forthcaning in the 

late 1980's. Whether this is a tE!flIX)rary phenarenon linked to the 

current balance of payments problem, or whether it indicates that the 

state is indeed withdrawing fran the sphere of consumption is a rroot 

point. At present premised financing for lCM income people in a mnnber 

of projects is simply not materializing (Foster, 1987) . 

There is some question then about whether or not current state policy is 

aiIrai solely at the middle-classes or not. While the answer to this 

question will ultimately be revealed in state practices, the limited 

practices of the past five years suggests that the state realizes that 

crisis resolution cannot be achieved by addressing 'the material needs of 

the middle-classes alone. TO the extent that the political crisis is a 

crisis of control, stemning at least in part fran appalling tCMn5hip 

conditions, and to the extent that the WJrking classes and the u.nanployed 

have been very active participants in revolt, so it follows that the 

housing aspirations of this group must be addressed. If this is so then 

the major changes in housing policy in the late 1970 ' s and 1980 ' s should 

not be understood as a withdrawal fran the allocation and even financing 

of housing, but rather as a withdrawal by the state fran its role as 
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highly visible landlord in. the townships. In other v..Drds, we can expect 

continued governrrent intervention in the sphere of reprcxiuction, but in a 

changed form. 

"Contrary to a popular wisdom and the ideology of 
privatisation - public finance sti ll contributes substantially 
towards investIrent in housing. Yet the form of governrrent 
intervention has changed ... " (Hendler and Parnell, 1987, pp 
431-432) . 

The long term goal of the policy seems to be the prarotion of widespread 

hc:rre ownership arrong all classes, and the depoliticization of everyday 

life. Reform of this kind, it is hoped, will conservatise the 

townships. 

"The growth of a class of h<::rIE owners represents a new kind of 
township person for whan financial carmitIrent and fixed 
arployrrent bec<::rIE a necessary part of life. And state logic 
has been that such people will perhaps think twice before 
taking part in a 'general strike . or consmrer boycott" (Hendler 
and Parnell, 1987, p 341). 

In short, the politics of the new housing policy can be slUllllarized as 

follows. 'Ib begin with the policy represents a ruling-bloc res{X)nse to 

the Saweto revolt and to the ongoing political .crisis which has followed 

the revolt. Secondly the {X)licy is designed primarily to achieve a 

depoliticization of the sphere of reprcxiuction in both the short and the 

long term. This involves state withdrawal from the highly visible role 

of landlord on the one hand, and at least partially rreeting the housing 

needs of all classes. Finally, the new housing policy must also be seen 

as a victory for the popular classes, albeit an ambiguous one. The new 

housing policy was only possible with a substantial reversal of apartheid 

policy and" the recognition of the pennanence of urban Blacks. In the 

context of having been denied this acknowledgatent for sixty years, the 

new housing policy must be seen as a very real victory notwithstanding 

the form that it has taken. On the other hand, the victory has been v..Dn 

at the {X)tential cost of divisions within the popular alliance. 

In clOSing, it is v..Drth noting that an .inp:>rtant inpact that this 

introduction of new housing policy has had on urban planning, is the way 

it has substantially increased the number and variety of institutions 
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involved in Black township develofID2n-t;. . This, in turn, has increased 

the variety of opportunities available to planners in practice. Many new 

private and utility canpanies have E!lTerged on the Black housing scene 

seeking planning advice. The corollary of privatization is reduced 

state control of the sphere of reproduction, a reality which 

progressives could exploit. 

'!HE roLITICS OF UPGRAIlIRi AND '!HE MILITARIZATIOO OF lJRBAN PI.ANNIR; 

One of the rrore important impacts of political crisis on planning has 

been the resurgence of state interests in urban renewal - or upgrading. 

Official recognition that unsatisfactory environmental conditions are of 

key importance in accounting for political revolt was evident in a mnnber 

of reports released in the wake of the 1976 ScMeto revolt. The Cil lie 

Commission (1980), which had been set up to investigate the 1976 Soweto 

events, placed Sate anphasis on living conditions in the townships and 

indicated that these. conditions contributed to pent-up anger and 

frustration. Whilst these conditions were not considered a direct cause 

of the revolt, it was felt that they contributed to its intensity 

(Morris, 1981). The Riekert Ccmnission (1979) too, drew attention to 

the urgent need to improve living conditions in the townships. H~ver , 

it was only in the mid-1980's that the state finally accepted the 

pennanence of urban Blacks . Moreover, forced rem:wals were becaning 

rrore and rrore difficult to implE!lTent as opposition escalated. While the 

state ul tiroatel y won the battle over rem:>vals at Crossroads in the 

Western Cape, it was won at innense cost both materially and in tenns of 

adverse international m=clia coverage. Josette Cole (1987, P 131) 

describes the rem:wals of the so-called satellite carmunities in the 

Crossroads area as follows : 

"During the period 17 May to 17 June 1986, Cape TcMn and ~ 
international camnmity witnessed the rrost brutal destruct1.on 
and forced rem:wal of squatter camnmities in the country's 
history. In a period of less than four v.a=ks, an estimated 
70,000 squatters fran Portland Carent, Nyanga Bush, Nyanga 
Extension, and nearby K'IC becane refugees in their own land and 
hundreds of 'witdoeke', with the uncontested support of rrenbers 
of the security forces, declared war on these carmunities. " 
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The literal "burning out" of the residents of these cCIl1TlllIlities was the 

culmination of a protracted, difficult and costly struggle. Whilst 

forced removals in the future should certainly not be ruled out, it was 

becoming clear to government that new approaches to squatter settlements 

~re needed. Upgrading is one such response. Even rrore important in 

accounting for the rise of upgrading, is the fact that by the mid-1980's 

the "hearts-and-roinds" strategy favoured by the militarists in the State 

Security Council was becoming increasingly linked to upgrading. The 

militarists thanselves had noved to centre stage and had defined the 

political crisis as one of control which could largely be addressed by 

socio-economic intervention. 

There are three aspects of the evolution of upgrading which are of 

particular importance to planners fran a planning theoretical point of 

view. The first is the way in which militaristic surveillance and 

interventions have becare part and parcel of the planning world of the 

1980's. Whilst such military co~trolextends to planning spheres beyond 

upgrading, it is in the sphere of upgrading that it has becare rrost 

blatantly evident. The second issue of interest to planners is the way 

in which upgrading has been used by fractions within the state 

apparatuses to experirrent with negotiation politics be~n the state and 

popular organizations. In fact, the difference be~n this approach to 

upgrading and that employed by the militarists is indicative of the 

schism be~n the so-called "hawks" and "doves" referred to in an 

earlier chapter. Finally, also of interest to planners is the way in 

which upgrading has becare a "stake-in-struggle" on the one hand and a 

focus for rrobilizing carmunity organizations on the other. In other 

words, upgrading cannot be seen simply as sarething imposed fran above by 

a Machiavellian state. It is also sarething that ordinary people want 

and are prepared to fight for. The three issues referred to above 

provide a useful basis for structuring the discussion that follows . 

Each will be elaborated in turn. 

Upgrading and the National Security Managerent System 

In previous sections, reference has been made to the fact that when P. W . 

Botha cane to fOM9r he proceeded to consolidate his position by bringing 

the military much rrore directly into the affairs of government. This was 
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largely achieved through the establishIrent of the National Security 

Managarent Systen (NSMS). Many political analysts (Swilling, 1986; 

Sarakinsky, 1988) have argued that real power in South African society 

lies with the NSMS. The Cape Times (cited in Harrison, 1988, p 101) 

describes the rise of the NSMS as follows 

"It has been called a 'creeping coup' heralding a transition to 
an even IIDre authoritarian systen. At the helm is the 
executive State President who presides over an elaborate 
structure of over 500 ccmnittees, canprising appointed 
bureaucrats and technocrats, and efficiently controlled by the 
military police. This faceless state structure whose rrenbers 
and activities are seldan 1<rlavn, exists alongside the 
conventional political systens and is rapidly usurping the 
functions of local governrrent throughout the country. The 
ccmnittees are accountable to no-one except the security 
structure and deal only with Blacks as co- opted agents at the 
l~st level. " 

While the parliarrentary cabinet is ultimately supposed to preside over 

the NSMS, the State Security Council (SSC) is considered by many as the 

"inner" or "real " cabinet . At the next level of the hierarchy is the 

Vbrking Ccmnittee of the State Security Council which is canprised of the 

heads of all major governrrent departmants (bureaucrats) and ensures that 

sse policy is co-ordinated in all relevant aspects of governrrent 

intervention. At the regional level there are twelve Joint Managarent 

Centres (JM:s) and beneath these there are approximately 60 sub-JM:s 

which operate at geographic scales which roughly correspond with those of 

the IIDOted and existing Regional Service Councils (RSCs). Below these, 

at numicipal level, are 448 roini-JM:s. Whilst the entire systen is 

largely invisible, it is the activities of the JM:s which are IIDst 

evident in upgrading exercises (Harrison, 1988). 

The principle purposes of the NSMS are twofold. On the one hand it 

controls a systen of repression. On the other hand it co-ordinates a 

strategy to win "the hearts and minds " of the people. Upgrading is IIDSt 

closely related to the latter, but the two functions are obviously 

closely interrelated. For example, the JM:s pay attention to every 

aspect of "everyday life" in the townships, scanning for any issue which 

may becatE a focus for IIDbilization against the authorities. The JM:s 

serve as an early-warning systen, and as a ~rful lobby to cut through 
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bureaucratic red-tape when needed. In other ~rds, they often attempt to 

activate or sidestep often recalcitrant or ineffective local authorities 

and other governrrent depa.rt:rrents. In this way the governrrent has been 

able to neutralize grass-roots bureaucratic opposition to its refmln 

programme and also to ensure rapid co-ordinated action in any area to 

deal with any potential security problem. 

MJreover, in many instances upgrading has been linked to the imposition 

of repressive warlord structures 1. The patronage that warlords are able 

to administer through the provision of the material goods that upgrading 

implies, provides one basis for strengthening the position of these 

warlords at the local level. In Crossroads, for example, warlord 

Johnson Ngxobongwana, has been made "mayor" in the newly imposed local 

authority and has been pranised control over· a substantial upgrading 

programme. The land burnt out by the "witdoeke" in 1986 has been 

"upgraded". Sare 1 234 sites have been developed with taps and toilets 

and it appears that .Ngxobongwana has been given control over site 

allocation (NCAR, 1987). 

Perhaps the rrost dramatic instance of JM: and militarist intervention in 

upgrading is the so-called "c:peration Alex Upgrade" (Weekly Mail, August 

6 , 1987, P 6). Alexandra township near Johannesburg is one of the rrost 

highly politicized and dem:x:::ratically organized areas in the entire 

country. The township also has a long history of resistance and revolt 

which is described by Badela (1987, P 7) as follows : 

"Since the late 1950s - when Alex ccmnunity rrobilized for three 
rronths under the Alex People's Transport Carmittees to fight 
bus fare hikes - the governm:mt has tried to break the 
township. 
In 1959 the authorities began noving families to Soweto and 
Tembisa, planning to flatten the township and replace it with a 
huge complex of single-sex ~rker's hostels. Tens of 
thousands of people ~re rroved but the plan never succeeded. 
And in 1982, Co- operation and Developrent Minister Piet 
Koornhof acknowledged Alex's right to exist. " 

1 Warlords are self-appointed leaders of local ccmnunities who 
rule largely through the "barrel of a gun", and through the 
patronage and "control" they bring to largely infonnal 
settlem,mts. 
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In the mid-1980's, Alexandra, along with rrost other older and established 

Black tCMnShips throughout the country, was a hotbed of political 

opposition. The Alexandra Action Carrnittee under the dynamic leadership 

of Moses Mayekiso, who was also head of the National Union of 

MetalWJrkers of South Africa, achieved. a national profile. The Action 

Carmittee established street, zone and area carrnittees to deal with local 

issues. In February of 1986, a skinnish between residents and police 

after a funeral led to the so- called "six day war". On June, 12, 1987, 

Alexandra was invaded by hundreds of troops. They have been there ever 

since. Hundreds of residents v.Bre arrested, including the entire . 

leadership of the Alexandra Action Carmittee. Shortly hereafter , plans 

v.Bre developed for the upgrading of Alexandra. A JM:: official , Steve 

Burger, described the project as a "blending of the redeveloprent 

programre with an urban renewal project " (cited in Bekker, 1987, P 7). 

Government has made same R95 million available for the upgrading which 

involves the installation of rrodern sevA9rage to replace an ancient 

bucket-systen (still operative in many tCMIlShips); the building of nevi 

roads; the installation of a stonn water drainage system; the upgrading 

of same 3 000 structures which will be made available for sale; the 

destruction of shacks and sub-standard houses; the construction of core 

houses; the provision of new "greenfields " sites for developrent; three 

new schools; an open air recreation centre; and the provision of play 

parks. The planning and irrq;)lem:mtation of the project has been 

carefully supervised and controlled by a roini-JM::. 

That the upgrading of Alexandra is part-and-parcel of the governrrent' s 

"hearts and minds " strategy is clear fran stat.eTents by governrrent 

officials. One such official (cited in the weekly Mail, August 6, 1987 ) 

argued that "people nrust know that the goverrurent is gcxxi" in explaining 

the Alexandra upgrading. He v.Bnt on to point out that such a perception 

of goverrunent was one of the "prerequisites for successful 

counter-revolution" . JM:: official, Steve Burger, (quoted in Bekker, 

1987, p 7) explained the strategic concern of the Alexandra upgrade as 

follONS 

"I believe Alexandrans have justifiable .grievances which v.B 
nrust eradicate. The mini JM:: creates an opportunity for us to 
speed up this process. It has not been detrinental in any way 
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to the residents of Alexandra. The opposite is tTIle. I am 
not trying to influence the Blacks to became government 
supporters. What 'We're trying to do is create a climate for 
evolution as opposed to revolution. " 

Of substantial significance for urban and regional planners, however, is 

the fact that top-ciown urban renewal progrannes have beccme grist to the 

mill of a conscious counter- revolutionary strategy. Perhaps of even 

greater concern for progressive-minded planners is the fact that 

virtually every intervention in Black reproductive spaces nON occurs 

under the watchful eye of a canprehensive state security ne~rk run by 

the police and the military. This, of course, poses serious practical 

and existential dilarmas for progressive plarmers. Possible responses to 

these dilarmas are addressed in the final chapter of the dissertation. 

Tentative Experinents With Camrunity-lEvel Negotiation 

The autocratic top-ciown approach to upgrading is not the only way in 

which the state is condUcting . its · upgrading progranne. In a few 

instances, the state has entered into negotiations with popular 

organizations over the nature and control of the upgrading process. 

Prior to the imposition of the second state of erergency in mid-1986, 

local-level negotiations over the possibility of upgrading with popular 

organizations had reached fairly advanced stages in a mnnber of areas 

throughout the country (Swilling, 1987). However, with the announcercent 

of the second state of erergency, many of these initiatives silrply 

collapsed, as the militarists IIDVed in (Swilling, 1987). One area in 

which the state has continued to allON negotiation with popular 

leadership is in the St Wendolin's area near Pinetown. Precisely why 

the gove:rrment has allowed real popular control over the upgrading here 

is not entirely clear. The rrost likely explanation is that gove:rrment, 

and the Depart::rrEnt of Constitutional Planning and Developrent in 

particular, have been using St Wendolin' s as a negotiation laroratory for 

same tine. The "attractiveness" of St Wendolin's as a laroratory for 

testing local-level negotiation perhaps lies in the stTIlcture of the 

resident's associations in the area. 

While clearly popular (in the sense that they have genuine grass-roots 

support and are elected bodies) both Isolumusi (which represents the St 
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Wendolin's Ridge area) and the KlaaIWater Residents Asscx::iation (KLARA) 

have avoided avert political alignment although it is clear that they are 

largely sympathetic to the United DEm:x:ratic -Front (UDF). Isolumusi, 

~ver ,has both Inkatha 1 and UDF supporters on i ts executive structures 

- a nove designed to keep peace in the area, and allow the upgrading to 

continue . Clearly a relatively "apolitical" lcx::al structure with 

grassroots support is precisely the kind of organization that the 

factions within the governrrent who favour negotiation v.uuld like to 

encourage and v.urk with. H~ver, the reality of the negotiations has 

been such that politics has never been far fran the surface. 

St Wendolin ' s was originally a listed Black spot area. Raroval was 

threatened in 1966 when the Group Areas Poard zoned the area for Indian 

use. In the late 1970's the state began to implemant its reroval 

prograrrma. Sana people were noved and notices were sent to all 

residents notifying than of impending renoval. The existing carmunity 

organization, an Inkatha-aligned liaison committee, saw its role not in 

opposing but in facilitating the rem::wals. Not surprisingly, the 

legitimacy of the organization was i.nne:liately undennined and a new 

organization, the St Wendolin's Welfare Committee, was fomed to fight 

the rarovals. In April 1984, the governrrent announced that a reprieve 

v.uuld be granted to St Wendolin' s . One of the conditions for the 

reprieve was that an upgrading prograrrma v.uuld be undertaken. 

The Mariannhill Mission Institute which is a large landowner in the area 

and which has a long-standing asscx::iation · with the St Wendolin' s 

carmunity, agreed to initiate such a prograrme (in fact the Institute 

initially indicated that it v.uuld finance the upgrading through the sale 

of industrial land in its ownership). Given an impending upgrade, a 

resident's asscx::iation called IsolUIlUlSi (the voice of the carmunity) was 

fomed to ensure carmunity control aver the process. This committee had 

jurisdiction over the St Wendolin' s Ridge which had been given a 

reprieve. A similar reprieve had not been given to .i1TITe:Iiately 

surrounding areas and a Save St Wendolin' s Committee was establ ished to 

1 Inkatha is a political novemant linked to the Chief Minister of 
KwaZulu, Chief Buthelezi. Whilst initially spearhea~ by. the 
Congress MOvement, Inkatha and Congress-aligned organlZatlons 
such as the UDF have became bitter enanies in the 1980's. 
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represent people living there. In 1986, Minister Heunis visited the 

area and, in order to facilitate the upgrading, initiated the 

establishrrent of a steering carmittee. This steering carmittee has 

becerre an important negotiation fonnn between governItent and the 

camn.mity. 

While the local JM: structures keep a close watch on the proceedings ( and 

it is suspected that several governItent officials and consultants 

actively involved in negotiations are JM: members), the style of 

governItent . intervention is very different here fran that adopted in 

Alexandra. After the declaration of the second. state of erergency in 

1986, for example, the St Wend.olin's leadership was left untouched, 

although serre activists in neighbouring Klaarwater were arrested. 

MJreover, in tenns of the ErrErgency regulations, school buildings could 

not be used for carmunity meetings. Since the school in St Wendolin's 

was Isolunrusi's major meeting venue, Isolunrusi indicated that it v.Duld 

discontinue its participation in the steering carmittee if the school 

renained "out of rounds". Isolunrusi also dananded that the troops leave 

the tCklIlShip. Significantly they left, which indicates a level of 

governItent commitment to negotiation. 

By 1988, negotiation is still occurring through the steering committee, 

but its future hangs in the balance. Very little has been "delivered" 

through the process so far, and elerents within governItent and the JM:s 

have been attenpting to use access to funding as a IlEChanisrn for getting 

Isolunrusi to accept local authority status . . In other v.Drds, the 

carmunity is being held to political ranscm over the upgrading. A 

tactic of this kind is potentially highly divisive and there is a 

possibility that this is what governrrent is trying to do. Already there 

is talk of factions that are happy to enter Black local authorities while 

others are vigorously opposed to any such nove. Once the popular 

organization is effectively divided it may be very much easier for the 

state to impose its own structures. In fact, it is Isoltnnusi's 

non-party political alignment which makes it even more vulnerable to such 

division. In the absence of a clear political line, divisions over the 

local authority issue seem certain to emerge and precisely how damaging 

such divisions are, will depend on the skills of carmunity leadership. 

While it is possible that the state is actively trying to use the upgrade 
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to engineer divisions in the corrmuni ty , it seems IIDre likely (at this 

stage) that the negotiation experiment is still being taken seriously by 

the so~alled "doves " at least. But the future of local-level 

negotiations over upgrading is tenuous. 

While it is unlikely that upgrading is consciously being used to divide 

the camnmity in St Wendolin's there are a mnnber of instances in which 

the opposite can safely be asstme<i. One of the IIDSt dramatic instances is 

the division of the previously coherent and "UDF-affiliated c i vic Red. 

Ia::ation near Port Elizabeth. As with St Wendolin's and Alexandra, Red. 

Location was a township earmarked for removal. Following fierce 

opposition, a reprieve was ~n in 1983. Later the sane year, the East 

Cape Administration Board recCITIIEnded an upgrading and redeveloprent 

prograIIllE (Eastern Province Herald, 3 August 1983). Sore 200 "lcx::iger" 

or "shack" families were, h~er, to be relocated to M:>therwell, sate 15 

kIn away. The Red. Location Action Carrnittee successfully opposed the 

rarovals of the backyard shacks, and unity in the camnmity was 

ma.intained. Instead a three-phase upgrading prograIIllE was proposed by 

governrrent. The first phase involved the voluntary rerroval of the shack 

settlers to tanporary structures on a nearby piece of land separated fran 

Red. Location by a narrow strip of railway reserve land. The second 

phase was to involve the developrent of new pennanent structures on the 

railway reserve land. Once these structures were complete the residents 

of the existing (non-shack) structures ~uld IIDve into the newly 

constructed units, while their own units were upgraded (phase three). 

Once this phase was complete, the residents v.Duld nove back t o their 

upgraded hares and the shack settlers v.Duld IIDve fran the tanporary 

structures into the railway reserve strip (Platsky, 1987). After 

protracted negotiation the Red. Ia::ation Action"Carrnittee agreed to this 

process of upgrading and offered to preside over voluntary removals. 

Here is where the trouble began. 

Early in 1987, the first shack settlers IIDved to the terpor ary tin 

structures in what has since becate known as "Silvertown" . There were 

imrEdiate complaints about conditions in Silvertown. M:>reover, runours 

began to develop that sate leaders in the Action carmi ttee had been 

co-opted and were collaborating in a subtle rem:wal process (New Nation, 

June 11-17, 1987, P 5). Certainly, by mid- 1987 a mnnber of people were 
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no longer IOClving voluntarily. Moreover, people were being IOClved to 

M:>therwell and not to Silvertown as pranised. Sharp divisions between 

previously unified residents developed. The extent of this 

disorganization is evident in the following quotations fran an article in 

New Nation entitled "Things fall apart at Red Location" 

"Residents of Red Location ... claim the Ibhayi Council has 
co-opted rrenbers of the Action Carmittee ~rking against 
threatened rerovals. 
According to resident Peter Mjo, on May 24, nrunicipal police::.rren 
drove around Silvertown inviting people to a mass rreeting at 
Daku Hall. 
The residents of Red Location four-roamed houses with bathrooms 
and hot water to loud cheers fran the c~. 
Mjo said several rrenbers of the Action Carmittee were seen 
shaking hands with the councilors after the rreeting ... 
'we take this as an attempt to divide and rule us'" (New 
Nation, June 11-17, 1987, p5). 

By mid-1987, a number of the Action Carmittee resigned. The camrunity 

was effectively divided. 

Upgrading - A Stake in Struggle? 

The third aspect of the politics of upgrading which is of relevance in 

the fornrulation of planning theory, is the role that upgrading has played 

as a tool of struggle, as an objective of, or stake in struggle, and as a 

rreans of building progressive organization. The important point here is 

that upgrading and urban renewal programres are not the exclusive 

preserve of the state. In the 1980' s upgrading has hecare an important 

part of progressive struggle too. In the first instance, it has hecare 

a very important tool in ongoing struggles against rerrovals. NuIrerous 

carmunities under threat have attempted to daronstrate that their 

carmunities are "upgradable", and have sought the assistance of advocate 

plarmers in this regard. This tactic is of . particular importance in 

instances which the state makes use of technocratic argurrents to justify 

rarovals (health hazards, flcx:xi plains, fire hazards, etc). Examples of 

instances in which carmunities have developed upgrading proposals as an 

alternative to reroval include Langa (Uitenhage), Duncan Village (East 

wndon) , Lawaaikamp (George), Oukasie (Brits), Muchinson/Bhobhoyi (Port 

Shepstone) , Cla.irw::xxi (Durban) , and a number of others . In sare 
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instances ( e. g. Clail:wxx::i, Oukasie, ) the tactic appears to have 

contributed. to the success of residents in warding off renovals. In 

other instances, it appears to have made little difference. Since the 

best example of success, Clairwood, will be discussed. in a later section, 

the focus here falls on failure. 

A drama.tic example is the recent destruction of Langa near Uitenhage. 

Langa was a squatter carrp occupied. by approximately 50 000 people 

(Sutcliffe, 1987). Like so many of the other communities referred to in 

this section, it too had been designated. for renoval in the 1950's. 

~ver, by the 1980' s people v.Bre still roving into the area and 

building shacks. The countrywide revolt of the mid-80's was 

particularly severe in the Eastern Cape and Langa itself was the site of 

bitter battles between oppositional groupings and the state. Langa 

itself becama internationally infarrous as a consequence of the "Langa 

Massacre" of 1985. Since Langa itself was located. a mere 2 kIn fran 

Uitenhage's CED, it is not surprising that the very conservative White 

ratepayers becama alanred by rising militance and began to call for the 

renoval of the settlarent (Swilling, 1987). It was in response to these 

rener.-a:i renoval threats that cammunity organizations emerged, calling 

instead for the upgrading of the area. They appointed. a collective of 

progressive architects and. planners to develop an "upgrading" plan for 

the area. This plan was then used. in negotiations with a special "task 

force" appointed. by the Departm:mt of Constitutional Developnent and. 

Planning (Swilling, 1987) . According to Swilling ( 1987) these 

negotiations v.Bre taken very seriously by state officials and an 

agrearent was reached in June 1986, that Langa would be upgraded. 

~r, in mid-July 1986, after the declaration of the State of 

EnErgency, the state reneged. on the agreement and rarovals began. The 

clearance of the entire cammunity took only six v.Beks. Swilling (1987) 

argues that the militarists simply roved. in and overruled. governrrent 

officials fran Heunis' depart::rrent. The squatter carmunity was 

considered a security threat and raroved.. Irrespective of the outcrnes 

of struggle, ~ver, it is important to note that in the Langa 

cammunity, upgrading was a stake in struggle~ It was srnething that 

ordinary people v.Bre prepared to fight for. They lost. 
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In the Langa instance, and in many other instances throughout the 

country, the threat of removal spawned coherent community organization. 

Upgrading becama the progressive al ternati ve to removal. But this is 

not the only way in which upgrading has been associated with community 

mobilization. In a number of cases the introduction of state initiated 

upgrading programmes has itself precipitated progressive community 

mobilization. One such instance, was the upgrading of a highly depressed 

Coloured township in Durban, Frobisher. This upgrade was initiated by 

the House of Representatives 1 and the Durban City Council. Once it 

becarre apparent that the area was to be upgraded, activists within the 

area mobilized the community and established a UDF-sympathetic civic. 

The issue around which the mobilization occurred was that of the control 

of the upgrading process. Another ex.arrple of a similar sort was the 

formation of a civic organization in the Coloured township of westbury in 

response to the upgrading and housing scheres of the Johannesburg 

numicipality. 

When the municipality began ilrplerenting a new housing programme in 1981, 

considerable dissatisfaction ererged. over the designs of houses, plot 

sizes and general town planning (Swilling, 1987). Opposition to the 

numicipality's programme becarre increasingly militant with people 

physically sabotaging the schere (pushing over walls, breaking building 

materials, raroving surveyor pegs and so on). Mass daronstrations and 

heavy-handed police action ensued. In 1985 the municipality realised that 

it ~uld be ilrpossible to go any further unless they entered into 

negotiation with the civic. As a consequence they invited the civic (the 

Western Rent Action Cannittee) to sul:mit its own proposals. The civic 

in turn appointed a grouping of progressive architects, the Architects 

Collective, to assist them in developing an al ternati ve. This was 

achieved through a process of widespread and in-depth community 

discussion. Thus the civic used the process to build and deepen its 

structures. An al ternati ve was fonnulated and most of the key danands 

of the civic were net. H~er, as Swil ling (1987) points out, once the 

new schere was ilrplerented the civic becarre dormant and the 

1 The House of Representatives is one of three Houses in the tri
carreral parliarrent. It is the parliarrentary chamber for the 
Coloured Community. 
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organizational gains ~n during the negotiation stage were lost . The 

sane is tnle of the Frobisher instance. Once a deal was negotiated the 

civic lost momentum and it is currently inactive. 

The impact of rrobilization around upgrading in both instances was clearly 

transient at best. Whether or not rrobilization gains ~n around 

upgrading in other areas are likely to be equally transient, is a rroot 

point. Much may depend on the creativity of leadership. Much may also 

depend on whether or not the "outside-system" civics find. scxre way of 

becaning involved in the on-going administration of their l ocales. 

Participation at a distance may be possible, but the historical record 

thus far is not particularly encouraging. Of course, Westbury and 

Frobisher may not be particular I y representative instances. In both 

cases the deals negotiated were very favourable to residents and it is 

unlikely that the state will, in fact, be able to negotiate equally 

favourable deals on a widespread basis and certainly not in African 

areas. What this suggests is that conditions in rrost African townships 

are likely to remain well below aspiration levels, given that upgrading 

prograrmes are likely to be minimalist at best. The stnlggle for better 

living environrrents is, as a consequence , likely to be a protract ed one. 

This suggests that the building of stable and lasting civic 

organizations around township conditions may yet be a possibility. In 

fact, it may be a necessity if environrrental improvaTEnt in Black 

townships is to occur. ~ver, the weaknesses of organizing around 

upgrading will have to be clearly understood. 

One such weakness which has beccxre patently obvious in the St Wendolin' s 

upgrading is the asyrmetry of ~ relations in the process. Unlike 

stnlggles at the point of production, people in the communities cannot 

'down tools' if danands are not net or if the state reneges on a deal. 

In the St Wendolin' s negotiations there have been a number of instances 

in which state pranises have not been fulfilled, but which the camrunity 

can do very little about. What ~r communities do have seems to 

derive fram overall (national/regional) levels of political rrobilization 

which threaten overall reproduction of the system rather than fran the 

local characteristics of the struggle or the organizations involved. 

Thus, at the height of the revolt in the mid-1980's, the state was 

prepared to at least listen to community demands. ~er, since the 
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successful repression of revolt, it is clear that those who favour 

negotiation have lost ground within ruling bloc circles. 

In repressive circumstances such as these the ·process of entering into 

negotiations with the state to find the space for building organization 

has to be seriously questioned. The potential divisiveness of 

negotiations over upgrading has already been alluded to and also needs to 

be taken into consideration. Apart fran the co-optive strategies of the 

state, upgrading tends to highlight class divisions in carmunities which 

can be damaging politically. In St Wendolin's for example, a conflict 

between so-called lcx:igers (tenants) and landowners simrers and threatens 

to burst to the fore fran tine to tine. MJreover, substantial tension 

is developing be~n established. resi dents who have control over the 

site allocation process and more-recently-settled residents. New 

arrivals have essentially been cut out of the site allocation process and 

the situation is potentially explosive. On the other hand, in the most 

difficult circumstances, St Wendolin's has built a system of local level 

demx:racy around. upgrading which has no parallel in Natal. This system 

has renained intact for four years. While the proof of the pudding is 

still in the eating, and while St Wendolin' s could go up in a puff of 

smoke (like Crossroads), there is also IlUlch to be optimistic a}:x)ut. In 

any event one thing is quite certain. Communities cannot afford not to 

respond to state-initiated upgrading progra:rrmes, simply because of the 

divisions such progra:rrmes may engender. Yet, the very process of 

responding may itself precipitate such divisions. 

In a context of economic austerity however, it is unlikely that the state 

will be able to anbark on anything but "selected"upgrading prograrrnes in 

the foreseeable future. The fact that the state has very limited 

resources, together with the potential for division that upgrading may 

bring, suggests that communities may be better off by atterpting 

relatively "autol1ClIDus" upgrading processes and avoiding engagarents with 

the state except for very specific danands. This strategy will be 

ela}:x)rated in Chapter 'lWel ve when progressive strategies for the future 
are ela}:x)rated. 
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It was in the 1950's that the state began to intervene quite directly and 

on a large scale in the sphere of reproduction. It was suggested in 

Chapter Five that this intervention was aimed at effecting political 

control am::mgst other things. Thus, the state began to regulate nost 

aspects of everyday life. Such control was, ~r , only possible in a 

context of political repression and econanic growth. Moreover, 

intervention of this sort served to politicize everyday life. In the 1970's 

and 1980's, the highly visible role played by the state in townships in a 

context of political revolt and political control has beccrre a major 

problan fran the perspective of the ruling classes. The state has becare 

the target of popular resistance around state-regulated issues such as 

rents and transport fares. ~r, in responding to the politicization of 

everyday life, the state has had to tread a highly contradictory path. On 

the one hand it has had to reduce its visibility and this has implied 

withdrawal fran the sphere of reproduction. But total withdrawal has never 

been an option for the state, given the loss of control it implies. 'lbtal 

withdrawal W)uld leave the neglected and undersupplied townships unattended 

and ripe for further popular nobilization. As a consequence, the state has 

chosen not to withdraw but to reduce its visibility through privatization. 

Privatization, it is hoped, will remove the state fran the visible role of 

landlord and transfonn township people fran a harogeneous grouping of 

renters at war with the state, into an atanized conglcrreration of 

individuals nursing housing bonds. But this is as far as withdrawal goes. 

In the case of particularly volatile townships, the state has chosen not 

only to intervene, but to control everyday life in a militarist fashion 

while instituting urban renewal prograrnres which are designed to reduce the 

grievances around which the popular masses can nobilize. The econanic 

crisis does, however, place major constraints on such a process and 

highlights a central contradiction for the state. At the very tine when 

state expenditure is nost needed to institute socio-econanic refonns, the 

South African state is least able to afford such refonns. As a 

consequence it seans likely that the state will have to rely on repression 

until such tine as econanic circumstances improve. Finally, it should be 

noted that the contradictions that gave rise to the need for state control 

of the sphere of reproduction in the first place, will not simply be 

eliminated by a privatization prograrnre. 
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aIAPl'ER TEN : POLITICAL ~, STATE RES'IRl.CI'UR1N AH) URBAN AND 
RffilCEAL PI.ANNIK; 

Chapters Eight and Nine focused on rna jor changes in state urban and 

regional policy. The emphasis in Chapters Ten and Eleven, h~ver, 

shifts to the way in which political crisis has politicized 

"conventional" planning practices. This particular chapter deals with a 

variety of issues. It begins with a discussion of the effects of 

refonn-oriented restructuring of state apparatuses on: planning 

outcares; the envirolllTEnt's wi thin which planners ~rk; and the 

jurisdictions over which they preside. This is follova:i by an 

evaluation of the extent to which the introduction of reN urban planning 

tools, such as structure plans and development plans, can be understood 

as part and parcel of broader political refonn. Finally, attempts to 

link racial zoning quite explicitly to the conventional cornerstone of 

town planning practice in South Africa, town planning schares, are 

discussed. In each of the sections, the way in which these developments 

have contributed to the politicization of urban and regional planning is 

noted. So too are the opportunities for and constraints on progressive 

planning practices that these changes have presented. 

An important part of the National Party's resp::>nse to p::>litical crisis 

has been wide-ranging restructuring of all levels of goveI11ITEnt. As 

suggested in the previous section this restructuring was notivated in 

large part by the detennination of P.W. Botha's verligtes to gain full 

control of the state apparatuses and to change the relationship of 

goverlllTEnt to SOCiety (Frost, 1987) . One particularly important 

carp:ment of the latter process was to nove in the direction of replacing 

parlianent, as the prima decision- making lxxiy, by the State Security 

Council which itself is largely insulated fran p::>pular p::>litics. The 

implications for planning of the creation of a "parallel" goveI11ITEnt was 

discussed in the preceding chapter with particular reference to 

upgrading. This section focuses on the implications for planning of the 

restructuring of the less clandestine state apparatuses. It should be 

noted ~, that a canprehensive analysis of state restructuring and 

its implications for planning is beyond the scope of this dissertation. 
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This section does little rrore than to provide a general overview of such 

restructuring and to hint at implications for planning. 

The restructuring of governIlent has affected urban and regional planning 

in the following major ways 

1. It has altered the political character of a number of governrIEnt 
institutions within which planners work. 

2. It has changed the scope and jurisdiction of urban and regional 
planning intervention. 

3. It has affected planning outcomes in specific contexts. 

These impacts will be examined with reference to restructuring at first, 

second and third tier respectively. 

At a first tier level, the creation of the tri-carreral parliarrent has 

also meant the re-arrangerent of existing state apparatuses and the 

creation of new bureaucracies to serve the so-called House of Delegates l 

and also the House of Representatives. Housing has been designated an 

"0NI'l affair" and as a consequence housing and planning depart:nents have 

been set up by both houses. In large part the "0NI'l affairs" 

administrations of each of the houses, have been forced to take 

relatively progressive stances in order to gain some legitimacy in their 

camrunities given the low turnouts at the polls and given the extent to 

which those who participated in the tri-carreral system ~re branded as 

oPfX)rtunists and collaborators. In Durban, for example, the House of 

Representatives together with the Durban City Council anbarked on a nodel 

upgrading progranne in the Austerville camnmi ty which involved high 

levels of carmunity participation. Also in Durban, the intervention of 

the House of Delegates in the Clairwood issue may . have been important in 

effecting what appears to be an inminent victory for the residents of 

Clairwood, who are OPfX)sing the industrialization of their neighbourhcx:x:i 

by the Durban City Council. Since these and other issues will be 

described in greater detail in a later chapter, suffice it to say that 

1 The House of Delegates is the parliarrentary chamber in the tri
carreral structure for the Indian camnmity. The House of 
Representatives is the equivalent structure for the Coloured 
carmunity. 
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the House of D:legates has achieved. SOIIE success in effecting p::>licy 

chariges. This is not to say that this success was achieved. simply 

because of participation in the system. The changes were achieved. at a 

particular m:rrent in histo:ry when the legitimation of participation 

required. that "progressive" gains be delivered.. 

In any event, it is important to note that the creation of the 

tri-camaral parliamant certainly has altered. the balance of p::>litical 

forces affecting planning decisions, at least at the local level. There 

can be little question that the influence of at least a segment of the 

local Indian ccmnunity in Durban has been improved. by House of D:legates 

intervention in the affairs of the Durban City Council., It should be 

noted, however, that behind virtually every progressive intervention by 

the House of D:legates stood a progressive carmunity organization. 

Thus , although the House of D:legates introduced. a rrore progressive rents 

fo:rmula for public housing in 1987, the Durban' Housing Action Carmittee 

(a UDF affiliate) had been campaigning for a similar fo:rmula for a number 
, ' 

of years. Whether or not progressive civic organizations in the Indian 

and Coloured ccmnunities would have been as successful in having their 

danands rret, if the state was not trying to co-opt Indians and Coloureds 

through the tri -carreral system, is ~ver, debatable. 

The other rrajor exercise in restructuring of state apparatuses at first 

tier is the gradual disrrantling of the D:partnent originally charged. with 

inplarenting "Grand Apartheid" (the narre of the D:partnent changed. rrany 

tines fran the D:partnent of Native Affairs through to its current 

designation as the Depart::mant of Developrent Aid). In a previous 

chapter we noted. how control over all aspects relating to the 

reproduction of the African working classes was rerroved. fran local 

authorities and centralized. in a single state departnent. This, in 

turn, rreant that planning activities becama sharply danarcated. along race 

lines. The average urban planner working within a nrunicipality had no 

jurisdiction over what happened. in African townships. The planning, 

layout, location and developrent of Black urban areas fell under the 

jurisdiction of the local s~tellites of the D:partnent of Developrent Aid 

- the Administration Boards. At a regional level, a similar separation 

had taken place with independent bantustans and the D:partnent of 

Developrent Aid controlling planning acti vi ties here. As was noted. in 
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the earlier chapter, this separation of planning functions contributed to 

the dogma anongst rrost planners (the vast majority of whan VoBre employed 

by nrunicipalities) that planning was an essentially technical "public 

interest " profession. 

In the mid-1980's, the refonnists within goverrutent rroved to dismantle 

the r:epart.nent of Developrent Aid. A large number of functions VoBre 

transferred to other rrore verligte depa.rt:mants (African education, for 

example, VoBnt to the r:epart.nent of Education and Training and Labour 

Bureaux to the r:epart::rrent of ~r). The major shift of functions 

was, ~er , in the direction of the ref6nnist Depart::rrent of 

Constitutional Developrent and Planning. The OCDP was given control 

over inter alia local authorities, the rrooted RSCs 1, the Regional 

Developrent Advisory Carmittees (RDACs) 2 the Regional Liaison 

Catmittees 3, and other multilateral structures, and the Developrent 

Boards (the old Administration Boards) (Hindson, 1987b). Of course, 

many of these institutionsVoBre themselves the creations of refonnists. 

In any event, one effect of the reshuffling was that, at second tier 

level at least, the separation of planning Jurisdiction along ethnic 

lines was partially closed and partially reinforced. In Natal, for 

example, planners working for the province becane involved in joint 

planning ventures with KwaZulu through the RDACs and a l:xxiy established 

for this purpose - the KwaZulu/Natal Planning Council. In fact, the 

status of planners at prov~ial level increased dramatically as they 

VoBre called upon to resolve the pressing problems of the entire region. 

At this tine, the deliberations of the KwaZulu/Natal Indaba VoBre also at 

their height, which also contributed to the importance and prestige of 

planning at the provincial level. Interestingly too, the Natal Town and 

Regional Planning Carmission (the provincial planning bc:xiy) began to take 

1 RSCs VoBre referred to in the earlier chapters and are 
netropolitan bodies financing and co-ordinating "hard" service 
provision. 

2 RDACs are carmittees set up to advise goverrment on the 
planning of the econanic regions referred to in chapters six 
and eight. 

3 Regional Liason Ccmnittees provide fonnal channels for econanic 
co-operation and planning between the RSA and the Bantustans. 
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on a rrore overtly politico-econanic role and the scope of urban and 

regional planning intervention was dramatically ·expanded. 

A number of "liberal" planners within the Town and Regional Planning 

Carmission becarre key actors in the entire process and spaces for 

progressive planning practices were opened up (Anon, 1987). The heyday 

of this refonnist phase was in the period 1982 to 1986. By 1987, 

however, it becarre clear that given the dramatic swing of White political 

opinion to the right, the govermrent was no longer very interested in the 

Indaba and federalism, even at an experinental level. The 

politico-econanic role of the Natal Town and Regional Planning Carmission 

carre into question not only because the political "m:.nent" had changed, 

but also because the central state began to take much rrore direct control 

over the second. tier of govermrent. Elected provincial councils were 

al:x:>lished altogether. Instead, the State President nON °app::>ints a 

provincial administrator and a multi-racial executive. 

Prior to the imposition of direct National party control over the 

provinces, Natal had a reputation for being sarething of a maverick. 

The Natal Town and Regional Planning Carmission was certainly perceived 

as an institution with liberal tendencies. In fact, many of the younger 

planners who entered the Carmission in the early 1980's were progressive 

and had joined the progressive planning organizations which had ererged 

in the mid-1980's 1 Given overall state restructuring, these planners 

found themselves exercising jurisdiction not only over planning for 

KwaZulu but also the old Developrent Board areas which had been brought 

under the authority of the provinces. By 1987, ~ver, as Frost (1987) 

has suggested, govermrent noved to repress popular politics and to impose 

top--down refonns. SatE progressive planners within the Ccmni.ssion were 

shifted sideways into relatively technicist and. innocuous jobs (Anon, 

1987) . Others were directly intimidated by the state security 

apparatuses and. many left the service of the Carmission. Planners 

within the Carmission were required to undergo "security clearance" 

checks and. were made to sign security declarations (Anon, 1987). 

Clearly the phase in which the govermrent was prepared to tolerate bright 

"crisis-resolvers" of the progressive ilk within the provincial 

1 These bodies will be described at length in Chapter Eleven. 
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structures was over. Generally speaking, all of those within the 

governrcent apparatuses who favoured "l:x:>ttan'up" approaches to refonn had 

fallen from favour, particularly those with leftist associations. 

The restructuring of third tier governrcent haS proven nost problematic 

for goverment , mainly because of resistance from below. As a 

consequence, restructuring of the third tier is very much in its infancy 

and the effects on planning practices have at this stage been minimal, 

although the potential impact is very large. The major features of 

third tier refonn are the creation of autonomous and fully- fledged Black 

IDeal Authorities (BIAs) in African, Indian and Coloured areas and the 

introduction of netropolitan structures - Regional Service Councils 

(RSCs). Prior to 1960, the only fonnal structures through which 

Africans were able to articulate interests in local affairs was through 

the Advisory Boards which were purely consultative (lobrris, 1981). In 

1961, the Urban Bantu Councils were introduced and given jurisdiction 

over limited township . functions . such . as layouts, creation of buildings 

and the provision of welfare services. In Soweto, the first Urban Bantu 

Council election was held in 1969 and a percentage poll of 32% was 

recorded (lobrris, 1981). However, the inability of these Counci ls even 

to distribute patronage neant that by 1974 the percentage poll here had . 
dropped to 14% (lobrris, 1981). By 1977, in the wake of the Soweto 

revolt, all nanbers of the Council resigned. In 1977, Urban Bantu 

Councils were replaced by Carmunity Councils which, in the end, had very 

similar ~rs. By this tine, h~ver, governrrent had becane aware that 

there was seething discontent in the townships over the ineffectiveness, 

arrogance and repressive nature of existing structures of township 

governance. The Cillie Ccmnission ( 1980) identified widespread 

dissatisfaction with Administration Boards and the Urban Bantu Councils 

as an imp:::>rtant contributor to the Soweto Revolt. The Riekert proposals 

of 1979 also referred to the need for nore effective local governrrent. 

Riekert went so far as to propose that autonomous Black IDeal Authorities 

be established, and that these should achieve greater levels of financial 

self-sufficiency than was currently the case. H~er, attanpts to 

impose autonomous Indian and Coloured local authorities had faltered on 

this issue (and others) and the Browne Cannission of 1980 reccm:rended 

that transfer paynents be made from White to Coloured and Indian local 

authorities (African local authorities lay outside of the cannission's 
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brief) in order to make the latter viable (Todes, Watson and Wilkinson, 

1986) . 

In 1983, thirty-four Black Local Authorities were introduced and it was 

hoped that by the end of 1984, one hundred and four v.uuld be in place 

(Cobbett et al, 1987). By 1985, however, only three were still 

functioning (Cobbett et al, 1987). The rejection of Black Local 

Authorities by the popular masses had been devastating. In 1985, the 

Governrrent passed legislation allowing for the introduction of Regional 

Services Councils (RSCs) • In the years i.rrmediatel y prior to the 

introduction of this legislation, RSCs had been presented as bodies which 

v.uuld have substantial redistributive ~rs. They were designed to 

provide bulk services across munici pal boundaries for functional 

metropolitan areas. Opposition fram White Local Authorities has, 

~, substantially whittled back the redistributive potential of 

RSCs. In tenns of the Regional Services Council Act No 109 of 1985, 

representation of racially defined local authorities on the RSCs will be . . 

detennined by the proportion of RSC services that they cons\lITe. While 

no local authority can have rrore than 50% of the votes, the net effect, 

is to concentrate ~r in the hands of the high-service consuming White 

Local Authorities (Todes, Watson and Wilkinson, 1986). 

Precisely how redistributive RSCs turn out to be, therefore, will depend 

on the attitudes of these powerful White Local Authorities to refonm, and 

the vested interests they have in such an approach. Thus, in the 

Western Cape and Durban-Pinetown metropolitan areas, the liberal city 

councils may have a progressive influence on the RSCs. 'lOO much should 

not be expected in this regard however. It is rurroureci, for example, 

that the expenditure of R200 million by the Durban City Council on CBD 

and beachfront irrq:>rovemants was precipitated by the fear that the 

introduction of RSCs v.uuld force Durban to spend its considerable ~l th 

on redistributive upgrading projects (Mair, 1986). Interestingly, this 

sudden spate of expenditure provided city planners with an opportunity to 

hecatE involved in grand urban reconstruction and design which v.uuld be 

the envy of any planning profeSSional. While the Durban City Council 

has perhaps embarked on a def~nsive spending campaign, it has also 

recently indicated that it is interested in getting involved in the huge 

infonnal areas at the edge of the metropolitan area. Such a concern may 
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be rrotivated by a fear of the externality effects of the rapidly 

burgeoning "squatter" crisis, but in any event, progressive spending may 

eventuate. 

As currently defined RSCs do not allow for the subsidizing and financing 

of Black Local Authorities, except with regard to the up-front provision 

of hard services (s~rage, water, electricity, roads and so on). So 

called "soft" services (health, welfare, etc) will be the sole 

responsibility of the local authorities. Thus, the RSCs cannot be 

regarded as anything rrore than a limited and technicist fonn of 

netropolitan goveD1IIEnt. But they may well be a bridgehead to a rrore 

carprehensive fonn of netropolitan goveD1IIEnt which could make effective 

netropolitan planning a reality. Since the provision of hard services 

has close links to land-use planning, co-ordinated netropolitan-wide 

planning and governance is likely to becare a necessity. While the 

provinces and l::xxlies such as the Cape Divisional Council have in the past 

produced netropolitan plans, the RSCs may, in the longer run, provide a 

basis for netropolitan planning and governance with real teeth. The 

netropolitan plans which have been produced to date by the provinces have 

been little rrore than land-use guidelines. 

The provinces have been able to exercise ~r through negative 

developrent controls in the sphere of circulation, they have not been 

able to tie land-use planning to governrrent investrrent and spending at 

the netropolitan level. This has limited the extent to which they have 

been able to get involved in proactive developrent planning at a 

netropolitan level. The RSCs may change this as land-use planning can 

be tied to netropolitan-wide institutional structures with investrrent 

~. It should also be noted that the introduction of RSCs may bring 

Black reproductive spaces back into the sphere . of influence of planners 

\'.Urking for White municipalities, who, in turn, have an influence on the 

role that these authorities play in the RSCs. This is significant 

primarily because the major netropolitan areas tend to have much greater 

"liberal" representation on city councils and because the planners 

\'.Urking for these authorities are generally progressive. On the other 

hand as Tbdes, Watson and Wilkinson (1986) point out, the imposition of 

RSCs in the Western cape may dilute the progressive influence of the cape 

Town City Council in the "Coloured" areas under its jurisdiction, and 
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this may affect the possibilities for progressive planning. The sane 

may be tIue for Durban. 

It has already been noted that the building blocks of RSCs, the Black 

IDeal Authorities, have encountered widespread political opposition. 

However, goverrment was detennined to go ahead with the imposition of 

such authorities, and having repressed popular organizations, held 

widespread elections in CX::tober 1988. RSCs have already been imposed in 

the Witwatersrand, the Western Cape and in the Bloemfontein area, but it 

is too early to tell what the effects of these stIuctures on urban 

planning will be. As discussed earlier, Frost ( 1987) argues that in 

imposing both Black IDeal Authorities and RSCs, goverrment is not 

concerned with achieving legitimacy at this stage. Its primary concern is 

to impose authority, to technicize politics, and to create an army of 

Black civil servants with interests in the status quo. If Frost (1987) 

is correct, it is interesting that planning fits into these designs in 

the following respects. Firstly, as Todes, Watson and Wilkinson (1986) 

point out, part of the strategy to "depoliticize" RSCs has been to 

present than as technicist bodies dealing with regional issues, according 

to a scientific logic. Thus, the rationale for provision of services at 

a netropolitan level, is presented in the familiar netropolitan planning 

jargon of econanies of scale in service provision, consumption 

thresholds, indivisibilities in production and so on. The sane can be 

said of the role of technicist planning theory in other "multi-racial" 

political stIuctures that have been established, such as the Regional 

DeveloptEnt Advisory Carmittees (RAOCs) and other multi-lateral 

stIuctures at the second tier. The second way in which planning bears a 

relation to the goverrment agenda described by Frost (1987), concerns the 

fact that Black planning professionals will be part of the bureaucratic 

class that the state is trying to create. 

Whether, or not, the creation of a Black bureaucratic class in the urban 

areas will have the conservatising effects that .the GJverrment is banking 

on, is ~r, by no neans inevitable. Strategies of this kind have 

been successful in the bantustans. But South Africa's netropolitan 

areas are not the bantustans and a vastly different political 

consciousness exists anong the Black professional elites in the urban 

areas. What this poses is, at least, the possibility that the creation 
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of Black IDeal Authorities and RSCs may open the space for the pursuit of 

nore aggressive within-system advocacy planning than has been PJssible in 

the past. 

This is not to suggest that as a general rule major material or PJlitical 

gains can be \\Un through RSCs. It is simply to note that progressive 

planners should be alert to new openings, and should assess the 

PJssibilities for progressive practices in the light of the concrete 

circumstances they find thenselves in. 

An additional implication for planning of state restructuring at third 

and second tier level is the PJssible development of regional 

"corporatism" in the resolution of planning and development issues. Frost 

(1987, P 12) puts the case for corporatism succinctly : 

"Fran the PJint of view of anyone province, the key question 
in a tine of scarcity (which will be all the tine) will be how 
can this region -get a larger slice of the cake fran central 
governrtEnt than the other regions? Thus a regional 
self-interest will emerge and that interest will be managed by 
a single local governrtEnt." 

The corporatist tendencies inherent in the local strategic planning 

initiatives in Cape Town and Pietennaritzburg have already been -referred 

to. It is doubtful, ~er , that this will ever be nore than a very 

limited corporatism, and it is urilikely that PJpular PJlitical and lal::x::>ur 

organizations will ever becate part of such a corporatism. If this ~re 

to happen, ~, planners could find thenselves in a phase where 

genuine "public interest" planning at regional and rretroPJlitan levels is 

PJssible. The major constraint on such a corporatism is the crisis in 

the econany which, in effect, would make the rewards to the PJpular 

masses of being involved far too low. If this is so, then it is quite 

likely that at all levels, the state will attempt to co-opt selectively 

rather than attempt corporatist solutions. 

In Chapter Five it was noted that notwithstanding the perennial tension 

be~n the need for social co-ordination of land use activity on the one 
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hand, and the pursuit of private profits on the other, town planning 

schares proved to be relatively successful and widely accepted devices 

for effecting town planning. 

" . .. with the particular conditions, and characteristics of 
land ownership in this country, the town planning schere took 
root and has flourished for the past 40 years" (Oakenfull, 
1985, p 104). 

In fact, town planning in White residential areas has been based aJ..rrost 

entirely on the use of the town planning schare. By the 1970's certain 

shortcanings of an essentially "rational ist" sort ~re becaning evident. 

As a consequence, a debate developed around the introduction of new town 

planning nechanisrns, but progress in this regard was slCM. By the 

mid-1980's, however, the widespread introduction of a new town planning 

approach received a new impetus. Oakenfull (1985, p 104) describes the 

erergence of this new impetus as follows : 

"Perhaps in the past our problems of urban developrent have not 
been so critical and so the shortcanings of the town planning 
schare have not been so evident. M:>re recently ~er, the 
need for a nore adequate system of town planning has been 
recognized and we have already heard today what the proposed 
system is to be. The reason for this is, of course, that with 
the social and constitutional developrent trends in this 
country, planning for camnmity welfare nCM has greater 
priority. " 

Whether Oakenfull (1985) is correct in advancing a new concern with 

refonnism as a rna jar reason for the reassessrrent of town planning schares 

is, however debatable. In the discussion that follows the evolution of 

the debate around. the shortcanings of town planning schates will be 

discussed. The nature of the new nechanisrns will also be outlined. 

Finally, the discussion will return to oakenfull's hypothesis that the 

new nechanisrns are being taken nore seriously because of refonnism. 

Van Zyl (1985) argues that the initial perceptions of the need for 

revised town planning procedures grew out of a recognition for the need 

for an overall planning system to deal with rapidly increasing 

urbanization on the one hand, and the erergence of certain s:yrrptans of 

the urbanization process on the other. Initially, it was the s:yrrptans 
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of this process that ~re ITOst influential. As early as 1976, the 

Niarand Carrnission was established to investigate the high price of 

undeveloped urban land and of residential sites (van Zyl, 1985). As 

discussed in a previous chapter, the1960' s had been a period of rapid 

accurrrulation. Moreover, this accumulation binge had been accarpanied by 

the grcMth of White suburbia. As a consequence, local authorities cane 

under increasing pressure to regularly revise their town planning 

schatEs. This, coupled to the grcMing demand for suburban land, led to 

a tendency to "over-zone" land for residential use. In other words, a 

tendency developed to zone large tracts of undeveloped land around 

nrunicipal boundaries for residential use. Since the town planning 

schatE is a statutory document which accords development rights, owners 

began to exercise their rights, which, in turn, began to place undue 

pressure on local authorities for extension of infrastructure and 

services. 

Township extensions often did not occur on a rational basis (fran a 

phasing point of view) and this contributed to the unrealistically high 

prices of residential lots. The concerns of the Niemand Commission gave 

rise to the consideration of the need for plans which outlined policy 

intent but did not accord statutory rights. Planners began to pay 

attention to the use of structure plans which, . by this t.irre, had becaIE 

part of the planning machinery in Britain. The notion of overall 

"policy" plans as distinct fran statutory town planning scl1ares was taken 

further in the Fouche Commission's investigation into housing 

opportunities in 1977 and the Venter Commission's investigation of 

township establishment in 1983 (cited in van Zyl, 1985). 

In the late 1960's and early 1970's,planners ~re increasingly making use 

of infonnal structure plans to gcx:xi effect. However, as van Zyl (1985) 

points out, these ~re essentially "bottan-dra~r" plans. As a 

consequence little control was exercised over the quality of plans 

produced. Moreover, the use of such plans was haphazard and there ~re 

many nrunicipalities which ~ not using even "botton dra~" plans, even 

though there was a need for then (van Zyl, 1985). ProblE!tlS ~re also 

developing in rretropolitan areas where the contradiction bet:wBen the 

unity of everyday life and its fragnented administration was increasing. 

Van Zyl (1985) argues that notwithstanding the need for overall 
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metropolitan structure plans, it was difficult to get local authorities, 

with their parochial interests to voluntarily establish and abide by such 

plans. The only fonna.lly recognized metropolitan-wide policy plans were 

the "guide plans", the arergence of which was discussed in an earlier 

chapter. These guide plans received statutory status in 1975 and by 

1981 bec:ane binding on goverJ1I'rent. While the original intention of the 

guide plans was to rationalize ethnic spatial engineering in rapidly 

growing urban areas, they were increasingly used to set broad land-use 

policy in metropolitan areas. Such plans were, h~er , too broad to 

give specific guidance to township developers and a large gap existed 

between the iIrmansel y detailed town planning schares and the very broad 

guide plans. 

The Venter Commission (1983) set out to rationalize the planning system 

and to develop an approach which WJuld cover the entire geographical and 

functional planning field (van Zyl, 1985). The commission proposed a 

hierarchy of plans -national, ~egional, sub-regional, urban and local. 

At each level, structure plans, and what were telJ'lEci "developrent" plans, 

WJuld be prcxiuced. While the structure plan was to give a broad 

indication of proposed land-use (a pol icy plan), the developrent plan 

WJuld outline finn intentions for the phasing of service and 

infrastructure provision. The Venter Commission argued that whether or 

not these plans WJuld have statutory status WJuld depend on further 

analysis, but they did not rule out the possibility. They also charged 

the provinces with the task of investigating. the viability of their 

proposals and of taking the proposal s further. 

It appears that the idea of a "developrent" plan had CCllE fran Natal, 

where the Town and Regional Planning Carnmission had already fonnulated a 

"three-plan package". This package had also clearly influenced the 

Venter Commission in other respects. The package covers those plans 

which can be related to a tcMn planning schate as the control docurrent 

(Froud, 1985). Thus, the package can apply to the sub- regional 

(metropolitan), town and local scales (Froud, 1985). At each of these 

scales the following types of plans can be produced 

1. A structure plan (a 20 year policy plan) 

2. A developrent plan (a 10 year irrplarentation and budgeting plan) 
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3. A town planning schare ( a statutory control plan which confers 

rights) . 

The provincial administration will have the ~r to require that a local 

authority or any sub-regional authority within its jurisdiction, prepare 

one or rrore of the cCJTlfX)nent plans (Froud, 1985). In this sense, each 

of the plans has statutory content. But , only the town planning schere 

confers right and it is the only docl.llllent that is binding. The other 

provinces have also developed similar systans in response to the Venter 

Camtission. The new Cape Land-Use Planning Ordinance, makes provision 

for a hierarchy of structure plans which include regional, urban and 

local structure plans. Unlike Natal, the Cape approach does not specify 

the precise functions of developrent plans, but simply indicates that 

they may be prepared to facilitate implerentation (Froud, 1985). In the 

Orange Free State a set of guidelines has been produced covering both 

structure and developrent plans (Froud, 1985). 

From the accounts 

developrent of the 

from 

above, it should be relatively clear that the 

new town planning nec:hanisms occurred relati vel y 

the overtly political constitutional planning autoIlClIOusly 

proposals. 'Ib a large extent their erergence can best be explained in 

Weberian tenus. As the pace of industrialization and urbanization 

accelerated, so the need for rrore complex rationalist systems of control 

increased. However, there can be little doubt that once the new 

constitutional proposals began to crystallize, the necessity of 

co-ordinating than with the new planning proposals becarre apparent. 

Thus, in 1985, the South African Institute of Town and Regional Plarmers 

organized a conference on "Urban Planning and the New Constitution". 

The way in which the content of the conference was orchestrated is of 

Sate import. Overall there ~re three major sessions. The first dealt 

with urban change and. developrent problans at a broad level of 

abstraction. The second focused on the new constitutional proposals and. 

was introduced by Minister Heunis himself 1. The third was entitled 

"Irrplications for Planning" but dealt alrrost exclusively with the new 

1 Heunis is 
Developrent 
proposals. 

the Minister of Constitutional Planning and. 
and. the architect of the new constitutional 
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planning mechanisms and their relation to the new constitutional 

proposals. Am:mg the connections made were the following: Van Zyl 

(1985) pointed out that with the establishrrent of the tri-ca:rreral 

parliament and three separate houses for awn affairs, the potential for 

confusion around planning issues was compounded. Thus, he suggests that 

in establishing a hierarchy of plans , as much unifonnity should be 

achieved. across the country as fX)ssible. 

" . .. maar daar is ' n aantal sake waaroor Iret vrug verder 
tussen die verskillende ~rhede beraadslag kan word Iret die 
cx:>g daar op an, saver as m:xmtlik, eenvonnigheid in benadering 
te bewerkstellig. Dit is baie belangrik arrlat, Iret 
totstandkaning van die drie huise vir eie...;sake, die fX)tensiaal 
vir 'n groot toename in verwarring duidelik aansienlik verhoog 
het" (van Zyl, 1985, P 89) 1. 

Other speakers (e.g. Froud, 1985; van Zyl, 1985) drew attention to the 

role that the new planning mechanisms \\'QuId play in contributing to the 

devolution of power to. the . local level, which was one of the major aims 

of the new constitutional profX)sals. 

"In addition the package will aid the streamlining of township 
and other developrEIlt procedures and it will fonn the basis for 
the transfer of planning autonomy to local authorities. 
This new planning approach will therefore play a major role in 
implenenting the principle of greater autonomy at the local 
level, contained in the new constitution and advocated by the 
Venter Ccmnission" (Froud, 1985, P 94). 

Van Zyl (1985) outlined the way in which the planning ordinance in the 

Cape Province made provision for "delegation" plans which were 

specifically designed to promote the devolution of planning activities to 

the local level. 

1 English Translat~on : 

" ... But there are a mnnber of other matters which can be 
fruitfully discussed by the various govenrnents with a view to 
establishing unifonnity in approach as far as is possible. 
This is very .i.nportant since, with the establishrrent of the 
three houses for awn-affairs, the potential for an increase in 
confusion has clearly risen." 
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lI<::Iwever, nost of the debate focused on the relation of the new planning 

mechanisms and Regional Service Councils (RSCs). Nl.JnErous speakers 

(Haygarth, 1985; van Zyl, 1985; Oakenfull, 1985) saw the RSCs as a 

potentially exciting vehicle through which metropolitan land-use and 

transport planning could finally be conducted on a rational basis. 

M::>reover, it was pointed out that since RSCs had their awn sources of 

finance, these bodies would realistically be able to formulate structure 

and developrEnt plans for their jurisdictions. Van Zyl (1985, p 91) 

discusses the potential role of RSCs in planning as follows : 

"Die SDRs sal 'n baie belangrike rol noet speel in koordinasie 
tussen eie-sake onderling en tussen eiesake en algemene sake te 
~kstellig. em hierdie rede sal SDRs waar hulle ookal 
ingestel word, waarskynlik altyd die verantwoordelikheid vir 
die opstel van struktuw:planne noet aanvaar. CX>k ten opsigte 
van gidsplanne en metropolitaanse vervoerplanne is die betrokke 
~tte al reeds so aangepas dat die SDRs ' n belangrike rol sal 
noet speel. Dit is my oorwoe mening dat dit die SDRs se heel 
belangrikste funksie noet ~s an die oorhoofse strategie vir 
die toekanstige ontwikkeling van 'n gebied uit te ~rk en ook 
an beheer uit te oefen · oordie uitvoering van sodanige 
strategie. SDRs noet op hierdie bree beplannings-funksies 
konsentreer en nie te veel betrokke raak by die fisiese 
lewering van dienste nie ... Die SDRs self noet konsentreer op 
beleidsbepaling en . die uitvoering daarvan. Kragtens die Wet 
op Streekdiensterade sal die SDRs die nodige statutere ma~ en 
die geld he an hierdie uiters belangrike taak aan te pak." . 

1 English Translation: 

"The RSCs will have to play a very inpJrtant role in 
co-ordinating awn-affairs matters as ~ll as effecting 
co-ordination between awn and general affairs. For this reason, 
RSCs, wherever they are established, will have to accept 
responsibility for the production of structure plans. 
M::>reover the relevant laws with regard to guide plans and 
metropolitan transport plans have already been anended in. such 
a way that RSCs will have to play an inpJrtant role. It 1S my 
considered opinion that the main function of the RSCs. should be 
to work out the broad overview strategy for the reg10n and to 
exercise control in the implarvantation of the strategy. RSCs 
must concentrate on these broad planning functions and not on 
the delivery of services ... The RSCs must concentrate on 
policy formulation and its implarvantation. I? terms of the Law 
on Regional Services Councils, the RSCs w1II have both the 
statutory p:JW8r and the noney to tackle this vital task. " 
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Many of the planners at the conference endorsed van Zyl's view that RSCs 

provided a unique opportunity to conduct real TIEtropolitan planning and 

to reintegrate TIEtropolitan land- use planning and TIEtropolitan transport 

planning which had becare separated. However, the architects of RSC 

legislation pointed out that RSCs were legislatively confined to dealing 

with provision of se~ices (Pistorius, 1985). Moreover, the subsequent 

limited .i.rrplemantation of RSCs has done little to suggest that RSCs will 

be anything but technicist service lxxiies. In a previous section, 

~, the view was expressed that RSCs may well be a bridgehead to a 

ITOre canprehensive form of TIEtropolitan governrrent and planning. It is 

certainly apparent that ITOst urban and regional planners would regard 

this as a logical developrent. Moreover, it is likely that as RSCs 

tackle concrete practices so the need to ITOve towards full- fledged 

rretropolitan governrrent will becare increasingly evident. On the one 

hand, it should be noted that if the swing to the right in the White 

electorate is sustained, it is unlikely that the fonns of metropolitan 

governrrent alluded to .above will materialize. In fact, RSCs, even in 

their present form may care under so much pressure fran the right that 

they may never really operate effectively. On the other hand the 

rretropolitan areas are generally ITOre ITOderate politically than other 

locales. 

In addition to the links discussed above, Oakenfull (1985) argues that 

the new planning m=chanisms bear a relation to the refonnism .i.rrplicit in 

the new constitutional proposals. He points out that the origins of 

mx:lem planning in Britain and the USA were in social reform and that 

planning in South Africa was increasingly being influenced by the 
refonnist ITOOd : 

" Early town planning was .•. based on social refonn and the 
.i.rrprovemant of the urban environITEnt associated with these 
refonn ideals ... The ideals were of a better society, of 
social .i.rrprovemant and refonn and were expressed in tenns of 
the elimination of poverty and squalor, of ITOre equal 
opportunity and a greater equity in the allocation of 
resources. In many respects, the very sane ideals are being 
voiced in this country today" (Oakenfull, 1985, p 101). 

Oakenfull (1985) argues that the traditional tools of town planning are, 

~r, unequal to the task of re-introducing refonnism into town 
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planning. Zoning and the tCMn planning schare, Oakenful argues, are 

negative control IIEChanisms designed to protect aIIEnity and not for 

social refonnism : 

"This is not to say that a tCMn planning scherce has no 
validity; it is an important and vital tool in the rnanagarent 
of urban developrent but it can only serve one purJX>se.That 
purJX>se is the effective regulation and control of developrent 
to achieve aIIEnity in and attractiveness of the urban physical 
enviroIllTent. Nothing rrore and nothing less" (Oakenfull, 1985, 
P 103). . 

Oakenfull (1985) goes on to argue that the new planning IIEChanisms allow 

planners for the first tine to pursue "policy" issues as opposed to 

nerely regulating physical growth. 

"For the first tine, an attanpt is being made to create a 
proper frarrev.urk for urban planning; to distinguish ideals fran 
technicalities; to separate policy fran implarentation; and to 
differentiate planning fran administration. The prognosis is 
good ••• " (Oakenfull, 1985, · P 108). 

While there can be no argurrent with Oakenfull' s characterization of 

mainstream tCMn planning as minimalist and physicalist, there are reasons 

for being a little rrore dubious about his proposition that the neN 

IIEChanisms allow for the expansion of mainstream tCMn planning into the 

sphere of social refonn. To begin with, the innovative elarents of the 

new package - structure plans and developrent plans - do not necessarily 

imply a shift in the direction of social concerns and away fran 

physicalism. A structure plan, as camonly used, is after all no rrore 

than a loose spatial land-use plan. Likewise it appears that the camon 

conception of developrent plans is that they will be largely confined to 

the prograrnning of infrastructure provision rather than with any broader 

concern with social and econanic policy. MJreover, it should be noted 

that total reliance on the tCMn planning schErre in no way has hindered 

physical, econanic or social developrent interventions in Black 

reproduction spaces. 

It has been argued elsewhere in this dissertation that whereas state 

intervention in "White" areas has been minllnalist and administrative, 

intervention in Black reproductive spaces has been substantial and 
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through the years the state has tried to control every aspect of everyday 

life in the townships. MJreover, since town planning scheres have 

seldan been applied in Black residential areas, they can hardly be 

conceived of as ever having constituted a barrier to refonmism. 

Ironically, it is the era of reform which has allowed the introduction of 

the rni.ninalist town planning llEChanisms into the townships. If the 

state is successful in its attempts to establish autonomous Black Local 

Authorities, structure plans, developrent plans and town planning 

scl1erEs, may have to be prepared for these new authorities. Whether or 

not such plans will contribute to social reform will depend, of course, 

on the resources of such local authorities, which are likely to be scant. 

Thus Oakenfull' s (1985) optimism may only be justified if RSCs take on 

planning functions, and as has already been noted, there is Sate doubt 

about this. Oakenfull ' s proposition that the new planning mechanisms 

open the way for a greater town planning concern with social refonmism, 

seans a little far-fetChed. ~r, the new mechanisms may offer 

opp::>rtunities for progressive . inputs in specific circmnstances, and 

progressive plarmers need to be alerted to such };X)ssibilities. A 

case in };X)int is the redeveloprent of the Clairwood area in Durban. 

As will be explained in a later chapter, the residents of Clairwood have 

been involved in a 30 year battle with the Durban City Council over the 

industrialization of the area. It nON appears that the residents have 

v.un the battle and a significant };X)rtion of Clairwood is to be declared a 

"local planning area" and the Natal's three-plan package is to be applied 

to it. In the specific circlUllStances, this provides a ntmlber of 

opp::>rtunities for the residents and their advocate plarmers. It also 

provides opportunities for planners within the city's planning 

bureaucracies who are sympathetic to the residents. Firstly, in Natal, 

the three-plan package allows for a certain arrount of participation in 

the structure planning phase. Clearly this provides an opp:>rtunity for 

the residents to further build their organization around the 

partiCipation process. It also provides planners within the bureaucracy 

an opp::>rtunity to take their plans to the ccmnunity and to facilitate 

this process . Secondly, the fact that a developrent plan will have to 

be fODlUllated also provides opp:>rtunities. Since the city had intended 

to industrialize the area, the residential infrastructure in the area is 

grossly underdeveloped and upgrading is an urgent priority if further 
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deterioration in the area is to be avoided. The fact that a development 

plari has to be devised means that the city has to catmit itself on a 

specific development prograrrne which is sorely needed. Furthemore, the 

residents of the area can contest the actual content of this development 

plan. Thus, in those contexts where disadvantaged ccmnunities fall 

under the jurisdiction of relatively affluent "White" local authorities, 

the new planning rrechanisms may offer interesting opportunities. Given 

the state's apparent insistence on creating ethnically based autonarous 

local authorities, hc::Jv.ever, opportunities of this sort may be limited. 

While the 1980' s have witnessed the introduction of a new range of town 

planning tools, the refonm process has also led to the contemplation of 

refashioning old and established town planning tools to serve entirely 

political ends. MJre specifically, by the mid-1980's, town planning 

schE::m:!s, the bread-and-butter of conventional town planning, v.ere being 

explicitly linked to the refonm of the Group Areas Act. 

As outlined in Chapter Five, the Group Areas Act has been a cornerstone 

of intra-urban ethnic engineering. By 1985, the Act had been used to 

create approximately 1700 racially exclusive residential areas in South 

Africa (Pirie, 1987). Given the rising anti-apartheid political clamour 

of the 1980' s, on both the local and international fronts, the Act began 

to ccma under scrutiny fran the refonmist Botha goveI'IlI'IEnt. In the 

mid-1980's, the Group Areas Act was referred to the President's Council 

for review and there was widespread speculation that substantial changes 

v.ere in the offing. It was rurroured that goverrurent intended to apply 

the Act to areas smaller than whole suburbs such as street blocks or even 

blocks of flats (Pirie, 1987). 

Towards the end of 1986, the President's Council recamended that town 

planning schemes and title deeds would be the rrechanisms through which 

residential racial division would be regulated in accordance with the 

wishes of residents and property developers. Clearly, this was a matter 

of great ilrp:>rt to the town planning profession since the proposals 

collapsed any distance that might have existed between ethnic spatial 

engineering and conventional town planning. Interestingly, the planning 
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profession reacted quite strongly against these proposals. Particularly 

vocal in their rejection was the Natal Branch of the South African 

Institute of Town and Regional Planners, which had received a "leftist" 

reputation at a controversial conference in 1985 at which the profession 

failed to cond.ann apartheid outright ( see Chapter Eleven). The Natal 

Branch found the linking of town planning schares with racial zoning 

unacceptable for the following reasons : 

" ( i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

In such a system it ~uld not be possible to achieve 
sound town planning goals such as the illlprovarent of 
general welfare and improvarents in efficiency and 
econany in the process of developIEnt. 
Racial zoning creates inefficient and inequitable 
towns and cities and causes considerable hardship and 
suffering. Any system which has these effects could 
not serve to prarote the achievarent of acceptable 
town planning goals. 

Town Planning ~uld without any doubt becare 
politicised. The often bitter hatred and the 
widespread general rejection which is expressed 
against racial ioning ~uld carry over onto town 
planning schares. This ~uld prarote unwarranted 
flouting of schares to the detrinent of the carrnunity 
as a whole. It ~uld also result in irrelevant 
racial issues delaying or complicating decisions 
about land and building use matters - the acceptable 
subject matter of schares. The cost to individual 
citizens and the carrnunity as a whole ~ld be 
significant. 

The standing of the planning profession ~uld be 
undennined. This ~uld serve to reduce the entry of 
new planners into the profession at a tine when the 
overwhelming problems of rapid urbanization require 
more and not less planning expertise. If 
urbanization issues are not adequately addressed the 
stability of the scx;:iety may be jeopardised. 
Furthenrore, South African planners ~uld becare rrore 
isolated by their overseas colleagues. At a tine 
when South Africa is becaning increasingly isolated 
in many professional fields a move which ~uld 
prarote such isolation can only be ill- advised. A 
loss of contact with overseas planners ~uld retard 
advances in the theory and practice of town planning" 
(Natal Branch, S.A.I.T.R.P., 1987, pp 1-2). 

Reaction against the proposals fran other provinces was rrore mild, 

particularly in the conservative Transvaal. However, the issue never 

really developed any narentum, l argely because it was overtaken by 
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developrents on the political terrain. Given the rapid grcMth of the 

extI:'e!rE right wing in the period after 1986, the Botha GovernrtEnt 

back-pedalled and reaff.inrEd its carmit:rrent to the notion of racially 

exclusive Group Areas. By 1988, goverrnnent had introduced 

highly-controversial legislation ainEd at tightening Group Areas 

Controls. They have, h~ver , also introduced the notion of 

"free-settl€ITEnt" areas which could be designated in a limited number of 

areas. In any event, the current political m:xxi within the White 

Ccrrnumity is such that significant changes to the 37-year-old history of 

zoning racially exclusive areas, are unlikely. ~r, should any 

attanpts to nove away fran the Group Areas Act involve conventional 

planning nechanisms, it is likely that the town planning profession, 

already Imlch IIDre politicized than was hitherto the case, will becare a 

terrain of increasingly acriIIDnious political debate. 

The restructuring of state apparatuses which has foll~ in the wake of 

political crisis, has led to substantial changes in the political 

character of the environm:mts within which planners ~rk, and the 

jurisdictions over which they preside. As far as the political 

character of planning environm:mts is concerned, there have been 

contradictory tendencies. On the one hand, at all levels of governrtEnt, 

the restructuring has provided opp::>rtunities for relatively progressive 

crisis-resolvers. On the other hand, while state restructuring has 

involved the devolution of functions fran central to regional and local 

levels, the governm:mt has m::wed to increase the centralization of 

control over all levels. In these contradictory circumstances, 

progressive planners within the state structures are both needed and 

siImlltaneously rejected. Up to 1986, those planners with a sympathy for 

and understanding of "bottan-up" developrent procedures and the dynamics 

of Black camrunities, were able to make significant gains. With the 

ascendancy of the "hawks" in the post-1986 period, ~r, the 

opp::>rtunity spaces have narrowed significantly. As far as the 

jurisdictions over which planners preside are concerned, state 

restructuring has resulted in partial reintegration at an institutional 

level of planning for White and Black areas. Given the observation in 

Chapter Five that the separation of these jurisdictions historically was 
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the prine detenninant of the "afOlitical " and "technicist" view that rrost 

plarmers in South Africa hold, so it follows that reintegration may serve 

to challenge conventional dogma, to fOliticize plarming and. perhaps 

provide opportunities for progressive practices. 

While the analysis in this chapter has suggested that the introduction of 

new town plarming nechanisms such as structure and developrent schares, 

cannot be traced to political crisis per se, there can be little doubt 

that political crisis has provided additional impetus for their adoption. 

M:>reover, it is quite likely that the adoption of new nechanisms to 

accarm:xiate governrrent restructuring, will itself becare politicized. In 

fact, a feature of the period is the increasing politicization of 

conventional pI arming . This much was certainly evident in the linking 

of the Group Areas Act to town plarming scl1ares. The overall 

politicization of plarming is further elaborated in the chapter that 

follows. 
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CHAPIER ELEVEN : KlLITICAL CRISIS, 'HIE ~ OF A PRX;RESSIVE 
PI.l\RaKi KJVEMENl', AM) 'HIE IJEVEUlPMF2ll' OF PRX;RESSIVE 
PLANNIRi 'DDD« AND PWCrICE IN &U.IH AFRICA 

Given the evidence produced thus far in this dissertation, it should be 

abundantly clear that urban and regional planning in South Africa does 

not cut a particularly progressive profile. The emergence in the 1980's 

of a progressive planning rrovement in South Africa is, as a consequence, 

a developlEnt of sare import. The novement began with isolated 

"outside-system" advocacy practices in the late 1970's and early 1980's, 

and has developed into a maturing rrovement addressing planning practice 

both inside and outside of the fonnal planning apparatuses. The first 

section of this chapter traces this evolution and attempts to explain it. 

The analysis will hopefully reveal the close relation between the 

emergence of the rrovemant and the political tumult of the late 1970's and 

the first half of the · 1980' s . . It will becare clear, however, that the 

emergence and trajectory of the novement cannot be explained solely with 

reference to the emergence of political crisis. It should also not be 

surprising that the developlEnt of a progressive planning novement has 

been acccxrpan.ied by the developlEnt of theory to guide progressive 

planning practices. DeveloplEnts in this regard will be investigated in 

a second section of the chapter. 

The rrovement has its origins in the activities of a fEM plarmers attached 

mainly to the Durban campus of the University of Natal on the one hand, 

and the University of Cape Town on the other. In Durban, students and 

staff nenbers of the university's Depart:Irent of Town and Regional 

Planning becane intimately involved in the activities of the civic 

organizations that were burgeoning in the area. In Cape Town plarmers 

attached. to the Urban Problans Research Unit, which had itself been 

established in the wake of the Soweto revolt, also began to provide 

advice and support for the civics. The initiation of this involvement 

cane, in the early stages, fran civics themselves. Certainly in Durban, 

the Durban Housing Action Ccmnittee (DHAC) had becare a sophisticated 
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and aggressive urban social movement by the early 1980' s and they 

acti vely recruited synpathetic urban planners who were able to work 

outside the system. Later, advocate planners in Durban also became 

involved with the Joint Rent Action Committee (JORAC) from the African 

areas. While, in Durban at least, the civics were directly responsible 

for involving planners in progressive planning work, the fact that 

planners in the 1980 • s were amenable to their approaches, needs to be 

explained. After all, urban social movements existed in the 1950's, but 

advocacy planning practices certainly never occurred. It should be 

noted too that most of the planners who became involved with either the 

c ivics or the trade unions in the early 1980's, were White. In fact, 

there were only a handful of Bl ack planners in the entire country. 

While this situation began to change tOflards the end of the 1980's as 

more and more Black students found their way into the planning 

profession, the advocacy movement was largely spearheaded by Whites with 

petty oourgeois backgrounds. Part of the explanation of this phenorrenon 

is to be found in the politici.zation of English language universities 

during the 1960's and 1970's. 

In the post-Sharpeville period (the 1960's) the English language 

universities became one of the few organized locales of resistance 
I 

against the State. The National Union of South African Students (NUSAS) 

was a non-racial organization and led most of the protests. NUSAS 

provided a forum wi thin which Black and White students could rreet and 

work, and certainly exposed Whites to the views of their Black 

countel;"parts (Friedman, 1987). Wi th the emergence of "Black 

Consciousness II in the late 1960's, hOflever, Black students broke with 

NUSAS to form the Blacks only South African Students Organization (SASO). 

SASO argued that White protests against apartheid were "irrelevant" and 

only Blacks could bring about change. They also argued that their Ofln 

development was being irihibited by their association with advantaged and 

skilled Whites in NUSAS. White students in NUSAS were wounded by the 

defection of Black students and were forced to rethink their role 

(Friednan, 1987). While they accepted the criticisms of SASO, White 

students were not prepared to be confi ned to the sidelines. As an 

African unionist later put it, they wanted lito be counted in the 

s t ruggle II (cited in Friednan, 1987, P 42). Influenced by the French 

student moverrent of the sixties and by a particularly dynandc political 
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scientist, Richard Turner, the view that students could form an alliance 

with \\Urkers gained ground, particularly in Durban where the 1973 strikes 

occurred. 

White students played a crucial part in the establishrrent of the trade 

union novem:mt in this country and this, in turn, led to the developtent 

_ of a rich progressive political culture on the White campuses in the 

1970's. Through the 1970's the rift between Black and White students was 

still there, and whilst White students cemented an alliance with Black 

\\Urkers, Black students ~ rrore active in the camumities. This 

tension between t\\U student elites was later to mature into a major 

ideological battle between so- called "\\Urkerists" and "populists". By 

the late 1970' s, h!::Mever, Black Consciousness was no longer hegaronic 

and there was a return to the non-racial political traditions of the 

Congress novem:mt. Thus, when the civic rrovarent grew, Whites ~ 

again welcatE in camumity politics. Moreover, White students were 

beginning to nove into . the sphere of tCMI'l and regional planning since it 

seem:rl to deal with issues of such critical import to the future of the 

country (housing, transport, etc). They were disappointed with what 

they discovered, however, and particularly with the conservatism of the 

profession. Not surprisingly when the civics asked for assistance, this 

new breed of students and practitioners saw an opportunity to transform 

planning practices and theory. 

~ other important influences on the E!TErgence of advocacy planning, 

~ the class positions of planners on the one hand and the importation 

of planning theory fran abroad on the other. Reference has been made in 

previous chapters to the class differences between English-speaking 

Whites and Afrikaaners. The concentration of econanic ~r has 

historically been in the hands of the English, while political ~ has 

been held by the Afrikaaners. ~r, as Lipton (1986) has pointed out, 

by the 1970's Afrikaners had used political ~ to gain econanic ~ 

and a substantial Afrikaner bourgeoisie had E!lEI'geCi. HcJwever, the 

concentration and centralization of capital on the one hand, and the 

incorporation of vast numbers of Afrikaners into the state bureaucracies 

on the other, meant that by the late 1970's, the vast majority of White 

South Africans, Afrikaans or English-speaking, were petty-bourgeois. As a 

consequence, rrost of the students at White South African universities had 
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middle-class backgrounds and probably, middle to upper class futures. 

Now as Olin-Wright (1985) points out, in structural tenns the 

petty-bourgeoisie occupies a contradictory class position between the 

working classes on the one hand and the bourgeoisie on the other. Thus, 

their interests in social transfonnation are usually contradictory and 

often depend on contingent circumstances. 

When the spectre of revolt lc:x::m=d large in South Africa in the late 

1970' s, the petty-bourgeoisie and aspirant bourgeoisie at 

English-language universities tended to align thanselves either with the 

revolutionary aspirations of the popular masses and. working classes, or 

with refonn. On the Afrikaans-language campuses hov.BV'er, rrost students 

aligned themselves with the forces of reaction or with the refonnist 

thrust. Only a very small minority threw in their lot with the popular 

masses. Given the similar structural class positiOns of students and. 

staff at both English and. Afrikaans institutions, the explanation for the 

differential responses · has to ~ sought in the specificity of the revolt 

itself, and. the historical links of these students and. staff nanbers ' to 

the major contenders on the poli tico-econanic terrain. 

Notwithstanding P.W. Botha's atterpt to characterize the revolt of the 

1970's and. 1980's as part of a "ccmnuni.st " onslaught, it was nonetheless 

popularly understood, by both Blacks and. Whites (and. the international 

ccmnuni.ty) , as a revolt primarily a.i.rrEd at apartheid and. at White 

hegarony . Certainly, there was an ideological struggle on both the left 

and. the right over the definition and. interpretation of the revolt. 

Organized capital had realized that since the early 1970's apartheid was 

potentially an obstacle to continued accUIllllation, and. had openly begun 

to campaign for its refonn or abolition (Lipton, 1986). Capital feared 

the conflation of the struggle against apartheid with the struggle 

against capitalism. Given the historical association of 

English-speakers with the ideology of organized capital, it is not 

surprising that students and. staff on English-language campuses also 

began to oppose apartheid with new vigour in the 1970's and. 1980's. 

As far as mainstream Afrikaaners were concerned, ~r, it should be 

noted that a "racial" definition of revolt was very threatening. Arrong 

the rrost threatened were the bureaucrats whose jobs would surely be 
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threatened by the Africanization that seared inevitable if the revolt was 

successful. Many of the people on Afrikaans campuses bear an historical 

relation to the economic interests of the White agriculturalists, 

bureaucrats and workers and to the associated ideology of Afr ikaaner 

nationalism. Thus, again, it is not surpriSing that their reaction to 

revolt, ethnically-defined, was hostile. It should also be noted that 

urban and regional planning is a profession in which a particularly high 

prop:>rtion of job prospects lie within bureaucracies. M'Jreover, the 

planning prograrmes at Afrikaans universities were specifically geared 

t<::MaI:ds the training of planners for these bureaucracies. That advocacy 

planning did not really feature in either the rhetoric or practices of 

the students and prcx:iucts of these universities · is, as a consequence, not 

surprising. 

Sc:ma anpirical support for the observations made aOOve is forthcoming 

fran a survey of practicing urban and regional plarmers conducted by Smit 

( 1985). The differences in clas.s backgrounds be~n Afrikaans-speaking 

planners and English-speaking plarmers if:? evident in Table 11.1 below. 

Table 11.1: Father I s Ct:cupation 

Ct:cupation English-speakers Afrikaans-speakers 
(N = 169) (N = 119) 
% % 

-----------------------------------------------------------
Professional and 
business 63 28 
Tradespeople 8 10 
Agriculturalist 8 19 
Civil Service 14 33 
tb ReSp:>nse/ 
Miscellaneous 7 10 
-----------------------------------------------------------

The data indicates quite clearly that English-speakers tend to care 

predaninantly fran business or professional ~ckgrounds. In fact, the 

proportion of English-speakers in this category is nnre than double that 

of the equivalent prop:>rtion of Afrikaaners. On the other hand, 

substantial proportions of Afrikaaners were fran the civil service and 

agriculture. Of course, practicing urban and regional plarmers are not 

students, but the students are a useful surrogate. Eighty-three percent 
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of the planners interviewed ~re under the age of forty, and 41% under 

the . age of thirty. This suggests that nost practicing planners have 

been educated in the past t\\U decades. The differences in the political 

F€r5pecti ves of the t\\U groupings is evident fran the respective 

responses to a proposition posed in the survey that: "on the whole our 

political system in South Africa is just". Nearly 90% of all 

English-speakers disagreed or strongly disagreed with the staterent. 

The corresponding figure for Afrikaaners was 57% Moreover, only 10% of 

Afrikaaners strongly disagreed with the proposition by carparison with 

50% on the part of English-speakers. There is substantial additional 

evidence fran the survey derronstrating a clear distinction be~n the 

political views of the t\\U groups, but this will not be reported here. 

As has already been indicated, another .i.Irportant reason for the birth of 

a progressive planning m::JVaTent on the English canp.1Ses was the 

.i.Irportation of theory fran abroad and its adaptation for local use. A 

literature on advocacy. planning _ had, of course, developed in the USA in 

the 1960's and early 1970's during the civil rights and "anti-war" 

campaigns of the period (Davidoff, 1964 ; Peattie, 1968; Krumholtz et aI, 

1975) . This literature did not, however, have much of an irrmacliate 

impact on planning thought or practice in South Africa. It was only 

with revolt in the late 1970's, and the rapid growth of civics taking up 

"planning" issues, that the theory gained currency. Thus, while 

.i.Irported theory certainly influenced the nature and fonn of the 

progressive planning m:::watent that has developed, it cannot be held to 

account for the arergence of the m::JVaTent. 

Apart fran the early, essentially "liberal" advocacy theory, in the early 

1980's students and academics on the English campuses ~ also reading 

and being influenced by the structuralist Marxism of the French school 

and, nore specifically, the w:>rk of Manuel Castells. His theory of 

urban social m:::watents seE!TEd particularly appropriate in South Africa 

with the inpressive rise of the civics. That academics and students 

~re reading Marxist texts was partially attributable to the burgeoning 

of international interest in Marxist thought, particularly in urban and 

regional studies. As far as the fo:r:rrer is concenled, it should be noted 

that the political econany of urbanism still does not feature in the 

curricula of Afrikaans planning schools. For exarrple, Srnit's (1985) 
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survey reveals that a far smaller proportion of Afrikaans-speaking 

plariners have either heard of or are familiar with political econanists 

of left-wing persuasion than is t.ru.e for English speakers. 

Table 11. 2: Exposure to the Writings of Political Econanists 

------------------------------------------------------------
Author 

Author 

Andre Gundar Frank 
Manuel Castells 
Paul Davidoff 

English-speakers 
(N = 169) 
(%) 

Heard Familiar 
of with 

32 22 
33 23 
42 37 

Afrikaans-speakers 
(N = 119) 
(%) 

Heard Familiar 
of with 

8 1 
9 4 

17 12 

------------------------------------------------------------

The Built Environment · Sugport Group. 

As indicated earlier, a few students and academic plarmers at the 

University of ,.., Natal and the University of Cape Town began to ~rk with 

the civics in the early 1980's. In Durban, it bec:arre clear that the 

danand for professional planning input into civic activities was such 

that there was need to involve many nore people. As a consequence, the 

Built Envirol1lrel1t Support Group (BESG) was founded in 1982. BESG was 

established within the faculty of Architecture and Allied Disciplines at 

the University, and was originally canprised of approximately thirty 

academics and students drawn fran various parts of the university. Sale 

practicing planning professionals ware also involved. Initially ~rk 
was done on a voluntary and part-tirre basis. However, the g:rowth in 

danand for BESG assistance was astronanical. In the first three years 

of its existence BESG was involved in nore than one hundred projects. 

It bec:arre clear that if BESG was to be effective, full-tirre ~rkers ware 

necessary . Interestingly, the con juncture was such that noney was 

pouring into the country fran abroad in support of burgeOning alternative 

organizations (civiCS, unions, service organizations etc). This flow is 

partially accounted for by genuine support in the west for the vi ctims of 

apartheid, and possibly also by a concern on the part of western powers 

to secure their interests in Southern Africa. In aI¥ event, the 
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availability of funding fran abroad rreant that BESG was able to establish 

a full-tine staff (of eight by 1988) in addition to the volU!ltary 

"-'Jrkers. Thus the emergence of the first full-tine advocacy jobs in 

South Africa were, without question, spawned by political crisis. 

BESG's involvem:mt in progressive planning and developrent issues can re 
classified into the follCMing broad areas : 

1. Ccmnuni ty defense: Al ternati ve plans or up:Jrading plans have been 

generated for ccmnunities threatened with raroval. BESG 

practitioners have acted as planning advocates for ccmnunities in a 

number of these instances. 

2. Ccmnuni ty buildings : BESG has attempted to contribute to the 

building of ccmnunity organization around specific built-environrrent 

related projects. Here BESG's rol e has been that of facilitation 

rather than advocacy. 

3. Policy aid : BESG has assisted activists and civic leaders in 

developing policy and strategy regarding issues such as rents, 

up:Jrading, RSCs, local authorities and so on. 

4. Technical assistance : BESG has provided assistance of a purely 

technical nature on request fran civic organizations and trade 

unions (e. g. surveys, assistance in fODmllating grant proposals, 

data processing, plan interpretati on or generation, assessrrent of 

building defects in public housing, building designs and so on). 

5. Training and education : BESG has regularly participated in a 

variety of ccmnunity-initiated (and sametines BESG- initiated) 

activities airred at transferring skills ("-'Jrkshops, specific 

training progrannes) . 

6 . Negotiation: On sate occasions BESG has acted as the negotiator 

for camn.mi.ty groups. There has been a gra.ving recognition that 

this role is appropriate only in exceptional circumstances. 
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7. 1-Ec:li.ation In Sate instances BESG has been asked to ITEdiate 

conflicts be~n the state and camrunities (in Sate cases the 

request for ITEdiation has CCIIE fran the ccmnuni ties and in others 

fran the state). 

Fran the very beginning then, BESG's activities ~re never of a narrow 

advocacy nature, although this role was certainly adopted in Sate 

instances. Practitioners within BESG had learned fran critiques of 

advocacy planning in other contexts. However, BESG's activiti es ~ 

hardly free fran contradiction, and this has led to changes in its 

practices. A discussion of these contradictions and associated changes 

is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but Sate reference will be made 

to than in the closing chapter. 

In 1985 PIANACT, a progressive .grouping of planners, architects, social 

scientists and engineers, was founded by acadanics and students fran the 

University of the Witwatersrand, and by a group of recently qualified 

practitioners. PLANACI' has chosen to ~rk essentially as an action 

group and has a carmitted core-group of 15 to 20 voluntary ~rkers. 

PLANACT also has a full-time staff. 

As with BESG, PLANACT was originally initiated because of approaches fran 

civics and the trade unions. They have been" involved in a mnnber of 

projects, not only in the Transvaal but also in the Eastern Cape. 

PIANACT activities in the Eastern Cape include upgrading plans for Kabah 

(Uitenhage), D.mcan Village (East wndon), M::lantsane and walner Village 

(Harrison, 1988). In the Transvaal, PLANACT has been involved in 

nurrerous and varied activities including inter alia: the support of 

squatter organizations in KwaThana and Tenbisa; advice to the residents 

of Actonville in critiquing a goverrnrent plan for the area; and 

assistance to the National Union of Mi.nev.urkers in developing plans for 

the transforrration of single-sex hostels into family housing. 

The Conference of 1985 

In 1985, the incipient rrovarent of progressive planners was given 

acklitional i.Irp=tus by the volatile South African Institute of Town and 
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Regional Planning's conference 

Constitution" . Here political 

on "Urban Planning and the 

issues were debated openly 

New 

and 

vociferously in professional planning circles for the first tine since 

the 1930' s. particularly interesting was the extent to which the 

conference revealed that a sizable proportion of practicing planning 

professionals were increasingly disillusioned by planning under 

apartheid. The ~ and depth of political revolt in the country has 
, 

sharpened the existential dilemna. that many "within-system" planners had 

been feeling for sare tine. Moreover, it also started to becare 

apparent that the technocratic consensus that had tied planning 

professionals together since the 1960' s was beginning to cnnnble. 

Political and econcmic circumstances were beginning to force planners to 

take sides. One of the speakers in a panel discussion on the New 

Constitutional proposals was Pravin Gordhan, a distinguished camumity 

activist and the driving force behind the Durban Housing Action 

Ccmnittee. Gordhan ( 1985, pp 71-72 ) Cc::mTE!lted on the dilemna facing 

planners as follows 

"As planners, it seans that in our dcx:::urrentation we articulate 
such lofty principles which contain four principal points. 
The first is that planning must prcm:::>te the general welfare, 
not the welfare of particular groups ; it must prcm::>te co
ordinated and hantonious developrent, not disordered chaos; it 
must prcm::>te efficiency and econany and not wastage and 
mismanagemmt and in the final instance it must prcm::>te the 
public interest and full participation in what is actually 
happening. It is sad that the record of the planning 
profession in South Africa seans to have been one where the 
planning profession has been dictated to by ideological and 
political factors other than those of the camumity as a whole 

There are forces at play which are going to substantially 
change the face of South Africa. What is the response of 
planners going to be to these forces? ... 
It is in this context that we say, with respect, that planners 
in South Africa have an important choice ahead of than. The 
choice is one of either willingly being the functionaries of 
the apartheid system and all those unjust policies that go with 
it, or on the other hand, becaning participants in actively 
fODlUllating a future approach to South Africa ... " 

While Gordhan' s (1985) argurrent was not qualified by an understanding of 

the constraints on planners in practice, he nonetheless articulated 

precisely the challenge which a new generation of planners was eager to 
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rise to. However, it was also clear that the vast majority of South 

African planners ~ not prepared to do the sane. The voting of sare 

of the conference resolutions was instructive in this regard. The 

following resolution was rejected by a vote of 93 to 45 : 

"We believe that apartheid and all its statutory manifestations 
is antithetical to developrent and our planning ethic of 
striving to inprove the quality of life of all the people of 
South Africa. We therefore feel bound by our status as 
professionals to call for the abolition of apartheid. We 
dedicate ourselves to w::>rking for a just and d.an:x:ratic South 
Africa realizing that it is in the interests of the planning 
profession to becare a truly relevant pursuit, respected and 
revered by all citizens of our country. " 

Another resolution also defeated by a large majority read as follows 

"Given the alnost unanirlnus endorsarent by this conference of 
the concept of public participation in the public interest, and 
given that the new constitutional proposals fall far short of 
allowing full participation by all South Africans, this 
Conference is unable to give full or unequivocal support to 
those constitutional proposals. MOreover, this institute 
urges the govenlI1EIlt to fully open up the planning process as 
soon as possible." 

Instead the conference adopted the following watered down versi on by a 

large majority : 

"We note with approval goverrment' s expressed intention to nove 
iMay fran discriminatory measures. By doing so rapidly, the 
effectiveness of the planning process for all the people of 
South Africa will be enhanced." 

The inability of professional planners to clearly articulate their 

opposition to apartheid led to discussions arrorig disaffected planners on 

the establisl'unent of an alternative organization. In Natal, all 

planners ~ invited to enter into discussions on the foootion of such 

an alternative organization. The result was the launching of the 

Planning and DevelopIeIlt Association (PADA) on the 16th of CX::tober 1986. 

PADA and DAG 
PADA established three key ethical principles to guide planning 

practiCes : 
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1. Planning should be directed at efficient and equitable distribution 

of resources. 

2. ~rtunities for real participation by all groups in the process of 

planning and decision-making should be created. 

3. Planning should be ccmnitted to the elimination of all fonns of 

social and econcmic exploitation, be they predicated on race, class, 

gender or any other division. 

PADA set up a planning aid prograntTE along the lines of the service 

offered by the Royal To.Nn Planning Institute '(RTFI) , and is currently 

involved in two major upgrading projects. In the Western Cape plarmers 

and other development professionals officially launched the Development 

Action Group (DAG) in July 1987. DAG's constitution is mxieled on 

PADA's and as with · PADA, a l?road . spectrum of plarmers, engineers, 

architects, camumityactivists and other interested parties ~re invited 

to participate in the formulation of this constitution. In addition to 

the events at the 1985 conference in Durban, the ~tus for DAG's 

fonnation cane fran the dramatic events in the Crossroads squatter 

settlarent which ~ described in an earlier section. So outraged ~ 

planning and other built-enviroIlITent related professionals at the nature 

of state interventions in Crossroads, that a statarent of condannation 

was fonrulated and published. Thereafter, the people involved began to 

think aOOut ways of fonnalizing the unity that had developed am:mgst 

development professionals. 

Like many of the other organizations, DAG has becare involved in a 

variety of projects ranging fran the short tenn and small-scale (e.g. the 

design of creches or camumity centres) to long tenn and highly ambitious 

projects (such as participation in the upgrading of Lawaaikarnp). In 

addition to DAG, another planning-related 'support group has been 

established in the Western Cape - the Camumity Support Group for the 

Built EnviroIlITent (COSBEN) - which was fonnally constituted in 1986. 
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COOBEN 

While ca;BEN' s practices are still in their infancy and have been 

confined largely to technical, organizational and logistical support to 

civics in specific struggles, COSBEN has articulated the nost overtly 

political objectives and is perhaps the nore overtly aligned of the 

progressive organizations described here. In the preamble to their 

infonnation booklet COOBEN described their intent as follavs : 

"As persons directly concerned. with the spatial planning and 
developrent of the built envirorntEnt in South Africa, ~ pledge 
our carmit:mant to serving the LiberatoIy 1vbvarent in the 
struggle towards a dEm::x::ratic and non- racial South Africa, 
free fran econanic exploitation and discrimination. Qrr 
participation, as a support group concerned with the built 
envirorntEnt, is inspired by the belief in dEm::x::ratically 
~rking towards an equitable distribution of our countIy's 
~l th and a responsible use of its resources. 'Ib this end ~ 
carmit ourselves to the following aims .. ~ 

1. 'Ib provide . suppOrt to . progressive organizations ( in the 
carmunity) on matters relating to the built envirorntEnt. 

2. To encourage camrunity awareness, involvertent and 
participation in matters affecting the built envirorment. 

3. 'Ib investigate conditions and practices within the built 
envirorment under which an al ternati ve society ~uld 
flourish, as ~ll as laying the foundations within present 
society to achieve this" (CQSBEN, 1988, P 1). 

Interestingly, nost of COSBEN's nanbership is drawn fran the so-called 

Coloured carmunity. On the one hand, this reflects the increasing 

integration of Blacks into buil t- enviroJlIlEnt related professions in the 

1970's and 1980's, and on the other hand, it reflects the growth of urban 

social IlOVE!l'eJ1ts in the Black carmunities during the sane period. Prior 

to the mid-1970's, the professions rrost favoured by Blacks ~re law, 

teaching and m:rlicine. These professions enjoyed high status in the 

Black carmunity and law and m:rlicine had high-incare earning potential. 

Ironically, the initial impetus for the entrance of Blacks into the 

built-envirorment related professiOns, was the attempt to create 

independent bantustans run by a fl€M class of bureaucrats. Developrent 

practitioners ~ needed and fram the late 1970's a number of 
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bantustan-funded Black students entered South African planning schools. 

A later impetus, of greater relevance in explaining organizations such as 

COSBEN, was the emergence of civics and the politics of reproduction in 

the late 1970's and early 1980's. Many Black activists began to seek 

fonnal training in areas relevant to the struggles of the civics. The 

Depa.rt:Irent of TcMn and Regional Planning at the University of Natal has, 

for example, attracted a number of Black community activists in the past 

few years, and these students have already begun to redefine the content 

of planning education. Interestingly, COSBEN have fonnalized their 

relationship with the civics insofar as COSBEN is an affiliate of the Be

Kaap Action Group (OOKAG) - an tmlbrella civic body. The other 

progressive planning organizations have chosen not to do so for strategic 

reasons. 

A National Organization? 

It should be apparent . then that through the 1980' s substantial energy has 

been pouring into organizing planning and other developtEnt professions, 

and into the forging of new and rrore progressiVe planning practices. In 

1987, representatives fI:al\ BESG, PIANACT, DAG and PADA net in Cape TcMn 

and agreed to organize a full-fledged workshop on progressive planning 

organizations in 1988. In March of 1988, the four organizations 

rrentioned above, together with COSBEN, the GraharnstcMn Rural Carmittee 

(GRC) and the National Carmittee Against Rarovals (OCAR), net in 

GrahamstcMn. While there Y.e:e n\.IIleroUS itans on the agenda, the 

question of national unity and possibly a national organization was the 

prine focus of debate. A liaison carrnittee with representatives fI:al\ 

each of the regions was established to further investigate the 

possibility of such a national organization. Moreover, a commitment to 

ongoing liaison and co-ordination of activities was obtained. It seem 

likely that a national organization will be established in the near 

future which, hopefully, will take the emerging rrovement of progressive 

planners into a new phase. 

The particular fom of any new national organization will have to be 

thought through very carefully given rapidly changing conditions. The 

first progressive planning organizations emerged to playa support role 

to the civics which thanselves ~re growing rapidly. Since the clarrp:iown 
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in 1986, civic organizations have suffered major defeats and, in many 

parts of the country, they have been smashed . Certainly, sup~rt 

organizations such as PIANACT have indicated that danand for their 

support activities fran civics has declined as a consequence of the 

clamp::lown. Instead, their support ~rk has shifted in the direction of 

the unions, whose organizations have survived repression better. 

Likewise, in Durban, BESG has noted a decline in danand for support ~rk 

fran the African areas (where the nost vicious repression has occurred). 

The civics in Indian areas have, ~er, remained very active. As noted 

in Chapter Ten, the State is involved in a contradictory process of 

withdrawal fran the sphere of consumption on the one hand, and selective 

intervention on the other. In this way the state hopes to "depoliticize" 

everyday life in the 'I'ownships. Whether or not the state will be 

successful in relegating the ~litics of collective consumption to a 

passing "historical" phen.cm:mon ( as perhaps Thatcher has done in 

Britain) is a noot point, but one which needs to be seriously considered. 

If the analysis suggests that it is likely to be successful, then it 

follows that the progressive planning m:JVe'I'ent needs to shift its 

arphasis away fran support ~rk towards the contestation of urban and. 

regional policy, both inside and. outside the fonnal state apparatuses. 

This latter approach also implies that the arphasis in progressive 

planning organization shifts away fran the building of relativel y small 

and politically coherent action groups designed to provide support for 

the civics, to the nobilization of broad, popular and. mass-based planner 

organization, designed to address the existential problems of progressive 

planners on the one hand, but nore especially, to contest urban and 

regional policy within the bureaucracies and. on the terrain of popular 

~litics. The contradictions of contemporary state policy are, ~r, 

such that it seans likely that unless ext.rare and. continued repression is 

assurre:i (which is a real ~ssibility), the civics are likely to be with 

us for sare tine. It seans, therefore, that fran a strategic 

perspective, planners need to build organizatiOns capable of 

accarnodating both support ~rk and. the popular nobilization of planners. 

In preceding chapters on the relation between political crisis and urban 

and regional planning, nu:rterOus references have been made to changing 
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theory and practices. in response to such crisis. Much of the theory 

referr--ect to has been substantive theory rather than theory to guide 

planning practice. This chapter, by contrast, focuses on theory which 

has developed in response to political crisis, but which explicitly 

seeks to guide planning practice. The section begins with an analysis 

of the impact of political crisis on the introduction of refonmist ethics 

into planning theory and practice in South Africa. Given the historical 

roots of the international planning ethos in social refo1JTl on the one 

hand, and the alnost total lack of refonmist influences on planning in 

South Africa on the other, this developtent is considered iroportant. 

The discussion of refonmism in planning is followed by an analysis of the 

way in which political crisis has also engendered planning theory ainEd 

at nore fundarcental transfonnation of social relations than that ~lied 

by refonmism. The section ends with a discussion of theoretical debates 

on urban and regional planning in a post-apartheid society and the 

influence of such debates on contE!Ip)rary theory and practice. Again it 

is the politico-econarnic crisis . which has precipitated such debates and 

made them sean :rreaningful. 

Crisis and Refo1JTlism in Planning Theory 

In Chapter Three of this dissertation, it was argued that urban planning 

in South Africa did not have its roots in social refonmism as was the 

case in Britain and the USA. Significantly, it was only with the onset 

of politico- econanic crisis in the late 1970' s that social refonmism 

began to constitute a central cClTpJnent of planning thought and 

consciousness. An influential figure in articulating what many planners 

~ thinking, was the head of the Depart:rrent of Town and Regional 

Planning at the University of the Witwatersrand, John Muller. As noted in 

Chapter One, in 1982 he presented an inaugural lecture entitled -

"Theonr and Practice : The Janus Face of Planning". In this lecture 

Muller notes with approval the refonmist origins in Britain and the USA, 

and argues that social refo1JTlism should lie at the very centre of the 

ethos of planning. 

"Fran am:mg the people who responded to the condition of 
England question ~ those who, in separating thansel ves fran 
the reactionary protestations of the majority and fran the 
outraged but futile criticism of the radical fEM, sought 
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positive :rreans of transfonning the lives of the deprived - and 
in so doing placed themselves at the fountainhead of the ethos 
of planning" (Muller, 1982, P 7). 

Muller (1982, P 17) goes on to bem:>an the lack of this ethos in South 

African planning thought and practice : 

"Fran the outset then, the planning profession in this country 
has lacked recourse to, or recall of, the ·original theoretical 
base of its discipline and has neither accepted nor sought the 
responsibility or opportunity of any role of refonnist 
character - a role consciously responsive to the real needs of 
the deprived Black majority in this country. " 

Muller (1986) had been strongly influenced by the ~to revolt. In 

fact, he had given up a lucrative private planning job in the wake of 

~to and had opted instead for an acadeni.c post fran which he hoped to 

influence the direction of planning. He argued strongly that the 

planning profession in South Africa had to move away fran its 

preoccupation with "technic~lly-based, control-oriented planning" 

(Muller, 1982, p 17). 

"It is OCM six years since the ground-S\<\ell of dissatisfaction 
erupted in ~to, and yet the profession appears to ranain 
unconcerned about, possibly uncarprehending of, the real 
neaning of 16 June 1976 and its aftennath. The sobering 
overview of the conditions under which ~tans live contained 
in the Urban Foundation's recent report (1980), points to the 
need for professional response. The report is essentially a 
resource cioclment offering infonnation and, by its own 
acknowledgem:mt, provides no solutions, prescriptions or plans. 
It is therefore ultimately and correctly a challenge to 
planning - to any planner with a conscience and consciousness 
of the responsibility which the discipline IlUlSt carry in 
relation to this country's deprived camrunities " (Muller, 1982, 
p 21). 

"I see in ~to but one exarrple of the paranount issue of 
today and tarorrcM to be faced by the profession of planning. 
There is no doubt that the established and necessary tasks of 
planning IlUlSt continue, but to ranain closeted in the security 
of entrenched procedures is no longer enough, nor good eno':lgh, 
to cope with the condition of the disadvantaged. I bell eve 
that at this tine there is a need for the planning profession 
in South Africa to widen its vision . .. " (Muller, 1982, P 22). 

Muller (1982) goes on to argue that planners should adopt an approach to 

planning which he styles as "prarotive" planning. Prarotive planning 
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according to Muller , involves the prarrotion of ciemx:ratic ideals and 

processes in planning in order to "release htnnan abilities, to broaden 

the field of o~rtunity, and to enlarge htnnan liberty" (Merriam, quoted 

in Muller, 1982, p 22). The goal of such prarotive planning is 

ultimately to promote self-developrent, self- sufficiency and 

self-esteem. 

Influenced both by Muller (1982) and the developing refonnist ethos in 

the country as a whole, a number of planners began to join in the call 

for refonnist tcMn and regional planning. In a review article dealing 

with planning problems and priorities in South Africa, R. T. M::Carthy 

( 1983, P 24) argues that "... the planners preoccupation with the 

rrechanisms of planning should be replaced by a return to the basic 

priority of refonn". M:Carthy (1983, p 26) elaborates as follows : 

" the pr.ima1:y challenge facing the tCMIl and regional 
planning profession is the abolition of the appalling living 
conditions in both the tCMIlS and the rural slums. Accordingly 
to fulfil its historical priority of social refonn, the 
professional IlUlSt strive for the reinstatarent of universal 
priorities and ccmron standards " 

M:Carthy (1983) also argued that planners should formalize their 

commitment to refonn by adopting a set of professional ethics similar to 

those of the Anerican Planning Association (APA) which specifically state 

that, "the planner shall serve the public interest" and in so doing, 

"recognize a special responsibility to plan for the disadvantaged groups 

and persons" (APA quoted in M:::Carthy, 1983, P 26). At the stonny 1985 

conference of the South African Institute of Town and Regional Planners, 

further calls for a refonnist stance in planning ~re made ( see for 

example Oakenfull, 1985; van Zyl, 1985). 

There can be little question then that the political crisis has placed 

social refonns finnly on the agenda of planners. Whether or not the 

refonn impetus will be maintained in planning is, hcMever, in Sate doubt 

given the growth of the right and ultra-right elerents of the White 

electorate. Certainly, it appears that rightwingers are caning out of 

the planning ~rk. Early in 1987 the Natal branch of the SAITRP 

argued that a code of ethics for planners be established. A proposal 
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was then sent to the central council of the institute for referral to the 

other branches. When the draft code of ethics cane back to nenbership 

for carrcent, it had been substantially revised. Particularly note-.urthy 

was the fact that a stat.etent indicating the institute's particular 

ccmnit:Jrent to the needs of the disadvantaged had been rem:JVed.. Rurrour 

has it that this had occurred because of the influence of 'verkramptes' 

in the Transvaal. 

The Emergence of Progressive Planning Theo.ry and Praxis in South Africa 

Apart from precipi tating a new interest in refonnism, the 

politico-econamic crisis of the 1970's and 1980's also spawned a planning 

literature concerned with more fundamental social transformation. 

Contributions by McCarthy and Smit (1981, 1984), Smit (1984, 1986), and 

Colanan (1986 ) ~re outlined and discussed in Chapter ~. While the 

deepening of the crisis in South Africa certainly ensured the resonance 

of this literature, the theory also had idealist origins in the sense 

that l1Ulch of it was inpJrted fran abroad and adapted for local use. 

Reference has already been made to the fact that it was in the late 

1970's and early 1980's, that a "new" international neo- marxist urban 

and regional literature was on the rise. Authors such as M::Carthy and 

Smit (1981; 1984) had both been involved in post-graduate studies in the 

USA in the late 1970' s and ~ influenced by the ererging radical 

literature, and particularly the ~rk of Harvey, Castells, Scott and 

~is. Thus, l1Ulch of the early radical planning literature in South 

Africa involved the local application of theoretical ~rk developed 

abroad rather than the developtent of harespun theory (see M::Carthy and 

Smit, 1981 and 1984). Much of the theory has, ~, proved praxis

relevant. M;:)reover, as progressive plarmers in South Africa innersed 

thansel ves in praxis, so they began to develop new theoretical insights. 

Cla~ - The Need for Layered Organization 

One of the major dilarmas facing progressive planners in South Africa is 

the question of whether or not they should ~rk within the formal 

planning systan . Certainly, the lessons learned in the struggle over 

Cla~ ~re to reinforce the position that struggles have to be fought 
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both inside and outside of the formal structures if meaningful change is 

to occur. 

In the late 1950's, the City of Durban voted to industrialize an Indian 

working residential area called Cla~. At the tirre SatE 40 000 

residents lived in the area. Today less than 6 000 rana.in and large 

parts of Clairwcx:x:l have been industrialized. The original impetus for 

the industrialization of the area derived fran a perceived shortage of 

suitable flat land for in<:lw;trial developrent within the municipal area. 

This problan had arisen as a result of the contradictions of urban 

groNth and settlEmmt under racial capitalism. The historical daninance 

of the institution of private property and the anarchy of private 

ciecision-rnaking had ensured that rational foIWard planning for industrial 

needs had not taken place. In the absence of neaningful foIWard 

planning, the existing flat land in Durban was settled in a fairly 

haphazard fashion by low-incane Indian people and was utilized mainly for 

narket gardening and residential purposes. It should be noted that at 
. . 

the tirre, this land was "marginal" fran the };Oint of view of residential 

desirability. It was low-lying, };X)Orly-drained, };X)Orly ventilated and 

pest- ridden. In fact, large };Ortions of Cla~ ~re reclairred fran 

swamplands through the collective efforts of the Cla~ settlers. 

Given the rapid groNth of manufacturing in the };Ost-war period, danands 

for flat industrial land escalated. The contradictions of racial 

capitalism, and the land-use process it spawned, ~ roN becaning 

manifest. At one level, the struggle over the industrialization of 

Clairwood had ethnic overtones and was };Opularl y understcxx:i, in the 

Indian ccmnunity at least, as a struggle be~n the interests of Whites 

and the interests of Indians. At a deeper level it was, however, 

essentially a capital-labour struggle over the built environrrent. On 

the one hand, there was a conflict be~n the interests of industrial 

capital and the largely working class residents of Cla~ over the use 

of the land in question. On the other hand, a use-value/exchange value 

conflict developed be~n large and often absentee lanciowners (rrost of 

whan ~ Indian), who ~ concerned with realizing the exchange values 

of their properties, and an alliance of tenants and resident lanciowners, 

(who for the rrost part ~ working class people owning small properties) 

who had rallied to protect the use- values of their residential 
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envirol1l1'eI1t. Thus, the Cla~ Ratepayers and Resident's Association 

(CRRA) which arerged to organize the defence of ClaiIw:xx:i in the 1950's, 

could be understood as an urban social IIDVarent in Castellsian tenns. 

The CRRA has been a central actor throughout the thirty-five years of 

struggle over Clairwood' s future . Interestingly, in the first 

~ty-five years of the battle the CRRA was a relatively weak 

organization which failed to organize people on a mass basis (Meuleman, 

1987). Meuleman (i987) observes, for example, that the city of Durban's 

failure to effect an industrial zoning over this period had nore to do 

with the "public interest" notivated interventions of the authority 

presiding over the issue, the Natal TcMn and Regional Planning Carmission 

(henceforth "the Carmission") than with the opp::>sition nounted by the 

CRRA. When The Durban City Council declared ClaiIw:xx:i zoned for 

industrial use in 1954, the Carmission refused to approve the zoning and, 

in fact, directed the City to zone the area for special residential 

pu1:p)se5 • The Ccmnission' s rej~tion was based on a concern about the 

lack of alternative housing for ClaiIw:xx:i residents on the one hand, and 

on the unsuitability of the existing layout and subdivisions for 

industrial use on the other. The Carmission ·did, ~r, pennit the 

city to approve selected light-industrial industries in the area. The 

city used this opp::>rtunity, along with existing slums legislation, to 

gradually "white ant" the area. Thus, in spite of the special 

residential zoning, substantial industrial incursions occurred amid 

accusations fran the CRRA that the Durban City Council was deliberately 

'slumning' the area (Meuleman, 1987). 

In the 1960's the City again applied for an industrial zoning for 

ClaiIw:xx:i (Meuleman, 1987). This tinE the Ccmnission indicated that it 

was prepared to go along with such a rezoning on the proviSO that 

alternative accommodation was made available for residents and a 

canprehensive redeveloprent plan drawn up . For a variety of reasons 

(described in sare detail by Meuleman ( 1987) the Durban City Council 

continued to drag its heels in rreeting the Ccmnission' s requ.ir'e!rents. 

Thus, by the late 1970's, ClaiIw:xx:i had still not been fonnal l y 

industrialized. But, by this tinE, the tide had begun to tum against 

the Durban City Council. To begin with, the overall political nood in 

the country changed dramatically as the politico-econanic crisis 
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deepened. Whereas in the 1960's only clientist p::>litical activity was 

tolerated, by the early 1980's aggressive p::>litical opposition once again 

cane to the fore. The grcMth of a civic m::>varent and other support 

organizations provided the CRRA with broader p::>litical and technical 

support for the first time. A "Help Save ClaiIwood" campaign was 

launched. by a recently fomed progressive church group (Diakonia). 

M'Jreover, an aggressive civic umbrella group, the rm:ban Housing Action 

Carmittee, had ererged and lent their support to the CRRA. It was also 

at this p::>int that advocacy planners under the auspices of the Built 

Environrrent Support Group entered the fray. M'Jreover, by the early 

1980's a number of progressive planners had taken up anployrcent with the 

Carmission. Interestingly, the Carrnission again asked. the city to 

consider setting aside a p::>rtion of ClaiIwood for residential purposes. 

The overall resurgence of interest in the ClaiIwood issue allc:JV.1eCi the 

advocacy planners associated with the Built Envirorment Support Group to 

test ererging planning theory. They believed that the developrent of 

p::>litical crisis at a national level and the state's attanpts to 

restructure the p::>litical terrain in order to resolve it, provided a 

major opportunity for the resolution of the Cla.in-.oxi issue in the favour 

of the residents (Smit 1984). M'Jre specifically they focused on the 

"space" provided by the state's attanpt to co-opt Indians and Coloureds 

through the tri-caneral system. Given the vigorous opposition to the 

tri -carreral system, both the Nationalist governrrent and those fran the 

Indian ccmnunity who had chosen to participate, ~re keen to establish 

the ability of the DeN system to deliver the goods. The House of 

Delegates was particularly keen to curry favour with the Indian 

electorate and began to show an interest in Cla.in.o:xi, which had by rtC1N 

started to assune symbolic significance of national prop::>rtions (Smit 

1984) . 

The Built Environrrent Support Group felt that they could exploit the 

growing contradiction between the central state with its overriding 

interest in the p::>litical reproduction of the system and the local state 

with its greater sensitivity to serving the needs of local capital. In 

order to override the local state, the national state needed to counter 

the Durban City Council's industrialization prop::>sals which had been 

dressed up in technicist "public interest" tenns. In other ~rds, the 
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City's argurrent was that industrializing Claino::x:i was sound tCMIl 

plarining, and the central state could not capriciously intervene simply 

because it was politically expedient. Thus, the Built EnviroJlITent 

Support Group concentrated on producing a strong technical argurrent for 

the residential retention of Clai..Tho:x:i and set out to debunk each of the 

City's "planning" a.rgtnrents. They also set out to prove that a 

residential plan which net the City's CMIl standards and criteria could be 

produced - sarething which the Durban City Council had denied. In doing 

so, BESG ~ able to exploit another long-standing contradiction be~n 

the central and local state - one concerning the location of industry. 

In previous chapters substantial attention has been paid to the central 

state's attanpts to direct industrial activity away fran the netropolitan 

areas to decentralization or deconcentration points. Moreover, 

reference has been made to the developrent of conflict be~n 

netr9politan municipal authorities and the central state over the policy. 

Durban has been no exception in this regard. The Built EnviroJlITent 

Support Group attanpted to exploit this conflict by arguing that the 

industrialization of Clai..Tho:x:i was urmecessary, since alternative 

industrial land could be found in deconcentrated locations at the urban 

periphery (Smit 1984). Of course, these argt.nrents ~ quite consistent 

with the central governnent's view on netropolitan industrial location. 

Given the central governrrent's concern with the legitimation of the 

tri-carreral structures and given its policy of decoocentration, it is not 

sw:prising that BESG's proposals for retaining ClairWClOCi for residential 

purposes ~ favourably received. This support soon began to take 

coocrete fonn. Late in 1983, the Minister of Ccrmnmity Developrent 

announced that his departnent v.uuld not "give the Durban City Couocil one 

cent to resettle the 10 000 people living in Clainvood" (Daily Ne.vs, 24 

rbvanber 1983). This was a major blow, since the City was relying on the 

central governnent to finaoce public housing for tenants displaced fran 

Claino::x:i. It becane apparent that if the City wished to industrialize 

Claino::x:i, it v.uuld have to raise sare twenty million Rand to rehouse 

displaced residents. This, perhaps nore than anything else, was the 

fatal blow to the City's industrialization intentions. Further evideoce 

of central state support becane evident with the developrent of a plan 

for Clainvood by the Departmant of Ccrmnmity Developrent, which v.uuld 

retain 50 ha for residential use. Moreover, the House of Delegates began 
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to make nurrerous public statE!Tents in support of the residents (Smit 

1984) . 

Under pressure fran central gove.rnrrent, the City finally rescinded all 

previous resolutions on Clainoxi in 1985. In March of 1986, a joint 

statE!Tent was released by the Minister of Constitutional Developtent and 

Planning, Chris Heunis, and Mr Annichand Rajbansi (I1OW a Minister 

without portfolio) in tenus of which the central govermrent ' s prior 

approval of the industrialization of Cla~ (in tenus of the 

Environrrental Planning Act of 1967) was withdrawn. M:>reover, the 

statE!Tent indicated that the residents of Clainoxi would be allowed to 

remain in the area and could develop their properties in tenus of the 

existing special residential zoning. It appeared that the Clainoxi 

struggle had finally been won by the residents. The victory 

celebrations that followed ~, ~, premature. 

Late in 1986 it becane aPJ?CiI:ent that the central governrrent' s 

interventions in Clainoxi ~, in fact, illegal, and therefore null and 

void. The authority over the future of Clainoxi reverted back to the 

local authority and fears that Clainoxi would again be in danger of 

industrialization re-em:::!rged. ~r, since the City of Durban had 

rescinded all previous decisions, they were obliged to prepare plans for 

ClaiIwood fran scratch. By this tine, . ~, there had been major 

changes in the composition of the City's professional planning staff. A 

number of progressive planners had found their way into arploynEnt with 

the Council. Interestingly, it was these plarmers who were charged with 

the task of developing plans for Clairwood. Whether this was a 

conscious decision on the part of the City's planning hierarchy or 

whether it was inadvertent is not clear. In any event, the flf2M planning 

team produced a residential concept plan which was accepted in principle 

by the Durban City Council in 1988. M:>reover, the Council resolved that 

the residential concept plan be referred back to the residents for 

ccmnent. 

The City planning depart:rrent has now indicated that it wishes to enter 

into a m:x::lel developtent process , involving a substantial degree of 

citizen participation. It seems then that the residents of Clainoxi 

have won an even nore substantial victory than the victory of 1986. 
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Whilst it is clear that the CRRA is acknowledged as the nost important 

political entity in the Clairwood struggle, it is also interesting that 

the intervention of the advocacy planners is considered decisive by the 

executive nenl::ers of the CRRA itself. Meulanan (1987) intervia-a:i 

several executive nenl::ers of the CRRA, sene of whan had remained involved 

with the CRRA over the entire duration of the thirty-year battle. When 

asked what they considered to be the nost important reason for the change 

of the tide in their favour, they all indicated that the Built 

Envirorment Support Group's intervention had been critical (Meulanan, 

1987). They pointed out that in the 1970's, they had hired a private 

planning finn to assess the possibility of a residential future for 

Clairwood. lDcked within a traditionalist approach to planning, this 

finn had indicated that it could not support a residential fut ure for 

Clairwood on "planning" grounds. According to a long-standing rrenber of 

the CRRA - Philip Jacob (1988), this had a demJralizing effect on the 

residents. The Built Environm:ant Support Group's intervention, Jacob 

(1988) argues, not only helped restore norale, but had a major influence 

on fOliticians. ().rr own analysis (ie BESG's) is that while BESG's 

interventions ~re clearly influential, they ~ influential only 

because of the political conjuncture, and the particular nature of state 

responses to crisis of the 1980' s. ~,a thane that has been 

developed throughout this dissertation, is that political conjunctures do 

not, thansel ves, produce effects. It is the dialectic between structure 

and agercy that produces effects. And the Built Envirorment Support 

Group' s activities certainly appear to have been .inp:>rtant at the level 

of agercy. 

Interesting too, is the way in which progressive plarmers within the 

bureaucracies exerted an influence over outcares and ~ able to use the 

conjuncture to introduce f'IEM and nore progressive planning practices. The 

contributions of the planners at the Town and Regional Planning 

Ccmnission ~re very important in buying tine for the CRRA. They 

achieved this largely through the assertion of planning's "public 

interest" ideology, reaffinning the point that planning'S traditional 

intellectual dogma is not the preserve of the conservatives alone. The 

contribution of planners within the Durban City Council was also very 

substantial in the fOst-1986 period. Certainly, it is possible that the 
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task of reassessing the Clain.axl issue in the light of the Council's 

1985 resolution to rescind all previous decisions on the area, was given 

to the younger generation of rrore progressive planners, precisely because 

Council politicians and senior officials knew that forcing the 

industrialization proposals any further ...uuld only escalate conflict. 

These elected officials and senior bureaucrats needed good technical 

back-up to account for their change of heart, and to ward off the 

protests of vested interests. They knew that the bright young 

progressives \<Vere the rrost likely to tackle this task with vigour. The 

young progressives in their turn, handled the opportunity \<Veil, setting 

up a proposal which could be marketed as a carpranise ( allowing scm:! 

"face-saving"), but which, in the end, \<Vent a very long way to ItEeting 

the demands of the CRRA. They also focused on the propaganda value to 

the Council of a "rrodel" participation process. FurtheIlTOre, they have 

used the precedent of the Clain.axl issue to set up participation process 

in other areas, thereby establishing new, and hopefully ongoing, planning 

practices of a rrore progressive ilk. 

It is clear that the praxis in the Clairw:::lod issue has thrown up a number 

of observations of general planning- theoretical interest. These can be 

summarized as follows : 

(a) Roweis' (1981) hypothesis that opportunities for progressive 

planning practices may arise in tines of crisis is sUPJ;Orted by the 

evidence provided by the struggle over Clain.axl. 

(b) The value of careful po1itico-econanic analysis of the conjuncture 

in identifying opportunities for progressive planning practices is 
confiImad. 

(c) Contradictions can develop bet:w:!en the various state apparatuses and 

these can be exploited to progressive advantage. 

(d) The agency of advocacy planners in sUPJ;Ort~g urban social lIDVE!Tents 

can make a positive difference to the outccm:!S of urban struggles. 

(e) The agency of urban social lIDVE!Tents and planners outside of the 

fonnal structures is enhanced by the agency of progressive planners 
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inside the bureaucracies. If this is so, then it follows, that in 

order to be effective, progressive planners should attempt to work 

both inside and outside of formal structures. It is, however, 

unlikely that planners working wi thin formal structures could have 

initiated and effected a progressive plan for Cla.in.o:xi. The 

agency of the advocate planners was critical in this regard. 

(f) Smit's (1984) conclusion that the ability of planners to make 

effective use of the opportunity spaces provided by crisis depends 

not so much on the acuity of their proposals, but on the balance 

of class forces at a particular conjuncture, is only partially 

correct. Given a particular balance of forces, the ingenuity of 

progressive plarmers may make all the difference. 

(g) Pursuit of the planning dogma of the "public interest" does not 

always produce outcares which favour the daninant classes. It 

appears also that the notion is amenable to progressive definition 

through concrete struggle. 

(h) The influence that planners are able to exert in specific struggles, 

derives fran the legitimacy accorded than by the public at large, as 

'technocrats of the public interest'. Without this mantle of 

legitimacy, the cla..i1rs of planners would bear the same ~ight as ~ 

other political actor's clabn. Progressive planners therefore need 
to take the concept of the public interest seriously. 

( i) The outcares of particular struggles aver the built enviroI".lrlent 

depend on a whole variety of contingencies, and are not 

predetennined by structures. This suggests that Roweis ' ( 1981) 

hypothesis that the very nature of the crisis or contradiction that 

creates space for progressive practices also imposes lbnits on the 

fulfillment of the full potential of the progressive intervention, 

is not always correct. In Clairwood, it was the central state's 

attempt to co-opt Indians through the tri-camaral system which 

provided the opportunity for securing a residential future for 

Clairwood. The particular nature of the opportunity space did, 

hor.Yever, always contain the possibility tl'lpt a victory in Clairwood 

would be Pyrrhic. In other words, central state intervention could 
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very easily have contributed to the co-option of Indians at the 

level of national politics. ~er, a peculiar set of 

circumstances, which were described arove, canbined with 

opportunistic agency, ensured that the Clain-o:xl victory was 

delivered in a way that contribut ed to the strength of the local 

urban social rrovem;mt and, by implication, to the progressive 

extra-parlianentary forces. 

Of course, the Clain-o:xl experience was only one of the mmerous 

opportunities for testing progressive planning theory practice. Smit 

(1984, 1986), for exarrple, theorized that in responding to ooth political 

and econanic crisis, the state would have to pour material resources into 

the previously neglected townships. This, it was argued, provided an 

opportunity for nobilizing people around material interests, thereby 

strengthening civic organization. The role of planners operating 

outside the systan was to assist civics in interpreting upgrading plans, 

and to help them take . control c:roer the process. As has been described 

in earlier sections, the flaw of state resources into township 

rehabilitation has been sl~r than expected (in part because of choices 

made by the state in macro-econanic policy, in part because of limits on 

foreign OOrr<:1Ning, and in part because of the war in Angola). M;)reover, 

in cases where resources have been made available, such provision has 

usually been accarpmied by repression of popular organization. 

~, as indicated in a previous section, there have been sare 

instances in which popular organization aroWld upgrading has been 

tolerated. In these situations, progressive planners have sharpened 

their understanding of divisions within carmunities and have learned. that 

upgrading can be nore divisive of such carmunities than it is cohering. 

They have learned too aOOut the problems of explicitly political fonus of 

nobilization and problems of "apolitical" nobilization around upgrading; 

they have not yet, been able to resolve the contradiction. 

The anpirical basis of these lessons has been described in the section 

dealing with upgrading. There are, h<::Mever, three other important 

lessons deriving fran the upgrading praxis of progressive planners which 

have not been discussed as yet. The first concerns the technical skills 

and implemantation skills of progressive planners. It has becare quite 

apparent that progressive planners do not, as yet, have the requisite 
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skills and experience to effectively assist other progressive 

organizations in upgrading and housing issues. There are, it seems, n..u 
reasons for this. Firstly, nost progressive planners in South Africa are 

young . Secondly, planners operating outside of fonnal structures have 

seldan had the opportunity to hone their skills through actual 

implem:mtation. Instead, they continuously play the role of critic of 

sansone else's plans or implem:mtation procedures. Much of this 

criticism is, ~, inappropriate, since it is not grounded in 

experience. The second lesson deriving fran progressive planning 

intervention in upgrading, is that it is very difficult for a carmunity 

to control an upgrading process unless the inplem:mtation is under their 

control. In St Wendolin's, for example, the Built Environrrent Support 

Group has had great difficulty in keeping a rein on private developreI1t 

canpanies, and on goverment agencies. The implications are clear . 

Progressive planners are going to have to becate involved in 

implEfIentation if they are to be effective, and if they are to acquire 

the requisite skills. 

The third lesson has to do with the relation be~n building camrunity 

organization and camnmity participation in upgrading processes. In 

their nore honest rrarents, progressive planners who have seen camrunity 

building as the raison d'etre for their participation efforts, wil l admit 

to being disappointed by what they have discoyered. To begin with, it 

is JlOW quite clear that camrunity building through participation in 

planning and upgrading requires massive inputs by the planners, although 

this does vary with the level of carmunity coherence that already exists. 

In instances where little coherence exists, planners need to l i terally 

live and \\Urk daily in the carmunity if any coherence is to be built. 

M:>reover I it seans that there are limits to the extent to which so-called 

"barefoot" planners can be used in this regard, because of the perermial 

cCJ11?lexity and sensitivity of the issues. In any event, these are 

issues which will be grist to the mill of the progressive planning 

novarent in the next decade. 

Post-Apartheid Thinking and Progressive Planning Theory 

Apart fran the opportunities that politico-econanic crisis has provided 

for planners to test and to generate theory through concrete practices, 
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the crisis has also given rise to a new terrain of planning thought, 

which is proving useful as a guide to both contE!Tlp:>rCl1:y and future 

practices. By the mid 1980's, political revolt had escalated to such an 

extent that it seared that there was at least a possibility that the 

apartheid regirre ~uld soon be forced to the negotiating table, and that 

a "post-apartheid" society was in sight. This, in turn, spawned a whole 

series of international conferences at Bonn ( 1986 ) , York ( 1986) , 

Amsterdam (1986) , Harare (1987) and Stockhobn (1987) on the nature of a 

post-apartheid South Africa. Whilst these conferences ~re premature in 

the sense that it now seens that ~ are nruch further fran a 

post-apartheid future than was previ ously thought, the process of 

thinking about such a society has had positive spin-offs, both to the 

activities and thinking of progressive organizations in general, and for 

progressive planners in particular. More, specifically, 

"post-apartheid" thinking has advanced planning thought in at least three 

respects : 

1. It has provided additional insight into the question of whether or 

not progressive planners should enter fonnal planning structures. 

2. It has highlighted the "~r of the concrete alternative" and has 

spawned. theoretical contributions in this regard. 

3. It has provided a new basis for assessing the progressive content of 

contempory planning practices and policy. 

As far as the dilemna of practice in South Africa is concerned, 

discussions on the ability of a post-apartheid government to take over, 

and use, state apparatuses proved nost enlightening. In discussing a 

paper delivered at the Amsterdam conference, for example, Wittig (1986) 

stressed that the state apparatuses ~re not tools which could simply be 

turned to progressive ends in a post-apartheid South Africa. Instead, 

the state apparatuses ~re canprised of real people with real skills, 

linked to each other and to civil SOCiety through a canplex set of social 

relations. Wittig (1986) made the point that South Africa's capability 

in the field of military technology could not easily be transferred to a 

post-apartheid government, or turned to nore socially-useful purposes. 

The technologists thansel ves had cultural backgrounds and class interests 
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which suggested. that their skills \'.Uuld not necessarily be made available 

to a post-apartheid government. 

Authors such as &nit (1986), extended the analogy to the state planning 

apparatuses. Whilst the existing state planning apparatuses are highly 

sophisticated and potentially very useful in a post-apartheid South 

Africa, rrost nenbers of these apparatuses are currently aligned with the 

existing ~r bloc. Thus, if the accumulated technical knowledge of 

the past is to serve a post-apartheid government, then it follows that 

prc>gl:essives will have to penetrate existing state apparatuses, acquire 

the skills and begin, roN, to transfonn these apparatuses in a direction 

rrore amanable to harnessing by the prc>gl:essive rrovarent. Contanp::>rary 

practices outside of fonnal structures are useful, and training abroad 

has a potentially irrp::>rtant contribution to make. But neither, it 

seems, should be seen as a substitute for the geographic and 

institutional specificity of the training provided locally within fonnal 

structures. It appears, therefore, that progressive planners nrust enter 

the fonnal planning structures. l-breover, it seems that contarpJrary 

debate should focus not so nruch on whether or not they should enter such 

struggles, but rather on hc:M such functionaries are to avoid co-option 

and ranain in touch with the progressive IlOVE!Tent. This, of course, 

brings the role of progressive planning and developrent associ ations, 

discussed earlier, rrore sharply into focus. 

The second irrp::>rtant contribution of post-apartheid thinking to planning 

thought IlEIltioned aOOve, is the way in which it has highlighted the ~r 

of the alternative. The African National Congress (Me) has for example 

recently released a fairly noclerate vision of a post-apartheid South 

Africa. This vision is being hysterically attacked by the Nationalist 

c.pvenment as an attanpt by the Me, in alliance with the South African 

Carmunist Party (SACP), to dupe reasonable peace-loving South Africans 

and gullible business people. ~vernrrent aver-reaction t o such 

proposals emphasises the power of concrete and \'.Urkable al ternati ve 

proposals in a tine of crisis. Elarents within both the ~r bloc and 

the people' s c~ are casting about for feN strategies, and looking for 

feN alliances. It is in this context that a number of specifically 

urban and regional planning al ternati ves have been developed by 

progressive planning theorists in South Africa. 
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Reference has already been made to the growing significance of, and 

interest in, David Dewar's (1983, 1985) alternative vision for South 

African cities. Dewar, Watson, Bassio and Howes (forthcaning) are 

working on a detailed post-apartheid plan for Cape Town which, no doubt, 

will also influence contarp:>rary policy. Tanlinson (forthcaning) is 

about to produce a lx>ok on the "post-apartheid" city. Likewise, Smit 

and Todes ( 1987) and M:Carthy and Smit ( 1988) have examined the 

relationship between macro-econamic policy and alternative spatial 

strategies for managing rretropolitan growth in a post-apartheid South 

Africa. The Urban Foundation (who carmissioned the Smit and Todes, and 

M::Carthy and Smit contributions referred to . al:xJve) are also in the 

process of developing their post-apartheid visions. While the current 

situation ranains very fluid, it is clear that the generation of 

practical post-apartheid alternatives will ranain an important task for 

progressive planning theorists for the foreseeable future. 

A third contribution of post-apartheid thought to contatp)rary planning 

theory, concerns the creation of a new basis for assessing contarp:>rary 

policy. Prior to an engagement with "post-apartheid", though, there was 

a tendency for nost progressive analysts to avoid the policy terrain. 

Instead, there was a tendency to develop critiques of existing policy, 

mainly on ideological grounds, or in tenms of a structuralist exposition 

of why such a policy either could not work or would serve to reproduce 

the interests of the ruling classes. This, in turn, has rreant that 

radical theory has provided little guidance for the everyday practices of 

progressive planners, and a yawning chasm between theory and practice has 

emarged. Post- apartheid thinking has, however, restored sene balance 

to the deliberations of progressive planners. Instead of "knee-jerk" 

reactions against policies such as "self-help" housing and small business 

prarotion on ideological grounds, progressives are instead asking whether 

or not such policies would have a place in a post-apartheid South Africa. 

'Ib the extent that it appears that such policies would have to be part of 

an overall policy framework in a post-apartheid society, so it follows 

that progressive planners should acquire skills in these policy areas 
l'lCJW • 
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In any event, the major point is that contenporary policy proposals can 

be assessed in tenns of whether or not they v.Duld be consistent with 

policies that v.Duld be pursued in post-apartheid South Africa. Of 

course, the neaning of the sane policy might be quite different under the 

social relations of racial capitalism than under the relations that will 

pertain in post-apartheid South Africa. Thus, self- help housing may be 

regressive under existing social relations, but progressive under another 

set of soci al relations. This consideration notwithstanding, ~er, 

it is fair to say that post-apartheid thinking, whilst not providing 

definitive ~rs, has at least shifted the debate in a direction which 

progressive theorists can feel canfortable with. It may also lead to a 

much rore vigorous contestation of the policy terrain by progressives. 
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At the outset three major aims were specified for this dissertation. 

These were as follOlNS :-

1. To examine the relationship between the nature and m::m:mturn of the 

South African political econany and the essence and trajectory of 

urban and regional planning in South Africa. 

I 

2. To contribute to the literature on the history of planning in South 

Africa. 

3. To consider the historical record on and the possibilities for 

progressive urban and regional planning practices in South Africa. 

The first two aims have been net largely through the adoption of an 

historical-materialist analysis of the E!lErgence and developrent of 

planning in South Africa for the period 1900 to 1988. As far as the 

third aim is concerned, the historical record on the social role actually 

played by urban and regional planning has been part of the overall 

historical analysis. MJreover, in the chapter which dealt with the 

conceptual fr~rk for the dissertation (Chapter 'I\o.Q), it was argued 

that the developtent of theory to guide progressive planning requires 

, careful conjunctural analysis. Such an analysis has been the subject of 

the second half of this thesis (Chapters Six to Eleven). Of course, the 

conjunctural analysis has also been part of the overall historical 

analysis. What has not yet been done is to draw together the lessons of 

history on the one hand, and the findings of the conjunctural analysis on 

the other, in order to provide a clear asseSSl1EIlt of the possibilities 

for progressive practices. As a consequence, sare anphasis will be 

given to tying these ends together in this concluding chapter. ~er, 

the overall pw:pose of this chapter is to stmmarize the major findings of 

the dissertation. 

The chapter is structured as follOlNS. The first section provides an 

overview of the political econany of urban and regional planning in South 
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Africa for the period 1900 to 1988. General conclusions are made on the 

relationship be~n accumulation and planning on the one hand, and 

be~ politics and planning on the other. General conclusions on the 

historical relationship of planning to apartheid and of planning to 

politico-econanic crisis are also specified. The focus then shifts to 

the task of assessing the possibilities for progressive practice. This 

discussion is prefaced by a discussion of important lessons drawn fran 

the historical analysis as ~ll as an assessrrent of the historical record 

of urban and regional planners and planning in prcm:>ting progressive 

social change. The salient features of both the political and econanic 

envirorments of the contemporary period are then noted. Finally, the 

implications of these considerations for progressive practi ce are 

evaluated with particular reference to: the forrrulation of progressive 

planning policy; the contextual specification of what is maant by 

progressive planning practice; and the possibilities for progressive 

planning activities, both inside and outside of fonnal structures. 

'!HE RLITICAL EXlHM (F URBAN AM> Ra;IOOAL PU\lfiIlI.; IN sa1DI AFRICA : 
1900 'ID 1988 

The periodisation used in this dissertation to analyze the evolution of 

urban and regional planning, was based on a previous application of the 

so-called "Ibrja I-txiel" in analyzing state urbanization policy in South 

Africa (M::Carthy and Srnit, 1984). The original application was p:x:>rly 

developed as far as anpirical detail is concerned. The rrore detailed 

historical analysis conducted in this dissertation, suggests that the 

original application (which it should be noted did not focus specifically 

on urban and regional planning) was, in fact, quite sound, particularly 

as far as the early phases are concerned. The original application 

does, l1ov.lever, need to be m:xlified in a number of important respects. 

In outlining an overall stmmary of the evolution of urban and regional 

planning in South Africa in this section, attention will be given to 

these m:xlifications. As will be recalled fran the chapter outlining the 

conceptual franework for this dissertation (Chapter 'l'v.U), the Ibrja M:xiel 

originally applied by M:Carthy and Smit (1984) envisaged the unfolding of 

state urbanization policy in three overlapping stages, t1, t2 and t3. 

As a result of the evaluation of this original application in Chapter 

'l'v.U, a forth stage, t4 was added on the grounds that the 
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politico-econamic crisis that emerged in the mid-1970's marked the 

beginning of a distinct period. Thus the political econcmy of urban and 

regional planning in South Africa has been explored in four periods: 1900 

to 1930 (t1); 1930 to 1950 (t2); 1950 to 1975. (t3); and 1975 to 1988 

(t4) . 

The t1 Phase - 1900 to 1930 

1-t::Carthy and Smit (1984) characterised the t1 period as one in which 

state urban policy and expenditure focused on the provision of 

productive infrastructure with a parallel neglect of the sphere of 

reproduction. The contradictions of such an emphasiS, it was argued, 

led to rising labour and popular militancy which reached a crescendo 

towards the end of the period just prior to the ushering in of state 

interventions in the sphere of reproduction, including urban planning 

controls. Urban planning was therefore seen as a response to the 

contradictions of a rapacious .stage of capitalist accumulation. The 

analysis in this dissertation revealed that while state expenditure was 

focused on the provision of infrastructure to prcm:>te accumulation, there 

~re many nore interventions in the sphere of repnxluction in the tl 

phase than originally envisaged. A possible explanation is to be found 

in the specificity of the accumulation process in South Africa which was 

such, that problems in the sphere of reproduction ~ particularly 

severe. This was because, in the tl phase, the South African econcmy 

was daninated by gold mining which was a particularly cost-sensitive and 

therefore low-wage industry. lDw wages in the context of the neglect of 

the sphere of reproduction was a recipe for slum developrent. Given 

that land and housing was produced in the camodity fonn, the sphere of 

reproduction also became a terrain for the appropriation of surplus. 

There was a tendency for absentee landlords to "~t" the land by 

cranming as many structures and tenants onto the sites they owned as 

possible. Appalling conditions developed and led to outbreaks of 

infectious diseases such as typhoid, tuberculosis and influenza. It 

was, in fact, a fear of the spread of 'infectious diseases that nore than 

anything else gave rise to calls for intra-urban controls on land-use. 

These ~re first incoIpOrated into health legislation, but the primary 

state response was to eraze sltnnS and expel Black residents to the 
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p:riphery. In fact, the sltnn problen was defined largely as being 

associated with the incursion of Blacks into White working class 

neighbourhoods. Given the riSing militancy of the White · working classes 

in general, and their opp::>sition to the infiltration of Blacks into their 

residential areas in particular, the state introduced what arrounts to 

perhaps a major state intervention in territorial social relations of the 

period - the Native Urban Areas Act of 1923. In tenns of this 

legislation, Blacks ~ prohibited fran occupying land outside of 

prescribed areas set aside for them - the "locations". 

The first explicitly "town planning" legislation was, haNever, introduced 

by the provinces at the end of the t1 period. This legislat ion was 

directed largely at the resolution of problems associated with the 

social co- ordination of land-use. Particularly .i.np:)rtant was the 

contradiction between the need for efficient patterns of land-use to 

prcrcote acetn11Ul.ation and reduce the costs of reproduction, and the 

tendency away from such .efficiency resulting fran anarchic 

ciecision-making in the pursuit of profit. It should be noted, haNever, 

that evidence has been produced in this dissertation, ciem:>nstrating that 

the introduction of this planning legislation was not sirrply a resfX)nse 

to structural contradictions. Agency and the .i.np:)rtation of ideas were 

also .i.np:)rtant. M:>re sp:cificall y, reference was made to the .i.np:)rtance 

of the agitation of the Transvaal Planning Association which seared nore 

notivated by idealism (eg the creation of the "city beautiful") than by a 

particularly acute concern about the neglect of the sphere of 

reproduction. M:>reover, reference was also made to the influence of 

particular individuals. In addition, the influence of ideas inp:>rted 

fran Europ: and the USA was noted. In this regard it is worth noting 

that the introduction of zonin was l~l a ti ve maasure rather 

than a resfX)nse to contradiction and crisis. 

taken at a national level to pursue 

Once the decision had been 

a growth path based on 

inp:>rt-substituting manufacturing, there was a concern to ensure that 

the blight which had developed in urban enviroI1I"Cents abroad was not 

repeated here. 

In sum the t1 period saw three major foIlIS of collective intervention in 

territorial social relations. The first was the provision of 

infrastructure to prcrcote accumulation. The second was the banishing 
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and confinemant of Blacks to the urban periphery. The third was the 

introduction of controls on intra-urban land-use (conventional town 

planning legislation). These interventions were, in part, a resp:::>nse to 

the contradictions of a pericxi of laissez-faire capitalism (cc:rnparable to 

the phase of "early capitalism" outlined by ~is, 1981). But they 

were also a product of agency and idealism. Furthenrore the 

introduction of planning was only partly a resp:::>nse to rising militance 

in response to neglect of the sphere of reproduction as posited in the 

Borja MJdel (~y and Smit, 1984). Certainly, the pericxi was one of 

riSing militance, but mainly with respect to the White ~rking classes. 

Black opposition was ererging but was diffuse and weak. This suggests 

that it was health concerns (the sanitation syndrcma) llOre than labour 

militance that led to the introduction of the territorial inteI:Ventions 

in the sphere of reproduction. Finally, it should be noted that the 

planning inteI:Ventions which were ult imately ained at affecting the 

sphere of reproduction were essentially interventions in the sphere of 

circulation (llOre s~ifically the land market) and were essentially 

negative controlling IIEChanisms rather than proactive devices ained at 

"creating" envirolll1'eI1ts. 

The t2 Phase - 1930 to 1950 

The t2 phase, in the Borja formulation, is characterized by increasing 

state intervention to deal with the crisis and contradictions which 

arerged in the t1 phase. The anphasis of these inteI:Ventions is, 

however, on control and on "policing" the land-use process. The 

anpirical analysis conducted in this dissertation suggests that such a 

description is for the llOSt part quite appropriate for the pericxi 1930 to 

1950 in South Africa. Once again llOSt state inteI:Ventions directed at 

problE!llS in the sphere of reproduction were confined to indirect Il'Ea5ures 

in the sphere of circulation. There were few direct and substantial 

inteI:Ventions in the sphere of reproduct ion and where such inteI:Ventions 

did occur, they were confined largely to attanpts to improve the living 

conditions of the White ~rking classes. In the 1930's and 1940's a 

limited am:::>unt of public housing was provided for "poor Whites " usually 

on slum clearance sites fran which Blacks had been expelled. As far as 

Blacks were concerned, apart fran threats of and actual raroval fran 
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central city areas and tighter controls on where they could settle, 

neglect of the sphere of reproduction continued. 

In the t2 phase professional town planning emerged as a distinct activity 

around the brplementation of the provisions of town planning ordinances 

passed in the 1930's. It was a period in which the first town planning 

schares were introduced. The tools which the new legislation made 

available to plarmers were for the ITOst part regulatory nechanisrns to be 

applied in the sphere of circulation (use zoning; density zoning; land. 

reservation; bulk, coverage and height controls). ~,since the 

built enviroJ1['(EIlt itself was a terrain of aCCUI'lUllation and since 

opportunities existed for the appropriation of portions of the social 

product through the private ownership of ·land and housing stock 

(rents), it was not surprising that attanpts to regulate land-use were 

net with suspicion and sate opposition. Thus, the actual brplementation 

of planning in South Africa was slaw and. of a minimalist nature, and 

the tension that Roweis (1981) observes in capitalist societies between 

the need for urban planning on the one hand, and the simultaneous 

rejection of such planning on the other, has been evident in South 

Africa. Such a tension, as Roweis (1981) points out, gives r i se to a 

contradiction between the promise of theory and the actuality of 

practice. 

Early debates about the brplementation of planning in South Africa 

suggest that Roweis' proposition in this regard similarly has resonance 

in South Africa. However, developrents in the econcmy at a macro-level 

did, l'lcJwever, provide plarmers with an opportunity to bring theory and 

practice closer together and to indulge in grand design. 

Hobart-Houghton ( 1964) described the period 1933 to 1945, in Rostovian 

tenns, as the "take-off" stage of the South African econcmy. Gold was 

given new impetus by the devaluation of the South African pound; foreign 

capital flowed. into the country; darestic capital fonnation increased 

substantially; Iscor carre into production and expanded rapidly; and. the 

OFS goldfields were discovered. This expansion of the econcmy and 

large-scale state intervention in production provided planners with the 

opportunity to becane involved in the design of entire new towns 

(Vanderbijlpark, Sasolburg, Welkan, Virginia, etc). Thus, ~st 
major phase of plarmed new town ~loprent in South Africa was closely 
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associated with expanded accumulation rather than with the need to 

addiess slum conditions and overspill in the netroPJlitan areas, as was 

the case with the British new towns. D.rring this phase, South African 

planners were able to bring practice and theory closer together. It -should be noted too, that the expansion of the accumulation process in 

this period also precipitated an unprecedented flow of Black people fran 

the reseI:VeS and rural areas to the cities. Given that the 

contradictions surrounding the supply of land and housing for low-incate 

people had never been resolved, problems of squatting and "unplanned" 

shack settlem:mt becane the order of the day. This, in turn, led to 

experinentation with "self-help" housing and set the stage for the mass 

housing projects of the 1950 's. The experinentation with self-help 

housing occurred not so much because of a desire on the part of planners 

to try new ideas, but rather was necessitated by the struggles of the 

squatters themselves against rarovals. By the 1940 I s the Black ~rking 

classes were beginning to assert thansel ves . 

The t2 phase also heralded the first substantial regional planning 

interventions - bettenrent planning in the rural areas and attempts by 

the state to prarote nore "even" spatial developIEnts at a regional 

scale. Bettenrent planning was introduced in part to ensure that the 

basis of cheap lal::x:rur ~, augrrentation of wages through subsistence 

agriculture, was not undenni.ned. This had to be achieved, ~r, 

without bringing reseI:Ve agriculture into canpetition with White famers 

or eroding the need for migrancy. Thus, early rural developIEnt 

interventions did not involve attempts to stirmllate reserve agriculture 

by linking it infrastructurally to markets. Instead, it involved the 

reorganization of agricultural settlem:mt patterns or, nore specifically, 

the grouping of peasant famers into villages away fran their fields and 

the consolidation of agricultural land to allow for Sate nechanization. 

It should be noted that betternent planning constituted a massive 

intervention into the territorial arrangatEnt of production, reproduction 

and circulation in the reserves. This is in contrast, of course, to the 

minimalist interventions in the sphere of circulation that urban 

planning outside the reserves entailed. 

Concerns about the uneven nature of capitalist developIEnt began to 

emarge in the 1940 's. l-bre specifically, there was a concern about the 
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underutilisation of resources such as labour and water in same parts of 

the country. This uneven developrent, it was argued, resulted fran a 

mismatch between individual and collective rationality in location 

decision- making, and as a consequence collective intervention was 

necessary to pracote accumulation and the developrent of underutilized 

areas. Certainly, the thinking and practices that arerged in the period 

~re of a nore "public interest" natUre (and hence nore technicist than 

the bettement planning interventions which ~ tied Il1llch nore closely 

to a highly exploitative fonn of racial capitalism). In the period that 

follCf.<l.1ed, hov.'ever, regional planning becane highly articulated with 

apartheid. 

The t3 Phase - 1950 to 1975 

In the Borja (1977) fonnulation, the t3 period is one characterized by 

substantial and direct state inteI:vention in the sphere of reprcxiuction 

as a consequence of . . . 

(a) growing militance in the sphere of reprcxiuction on account of the 

shortcanings of previous strategy which focused only on control, 

and 

(b) the recognition that the built environrrent itself can became a 

terrain of plunder and of ideological incorporation. 

Certainly, the period 1950 to 1975 was one of massive direct 

intervention in the sphere of reprcxiuction. This intervention took two 

fonns. The first was the reconstruction of the South African city to 

transfonn the "segregation" city into the "apartheid" city. The second 

was the intrcxluction of a massive public housing progranne for urban 

Blacks. As far as the forging of the apartheid city is concerned, the 

state actively reconstructed South African cities, noving thousands of 

people fran older or "unplanned" settlem:mts to flfM and highly ordered 

encanprents on the periphery . There are a number of contending 

explanations of this reconstruction. The explanation nost consistent 

with the Borja (1977) fonnulations, is that it was a response to rising 

militance in the sphere of reprcxiuction. Certainly the rapid 

urbanization of the 1940' s was associated with the growth and maturation 

of Black political opposition, both at the point of production and in the 
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sphere of reproduction. There is evidence that the creation of the 

apartheid city was, at least in part, an elE!IEIlt of an overall strategy 

aimed at quelling Black political opposition. Other explanations stress 

the i:rrp:>rtance of "ideology" and particularly Afrikaaner nationalism. 

Yet others focus on the need for rationalised city forms to promote the 

interests of those in real estate and property. 

There are also a nmnber of possible explanations of the second major 

direct intervention in the sphere of reproduction referred to above, 

i.e. the mass housing schemes of the 1950's. Like the reconstruction of 

the apartheid city the housing estates could be seen as a response to the 

rising militance of the Black \\Urking c l asses. M::>reover, the building of 

the housing estates was part of the process of apartheid reconstruction. 

The housing estates may also have been related to a diversion of capital 

fran the primary circuit of capital to the secondary circuit, as a 

consequence of overacCUIlUllation in the forner . Certainly, the 

construction sector of. the econany grew faster than any other sector in 

the 1950's and 1960's, but this was more related to the growth of White 

suburbia and White camercial areas. There is substantial evidence that 

the mass housing progrannes of the 1950's were perhaps most funciam:mtally 

related to the need of a rapidly graving industrial sector for a cheap, 

stable and relatively skilled larour force . Certainly, conflict ererged 

be~ city councils (daninated by capital) and central governIlent 

(daninated by an alliance of White \\Urkers, the White petty bourgeoisie, 

and White agriculturalists) over the scale and extent of projects. This 

conflict was to lead to greater centralization of control over the 

sphere of reproduction of Black workers with the central state taking 

full control over the Black townships by 1970. In any event, it should 

be noted that the massive intervention in the sphere of reproduction that 

the mass housing prograrme .i.nt>lied, was underpinned by the rapid 

aCCUIlUllation of the 1950' s and 1960' s. This rapid aCCUIlUllation also 

provided the material basis for the introduction of an ambitious regional 

planning prograrme. 

The regional planning progranma of the late 1950's and 1960's revolved 

around the notion of industrial decentralization which itself was 

predicated on "growth- pole" theory which was fashionable at the ti.ne. 

It has already been rrentioned that in the 1940' s, sate concern was 
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expressed about the spatially uneven nature of developrEnt and the 

underutilisation of resources in SCIre areas. These concerns 

notwithstanding, the real impetus of the decentralisation p::>licy had its 

roots in the ideology of separate developrEnt or "Grand Apartheid" which 

matured in the late 1950' s and in tenns of which Blacks ~re to exercise 

p::>litical rights in the bantustans. The bantustans, in turn, ~ to 

hecate econanicall y and p::>li ticall y independent. The need for the p::>licy 

of separate developrEnt was itself rooted in Afrikaaner nationalist 

ideology, but was perhaps nore fund.aIrentally related to the escalating 

Black militance of the 1950's. This militance was viciously repressed, 

but power bloc theoreticians recognised the need to accamodate Blacks 

p::>litically. The industrial decentralization progrartllE then, was 

ultimately linked to the p::>litical reproduction of racial capitalism. It 

is certainly not explicable in tenns of the logic of capital accumulation 

at the t.i.ne. Organized capital vigorously opposed decentralisation 

p::>licy. Whilst the international literature provided theoretical support 

(on effiCiency and equity gro~) _ for nore spatially even econanic 

growth, this theoIy was used as an ideological prop for what anounted to 

a massively ambitious exercise in ethnic spatial engineering on a 

regional scale. 

The iItplarentation of grand apartheid in the 1960' s also had a mnnber of 

ma jor iItplications for other aspects of urban and regional planning. 

Firstly the precx:::cupation of the Nationalists with directing settlarent 

behind bantustan boundaries led to a rapid inCrease of such settlemant 

'up- against-the-fences' of these boundaries, but as close to 

rretropolitan areas as possible. This, in turn, has produced a 

particularly attenuated fonn of urbanism in South Africa, which, in 

turn, has precipitated a transport- crisis. 

As late as the 1970's Sate urban and regional planners ~ still 

talking about the introduction of "rocket trains" and other equally 

exotic devices for addressing the contradictions of attenuated urbanism. 

On the housing terrain, whilst the state was prepared, in the 1950' s, to 

fum mass housing in the cities, it was concerned to not make such 

housing too attractive. This, in turn, imposed limits on the extent to 

which planners ~ able to make the mass housing enviroments pleasant 

enviroments to live in. By the 1960's, the state sl~ its mass 
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housing programre to prrnote the urbanisation of the bantustans. Housing 

availability was by this stage being used as a rreans of influx control. 

The concern with grand apartheid also provided the impetus for the 

interest in "national " planning that developed in the late 1970' s and 

1980' s. Planning the developrent of new "national states" was rv:::M on the 

agenda. 

The 1950's and 1960's also saw the arergence and growth of finance 

capital as a distinct capitalist fonn (Irmes, 1983). The developrent of 

the OF'S Goldfields, the rrechanization of manufacturing and agriculture 

and the consequent increase in output, and the inflow of foreign capital, 

all contributed to the net amount of capital in search of valorization. 

A sizeable pro:pJrtion was directed to buil t-environnent production. M:)st 

sectors of the White camrunity were increasingly able to enter the 

housing markets as a consequence of increasing affluence associated with 

their protected :pJsitions in a rapidly growirig manufacturing sector, and 

the introduction of generous housing subsidies for the growing anny of 

White bureaucrats. These trends, together with increasing private 

vehicle ownership amongst Whites, precipitated the arergence of White 

suburbia. As in the USA suburbia with its individual houses on 

individual lots provi ded a fr~rk for high mass consumption 

( incli vidual washing machines, incli vidual swimning pools, etc). A great 

deal of municipal urban planning in the 1950's and 1960's was, not 

surprisingly, focused on the rnanagarent of suburban growth. In the major 

rretro:pJlitan areas, suburban growth gave rise to the new trans:pJrt needs 

and the arergeoce of freeways (in the mid-and late 1960's) which in turn/ 

generated further suburbanisation. 
/ 

In the 1950's and 1960's, the tendency towards centralization and 

coocentration of capital becane particularly apparent and this, in turn, 

had implications for urban developIEnt and urban planning. To begin 

with, the centralization and concentration of capital made it :pJssible 

for individual finns to undertake massive urban redeveloprent projects. 

Thus, the first skyscrapers were built in this pericxi, and this gave rise 

to conflict between plarmers and local property capital over bulk 

controls. M:)reover, decentralisation of retailing and offices began to 

occur on a large scale, again bringing in their wake a series of 
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conflicts be~ urban planners and property capital, and also changes 

in planning thought and practice. 

Suburbanization and decentralization also resulted in a proliferation of 

local authority fonnation in rootrop:>litan areas. The contradiction 

be~ the functional unity of rootrop:>litan areas and the fragrrentation 

of its administration led, in the 1960's and early 1970's, to demands for 

rootrop:>litan planning. Developrents in this direction \\ere, ~r , 

rather tentative. In fact the impetus for the limited rootrop:>litan 

planning that did occur carre fran the need to rationalize racial zoning 

at a rootropolitan rather than local authority scale. The actual fruition 

of rootrop:>litan planning and goveITJIIent was, ~r, IlUlch m:::>re closely 

l~ to the p:>litical crisis of the 1970's and 1980's. 

In stmmary urban and regional planning in the t3 phase developed in a 

context of rapid urbanization and rapid accumulation. Many of the 

planning rooasures introduced ~re airood at either stEmning or 

controlling the urbanization of Blacks on the one hand, or at the 

managarent of contradictions arising out of the diversion of capital 

into built envirornnant fonnation in White areas, on the other. The 

anphasis was therefore on control, regulation and rnanagarent. 

The t4 Phase - 1975 to 1988 

Whereas the t3 phase was characterized by substantial direct 

intervention in the sphere of reproduction, in the t4 phase, a 

contradiction ererges be~ the state's need to intervene in the 

sphere of reproduction on the one hand, and its need to withdraw on the 

other. This contradiction has in turn been expressed in contradictory 

developrents in urban and regional planning. M:>reover, in the t4 

period, there is a discernible shift away fran" a preoccupation with the 

sphere of reproduction, to a growing concern with the prarotion of 

accumulation through deregulation of the sphere of circulation 

(particular 1 y land and labour markets) . Underpinning these 

contradictions and shifts is a deep p:>litico-econanic crisis - or what 

has been styled in this dissertation as an "organic crisis". 
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At an economic level the crisis has been manifest in inter alia a very 

slow average grcMth rate since the mid-1970's (aOOut 1% per annum) and 

by an alanning increase in inflation and unanployrrent. It has been 

argued in this dissertation that the economic crisis has been 

precipitated by: the developrent of cri sis in the international econany 

which has had the effect of increasing the costs of imports and thereby, 

together with sanctions, introducing balance of paynents problans; and 

more particularly by the saturation of local markets. Political crisis 

has been manifest in the ongoing political revolt and strife between 1976 

and 1986 and the inability of the state to resolve the crisis in such a 

way as to allow the reintegration of South Africa into the international 

camu.mity, which is so critical if the econany is to recover. The causes 

of political crisis have been manifold but include the grcMth of Black 

consciousness, developrents in the sul:x::ontinent, economic conditions in 

the townships, unanployrrent, the refonn process itself and a variety of 

other factors. 

While political crisis has on the one hand led to a need to intervene in 

the townships to deal with housing shortages and the massive neglect of 

the urban townships (inherited fran the period of Grand Apartheid when 

the state was trying to discourage settlerent in the cities), it has also 

precipitated a need to withdraw, especially given the politicisation of 

rents and transport. M::>reover, the economic crisis and more specifically 

the associated fiscal crisis has placed severe constraints on the state's 

ability to intervene directly in the sphere of reproduction. Yet 

ironically, ~ it not for balance of paynents constraints which are 

partly attributable to apartheid, direct state intervention in the sphere 

of reproductio¥would represent one way of stirm.Ilating ck:masticall y 

generated growth. As a consequence, the state response has been a mix of 

intervention in, and withdrawal fran, the sphere of reproduction. 

On the one hand this has meant the introduction of a limited mrrnber of 

upgrading progrannes which in turn has led to developrents in theory and 

practice. The interventions have, ~er, al~ resulted in the virtual 

"militarisation" of sate planning activities. On the other hand, the 

state response has involved the introduction of a housing policy which 

stresses privatisation and withdrawal. Havever, when economic conditions 

allow, state expenditure in the sphere of reproduction is being used to 
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reflate the econany. For the nost part, h~r, the balance of pa~nt 

conStraint implies that state intervention in the sphere of reproduction 

in the short tenn will anount to little nore than the acquisition of land 

to accamodate rapid urbanization and the settling of people ahead of 

service provision. This, in turn, is likely to introduce a whole range 

of new challenges for planning theory and practice. 

One of the major changes in urban and regional planning policy in the 

"organic crisis" period has been the abandoI1I'!ent of decades of 

anti-urban policy and the enbracing of a positive urbanization strategy. 

This reversal, it has been argued, is particularly attributable to the 

political struggles of an escalating anny of imuigrants against remJVals, 

and partly attributable to the adoption of a particular version of 

macro-econanic growth strategy of inward-industrialization. This 

strategy involves the prarotion of urbanization, privatization and 

deregulation, as ~ll as an attanpt to generate dc.Irestic growth in such a 

way that the balance of pa~ts. is not put ~r too Imlch pressure. 

The positive urbanizati on policy also implies new challenges for urban 

planners. On the one hand, it has precipitated debates about the 

spatial management of netropoli tan growth. The analysis here has 

suggested that the state's prop:>sals to manage growth through the 

creation of satellite new tcMns is linked mainly to a continued 

carmitnent to apartheid spatial engineering and to deal with the 

externalities associated with large encarnprents of poor people in the 

cities. In any event, new tc:7Nn planning is back on the planning agenda, 

but this tine in a context of econanic decline rather than growth. 

Furthenrore, it should be noted that the emphasis on privatizat ion and 

deregulation is not only linked to promotion of 

inward-industrialization, but also of export-industrialization. This, 

in turn, has led to experinentation with "enterprise zones" or 

deregulated "export-processing zones" . Moreover, deregulation and 

privatization implies that an urban and regional planning based mainly 

on regulation (which is largely what planning in South Africa has been 

about) is likely to care under increasing pressure. State regional 

policy is also likely to care under similar pressure since it is no 

longer underpinned by the rapid aCCUImllation of the 1970's. Already 

concessions to econanic efficiency are evident in changing regional 
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policy. Ha.vever, "pork-mrrel" PJlitics and state's tmwillingness to 

abandon the notion of independent mnt ustans, will in all likelihood, 

continue to ensure the ongoing inplementation of a streamlined version 

of decentralization policy. 

Finally, it is worth noting that the "organic" crisis of the post-1975 

period also spawned the emergence of progressive planning activities 

outside of formal structures and the emergence of a progressive planning 

rovement. The emergence of such a movement has been explained as 

deri ving largely from the grCMth of civic rovements arotmd housing and 

transport issues, the importation of ideas from abroad, and a 

reassessment on the part of at least a particular segment of planners, of 

where their long-term interests lie. Apart from the practices that this 

phase engendered, it also generated the production of theory aimed at 

proroting progressive practices. Hopefully, this dissertation will be 

regarded as one such oontribution. Before concluding this section it 

should be noted that the · sali~nt features of this phase as far as 

progressi ve practices are concerned, will again be addressed later in the 

chapter. Thus, this section has attempted to provide only a broad 

overview of changing conditions and planning practices in the t4 phase in 

order to compare them with prior phases. 

By the 1980' s, the planning challenge has shifted. Whereas the planning 

challenge of the 1940's, 1950's and 1960's was to cope with and regulate 

rapid urmnization in a context of economic grCMth, the challenge of the 

1980's is to cope with even rore rapid urmn grCMth in a period of 

economic decline. Thus, planning in South Africa in the 1980' s stands at 

the threshold of a rrajor contradiction. Perhaps never before have the 

traditional regulation practices of planners been so necessary. On the 

other hand, there are substantial pressures for deregulation in order to 

promote ,economic growth. As will be elaborated shortly, this 

contradiction, along with a variety of others, provides both 

opporttmities for and imposes constraints on creative progressives. 

PIARmI; AND APARlfJE II) 

At the outset of this dissertation (Chapter Two) territorial apartheid 

was considered part of urban and regional planning by virtue of the 
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definition of the latter as collective intervention in territorial 

soclal relations. It was, ~r, noted that rrost practicing urban and 

regional planners in South Africa see a ciear distinction between 

apartheid, which they see as a political imposition, and planning, which 

they see as a technical acti vi ty . Accepting that many planners make such 

a distinction, one there explored in this dissertation was the extent to 

which the danain of planning which many regard as "technical" or "true" 

town and regional planning, has articulated with apartheid. Secondly, 

the dissertation has provided sene insights into the material 

circumstances which have given rise to the daninance of the "plaiming as 

technocracy" dogma in South Africa. 

In Chapter 'l\I.u it was noted that in the propaganda in sUPfOrt of the 

introduction of town planning legislation in the early 1900's, senior 

nanbers of the Transvaal Planning Association linked the application of . 

planning to the raroval of Blacks fran central city slums and to the 

control of influx. . Charles Porter's ( 1922, P 17) quote on the 

application of town planning principles to Johannesburg is ~rth 

repeating: 

" 1. That in order that the Malay location and the minor slums 
may be vigorously tackled, the Council continue its 
genuine efforts to provide accommodation for natives 
herding there. 

2. That slums should not be dealt with by bettement schates 
at great cost to ratepayers generally, but by the closure 
and darolition orders against the owners who have profited 
fran them. 

3. 

4. That efforts be made to obtain legal ~ 

(a) to secure a neasure of effective control of influx 
of natives other than those caning to mining or 
other definite enploynent or to approved enploynent 
agencies. " 

It seans, therefore, that ethnic spatial engineering was considered 

legitimate urban planning right fran the beginning. M:>reover, provision 

for ethnic spatial planning was built into the first town planning 

ordinances in the 1930's. One of the tools that the ordinances made 
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available to planners was the ability to "reserve land" for "native" 

tCMriships. l-t::>reover, fran the early 1920's, planning for Black 

residential areas was separated fran planning for White areas. The 

Native Urban Areas Act of 1923, apart fran banishing Blacks fran the 

central city slums, required that municipalities keep separate revenue 

accounts for Black toNnships under their jurisdiction. l-t::>reover, the act 

~ local authorities to set aside land (land reservation) for 

Blacks and to provide housing for them. As a consequence separate 

"native affairs" or "housing" depa.rt:nEnts developed in many local 

authorities. When ta,.m planning branches were established (usually in 

City Engineer's Depa.rt:nents of local authorities) the municipal 

depa.rt:nents dealing with Black housing environrrents ranained quite 

separate in ITOSt instances. 

After the 1950' s the reprcxiuction of Black labour in the cities was 

brought increasingly under central state control. By 1970 the central 

state rerroved all . . jurisdiction over Black toNnships fran the 

municipalities. Thus, by the 1970's there were ~ distinct sorts of 

planning professionals in South Africa. On the one hand, there were 

those planners who worked for the municipalities in highly technicist 

and regulatory work. They were concerned mainly with the establishm:mt 

and administration of ta,.m planning schales and occasionally they were 

required to preside over intra-power bloc struggles over the costs and 

benefits of urban developrent. Thus at the level of surface appearances 

their work was not very "political" and this i? turn contributed to the 

widely held dogma that planning was a scientific activity which was 

occasionally influenced by politics. It should be noted that the bulk of 

planning professionals were by this tine e:nployed by the municipalities. 

On the other hand, there were those planners who were e:nployed by central 

goverment and who were charged with the very political task of dealing 

with Black reprcxiuction spaces. Thus, by the 1970's, for example, 

professional planners were being e:nployed by central and regional 

goverIll'lEnt to prepare and administer apartheid guide plans. 

The split in juriSdictional responsibility that is evident in urban 

planning was paralleled by a similar split in regional planning. Thus, 

by the tine regional planning really gained narentum (the 1960's) the 

bantustans were set up as jurisdictions quite separate fran the 
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provinces. Thus, professional planners ~rking for the provinces, for 

e~le, found thansel ves conducting regional planning at least partly 

in accordance with the regional planning principles of the day. But, of 

course, the area of jurisdiction within which this "public interest " 

planning took place was defined in apartheid tellIS. ~er, in a 

political-econany as intertwined as that of South Africa, caIq?lete 

separation of planning jurisdictions was never possible. Throughout 

this dissertation reference has been made to the articulation of 

apartheid with so-called technicist planning. We have noted: the way in 

which it produced the .i.ITq;letus for regional planning; the way it 

subverted the urban renewal prograrrrres of the 1950' S; the way in which 

it affected the nature of Black housing enviroments including such 

relatively technicist aspects as layout; the way in which the 

contradictions of territorial apartheid have affected transport planning 

and a host of other articulations. Perhaps the closest that pure 

territorial apartheid and pure t~ planning have cate to each other, was 

in the mid 1980' s, when it was ~ted that the droWing of Group Areas 

zoning becate a local option. M:>reover, it was suggested that racial 

zoning in these circumstances could be handled through t~ planning 

schetes. 

Apartheid has also becate articulated with urban and regional planning 

in South Africa in other nore subtle ways. Whilst, in tellIS of the 

definition used here, urban and regional planning intex:ventions occurred 

before the 1950's, it was only in the late 1950's and 1960's that urban 

and regional planning becane a distinctive profession. Certainly a small 

vanguard had been around since the 1920's, but it was only in the period 

of rapid post-war growth that the profession grew. Up to the early 

1980's there ~re literally no Black planners in South Africa. The vast 

majority of planners ~ White, middle-class and male. Nurrerous 

ex.arrples have been given of the way in which the values and prejudices of 

this group of planners has affected the way in which they have responded 

to planning issues. While there are now a handful of Black planners in 

South Africa, the profession is still oveIWhelmingly daninated by Whites. 

It is not surprising therefore that the planning profession was unable, 

in 1985, to unequivocally condemn apartheid as antithetical to i t s goals 

and traditions. 
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Interestingly, the politico-econarnic crisis of the 1970's and 1980's has 

had contradictory effects on the relation between territorial apartheid 

and planning. On the one hanel state restructuring in response to the 

crisis has partially reintegrated the planning jurisdictions that 

apartheid and segregation rent asunder. Thus, planning at a regional 

level rt::M takes place across bantustan boundaries (RDACs). Likewise at 

netropolitan level RSCs are making peripheral townships and shacklands 

the concerns of the municipalities once again. On the other hanel, the 

refonn period has brought town and regional planning perhaps closer to 

territorial apartheid than ever before. Thus, whilst one of the 

cornerstones of territorial apartheid, influx control through pass laws, 

has been scrapped, influx is rt::M being controlled through rrore technical 

town planning constructs such as "deconcentration", "satellite towns", 

"land supply" and so on. Reference has already been ma.de to the 

possibility of ethnic zoning being made part of town planning schares. 

In the future too, it is likely that conventional zoning tools will be 

used in an exclusionary . way . 

In sum, the distinction between planning and apartheid in South Africa 

has never been clear, but there has been rrore than a fair neasure of 

articulation. However, the distinction that professional planners have 

made which has becate an integral part of their dogma, is not entirely 

reactionary in effect. A concept like "technicist planning in the public 

interest" gains f'tEM neaning in the context of redefining planning 

jurisdictions. It can be used by progressives to push for substantial 

material irrprovemants in Black areas at this conjuncture. Moreover, the 

maintenance of distance :between the traditions and theory of the 

international planning m::>vE!TEnt and the distortions wrought by apartheid 

spatial engineering, remains a useful political and ideological device at 

a tine when the people-power bloc contradiction remains central. 

Urban and regional planning in South Africa has not had a particularly 

progressive history. Unlike planning in Britain and the USA, planning 

in South Africa has never been a social rrovement for refonn in its own 

right. In Chapter Three it was argued that the lack of social refonnist 

content in the ethos and practices of urban and regional planners in the 
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early years, was related to a number of factors. Firstly, the slum 

problan was widely perceived as resulting fran the incursions of Blacks 

into White areas. Dealing with slums was as a consequence not seen as 

requiring social refonns or even major physical improvarents. The cClTllOn 

perception was that what was needed was the expulsion of Blacks . 

Secondly, it was argued that the victory of the Pact Alliance in 1924 

ensured the incorporation of the White v.urking classes into the p::JV.Br 

bloc. One consequence of this was that the "pear White" problan was 

solved by ensuring preferential treat:Jrent for Whites in the labour market 

and by the absorption of many into the state bureaucracies. The limited 

provision of a few public housing estates for Whites notwithstanding, 

prior to 1950 there were no grand attanpts at social refonn through 

ambitious physical reconstruction. A third reason for the lack of social 

refonnist content was the daninance of architects, land surveyors and 

engineers in the social rrovarent, agitating for the introduction of town 

planning legislation. Their concern was primarily with the physical 

rather than the social. environrrent. Finally, when the first attanpts 

were made to implEm3nt town planning legislation, the resistance 

encountered fran vested interests soon reduced planning to minimalist, 

administrative, technicist and regulation-oriented activity. Social 

change was certainly not on the agenda. 

In contrast to town planning, the introduction of regional planning at 

provincial level was accanpanied by a degree of social refonnist 

concern. In Natal, which was the first province to set up fonnal 

regional planning structures, the introduction of regional planning was 

largely a product of individual agency and rrore particularly the 

idealism of E. Tharrington-Smith. Thorrington-Smith had been inspired 

by an account of the nature and intent of the Termesee Valley Authority 

('IVA) Schare which he had read about whilst on military seIVice in 

Britain. He hoped that regional planning could bring prosperity to 

people living in "backward" areas in South Africa. Whether or not this 

refonnist concern extended beyond Thorrington-Smith himself is a rroot 

point. What is clear is that his visions for the 'fugela River. Basin only 

gained m:::m:mtum when articulated with apartheid spatial engineering. 

The massive public housing schemes of the 1950's were also rrore closely 

linked to control, oppression, and cheap labour than a concern with 
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social refonn. ~ver, as is evident from the writings of authors such 

as CaldeIWXX:i (1955) and Jennings (1954) there was a genuine concern on 

the part of many of the planners involved, to provide decent living 

conditions. Their ability to do so was, ~er , constrained by the 

dictates of apartheid, of cheap labour ~r and by their own 

paternalistic, and at tines racist, mind sets. It should be noted too 

that in the 1950's, there was a fl~ring of urban social novemants 

around rem::wals, housing and transport issues. However, there was no 

concanitant growth of an advocacy or planning support novemant. This 

failure was largely attributable once again to the rrUnd sets of planners 

which, in turn, was a function of their ethnic and class backgrounds, and 

the interests they actually served. Furthermore, in an earlier section 

it was noted that by this tine the planning profession was split into 

those who presided over and rrediated intra-class conflicts within the 

~r block, and those who dealt allrost exclusively with the reproduction 

of the Black working classes. Since the majority of professional planners 

were involved in the forrrer, the view that planning was technicist and 

apolitical assumed dominance. 

It was the politico-economic crisis of the post-1975 period which 

brought refonnism squarely onto the agenda of urban and regional 

planners in South Africa. But even in the context of a broader p:JWer 

bloc refonn initiative, plarmers have been slCM to respond (Muller, 

1982) . M:)reover, economic crisis has placed severe limits on the refonn 

process. There can be no question, h~ver, that the introduction of 

inter alia; m=tropolitan planning through the Regional Services Councils, 

the upgrading of Black townships, the introduction of a positive 

urbanization strategy and so on, are all refonnist in intent, albeit in a 

very conservative frarrework. However, as was pointed out in Chapter 

Eleven, the South African Institute of Town and Regional Planning has ~ 

still not bee--n-able to accept a special concern for the disadvanta~ in ~ 
~ wa - t the planning profession in the United States and Britain -~ . M:)reover, the kind of refonn that has been pursued falls into the 

category that Kraushaar (1988) calls "social refonn" as opposed to 

"radical refonn". As will be recalled from the discussion of Kraushaar's 

work in Chapter~, "social refonn" refers to attempts to bring about 

change within the existing set of social arid econanic institutions. 

"Radical refonn" on the other hand, inplies refonns which ~r people 
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and which challenge the institutions of the status quo. In fact, Sate of 

the refonnist activities that planners have been involved in have been of 

a distinctly "counter-revolutionary" nature. Examples include instances 

where planners are working in close consultation with the military and 

the National Security Managerent Systan (NSMS) in the upgrading of 

politically volatile townships. 

The post-1975 period. has, hov.Bver, seen the arergence of a progressive 

planning rroverent. This rroverent has aligned itself quite explicitly 

with the popular classes. As pointed out in Chapter Eleven, the reasons 

for the arergence of such a rroverent are canplex. An important reason 

was the re-arergence and dramatic growth of civic organizations and trade 

unions after the quiescence of the 1960 ' s. Also important was the growth 

of progressive noverent on English- speaking White campuses where 

planners ~re being trained, which in turn was a function of a variety of 

influences . Finally, the importation of advocacy planning theory and the 

"new urban sociology" also had i~s influence. While the new progressive 

planning noVEm2nt is an aggressive one and has been reasonably effective, 

the numbers involved are small in relat ion to the planning profession as 

a whole. It is sobering to note that even by' the mid-1980's the vast 

majority of professional planners in South Africa ~ still White (98%) 

and male (87%) (Smit, 1985). ~r, an increasing number of Black 

planners are being trained roth locally and abroad and this may begin to 

change the political profile of the planning profession. 

In concluding, it is important to get the record on the relationship 

between planning and social change into perspective. The profession 

roth is and has been a very conservati ve one. For the mJst part urban 

and regional planning has served pc::!Y.'9r bloc interests and its 

articulation with apartheid has been stmroarized in a preceding section. 

But, as recent struggles within the profession and over policy have 

c:ie!tnnstrated, there is nothing inevitable aOOut this conservatism. 

Before proceeding to a discussion of the possibilities for mJre 

progressive practices, i t is useful to reflect on sate lessons which can 

be drawn from the historical analysis conducted in this dissertati on. 
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As is evident frcm the discussion in the preceding section, the history 

of progressive planning practices in South Africa is a short one and 

confined essentially to the post- 1975 period. However, the historical 

analysis conducted in this thesis does nonetheless produce a number of 

findings which are salient to progressive planning practice. These 

findings, together with the lessons learned frcm the limited attenpts at 

progressive praxis in South Africa, are stmmarized in this section. 

One of the tl1ares that has been stressed in this dissertation is that 

urban and regional planning in South Africa cannot silrq?ly be understood 

as a response to contradiction and crisis. Evidence has been produced 

. to show that whilst structure exercises an inp:>rtant influence on the 

nature and evolution of planning, agency and idealism are also 

inp:>rtant. Reference has, for example, been made to the inp:>rtance of 

the agency of the Transvaal Planning Association in getting planning 

onto the statute books. Reference too has been made to the inp:>rtance 

of characters such as Bowling, in ensuring the SITO)th early 

ilrq?1E!lYi:ntation of planning, to the idealism of Thorrington-Smith in 

introducing regional planning in Natal, and to the opportunism of 

individuals such as Atkinson, Radford and Hudak in · getting . local 

econanic developn:nt planning accepted. Of course, in all of the cases 

referred to above, structural circumstances provided opportunities for 

agency but also inp:>sed constraints. H~ver , structural circumstances 

do not cause agency. It has already been pointed out that the E!lYi:rgence 

of urban social movements in the 1950's did not automatically lead to the 

growth of a progressive planning rrovarent. The ilrq?lications of these 

observations for progressives are fairly obvious. Active and creative 

agents are far nore likely to make a difference than anrchair critics. 

In a similar vein, reference was made to the inp:>rtance of the mind sets 

of plarmers in affecting outcooes. In Chapter Four, for example, 

reference was made to the fact that plarmers in the 1940' s need not have 

responded to the squatter problems around Johannesburg in the way that 

they did. The fact that they opted for rarovals and resettlE!lYi:nt to 

public schares rather than "in situ" upgrade was a function of their 

colonial mind sets. The influence of paternalistic, patriarchal and 
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racist world views on the design of t he mass housing estates for Blacks 

in the1950's was also highlighted. These and other exarrples suggest 

that planning ideology is an ilTtpJrtant terrain of struggle and that 

planning educators have an ilTtpJrtant role to play in this regard. 

In Chapter Eleven it was argued that the mind sets of plarmers W9re quite 

closely linked to cultural and class backgrounds. English-speaking 

planners usually had bourgeois or petty- bourgeois backgrounds and W9re 

culturally linked to the ideology of rronopoly capital. To the extent 

that rronopoly capital has increasingly seen apartheid as antithetical to 

its interests, so an anti-apartheid ethos has becare part of 

"Anglo-culture". Afrikaans-speaking planners on the other hand, have 

historical links to the civil service, the White working classes and 

agricul ture. As such they are cui turall y linked to the classes which 

foI:ITEd. the backbone of the "apartheid" alliance which cane to power in 

1948. Not surprisingly therefore, Afrikaans- speaking plarmers tend to 

be rrore conservative, at least as far as apartheid is concerned. The 

ilTtpJrtant lesson though is that the mind sets and agency of plarmers bear 

a relation to their backgrounds. Thus, there is a pressing need to 

increase the number of plarmers drawn fran Black and working-class 

backgrounds. The other point worth noting is that a substantial 

proportion of the planning profession (approximately 55%) in South Africa 

is part of what has historically been one of the rrost reactionary social 

groupings - White bureaucrats. This has major implications for the kinds 

of proposals made by authors such as Coleman (1986) who urge the pursuit 

of strategies ai.ned at transfonning the bureaucracies thansel ves. 

In Chapter '&u reference was made to the debate within progressive 

planning circles about the nature of the state and whether or not it was 

possible to pursue progressive practices through the state. 

Instrumentalist and structuralist theories of the state W9re criticized 

as overly detenninistic and tautological. It was argued, instead, that 

the nature of the state in any capitalist social fonnation, the 

interests that it served and the effects of its policies, should be 

treated as contingent and uncertain. The answers to these questiOns 

could only be provided by contextually specific analysis. It should be 

noted that there. has not been any systematic attempt to analyze the 

nature of the South African state in this thesis. The analysis has 
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focused much more on explaining planning policy, but this has yielded, 

as a by-product, sare interesting observations about the state. To 

begin with the most obvious observation is that the nature of the state, 

both national and local, has changed over tirre. In Chapter Three it was 

noted that for the period up to 1924, the state was daninated by irrperial 

capital and the interests of mining capital. As such the state could 

best be understood in instrum:mtalist tenns. After 1924, however, when 

the Pact Alliance came to power, state policy began to reflect conflict 

within the power bloc - between various fractions of capital, the White 

~rking classes and an arerging anny of bureaucrats. In other ~rds, the 

state could be best conceptualized as an arena of intra-class struggle 

(struggles between fractions of capital) and between capital and White 

labour (although in most instances White labour entered the fray in 

alliance with one or other fraction of capital). 

The Black ~rking classes and popular masses had not yet begun to assert 

their political power. The 1940's and 1950's however, saw the 

burgeoning and cohering of Black political opposition. Reference was 

made in Chapter Four to the way in which struggles by Blacks ~re 

directly affecting planning policy (e .g. the adoption of the first 

temporary site-and-service schares as a consequence of the struggles of 

squatters around Johannesburg). By the 1950's, the nature of state 

policy was much more fundamantally affected by struggles between the 

power bloc (defined on ethnic grounds since 1924) and the Black popular 

masses, than by struggles within the power bloc. The "power bloc versus 

the people" contradiction had becare the dcminant contradiction of the 

social formation. Of course, contradictions within the power bloc 

continued to affect planning policy and in sare instances this was 

evident in conflicts between the national and· local state. In Chapter 

Five, the effects of struggles between the Johannesburg City Council 

(daninated by an alliance of local manufacturing and mining capital) and 

the central state (daninated by an alliance of White ~rkers, 

agricultural capital, White bureaucrats and Afrikaaner Capital) on local 

housing policy in the 1950's, was highlighted. 

The nost dramatic collective inte:rventions in territorial social 

relations in the 1950's and 1960's, ~re associated alnost entirely with 

the power bloc/people contradiction in a context in which the balance of 
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~r lay finnly in the hands of the ~r bloc. With the onset of 

politico- econanic crisis after 1975, the balance of ~r has shifted in 

the direction of the popular classes. ~r bloc/people conflict has 

intensified and increasingly state policies can be conceptualized as 

having been w::>n in struggle. In Chapter Eight it was argued that the 

dropping of influx control and the adoption of a positive urbanization 

strategy was in large part due to victories w::>n by squatters in their 

battles with the state in Western Cape. It has also been argued that 

upgrading and halE ownership cannot simply be understcx:xi in tenns of 

"~r-bloc " cunning, but also as victories w::>n in struggle. It is 

important for plarmers to understand that in cases like the upgrading of 

a Clairwood or a St Wendolins, they are delivering services that people 

have fought for and w::>n. Whether or not the outcalES of policy changes 

or increases in the social wage w::>n in struggle will have progressive 

outcalES in the longer tenn is, h~er uncertain. The particular way in 

which these victories are delivered may be of critical importance and an 

important terrain for . J?rogressiye planning inputs. Thus, while the 

people of Clairwood have w::>n the defensive battle against raroval and the 

proactive battle for upgrading, the way in which the latter is delivered 

may be incisive in detennining the ultimate impact of the struggles over 

Clairwood. If it is delivered in such a way that the camrunity is further 

cohered rather than divided, significant progressive gains will have been 

w::>n. Plarmers both inside and outside of fo:rmal structures are, in this 

particular instance, well placed to influence outcalES in a progressive 

direction. 

The intensification of ~ bloc/people struggles in the post-1975 

period has led to significant attenpts to restructure the power bloc by 

incorporating elements of popular classes. The tri-cameral constitution 

arrangements and the rrooted statutory council for m::xierate Blacks, are, 

quite simply, attenpts at selective co-option. This restructuring of the 

power bloc has, ~ver, given rise to a range of neN conflicts and 

contradictions SalE of which have already been successfully exploited by 

progressive planners. In Chapter Eleven the way in which a contradiction 

between the central state interested in co- opting Indians and Coloureds, 

and a local state body daninated by the inmadiate interests of local 

capital, was exploited in favour of the residents, was outli.nech Given 

the fluidity of the contarporary political terrain, contradictions of 
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this sort are likely to recur and will provide opportunities for vigilant 

progressive planners. 

In any event, by the late 1980's, state planning policies have to be 

understood as the outcatES of vigorous conflict within the ~r-bloc 

where new alliances are being foIJIECi, and of intensifying conflict 

between the ~r bloc and the popular classes. I will return shortly 

to the changing nature of the state in the section which focuses on the 

prospects for progressive planning in the future. Before noving on to 

consider such prospects there area few additional lessons which can be 

derived fran the historical analysis and which should be noted. The 

first concerns the relationship between social refonn and progressive 

social change. 

In Chapter 'I\vo, Kraushaar's (1988) distinction between social refonn and 

radical refonn was raised and discussed. Social refonn it was argued, 

was status quo reproducing, while radical refonn was ~ring and 

potentially transfonnatory. Most analysts ~uld probably classify the 

refonns of the Botha governmant in the late 1970's and early 1980's as 

very status quo conservative social refonns. Yet, what is striking about 

this pericxi of social refonn and the other significant pericxi in which 

refonn was pursued, the 1940' s, is the dramatic escalation of 

oppositional nobilization that has occurred in these pericxis. This 

implies that there is a correlation between social refonn and the 

developtEnt of progressive rrovem:mts capable of bringing about 

transfonnation. The evidence in South Africa is not without its 

contradictions h.cMever. The decade between 1950 and 1960 was one 

characterized by repression but it was nonetheless one of unparalleled 

popular resistance. However, the massive repression that foll~ the 

Sharpeville shooting brought an end to popular mobilization and a decade 

of quiescence. In any event, few ~uld contest the view that the Wiehahn 

refonns have provided the space for the arergence of a ~rful trade 

union rrovarent in South Africa, which may yet becatE the vanguard of 

social change. Moreover, few ~uld take issue with observation that in 

the late 1970's and early 1980's the state was nore tolerant of Black 

oppositional movarents, precisely because it was attE!11pting to co-opt 

certain elarents of the Black popular classes. In fact, in the analysis 

of political crisis in Chapter Seven, it was argued that refonn itself 
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could be regarded as one of the causes of political crisis. This is not 

to suggest that the refonns prorrote growth of progressive I1Dverents. 

Clearly, in many instances this is not so. The lesson for progressive 

planners, ~ver , is that "knee-jerk" responses to refonn should be 

avoided. The challenge is to isolate, prorrote, and use refonns which 

provide the space for pursuing progressive policy and nobilization. 

Again I will elaborate this point shortly with reference to the current 

conjuncture. 

The brief history of progressive planning praxis in South Africa has 

produced sane interesting insights. The Cla.iJ:w:xx:i experience, for 

example, has dem::>nstrated the inlfx:>rtance of the presence of progressive 

planners on all the terrains upon which policy is contested. The 

success of the Cla.iJ:w:xx:i experiment, can be ascribed to the existence of 

progressives at all relevant levels within the fonual structures as well 

as the role played by aggressive advocates outside of fonual structures. 

The Cla.iJ:w:xx:i experience further suggests that the question of whether 

planners should operate inside or outside of fonual structures in South 

Africa is actually a non-issue. 

Progressive planners need to contest every terrain. Layered and ccrcplex 

organization is the key. The Cla.iJ:w:xx:i experience also dem::>nstrates that 

in times of crisis opportunities may arise which can be exploi ted by 

progressive planners. The St Wendolin' s experience discussed in Chapter 

Nine has a mnnber of lessons for those specifically trying to build 

organization around upgrading. I will refer, however, only to those of 

general interest. Perhaps the nost inlfx:>rtant lesson of the entire 

experience is the questions it raises about trying to engage the state 

(in struggles over the social wage) in the context of econanic decline. 

Funds have never materialized and. this has contributed to declining 

confidence in the civic organization and the increasing possibility of 

division. It w::>uld perhaps have been preferable for the ccmnuni.ty to 

take on many aspects of the upgrade on their CMfl. }breover, the 

experience in contexts such as the Westbury and. Frobisher upgrading 

schares (which are nON canplete), deronstrated that participation in the 

upgrade did not produce lasting ccmnuni.ty organization. In the case of 

Red lD::ation in Port Elizabeth, it split a previously coherent civic 

organization. In short, the brief history of trying to build 
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organization around state up:Jrading prograITIres is not a particular I y 

encouraging one. 

A thare that was anphasised in Chapter 'ThA:> was that theory to guide 

planning practice could not be hatched in abstraction. It had to be 

based on careful conjunctural analysis. The features of the 

contanporary conjuncture \\Bre examined in detail in Chapter Six through 

to Chapter Eleven. MOreover, salient features of the conjuncture \\Bre 

sumnarised in the overview of the evolution of urban and. regional 

planning in South Africa attanpted in an earlier section of this 

concluding chapter. South Africa in 1988 is a social fonnation in 

crisis. In order to achieve econanic growth rates which are reasonably 

in tune with rapid population growth and. urbanization, the South African 

state has two options promote exports and/or pursue 

inward-industrialization. Ebth paths are, ~er, impeded by 

sanctions. In the case of the fontEr access to foreign markets is 

constrained; in the case of the latter the lack of access to foreign 

credit means that ba.lance of payrrents problens place major constraints 

on domestically-generated growth. The ruling classes also face a major 

political crisis. 

popular militance. 

On the one hand, the crisis derives fran an upsurge of 

On the other hand, the crisis is precipitated by the 

state's attempts to introduce the reforms which it sees as necessary to 

end econanic isolation. MOreover, politi cal and socio-econanic refonn is 

expensive. Thus, the state is caught on the horns of a dilemna. On the 

one hand, econanic growth is necessary to introduce the reforms which 

will hopefully end isolation. On the other hand, econanic growth is 

itself dependent on the ending of isolation. The crisis also has another 

ciinEnsion as far as the ~r bloc is concerned. This relates to the 

difficulties that the hegem:>nic fractions within the ~r bloc are 

experiencing in cohering the bloc. The bloc is fragnenting. On the one 

hand, nost fractions of capital are impatient about the pace of refonn 

because of their obvious interest in reintegration into the world 

econany. Sare fractions are clearly noving in the direction of the 

popular classes recognising that this is the only way in which apartheid 

can be ended (witness for example the nlII1'Erous IlEetings be~n the 

captains of industry and. the liberation novemant roth at hame and 
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abroad). On the other hand, significant elarents of the bloc, such as 

the lower echelons of the public services, the White working classes and 

elements of the agricultural ccmmmity are JO.l.ill.Ilg pc::>litical 

organizations to the far right (the AWE and the Conservative Party). 

lobreover, Afrikaanerdan, it Seen5, is irrevocably split. 

While it is clear that the power bloc is in crisis, the same can be said 

for he p::>pular classes and the liberation IlOVE!Ient. The ease with which 

the state ended p::>pular resistance in the p::>st-1986 period suggests that 

an insurrectionary overtl1rcM of the South African state is an unlikely 

p::>ssibility. Moreover, it is quite clear that the state is intent on 

repressing p::>litics and that it is doing so reasonably successfully. 

Whether or not large scale mobilization of the masses will be p::>ssible 

again in the short and rredium tenn is debatable. The outlook is, 

however, relatively bleak. While the apparent victoIY of liberation 

forces in Angola may boost morale, there are other dynamics that may 

mitigate against rena-a::i p::>pular mobilization. Apart fran repression, 

there is the state's selective withdrawal fran the sphere of collective 

consumption. Then there is the fact that the urbanising masses are 

likely to be accommodated in sprawling and isolated informal settlarents 

run by ruthless warlords (see Cole, 1987). Evidence fran many parts of 

the world shows that such encampments do not generally breed progressive 

p::>litics. In fact, the groNth of reactionary p::>litics in the burgeoning 

informal areas around South Africa's cities may constitute more of a 

threat to the liberation rrovarent in the long run, than the existing 

elarents of the power bloc. The extent of the stalanate between the 

power bloc and the p::>pular classes is perhaps most evident fran the 

reactions of both sides to the recent state-imposed local goverrment 

elections. The governrrent is claiming that the 30% p::>ll in African areas 

represents a success. The p::>pular classes on the other hand are 

dismissing it as a dismal failure. The reality is that neither party 

has been able to win an incisive victoIY. The strongest card that the 

liberation IlOVE!Ient holds, is its international influence and its 

ability to isolate South Africa. The strongest card held by the power 

bloc is its militaIY might. 

Given the conjunctural circumstances described above, the following 

criteria are tentatively suggested for assessing the extent to which 
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urban and regional planning practices are progressive. Urban and 

regional planning practices (whether conducted inside or outside of 

formal structures) are progressive if they: 

( a) contribute to the coherence, rrobilization and strength of the 

popular alliance 

(b) contribute to the "winning over" of elarents of the ~ bloc into 

the popular alliance 

(c) contribute to the division of the power bloc (or the 

disorganization of the power bloc) 

(d) improve the material circumstances of the popular classes without 

facilitating their incorporation into the power bloc 

(e) contribute to the shifting of the stalanate between the power bloc 

and the popular classes in a direction which favours the latter. 

It should be noted that these criteria are far more 

conjuncturally-sensitive than those specified in my earlier works (see 

Smit, 1984; MbCarthy and Smit, 1984). I n these works, the definition of 

progressive planning was based on ideology and abstract theorization 

rather than careful conjunctural analysis. There is also a recognition 

that significant change in South Africa will not care alx>ut unless 

significant elarents of the power bloc , and rrore particularly capital, 

are won over to the side of the opposi tional groupings. This implies 

that progressive urban and regional planners should be entering into 

different relationships with the col lective organizations of capital than 

previously implied. This is not to suggest that the capital/lalx>ur 

contradiction is now considered of secondary significance. It is simply 

to assert that at this conjuncture a real istic goal for progressives must 

be to :rarove the apartheid regima fran power. Nor is it to suggest that 

progressive planning activities which contribute to the coherence and 

rrobilization of the lalx>ur rrovarent should be de-€!t'phasised. It is 

imperative that a strong lalx>ur . ITDVeTent is built and that it assurres a 

leading role in the alliance of the popular classes. 
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Given the criteria specified above, the task that remains is to identify 

concrete strategies that can be pursued by progressive planners. It is 

to this task that I now turn. 

The ~r of the Alternative 

Given the central concern of progressives with on the one hand cohering 

and reinforcing existing oPJ;X)sitional rroverents, and on the other with 

winning aver new elerents , progressive planners may play an irnpJrtant 

ideological role in promoting progressive alternatives. One of the rrost 

significant contributions, in tenns of its impact, to the debate on South , 

Africa is Clan Sunter's (1987) The World and South Africa in the 1990s. 

One of the major reasons for the appeal of Sunter's l:xx:>k, is that it 

offers hope for all. Sunter (1987) argues that South Africa has a number 

of choices and he distinguishes be~n what he calls the "high road" 

al ternati ve and the "low road" al ternati ve. The high road involves the 

unbanning of political parties, the negotiation of a settlerent, and the 

pursuit of particular economic policies. While written fram within the 

~ls of rronopoly capital, Sunter's (1987) contribution has a great deal 

of progressive content and has captured the imagination of significant 

elerents within the ~r bloc who see the "high road" as the only way 

forward. There is a need for similar contributions fran the progressive 

rroverent itself for two reasons. Firstly, it generates ideological 

enthusiasm alxmt better things to care within the rrovemmt itself thereby 

adding to its coherence. Secondly, positive "high road" scenarios may 

bring ~ bloc elerents into the progressive fold. progressive urban 

and regional planners can play an irnpJrtant role in this regard. 

Consider, for example, the impact of the "high road" city when 

counterposed with the energing nodel of the "nea-apartheid" city. In an 

earlier chapter (Chapter Six), it was noted that because of the 

sanctions on foreign credit that apartheid has brought, the state has no 

alternative other than to put rapidly urbanising Blacks on sites ahead of 

service pravlslon. This, in turn, ilnplies low densities (because of 

sanitation problans), and the accarm:xlation of the shack settlarents, 

that will ererge, in new towns sufficiently distant fran the core to 

insulate Whites fran the externality effects of such settlarents. The 

. neo-apartheid city is therefore likely to be very inefficient, will 
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require vast annunts of long distance ccmnuting, and will prarote the 

further i.Jntx:werisl"lrrent of the roar. On the other hand, if apartheid was 

abandoned the "high road" city could be pursued. The econany of such a 

city VoDuld be stimulated by a housing progranma funded by foreign loans 

and which VoDuld act as a lead sector. Balance of payrrent constraints 

VoDuld be less problematic because of the availability of foreign credit. 

A compact, high-density, efficient city based on public transport could 

be built because proper services could be provided. As noted in Chapter 

Six, Cewar (1985) and McCarthy and Smit (1988) have already provided SaTE 

indication of the potential configurati on and advantages of the "high 

road" city. 

The "High Road" and Local C!>tions 

Apart fran casting the "High Road" city into the political cauldron for 

ideological reasons, "high road" cities or even regions could becaTE 

concrete political projects in ~eir awn right. Moreover, such projects 

could be set in rrotion immediately. The liberation movement's shift of 

tactics in dealing with the sports boycott, opens up SaTE very 

interesting possibilities. The fact that the African National Congress 

has indicated that it may end the i solation of sports which effectively 

de-racialise their activities rather than insist that apartheid in toto 

must end before sports isolation ends, opens up the possibility of 

pursuing local or regional options. Moreover, the liberation rrovarent 

has as much interest in breaking the existing stalemate . as the power 

bloc. The kind. of scenario that I have in mind is as follCMS. 

Metropolitan areas such as Durban and Cape 'I'cMn are by far the least 

reactionary of locales within South Africa and are controlled by liberal 

city councils. Other IIEtropolitan areas such as Johannesburg and Port 

Elizabeth are less conservative than the country as a whole. There is a 

good chance that the rrost significant power bloc elarents within one or 

rrore of these IIEtropolitan areas might be persuaded to pursue the "high 

road city" option and enter into negotiations with the liberation 

rrovarent in this regard. In Chapter Six reference was made to the depth 

of the econanic crisis facing the Cape 'I'cMn IIEtropolitan area. So deep 

is the crisis that the Cape 'I'cMn City Council has already explored the 

possibility of a local political dispensation without much success. But 
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it is quite p:>ssible that in the changed circumstances of the rocxrent, 

that the cape Town City Council could persuade the liberation rroverent to 

give the council access to foreign loans specifically for housing and 

upgrading purposes. 

A pre-condition for the granting of the loans could be that all 

upgrading \\QuId have to be conducted in a demxratic fashion under the 

control of agents acceptable to the liberation rroverent. This, in turn, 

\\QuId give the ITDVE!fIent access to the shack areas which it badly needs. 

MJreover, the cape Town City Council could undertake to establish a 

non-racial local authority and put in place an island run on sarething 

akin to Charterist principles. Since a substantial housing prograrme in 

a place like cape Town, \\QuId have multiplier effects throughout the 

econany as a whole, and since this prograrme may create balance of 

paynents problens, the liberation rrovarEnt could allow the country as a 

whole access to a limited arrount of foreign credit. Whether or not the 

ruling Nationalist Party would ~llow such an initiative is not clear. 

But it may be difficult for them to refuse a carefully negotiated package 

with clear national benefits. And even if they refuse, the ideological 

gains \\QuId be substantial. Clearly the, p:>ssibilities of taking such 

initiatives forward will ultimately rest on rrore detailed analysis and on 

a variety of contingencies. But there are a range of options. What is 

needed is for creative and dynamic progressives to put than together. 

Agercy can and usually does make a difference. 

Fran the Grandiose to the More Sober 

While there is a reasonable chance that initiatives of the type referred 

to above might succeed, it should be clear fran the analysis of the 

p:>litical crisis in Chapter Seven, that there are powerful forces within 

the National Security Managem:mt System (NSMS) who \\QuId vigorously 

oppose any negotiation with the progressive rroverent. To be realistic 

the "securocrats " are likely to gain ascendancy and this suggests that 

the South African state will have to be pushed into an even rrore parlous 

p:>sition (both p:>litically and econanically) .before negotiations with 

"real" Black leaders are taken seriously. If this is the case, then the 

likely scenario for the short and medium tenn is one of slow econanic 

grcMth, selective socio-econcmic refo:rm, continued selective co-option 
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(particularly attempts to incorporate conservative Blacks) and vigorous 

repression of political opposition. In Chapter Seven it was stressed 

that since 1986, the state has rroved to repress rrost fonus of "extra

parlianentary" politics. This scenario has major irrplications for the 

kind of progressive practices that can be pursued by urban and regional 

planners and the terrain upon which they can seek to do so. To begin 

with the scenario irrplies that the mobilization strategies of the 

progressive movemant will have to change, particularly in the sphere of 

reproduction. 

New Strategies for Civics and Their Support Groups 

State withdrawal fram collective consumption provision, repression, and 

overall economic austerity, suggests that mobilization around 

"social-wage" issues such as rents and transport may no longer be 

realistic. Even if the state is "willing", it is unlikely that it will 

be able to deliver. Whilst continued rrobilization around social wage 

issues may sharpen contradictions of an enbattled power bloc, it SearlS 
. . 

very unlikely that the state will allow the kind of rrobilization that 

occurred between 1976 and 1986. This is not to irrply that the state can 

totally dictate the nature and direction of politics in the sphere of 

reproduction. It is sirrply to suggest that the civic movement will, of 

necessity, have to begin to shift its tactics in response to changing 

state policy. One direction in which the civics could move is to start 

setting up dem:x::ratic "co-operatives" around housing and transport 

issues. Our analysis has suggested that state housing policy will focus 

largely on site provision and that hundreds-of-thousands of people will 

be settled on the land ahead of services. In such a context organising 

communities into building and service co- operatives could carry 

substantial material benefits for the participants (and thus have a 

greater chance of becaning lasting community structures). Emphasis in 

such co- operatives w::>uld shift away fram engaging the state in 

"social-wage" battles to an erq:>hasis on building of "autonarous " and 

dem:x::ratic co-operatives. 

It should be noted that I am not proposing a sirrplistic shift to 

Turnerist self-help. The entire erq:>hasis in such a project w::>uld be on 

building sustainable collective organization. MOreover, the state could 
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still be engaged in "social-wage" struggles but these should probably be 

based on demands which are realistic and which can be won. One lesson of 

the St Wendolin' s experience (discussed in Chapter Nine), was that the 

Community would probably have been better off if it had never directly 

involved the state in the upgrade except for quite specific items (e.g. 

piped water). Once the state and other agencies becarre involved, the 

community found it very difficult to control the process. Moreover, very 

little has been delivered. Both effects, the loss of control and the 

failure to deliver, have undennined the civic. The argurrent that is 

being made is that if the state is going to be unable to deliver much, 

but is nonetheless able to viCiously repress attanpts to ideologically 

exploit the situation, then there is little to gain at this stage in 

directly engaging the state. Emphasis should fallon first building 

coherent organization. 

An anphasis on autonany irrplies that progressive planners working 

outside of fonna.l structures may have a particularly important role to 

play. But their role is likely to shift away fran playing an "advocacy" 

support role in struggles over the social wage to helping camu.mities 

develop their own upgrading strategies and co-operatives. Since 

governITent is unlikely to leave the terrain of infonna.l settletents 

uncontested, it may also be important for progressive planners to work 

through fonna.l organizations who would be able to gain access to 

cammunities with less harasSITent fran the securocrats. The choice of 

appropriate structure through which progressives should work to 

facilitate the establishlrent of fairly "autonarous" co- operatives will, 

~r, vary with context. What is clear, however, is that there is a 

need to explore the international experience with co-operatives and 

develop theory and practices appropriate to indigenous circtmlstances. 

While it is widely accepted that econanic growth in South Africa is 

likely to be exceptionally slow, this prediction should not be accepted 

uncritically. It is possible that the Botha government will succeed in 

finding export-markets particularly in the rest of Africa. Moreover, it 

is possible that developments in the world economy could lead to 

substantial and sustained increases in the price of gold. In either 

eventuality the balance of payrrents constraints on ci<::lTestically generated 

growth would be substantially eased. Should this happen it is likely 
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that the state may direct substantial arrounts of capital into the 

upgrading of townships, infonnal settlerrents, and the unserviced planned 

settlarents (which will constitute an increasingly large proportion of 

the total). Progressives need to be aware of such possibilities for two 

reasons. First, there can be little question that the Botha goverrnrent 

\\Qlld like to pour rrore capital into the townships for political reasons. 

As discussed in Chapter Nine it is possible for civics to fight for 

control over the flaw of capital into their enviroIlIt'ents and to use it to 

build their organizations. It was also noted in Chapter Nine that the 

difficulties of attaining such control notwithstanding, progressive 

carmunity organizations cannot afford to ignore such flaws because of 

their divisive potential. The second reason for being sensitive to 

changing econanic circumstances concerns the need to evaluate the 

possibility of shifting back to "social wage" politics if appropriate. 

An Increasingly Significant Role for the Unions in the Sphere of 

Reproduction 

The progressive structures which have best survived the post-1986 

repression of political organization are those of the trade union 

rrovarent. Perhaps the main reason for their survival is the fact that 

the progressive unions opted to . enter the fonnal industrial rel~tions 

fraIlEWOrk established by goverrnrent in response to the Wiehahn proposals 

of the late 1970's. As noted in Chapter Seven, this franev.urk represents 

one of the few real and reasonably successful refonns introduced by the 

goverrnrent. As a consequence, goverrnrent was far rrore reluctant about 

crushing organizations which v.ere operating "wi thin-system" despite their 

tendency to militancy in the late 1980's. Moreover, given the strength 

of grass-roots union organization, repressing the unions was perhaps 

potentially rrore costly than was true of extra-parlianEntary political 

and civic organization. 

One consequence of the survival of union structures is that they may 

have an increasingly significant role to play in the sphere of 

reproduction . Certainly in the past few years unions have been taking a 

rrore active role in addressing the housing needs of their constituency 

and have looked to the progressive planning rrovarent for assistance (see 

Hendler, 1988). To begin with, unions have been considering a variety of 
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options for using their pension funds for housing purposes. Secondly, 

the unions are increasingly taking the social wage issue onto the factory 

floor and demanding that rnanagerrent take greater responsibility for the 

conditions that workers experience in the sphere of reproduction 

(Hendler, 1988). Thus, there is likely to be a growing demand fram the 

worker IIOValEnt for progressi ve planning support. 

It will be recalled fram the review of progressive planning theory in 

Chapter Two, that Cooke (1983) has argued that long-tenn econanic 

decline in Britain has been associated with a shift in state 

intervention fram the sphere of reproduction to the deregulation of the 

sphere of circulation, primarily in order to prarote job creation. He 

also noted that this shift to the sphere of circulation has also been 

accanpanied by the granting of increasing discretion and autonany to 

local state structures. This, in turn, he sugges ted, provided 

opportunities for local state and union co-operation in the production 

worker plans. The prerequisite h~er, was the existence of local 

state structures sympathetic to such a venture. Of course, there are no 

local authorities in South Africa which are controlled by socialists as 

is the case in Britain, but we have ma.de reference (particularly in 

Chapter Six) to the existence of nore progressive local authorities such 

as Cape Town and Durban. Certainly the econanic crisis in South Africa 

has similarly been accanpanied by, the devolution of ~r to the local 

level. M:>reover, job creation is a national priority. There ma.y as a 

consequence, be opportunities for entrepreneurial progressives to set up 

the structures through which the pursuit of worker plans can be pursued. 

The revitalization and the reuse of the idle qIpe Town docklands is one 

area where such an exercise could perhaps be undertaken . Generally 

speaking, ~r, the opportunities for the production of local-state 

supported worker plans in South Africa is, however, limited by the 

general control that reactionary forces have over local state 

apparatuses. This reality raises the need for contesting this control 

and for the transfonnation of the apparatuses thanselves. The 

possibilities and constraints in this regard are briefly examined in the 

section that follows. 
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Transforming the State Apparatuses 

In discussing the transformation of the state apparatuses, a distinction 

needs to be made between the "political control" of the political 

institutions presiding over such apparatuses (tC1Nl1 councils and so on) 

and the apparatuses therrselves. I will deal first with the political 

control of state apparatuses. As noted in a number of chapters in this 

dissertation, Black progressive political movements have, since the late 

1940 I s, generally shunned any kind of participation in the political 

structures established by the power bloc. In the past, this 

"non-participationist" strategy recognised that apart from the principles 

involved, the dUl11II¥ political structures offered to Blacks had little 

access to real material resources. HoNever, in the next decade there may 

well be a reassessment of this position. Certainly, the question of 

participation in the local government elections of 1988 was seriously 

contenplated by at least some significant segments of the progressive 

movements. Particularly inport~t considerations in this regard included 

the need to find new "spaces" for political mobilization in the light of 

the state I s fairly successful repression of extra-parliamentary 

organizations, and the possibility of gaining access to resources through 

the Regional Service Councils. For a variety of reasons the progressive 

movement chose not to participate, but it would not be entirely 

surprising if, in the not too distant future, there is a shift of tactics 

tONards some form of participation. Shoold this happen it follONS that 

there may be a very inportant role for progressive planners, either as 

merri.:ers of staff serving municipal (or other) authorities run by 

progressives, or, in the case of authorities who would not be able to 

afford large full-time ' staffs, as consultants or voluntary advocates. 

Such developments could begin to rrake the state and its apparatuses a 

true terrain of struggle. 

As noted earlier, a distinction between the pol itical command structures 

of the state apparatuses (usually elected or appointed officials) and the 

apparatuses themselves (the assembly of civil servants) needs to be made. 

For even if the progressive movement decides not to move towards 

participation in the command structures, there are strong arguments that 

progressives should enter the attached civil service. To start with, we 

have already noted that the planning profession in South Africa is 
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daninated by Whites and there is a relation be~n the ethnic and 

cultural backgrounds of planners and the political interests they try to 

serve. Until there are many more Black planners in South Africa, it is 

unlikely that the conservatism of the planning profession will change. 

Thus, to ' the extent that the creation of a plethora of Black Local 

Authorities across the country creates job opportunities for Black 

planners, so it follows that an opportunity exists for swelling the ranks 

of progressive planners. M:>reover, there need not be a congruent 

relationship between the political carmand structures and the service 

apparatuses. In Chapters 'IW:J and Eleven it was noted that the state 

apparatuses are not si.nq?ly tools which can be put to use by whoever 

controls the catmand structures. History is littered with examples of 

politicians undennined by recalcitrant or even aggressive state 

apparatuses. In this regard Coleman's (1986) suggestion that progressive 

planners should try to build links to and possibly be formally aligned 

with the manual worker unions attached to the state apparatuses, may have 

substantial resonance. 

In the emerging Black state structures there are real possibilities for 

transfonning both the internal social relations of the typical 

bureaucracy, and also the political role played by the apparatus. This 

is not to naively suggest that petty bourgeois Black professionals will 

necessarily align themselves with progressive forces. What I am 

suggesting is that progressives probably have a far greater chance of 

transfonning these structures both roN and in a post-apartheid society, 

than is true of the White bureaucracies, because they are working with 

people who are culturally linked to the oppressed masses. M:>reaver, the 

material interests of Black civil servants may also lie wi th the 

transference of state power to the progressive movement. Thus, the very 

structures that the state is setting up as the bulwarks of conservatism 

may, in fact, beccme a ~n horse within and through which progressives 

will be able to make substantial advances. It should, hc:Mever, be noted 

that such infiltration will not si.nq?ly "happen". It is likely to require 

concerted effort. This places a particular burden of responsibi lity on 

those progressives who train Black planners, and on the progressive 

planning movement as a whole. 
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As far as the transfonnation of the established and mainly White 

planning bureaucracies are concerned, the prospects are not nearly so 

good. One of the lessons of history noted in an earlier section, is 

that the White bureaucracies in South Africa have historically been part 

of the Il'Ost reactionary elem:mts of the power bloc. r-breover, in the 

current conjuncture the tendency towards reaction seans to be 

intensifying rather than mitigating. Thus, Coleman's (1986) advice that 

progressive planners should focus on transforming the internal social 

relations of the bureaucracies and that they should seek alliances with 

progressive ~rker trade unions, appears to have little chance of success 

in these structures. Since the vast majority of planners in South Africa 

~rk within the White structures, Coleman's ( 1986) propJsals provide 

little guidance for those of progressive ilk. 

In the final analysis, the pJssibilities for substantially transforming 

the fonnal planning bureaucracies in a progressive direction remain 

relatively rarote, at -least for. the foreseeable future. However, as 

noted in Chapter Eleven, it remains important for progressives to enter 

these structures, even if it is only to learn the skills which will be 

required in a post-apartheid South Africa. It should be noted too that 

statism is under fire, and the creation of new Blac~ local authorities 

notwithstanding, nore and nore planners in the future will not be 

anployed by the state, but will ~rk in private consultancies. It is to 

the opportunities and constraints associated with the privatisation and 

deregulation of planning that attention now shifts. 

Privatisation and Deregulation Opportunities for Entrepreneurial 

Progressives 

As noted above, one effect of the state's privatisation prograrme is the 

privatisation of planning itself. This holds dangers for progressive 

planners but it also offers opportunities for those who are prepared to 

be creative. On the one hand it is arguable that since planners in 

private practice tend to get a great deal of their ~rk fram government, 

they are less able to take progressive stances since it is a fairly 

simple natter for the State to simply cut-off the flow of ~rk to 

"troublesare' consultants. While progressives who contest policy within 

the bureaucracies nay not get prarotion, they seldan lose their jobs. 
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fureover, the privatisation of planning may rrean that ITObilizat ion of 

planners through unionisation as proposed by Colenan (1987) becanes an 

increasingly remote possibility. 

It should be noted, ~er, that planning is not the only activity 

becoming privatised. The privatisation of housing provision, for 

example, rreans that there are many ITOre actors on the developrent stage 

than was · true only a feN years ago. Thus, it is possible for planners 

to build relationships with a whole neN range of clients. The 

dependency on government is being reduced and this must favour 

progressive planners. fureover, privatisation allows for the 

establishment of flexible private practices. Same progressives in South 

Africa have already entered into collective arrangercents whereby roth 

fonnal and progressive practices are possible. This usually involves 

keeping the "bread-and-butter" v.urk and progressive v.urk separate, 

thereby ensuring that progressives are not carpranised in either 

situation. A typical arran~nt is to rotate the collective's 

progressive portfolio of v.urk (which mayor may not be voluntary) 

arrongst the nanbers. In this way progressi v~s may be able to give a 

full ITOnth every year to voluntary support v.urk. Of course, the variety 

of options are infinite. Furthenrore, certain segrrents of the oppressed 

camrunity are able to pay for services. 

Deregulation too may offer progressives some opportunities. 

Deregulation is usually problanatic ' for progressives when the labour 

process is under the control of unscrupulous CMIlers who literally use 

deregulation as an excuse 

reason why v.urkers could 

under their CMIl control. 

to set up " ~t-shops " . However, there is no 

not use deregulation to set up co-operatives 

Thus, there may be an important role for 

planners in identifying deregulation zones or corridors which are 

particularly suitable for the establishment of co- operatives. As noted 

earlier, this again irrplies that progressive planners need to pay ITOre 

attention to the theory, practice and locational requirements of 

co-operative ventures. 

In sum, the withdrawal of the state fran the control of everyday life 

may offer ITOre opportunities for entrepreneurial progressives than ever 
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before. One particularly important opportunity is in acting as a 

catalyst in the building of alliances around planning issues. 

Building Alliances Around Particular Issues and Using Reform to Divide 

the PCMer Bloc 

In an earlier section, it was argued that progressive planners should 

seek to prorrote strategies which might win over elements of the paNer 

bloc into the popular classes, or which might SCM division within the 

paNer bloc. Moreover, reference was made to the building of alliances 

(and potentially an alternative paNer bloc) around the vision of the 

''high-road'' city. It was noted, hCMever, that while a real possibility, 

there was also a good Chance that the government would simply quash any 

atterrpt to concretely pursue the ''high-road'' city. Should this be the 

case, it does not follCM that alliance building around other issues is 

not possible. In fact, it may be rrore difficult to build an alliance 

around a grandiose vision than. around a specific and highly concrete 

issue. Moreover, real alliances tend to emerge out of concrete practices 

and the building of confidence over time. Planners in a variety of 

locations may be able to act as catalysts in prorroting such alliances. 

Those in private practice may be particularly well-located in this 

regard. Progressive private practitioners, for example, would probably 

be cultivating elements of progr~ssive capital as clients as well as the 

civics and trade unions. 

They would be well placed to identify opportunities for joint projects 

and could catalyze the entire process in much the same way as an 

entrepreneur would. Examples might include the building of alliances 

between prcperty capital and civics over the al:x>li tion of the Group 

Areas Act. It is well knCMn that there are many thousands of housing 

units in White areas standing empty because of racial legislation. It 

is also worth noting that in building alliances to push reforms at this 

conjuncture, tremendous pressure is placed on the power bloc. The 

observation has already been made that the decade of reform in the 

post-1976 period brought unprecedented popular rrobilization. In the two 

years since 1986, it is apparent that reform has reached a threshold, the 

transgression of which has the potential to create nultiple divisions 
wi thin the power bloc. It is well known that there is massive 
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unhappiness in the refonnist ranks of the Nationalist Party over the 

rroratorium of refonn since 1986. On the other hand, there are 

substantial elerents who are prepared to go no further. In sum, the 

careful selection of issues can introduce pressures which may weaken the 

~r bloc and strengthen the popular classes. 

South Africa in 1988 is a country with a very uncertain future. The 

future of urban and regional planning is equally uncertain. It is quite 

possible that polarization and conflict will intensify and that 

political opposition in all quarters will be met by increasingly vicious 

repression. It is i;x:>ssible too that in this context of conflict, the 

econany will deteriorate further. An econanic and political wasteland in 

South Africa is a real possibility. But there is nothing inevitable 

about this scenario either. Creative South Africans may yet be able to 

find a "high- road" to dEm:x::r:acy, econanic justice and prosperity. 

Hopefully, a grcMing breed of progressive and entrepreneurial urban and 

regional plarmers will be able to assist in the process of nudging actors 

on all sides tCWcrrds a rrore sane future. The way in which politics and 

econanics has shaped urban and regional planning has been a central focus 

of the dissertation. Perhaps in the 1980' s, urban and regional plarmers 

can make their contribution to the shaping of a new econanics and an 

alternative politics. The growth of such alternatives is an essential 

precondition for resolving a crisis which weighs so heavily on all of us. 
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